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INTRODUCTION

About the PMI-ACP®Exam

Welcome to the second edition ofPMI-ACP*ExamPrep. Since the first editionofthisbook, thePMI-ACP

examhas gone frombeinga forayintonew agile territory for PMI, to their fastest-growingcredential ever.

This credentialhas beengrowing even faster than thePMP credential, andit is now set tobe a significant
qualificationin the domain ofproject delivery—not just for leaders andmanagers,but also for agile
practitioners and team members.

ThePMIAgile CertifiedPractitioner isnow an establishedagile certification soughtbyprofessionals and

hiringmanagers alike.Inamarketplace that was filledwith a confusingmix ofeasy-to-obtain credentials,
thePMI-ACPhas emerged as ameaningfulmeasure ofagile experience andknowledge.PMIhas achieved

thisby requiringeducation, relevant experience, and training—as well asby applying the rigor ofISO/IEC
17024requirements to ensure good question design andrigorous examinationmanagement. So there areno

shortcuts, easy options, or freepasses to earning this certification.Ifyou are just startingonyourpath toward

obtaining the PMI-ACP, thismight sounddaunting—but it’s also what makes the credential so valuable.

Everyoneknows youhave to earnit,and that it means youhave verified skills.Fortunately, thebookyouare

holdingis thebest resource youcan findtohelp you pass the exam andobtainyourPMI-ACP certification.

Since the PMI-ACP exam was first offeredin2011, the agile techniques that it tests havebeen validated

by surveying thousands ofpractitioners who use agile methods.PMIwanted to make sure the techniques
includedinthe exam content outline were in fact commonpractice, andusedinproportions that matched

the weightings of the exam questions. So in2014 they conducted a role delineation study.

This survey ended up strongly validating the exam content.However,it also highlightedthe importance

ofhavingan agile mindset (being agile) over merelyusingagilepractices (doing agile). To reflect this,

PMIcreated a new domain called “Agile Principles andMindset.” Thematerial coveredin this domainisn’t

new—the exam coverage has not expanded. Instead, the topics that were previously coveredinan “Agile
Framework” category outside of the exam domainshave nowbeen foldedinto their own domain.

Since the first publication of thisbookIhavebeen fortunate to receivehundreds ofletters of thanks and

feedback. Thebookis consistently rated as the best exampreparationresource available for the PMI-ACP

exam, andfor manypeople thisbook is the onlyresource they use to prepare for, andpass, the exam. This

community of successfulreaders has providedmany thoughtful suggestions for improvements to the

book. Their suggestions for more coverage of lean andKanban approaches andahost ofother ideas have

been analyzed, researched, and applied to this new version of the book.

Inshort, as thePMI-ACP examhas gainedinpopularityit has beenrevisited andimproved—and so

too has thisbook.In the true agile spirit, throughuse, review, and adaptation we haveproduced abetter

increment of the product.

Welcome to the first step on your journey. The PMI-ACP is an important, valuedcredential, andyouhave

what youneed toprepare—so let’s get started!

1© 201SRMC Publications, Inc •9S2.846.4484 •info(3>rmds.com •www.nncls.com



PMI-ACP® Exam Prep

About the Exam

Inthisintroduction, we’ll discuss the scope of thePMI-ACP exam at ahighlevel. The exam consists
of120 questions, andyouwillhave three hours inwhich to completeit.Just like onaproject,when
taking the exam youneed to know what is inscope, what is out ofscope, and what youneed to do to be
successful. Let’s startby addressingthe qualification requirements, the organization ofthe examcontent,

and the exam’s key assumptions.

Qualifying to Take the Exam

Passing the PMI-ACP examis just one component ofachievingyour PMI-ACP certification.The other
components are education, generalproject experience, agileproject experience, and training.Inorder to

qualify to take the exam, youneed tohave all of the following:

Training in Agile

Practices
Education General Project

Experience
Agile Project
Experience

2,000 hours (about 12

months) ofproject team

experience within the
last fiveyears

1,500hours (about
8 months) ofagile
project team or

agile methodology
experience within the

last three years

High school diploma,
associate’s degree, or

equivalent

21hours

PMImaymake changes to aspects of the exam, including the qualification
requirements, the applicationprocess, the passing score, and the breakdown
of questions ineach domain.For the latest information,please visit www.pmi.
org andread your authorizationnotice carefully. Any differencesbetween what
is listedhere and what is communicatedbyPMI shouldhe resolvedin favor of
PMI’s information.

With 1,500hours ofagile experience,youmayhave already been exposed tomanyof the concepts that will
be testedon the exam.However, there are several different agilemethods (e.g., Scrum, XP,Kanban, etc.),
and each one focuses on different concepts anduses different terminology. Thismeans that the terms and
ideas youencounter on the exammightbe different fromwhat youare familiar with fromyourprojects.
Also, the exam questions will draw fromarange ofagile methodologies-—so knowingone methodology
really well isn’t enough to pass the exam. As you go through thisbook,make a note ofany terms or concepts
that differ from your real-world experience so youwillbeprepared whenyou see themon the exam.

Exam Content

After reviewingyour qualifications for taking the exam, thenext step is to findout what youneed toknow to

pass the exam.PMIprovides an exam content outline (the “PMIAgile CertifiedPractitioner (PMI-ACP)*
Examination Content Outline”) onits website,www.pmi.org.1This document outlines what youneed to

knowfor the exam, organizingit into seven domains, a set ofTools andTechniques, anda set ofKnowledge
andSkills.Let’s explore these components of the exam contentinmore detail.

2 © 201S RMC Publications,Inc •952.846.4484•info@rmcls.com •www.rmcls.com



Introduction About the PMI-ACP® Exam

The Seven Domains
Hie exam content outline organizes thematerial that willbe testedbybreakingit downinto seven

thematically related groups, called domains.Here are the keypoints to understand about these domains:

» The domains areprovidedsimply to organize the vast worldofagile andshowhowPMIintends the

exam material tobe understood and taught. The exam won’t test the domains themselves or how the

topics are groupedby domain. So don’t spend time trying to remember what is coveredinwhich

domain. The domains are just a study tool; they won’tbe tested on the exam.

» You can use the domains to identify the strengths and gaps inyour agileknowledge.Ifyour agile
knowledge is uneven,youmightbe an expert incertain areas,but still fail the exam. To pass, youneed

to have a goodbasic understanding ofall seven domains.

» You canuse the domains tohelp you allocate your study time, since the questions on the exam are

weightedby domain. (This is the onlyinformationPMIprovides about how different topics are

weightedon the exam.) For example, domainIIhas themost weight (20percent) and domain VIIhas

the least weight (9percent).Now, this doesn’t meanyou can skip studying domainVIIandstill ace the

examwith a score of91percent. The exam weightingisn’t that straightforward.But it does mean that

you shouldspendmore time making sure you thoroughlyunderstand the topics indomainII,since

they willbe required to accurately answer manymore exam questions than the topicsindomainVII.

Here are the name and weighting of each domain as definedin the exam content outline:

Weighting of Domains for PMI-ACP Exam

Domain VII. Continuous
Improvement (Product

People),
Domain I. Agile Principles

and Mindset, 16%

Domain VI. Problem
Detection and

Resolution, 10%

Domain V. Adaptive -
Planning, 12%

Domain II. Value-Driven
Delivery, 20%

Domain IV. Team
Performance,16% Domain III. Stakeholder

Engagement, 17%

3© 2015 RMC Publications,Inc •952.846.4484 •info(®rmcls.com•www.rmcls.com



PMI-ACP® Exam Prep

Domain Overviews
Here’s an overview ofwhat is coveredineach domain:

AgilePrinciples andMindset: This domain focuses on the agile mindset, its fundamental values
andprinciples, the agile methodologies, and agile leadership.

Value-DrivenDelivery: This domain deals withmaximizingbusiness value, including
prioritization, incremental delivery, testing, andvalidation.

Stakeholder Engagement: This domain focuses on workingwith theproject stakeholders,
includingestablishing a shared vision, collaboration, communication, andinterpersonal skills.

I.

II.

III.

IV. TeamPerformance: This domain focuses onbuildinghigh-performing teams, includinghow
teams form and develop mastery, team empowerment, collaborative team spaces, andperformance
tracking.

AdaptivePlanning: This domain deals with sizing, estimating, andplanning, includingadaptive
planning,progressive elaboration, value-based analysis and decomposition, and release and
iterationplanning.

ProblemDetectionandResolution: This domain deals with the agilepractices usedtoprevent,

identify, andresolve threats andissues, including catchingproblems early, tracking defects,
managingrisk, and engaging the teaminsolvingproblems.

ContinuousImprovement (Product,Process,People): This final domain focuses on

continuous improvement in the areas ofproduct,process, andpeople, includingprocess analysis
and tailoring,product feedbackmethods, reviews, andretrospectives.

Chapters 1through7 ofthis book are alignedwith these seven domains,witheach chapter covering the
domainof the equivalent number.At the start of each of these chapters, we provide a summary of thekey
information for that domain, including:

» The weightingof that domain for the exam (including thenumber of questions)
» The key topicsinthe domain that aremost important toknow for the exam

» A quick summary of the tasks that fallwithin that domain, as definedin the exam content outline

V.

VI.

VII.

As describedin the “How This BookIs Organized” sectionof this chapter, you canuse the domain
summaries tohelp allocate your study time and check your understandingofthe exam concepts.Whenyou
finishreading each chapter, return to the chapter summary andmake sure youunderstand all thekey topics
and tasks,based on thematerial discussedin the chapter.

The Agile Toolkit (T&Ts and K&Ss)
Inaddition to the seven domains, the exam content outline also provides two lists of topics that willbe
testedon the exam—tools and techniques (T&Ts) andknowledge and skills (K&Ss).

Tools and Techniques (T&Ts)—These are specific practices youshouldbe able to do or use, such as

story maps, active listening, or daily stand-ups. The examwill test your ability to apply these practices,
oftenwithbriefscenario questions that ask “what shouldyoudo” or “what happens next?”
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Knowledge andSkills (K&Ss)—These are broader areas youshouldknow or understand, such as

incremental delivery,problem solving, orprioritization.Every question onthe examwillhe implicitly
based onone or more of the knowledge andskills on this list.You can think of these topics as the

invisible groundwork or understructure required to answer the exam questions.Also, like the T&Ts,

youmay encounter some scenario questions that ask about these topics directly.

Although the exam content outline doesn't associate the T&Ts andK&Ss with specific domains,in this
book we have assigned eachof these topics to the appropriate domain so that you don’t have to guess
which domain they are in. (We’ll explain this breakdown shortly.)

Note: The exam content outline refers to only the T&Ts as the “agile toolkit,” using the term “toolkit”

interchangeablywith “tools andtechniques.” However, this term won’tbe tested on the exam—it is simply
usedto organize the material. So in this book we’lluse the term“toolkit” to refer all the T&Ts andthe

K&Ss,not just the T&Ts, since we’ll generally be referring to these concepts as one group, and“toolkit” is

easier to read than “tools and techniques andknowledge and skills.”

The seven domains and the toolkit may seem overwhelming at first—but remember,ifyouhave the

required agile trainingandproject experience, it’s likely that youhave already beenexposed to many of the

concepts the examwillbe testing.

Agile Toolkit by Domain
To do wellon the exam, youneedto understandall the toolkit topics. To make sure youdon’t miss any of

them, they are all listedin the chapter summaries and flagged with special“T&T”or “K&S” icons in the

text. However,youdon’t want to only focus on the toolkit, since that won’t cover everythingyouneed to

know for the exam.Manykey agile concepts—such as distributed teams andself-organization—aren’t

in the toolkit; instead, theymight be integrated into the tasks for each domain. (Note that any of the

material discussed in thisbook could showup inan exam question,withthe exception of the “background
information”boxes describedbelow.)

Nevertheless, the agile toolkit is akey study tool, and the table on the next two pages shows our

interpretation ofhow the toolkit items fall into the different domains; this is the organization that we will

follow in thisbook.However, the exam content outline not only doesn’t specify which topics fallinwhich

domain,it even associates some agile concepts withmultiple domains. (That’s understandable, since

many of these concepts are important for multiple domains.) So our breakdown is necessarily somewhat

arbitrary.However,you canuseit as a study guide to make sure youunderstand the topics that are

relevant for each domain.Youmay also find thisbreakdown tobe valuable inhelpingyou create amental

framework to group the concepts, so that it is easier to understandhow they are related to each other.

Bear inmind that although youmight encounter any of these topics on the exam, they are not equally

important.As youread the chapters, you’ll see that some ofthese concepts aremuchmore essential for

agilepractice thanothers—and the exam will emphasize thematerial that’s most important for agile
practice,not the tricky details.For example, you’re likely to see more exam questions on release and

iterationplanning than on the details ofproject accounting.

In the same vein, the number of toolkit items for a given domainisn’t a reflection of that domain’s

importance for the exam. (For that, refer to the domain weightings given above.)
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Tools and Techniques Knowledge and SkillsDomain
L Agile Servant leadership Agile frameworks and

terminology
Agile methods and

approaches
Agile values andprinciples
Leadership

Principles
andMindset

(Chapter 1)

II. Value-Driven

Delivery
(Chapter 2)

Agile tooling
Compliance

Minimal viableproduct Agile contracting
Agileproject accounting

principles
Incremental delivery
Managingwith agile KPIs

Prioritization

Regulatory compliance

(MVP)
Continuous integration MoSCoW

Cumulative flow . Relativeprioritization/
ranking

ROI/NPV/IRR
Task board

diagrams
Customer-valued

prioritization

EVMfor agileprojects Testing, including
Frequent verification exploratory and

usability
WIPlimits

and validation
Kanbanboard
Kano analysis
Minimalmarketable

feature (MMF)

Work inprogress

III. Stakeholder

Engagement
(Chapter 3/

Active listening
Agile modeling
Brainstorming
Chartering
Collaboration

Collaborationgames
Conflict resolution
Definition ofdone
Emotional intelligence Wireframes
Information radiator Workshops

Negotiation
Personas

Socialmedia-based
communication

Two-way
communications

Agile project chartering
Assessing andincorporating

community and

stakeholder values
Communication

management

Facilitationmethods

Knowledge sharing/written

communication

Participatory decision
models (convergent,
shared collaboration)

Stakeholder management

(trustworthy,
conversation-driven)
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Knowledge and SkillsDomain Tools and Techniques

Buildingagile teams

Developmentalmastery

models (Tuckman,
Dreyfus, Shu-Ha-Ri)

Global, cultural, andteam

diversity
Physicaland virtual

co-location
Teammotivation

Training, coaching, and
mentoring

Adaptive leadership Team space

Burndown/burnup Velocity
charts

Osmoticcommunication

for colocated and/or

distributed teams

IV Team

Performance

(Chapter 4)

Affinityestimating
Architectural spike
Backloggrooming/

refinement

Daily stand-ups
Ideal time

Iteration and release

planning
Product roadmap
Progressive elaboration

Relative sizing/story
points/T-shirt sizing

Requirements reviews

Risk-based spike
Storymaps

Timeboxing
User stories/backlog
WidebandDelphi/

planningpoker

Agile discovery
Agile sizingand estimation

Value-based analysis and
decomposition

V. Adaptive
Planning
(Chapters)

Controllimits

Cycle time

Defect rate

Lead time

Risk-adjustedbacklog

Riskbumdown graphs
Throughput/

productivity
Variance and trend

analysis

Problem solvingVL Problem
Detection and

Resolution

(Chapter 6)

Pre-mortem (rule

setting, failure
analysis)

Process tailoring
Product feedback loop
Retrospectives,

intraspectives
Reviews

Value streammapping

Agile hybridmodels
Continuous improvement
PMIs Code ofEthics and

Professional Conduct

Principles of systems

thinking (complex,
adaptive, chaos)

Process analysis
Self-assessment tools and

techniques

Approved iterations

Feedbackmethods
Fishbone diagram

analysis
FiveWhys
Kaizen

Learning cycle

VII. Continuous

Improvement
(Chapter 7)
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Exam tip

Remember that this breakdownwon’t be testedon the exam. Youwon’t be

asked to list the seven domains.Youwon’t be asked whether “kaizen” falls in

domainV or VlL You won’tbe asked whether “teammotivation” is a T&T or

aK&S.In fact, the domains and the toolkit won’t evenbe mentioned on the

exam—they are simply thebackgroundstructure that PMIuses to organize the

exam content. This informationis only important because it shows what topics

are coveredon the exam, andhow those topics are weighted.

Exam Assumptions

The followingkey assumptions canbe extremely helpfulwhen answering questions on thePMI-ACP

exam, especially tricky situational questions.

1. Despite the amount ofproject experience and trainingrequired to qualify for the exam, the questions
will focus onbasic agileprojects. Complex topics such as scaling agilepractices orusing an agile
methodology outside ofstandard smallproject implementations are not covered on the exam.Keep this
inmind for the context of the exam questions.Inessence, the exam will test you onplain-vanilla agile.

2. The exam attempts to be methodology-agnostic. So unless a question specifies otherwise, when

considering the answer options, thinkin terms ofgeneric agile rather than a specific methodology.

3. Each agile methodology has a unique vocabulary, and the exam questions willuse amixture of
terms from themost commonmethodologies—such as “sprint” or “ScrumMaster”—alongwith the

generic agile terms for those concepts, such as “iteration” or “teamleader.” So to understand the exam

questions, you’llneed tobe familiar withbothScrum andXP terms (as explainedinchapter1), as

well as themany roughly equivalent terms for agile teamroles (as explainedin chapter 4).

Exam tip

Toprepare you for the range of terms you’ll encounter on the exam, we’llbe

using terms from different agilemethodologies andgeneric agile interchangeably

in thisbook. So youmay see “sprint” and “iteration” or “ScrumMaster” and

“teamleader”usedinterchangeably, eveninthe same discussion.Ifyour

experience withagile is limited to one approach, this willhelp youlearn to

recognize the other terms that have the samemeaning as the terms youare

familiar with.Althoughitmight seem oddthat we use terms from different

methodologies interchangeably, we are doing this intentionally, to make sureyou

won’t have to strugglewithany ofthe terms usedinthe exam questions.
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This Book’s Approach

Now that we’ve talked about the scope ofthe exam andits core assumptions,it can also behelpful to
understandthe approach andstructure of thisbook.

How PMI Exams Are Created

To explain the approachI’ve takenin thisbook,I’llneed to startby describinghowPMIcredential exams

are created.PMIstarts by forming a steeringcommittee of experts who create an exam content outline

for thenew credential. This outline defines themain themes (domains) that willbe examined, the tasks
within each domain, and the toolkit that willbe tested.From aprojectperspective, this is like defining a

projectby comingup with alist ofwhat is inscope.As amember of the steering committee for thePMI-

ACP exam,Iparticipatedin this initial definitionprocess.

The next step is writing the questions—orusingPMI’s term, “itemwriting.”PMIkeeps the exam designers
who are on the steeringcommittee separate from the item writers. One reason for this is that the item

writershave privileged insights into the exam, so they are not allowed to provide any exampreparation
materials or training,which could create a conflict ofinterest.

So the exam designers simplypass the examcontent outline theyhave developed to the itemwriters, along
with a list ofreferencebooks that describe the topics tobe examined. The itemwriters then use these

referencebooks, as well as other sources, to create the exam questions.

Reference Books and Exam Topics

The twelve referencebooks we selected for the current version of thePMI-ACP exam are as follows:2

» AgileEstimatingandPlanning,byMike Cohn
» AgileProjectManagement: CreatingInnovativeProducts, 2nd ed.,byJimHighsmith
» AgileRetrospectives:MakingGood Teams Great,byEsther Derby andDianaLarsen

» Agile SoftwareDevelopment: The Cooperative Game, 2nd ed.,byAlistair Cockbum
» CoachingAgile Teams:A Companionfor ScrumMasters, Agile Coaches, andProjectManagers in Transition,

byLyssa Adkins
» EffectiveProjectManagement: Traditional, Agile,Extreme,byRobertK.Wysocki
» ExploringScrum: The Fundamentals,byDanRawsthomewithDougShimp
» Kanban inAction,byMarcus HammarbergandJoakim Sunden
» Kanban: SuccessfulEvolutionary Changefor Your Technology Business,byDavidJ. Anderson
» Lean-Agile SoftwareDevelopment:AchievingEnterprise Agility,byAlan Shalloway, GuyBeaver, andJames

R. Trott
» The SoftwareProjectManager’s Bridge to Agility,byMichele Sliger and Stacia Broderick
» User Stories Applied: For Agile Software Development,byMike Cohn

Ifyou’re wondering, “Ohno, doIneedto read all thosebooks!?” don’t worry; the answer isno. Thebook

you’reholdingnow covers all thematerial the examwill test from these reference books, as well as the
additional informationyou’llneed toknow from other sources.It gathers all that information together in
oneplace,presented with a common voiceand supportedwithrelevant examples.
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Ofcourse,I’mnot saying that you shouldn’t readany of the referencebooks,ifyouhave the time and the

inclination. They are all useful, and any of them will greatly expand your understandingof agile.However,

the onlybook you need topass the examis this one.

The steering committee chose thesebooks because we thought they were thebest overallresources for
the exam topics andhowpeople use agilemethods today.However, these books containmuchmore

information than youneed topass thePMI-ACP exam. As illustratedbelow, the information that willbe
tested on the exam comprises a small subsectionof thematerial includedineachbook.

The Exam Topics Compared to the Resource Books

Domain I
IBook

Icoverage IDomain II

Required by
exam I IDomain III

I
I IDomain IV

I
I 1Domain V I
I mDomain VI

aDomain VII

° 2
II I

In this diagram, the vertical columns represent the referencebooks, and thehorizontalrows represent

the exam domains. The light green boxes represent all the material coveredin aparticularbook, and the

dark greenrectangles represent theportions of thatbook that are tested on the PMI-ACP exam.Now,

this diagram just illustrates the concept—it isn’t tryingto depict what exam material is actually coveredin

eachbook.But as you can see here, the referencebooks cover alot ofcontent that isn’t tested on the exam.

Although we considered thosebooks to be the best resources for the exam topics, only a small subset of
the informationineachbook is actually tested on the exam.Furthermore, the exam also tests many terms

and concepts that aren’t coveredinany of the referencebooks.

So this bookis the only resource that covers all the content required for the exam—whether ornotit

is in the resource books.It also includes background information and exercises that make that material
more relevant, useful, and easy to remember. At over 400pages, this book isn’t a quick read—but it is

considerably faster thanreading themore than 4,000 pages containedin the resourcebooks!

Watch Out for Free Online Quizzes!

Ioftenget emails frompeople whoreadmybook and score well onRMC’s AgileFASTrack” exam

simulator,but then score poorly on some free online sample quizzes andbecome concerned.

Unfortunately,many of the questionsin free onlinepractice quizzes are written from the referencebooks
without checking the exam content outline.
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For example, the question writer might openup Kanban inAction, see some material onBehavior-Driven

Development (BDD), and thenwrite a questionabout it.However,BDD isn’t in the exam content

outline—you don’t needto knowit for the exam—so it isn’t covered inthisbook.

On the flip side,not everythingyouneed toknow for the examis eveninthe referencebooks. There are

many terms andconcepts listedin the examcontent outline that aren’t evenmentionedinthose resources.

Inthisbook,however,Ihave explained every termincludedin the outline, evenifit isn’t coveredinany of

the reference books.

So you needtobe very careful about taking free quizzes online—they could wellmislead you,bothby
testingknowledge that isn’t on the exam andalsobynot testingknowledge that is onthe exam.Instead,I

recommendyou stick to study materials that youknow are based on authoritativeknowledge of the exam

content, such as thisbook andRMC’s AgileFASTrack" andHot Topics. (See “Other StudyResources for

thePMI-ACPExam” later in this chapter.)

How This Book Is Organized

To get the most out of thisbook,it’s helpful tounderstandhowit is organized andhow to use thehelpful
features containedin the chapters.Inthissection we’Ugo over whatyouneedtoknow to take full

advantage ofthese tools.

Chapters and Domains

Asnoted earlier, thisbook is structuredin the same way as the exam content outline—each chapter covers

one of the PMI-ACP domains. To reflect the domainweightings, I’ve addressed each exam topic inthe
domainwithwhichit is most closely associated. This makesit easier to see the totality ofeach domainand
howits topics andtasks are interrelated.However, it also means that sometimes akey agile concept might
be alluded to a few times inpassingbeforeit is fully explainedlater in thebook. (For example, daily stand-

ups aren’t explaineduntil chapter 5, although they are mentionedbefore that.)

So as youproceed through thebook,if youencounter a termyou aren’t familiarwith,Isuggest that you

just continuereading—that ideawillmost likelybe explainedin a later chapter.Inany case, for exam

preparationit’s recommended thatyou go through thisbookmore than once—and each time youreview

thematerial,you’llunderstanditbetter, gradually developing the holistic understanding ofagile you’ll
need to pass the exam.

Isuggest youcover one complete chapter at a time,butyoudon’thave to read the chapters insequence—
andinyour follow-upreviews you’llwant to focus on the chapters that you’rehaving themost difficultywith.

Domain Summaries

Each chapter starts out with a domain summary thatprovides a thumbnail reference guide for the domain.

This summary includes the domain’s weight for the exam, the key exam topics for that domain, and topline
summaries of the tasks in that domain, as definedby the exam content outline.Whenyou’ve finished

reading the chapter, return to the domain summary to test your understandingof thekey topics and tasks.

Seeifyoucanrecallwhat each concept means,howit’sused, andwhyit is important for agileprojects.
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Once youfully understand all the summary items ineach domainandhow they work together, youshould
be wellprepared for the exam.

Note: Thekey topics listedinthe domain summaries include all the itemsinthe agile toolkit (as well as

associated terms andconcepts you’11need toknowfor the exam). Tohelp youlocate the descriptions of

the toolkit items inthe chapter, the main discussion of each of these concepts willbe flaggedwith one of
the followingicons:

T&T K&S

Exam Tips and Background Information

Increating thisbook,Ihad to balance just covering the exam topics inabare-bones format, or writing a

primer for agile, includingeverything tested on the exam.Iaskedmyselfwhat kindof a guideIwouldlike
to readand talkedto several candidates for the PMI-ACP exam to get their input.In the end,Idecided to

include a fair amount ofcontext and examples, whichIbelieve willbest preparemost readers for the exam.

Since the first edition of thisbook, I’ve received alot ofpositive feedback about this approach. However,

there are also some readers who just want to focus on exam preparation. So to make it easier to identify
whichinformation is relevant to your study style, I’ve added two new features throughout the text—exam

tips andbackgroundinformation, clearly labeledwithspecial formatting.

o TheExamTipsprovide advice and tricks for the exam, addressing questions such as “Howwill
this subject be tested?” “What will the questions about this topic be like?” “What’s the most

importantpoint to remember about this concept?” These tipsmight give you additionalinsight
into what youneedtoknow about the exam, offer suggestions for studying for the exam, or explainhow a

conceptmightbe tested onthe exam.Be sure to read these tips carefully!

The BackgroundInformation sectionsprovide context and further explanation of

interestingpointsin thematerial that won’tbe tested onthe exam.Ifyou just want to

focus on examprep,you can skip these sections.Justbear inmind that if a concept isnew

to you, thebackgroundmaterialmight help youunderstandor remember itbetter.

Background
information

Exercises

Eachchapter includes several exercises tohelp youpractice andapply the concepts being discussed.Istrongly
encourage youto actually do the exercises, rather than jumpingright to the answers, evenif thevalue ofan

exercise doesn’t seemevident to you.Ifyoumake aneffort to apply or work throughanidea,it will “stick” in

yourmindmuchbetter.

The answers areprovidedimmediately after each exercise.Ifyouwant to keep from seeing the answers,

simplyhave a piece ofpaper handy to cover the answersuntilyouhave completed the exercise andare

ready to review them.

Review Quizzes

The review quizzes at the end ofeach chapter offer a way to review thematerial coveredinthe chapter and
check your knowledge. The quiz questions are designed to test your ability to identify, interpret, and apply
agile concepts—andmany of them are situational questions, just like the questions on thereal exam.
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Thebest way to use the chapter review quizzes is to wait to take themuntilyouhave read through the
entirebook at least once. This willensure that youare familiar withall the terms usedin the question

options and answer explanations. Also, taking the quizzes all at once (rather than as you finish each
chapter), canhelp you evaluate whether you are ready to take the real exam.

The answers for eachreview quiz begin on the page after the quiz questions.Ifyou can see the answers

sectionwhile taking the quiz (whichmight happenon the last page), youmay wishto cover itwithapiece
ofpaperuntilyou are done taking the quiz.

Online Extras and RMC’s Exam Prep System

Although thisbook canbeused as a stand-alone study resource,it is also designed tobepart ofan exam

prep system withRMC s Agile FASTrack” exam simulator andHot Topics flashcards. The next sectionwill
explainhow to prepare for the exam, whether youhave those other resources or areusing the book alone.
However, ineither case,be sure to take advantage of the free extrasprovidedat shop.rmcls.com/agileprep.
We willbe addingmore resources to that site over time, including:

» What to dobefore you take the exam

» What to do while taking the exam

» Practice quiz (with questions from the review quizzes)
» Study tools for each domain
» Score sheet for AgileFASTrack”, chapter review quizzes, andpractice quiz

Thepractice quiz onthe extras websiteprovides a samplingof thekinds ofquestions youwill encounter

on the realexam, drawnfrom the chapter review quizzes in thisbook.Although that quiz isn’t long
enough to check allyour gaps,you can use it as a rough gauge to seeifyou are ready for the real exam.

For example,ifyou ace the chapter review quizzes and thepractice quiz,have a strongagilebackground,
and are familiar withmost of the concepts explainedinthis book, then you are probably ready to take the
realexam.

However, ifyoustruggle with the questions onthe chapter review quizzes or thepractice quiz, then you

mightbenefit fromfurther practice using the full-length exam simulator that’s alignedwiththisbook—
AgileFASTrack”.Inaddition to providingamore detailed analysis ofyour gaps, that toolwill allowyouto

practice takinga full-length exam andhelp youget familiar withabroader range of thekinds ofquestions

you arelikely to encounter on the exam.

o Exam tip

Although the chapter review questions and theexam simulator are helpful

study tools, you cannot prepare effectively for thePMI-ACP exam onlyby

taking quizzes or exams. Crammingand being a “good quiz-taker” aren’t

enough, either. That’s because the examis actually testing the agile “mindset”—
beingrather than doingagile. Toprepare for thosekinds ofquestions,most of

your study efforts shouldbebased on thisbook, following the step-by-step

study guideprovidedbelow,under “How to Study for thePMI-ACP Exam.”
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Other Study Resources for the PMI-ACP Exam

Inaddition to thisbook,RMC offers a complete PMI-ACPExamPrep System, including:

Agile FASTrack™ Cloud Exam Simulator
RMC’s Agile FASTrack™Cloud exam simulator contains over 500 practice questions
to help youprepare for thePMI-ACP exam. You can sort questionsby domain,

keyword, andPMI-ACP simulation. The software automatically scores andkeeps
records ofyour exams withits comprehensive gradingand reporting capability.Allquestions are cross-

referencedwiththisbook,makingit easy to goback andstudyyour weak areas.

j Hot TopiCS Flashcards (inflipbookformat)
These flashcards feature the most important and difficult-to-recall terms and definitions

you’ll need to know for the PMI-ACP exam. They are an excellent study tool for people
withbusy schedules. You can use them at the office, on a plane, or in your car, adding
’nstant mobility to your study routine.

PMI-ACP® Exam Prep—Online
» ’ This self-directed online course for the PMI-ACP exam covers everythingyou need to

earn thePMIAgile CertifiedPractitioner credentialwith the least amount of study time.

As a student of this course youwill learn exclusive test-takingstrategies and tips,andhave
access to real-world agile tools andtechniques, interactive exercises,nine lessons worthofstudy content,

andover 600 sample exam questions.Ifyouare lookingto earn thePMI-ACP credential andsignificantly
boost your knowledge ofagilemethodologies, this online course offers everythingyouneed, including:

lessees

» A 9-lessoninteractive tutorial
» 600+practice exam questions
» Dozens ofinteractive exercises

» Nearly 200 audio andvideo clips
» All21contacthours required for the PMI-ACP credentialor 21PDUs towardretainingaPMP

certification

How to Study for the PMI-ACP Exam

To conclude this introductory section, let’s examine how to use thisbook toprepare for the exam. Tobe

successful,Irecommend that youfollow one of the two step-by-step studyplans describedbelow—Plan

A or PlanB.FollowPlanAifyou ownRMCs complete PMI-ACPExamPrep System (thisbook,Agile
FASTrack™, andHot Topics).FollowPlanBifyouonlyhave thisbook.After describingthese twoplans,I’ll
also explainhowto use a study group toprepare for the exam.
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Plan A: Using This Book with the PMI-ACP Exam Prep System

Note: This systemincludes the PMI-ACP*ExamPrepbook,Agile FASTrack™, andHot Topics.

Before you start, visit the free extras site for this book at shop.rmcls.com/agileprep.Download the score

sheet referencedbelow andreview the other studyresources that are currently available. (Also check again

later, since we willbe continually addingnewmaterial.)

1. Read thisbook for the first time and complete all the exercises, focusing the most on the chapters
where youhave themost gaps inyour agile knowledge or experience.Don’t take the chapter review

quizzes yet

- As youfinish each chapter, go back andreview the domain summary on the first page of the chapter.
Make sureyouunderstandeachkey topic and task andhowit isusedonagileprojects.If there are

any concepts youare unsure of,review thatpart of the chapter to improve your understanding.Use

theHot Topics flashcards toimprove your recalland test your understandingof that chapter.

- Ifpossible, forma study group any time after youhave read thebook for the first time on your own.

This canmake your study time shorter andmore effective.Youwillbe able to ask questions, and
the studying (and celebrating afterward) willbemore fun.A study group should consist of only
three or four people. (See the followingdiscussion of“How toUseIhisBookin a Study Group.”)

2. Once youare confident youknow the material, test yourselfwith the chapter review quizzes and the

first 10 questions from each domaininAgileFASTrack™. Use the results as abaseline against which to

track your progress as you continue to study. This canhelp you determine howmuchmore study time

youneed andwhich chapters to reviewmore carefully.

3. Using the score sheet you downloaded,review eachquestionyou got wronginAgile FASTrack™,
writingdown the specific reasons for eachwronganswer.Assess why the correct choice is correct and

why the other answers are wrong.

4. Continue to study thisbook, focusingonthe areas inwhichyouhave gaps inyour knowledge and

skimming through the sections or chapters inwhich youdidwell.Use your list ofwhyyou got each

questionwrongto determine whichmaterial to study further.

5. Onceyou’re confidentyouknow thematerial, take a fullPMI-ACP examsimulationinAgileFASTrack™.
WARNING: Takenomore than two full exam simulationsinpreparing for the exam. Otherwise,you

diminish thevalue ofAgileFASTrack™andwill start seeingsome of the questionsrepeated.

6. Reviewthe questions yougot wrongonthe Agile FASTrack™ simulationexam.As with step 3, use the
score sheet you downloaded to identify inwritingthe specific reasonyou got each question wrong.
Use your list ofwhyyougot each question wrong to determinewhichmaterial to study further.

7. Onceyouhave studied thematerialyoumissed on the last exam, take your second, and final,PMI-

ACP simulation exam.

8. Use the score sheet to analyze the questions you got wrong, and study any topics youmissed.
Once you are ready for the exam, use theHot Topics flashcards to retain the information you have

studieduntilyou take thereal exam.

9. PASS THEEXAM!
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Plan B: Using This Book as a Stand-Alone Study Resource

Before youstart, visit the free extras site for thisbook at shop.rmcls.com/agileprep.Download the score

sheet referencedbelow andreview the other studyresources that are currently available. (Also check again
later, since we willbe continually addingnewmaterial.)

1. Read thisbook for the first time andcomplete all the exercises, focusing the most onthe chapters
where youhave themost gaps inyour agileknowledge or experience.Don’t take the chapter review

quizzes yet.

- Asyoufinish each chapter, goback andreview the domain summary onthe first page of the chapter.
Make sure youunderstandeachkey topic and task andhowit is usedonagileprojects.If there are

any concepts you are unsure of, review thatpart of the chapter to improve your understanding.

- Ifpossible, forma study group any time after youhave read thebook for the first time on your own.

This canmake your study time shorter andmore effective.Youwillbe able to ask questions, and
the studying (and celebratingafterward) willbe more fun. A study group should consist ofonly
three or fourpeople. (See the followingdiscussion of“How to Use ThisBookina Study Group”)

2. Once you are confident youknow the material, test yourselfwith the chapter review quizzes in

each domain, doingthem all inone sitting. Use the results as abaseline against which to track your

progress as youcontinue to study.This can help you determinehowmuch more study time youneed
andwhich chapters to reviewmore carefully.

3. Usingthe score sheet you downloaded, review each questionyougot wrongin the chapter reviews,

writingdown the specific reasons for each wrong answer. Assess why the correct choice is correct and

whythe other answers are wrong.

4. Continue to study thisbook, focusingon the areas inwhichyou have gaps inyour knowledge and

skimming through the sections or chapters inwhich you didwell.Use your list ofwhy you got each

questionwrongto determine whichmaterial to study further. (Youmay wish to take the online
practice quiz as well.)

5. Use the score sheet to analyze the questions yougot wrong, and studyany topics youmissed.
Make sure you have filled your gaps before taking the exam.

6. PASS THEEXAM!
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introduction About the PMI-ACP® Exam

How to Use This Book in a Study Group

To get started,pick someone to lead the discussion ofeach chapter (ideally someone who is still struggling
with the chapter,because thepresenter oftenlearns andretains the most in the group).Each time you

meet, go over questions about topics you do not understandandreviewkey concepts onthe exam

using theHot Topics flashcards, ifyouhave them.Most groups meet for onehourper chapter.Either

independently or withyour study group,do further research on questions you do not understand or that
you answered incorrectly.

Eachmember of the study group shouldhave his or her own copy of the book. (Please note that it is a

violationofinternational copyright laws to make copies of thematerialin thisbookor to create derivative
works from this copyrightedbook.)

Note: Those leading a PMI-ACP exampreparationcourseusingRMC s products
may want to contact RMC for information on our Corporate Partnershipprogram.
Partners maybe allowed to create slides or other materials usingcontent from this
book.Also, ask about other tools for study groups andindependent instructors and
how to receive quantity discounts on thisbook,Agile FASTrack", orHot Topics.
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CHAPTER 1

AgilePrinciples andMindset

Domain I Summary

This chapter discusses domainIin the exam content outline,whichis 16percent of the exam, or about

19 exam questions. This domain focuses on the agile mindset, its fundamental values andprinciples,
the agile methodologies, andagile leadership.

Key Topics

» Kanban
- Five principles
- Pull system

- WIPlimits

» Leadership practices and

principles
- Management vs.

leadership
- Servant leadership

(4 duties)

Agile frameworks and

terminology
AgileManifesto
- 4 values

- 12principles
Agile methods and

approaches
Agileprocess overview

» Lean

- Core concepts

- 7 wastes

» Scrum

- Activities

- Artifacts

- Team roles
» XP

- Corepractices
- Corevalues
- Team roles

Tasks

1. Advocate for agileprinciples and values to create a sharedmindset.

2. Ensure acommonunderstandingofagile.
3. Support change through educatingand influencing.
4. Practice transparencyinorder to enhance trust.

5. Create a safe environment for experimentation.
6. Experiment withnew techniques andprocesses.

7. Share knowledge through collaboration.
8. Encourage emergent leadership via a safe environment.

9. Practice servant leadership.
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Inthis chapter, we’ll define some key concepts that provide a foundation for the materialpresentedin the
rest of thisbook.Inessence, this chapter sets the stage for understanding agile for the PMI-ACP exam.It
summarizes the agile mindset andmethodologies, outlines the major agile methodologies, and explores
the nature of agile leadership andhowit differs fromtraditionalmanagement.

Even when an exam question deals with a specific tool or technique, anunderstanding of the broader agile
frameworkwilloftenbe required to answer it correctly. So if you are faced with a question that appears to

have two or more reasonable answers, think about the underlyingvalues andprinciples ofagile explained
in this chapter to help youmake theright selection.

Why Use Agile?

Let’s start with abasic question. Why do we need another approach for runningprojects, anyway? Isn’t a

methodlike the one extensively documentedin thePMBOK* Guide sufficient?

The answer is simple: different types ofprojects require different methods.Inour everydaylives, we

continually customize our approach dependingonthe situation, ofteninsmall andsubtle ways.For example,
we choose what information to communicate andhow topresent it basedon our audience.We don’t

approach every issue we face in the exact same way,like a robot; instead, we adjust our methods tobe most

effective for eachsituation. This same concept applies toprojects—and some projects, especiallyknowledge
workprojects ina fast-moving, complex environment, call for an agile approach.

Knowledge Work Projects Are Different

First let’s discuss a littlehistory that isn’t tested on the exambut willhelp set the scene. Initially humans
wandered the earth as hunter-gatherers.Whenpeople startedplanting crops andherdinganimals,it
changed societyandwork. This was theAgriculturalRevolution. As a result, people wandered less, and
theylived andworkedinone place.

The nextbig transformation came with the development ofmachines and factories, whenpeople left their
farms andvillages tomoveinto cities. This was the IndustrialRevolution,which eventually led to the
development ofmany classic project management tools andconcepts, includingGantt charts, functional
decomposition, andlocalizedlabor. In turn, these developments led to the creationofmore advanced
project management tools, such as the workbreakdown structure (WBS).

The latest stage—which we are innow—is known as the InformationRevolution. This revolutionis

focused oninformationandcollaboration, rather thanmanufacturing.Itplaces value on the ownership of

knowledge and the ability to use that knowledge to create or improve goods and services.

The InformationRevolution relies onknowledge workers. These are people with subject matter expertise
who communicate their knowledge and takepart inanalysis or development efforts. Knowledge workers
arenot only foundintheIT industry; they are also engineers, teachers, scientists, lawyers, doctors, writers,

andmany others employed today.In fact,knowledgeworkers have become the largest segment of the
NorthAmerican workforce.
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So what makes knowledge workprojects different frommanufacturingprojects? To find out, let’s compare

thekey characteristics ofindustrialwork andknowledge work:1

Characteristics of Knowledge WorkCharacteristics of Industrial Work
Workis invisibleWork is visible

Work is changingWorkis stable

Emphasis is on changing thingsEmphasis is onrunningthings

Less structure withmore decisionsMore structure with fewer decisions

Focus on the right questionsFocus on the right answers

Understand the taskDefine the task

Command and control Give autonomy

ContinuousinnovationStrict standards

Focus on qualityFocus on quantity

Continuously learn and teachMeasureperformance to strict standards

Treat workers as assets,not as costsMinimize cost ofworkers for a task

EXERCISE

Review the items ineach columnof the following table andplace a check mark next to any that

describe your job.When you are finished, look at the pattern of the check marks.Are theymostly
on theleft (industrial work) or mostly on the right (knowledge work)?

Knowledge WorkIndustrial Work
Workis invisible

Workis changing
Emphasis is on changing things
Less structure withmore decisions

Focus on the right questions
Understand the task

Give autonomy

Continuous innovation

Focus onquality
Continuously learn and teach
Treat workers as assets, not as costs

Workis visible
Work is stable
Emphasis is onrunning things
More structure with fewer decisions

Focus on the right answers

Define the task
Command andcontrol
Strict standards
Focus on quantity
Measureperformance to strict standards
Minimize cost ofworkers for a task

Whenknowledge workprojectsbecamemore common,people found that the communicationand

collaboration involvedin theseprojects made the workmore uncertain andless definable thanindustrial

work.Aspeople tried to apply industrialwork techniques toknowledge workprojects, frustration—and

project failures—increased. Agilemethods were developedinresponse to thisproblem.Agilepioneers

collected the most effective techniques forknowledge work andadapted them for use onprojects,

experimenting to see what workedbest. This new initiativebeganinthe software development field,but is

nowusedinallkinds ofknowledge workprojects.
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This development ofagilemethods tookplace overmany years aftdwas doneby differentpeople.As a result,
agilehasmultiplemethodologies that use different terminology.For example, Scrum calls its timeboxed
development efforts “sprints,” while XP calls them “iterations.” This chapter willestablish a framework for
understanding the agilemindset andexplainsome fundamental concepts youneed to understand to do well
onthePMI-ACP exam.

Defined versus Empirical Processes

Another way oflookingat the difference betweenknowledge work and industrial work is to examine the
differentkinds ofprocesses they use.Industrial work typically uses a definedprocess,whileknowledge
workrelies onanempiricalprocess.

Ina definedprocess, as the name implies, we can define the constituent steps inadvance.Ifwe know the

optimumway to tie our shoelaces, then we can follow the same process each time. This is typically themost

efficient way toproceed for a well-understoodproject inanunchanging environment, such as construction

projects that use well-understoodmaterials andbuildingapproaches.In fact,most industrialprojects canbe
plannedandmanagedbyusinga definedapproach.

Other processes arenot as well defined.Whenfacedwith a new oruncertainprocess, such as buildingan

underwaterhome for the first time orusingcarbonnanotubes insteadofsteel, therewillbe many unknowns
anduncertainties involvedin the risks andsolutions required for the new environment or materials.

When facedwith suchuncertainty, aprocess of trial and experiment is requiredto determine what works,
surface issues, and incrementallybuild on small successes. The resultingprocess willbe iterative and
incremental, with frequent reviews and adaptation. The result is an empiricalprocess. This approachis

required forprojects where the execution stage is characterizedbyuncertainty andrisks—inother words,
projects that wouldbenefit from the agile approach.

K&S The Agile Mindset

Although there are a lot of tools,practices, and concepts that you’llneed to know for the PMI-ACP exam,

theunderlyinggoalof the exam questions isn’t really to test specific knowledge—instead, the examwants

to see ifyouhave a comprehensive grasp ofwhat it means to “be agile” (not just “do agile”). “Being agile"
isn’t simply amatter ofusing a certain set of tools or practices, or followinga specific methodology. Agility
really involves adoptinga new mindset—way of thinking—that isbased on agile values andprinciples.

Themost important statement of these values andprinciples is the Agile Manifesto, whichwe’ll examine

indetailin the next section of this chapter.But first, let’s look at some of the general characteristics of
the agile mindset.We’ll start with the “Declaration ofInterdependence” (DOI) writtenin2005 by the
cofounders of the Agile Project LeadershipNetwork (now the Agile LeadershipNetwork). This document
outlines sixprecepts:2

1. We increasereturnoninvestmentbymakingcontinuous flow ofvalue our focus.
2. We deliver reliableresultsby engaging customers in frequent interactions andshared ownership.
3. We expect uncertainty andmanage for it through iterations, anticipation, and adaptation.
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4. We unleashcreativity andinnovationbyrecognizing that individuals are the ultimate source of

value, and creating an environment where they canmake a difference.

5. Weboostperformance throughgroup accountability for results and sharedresponsibility for team

effectiveness.
6. We improve effectiveness andreliability through situationally specific strategies,processes, and

practices.

Since theDOIis aimedat leaders—it focuses on the management side ofagileprojects—these six

principles can serve as akindof topline summary to introduce you to the agile mindset, although theDOI

won’tbe tested on the exam.

Readthrough these six statements again and seeifyouunderstandthem.Do they make sense to you?If this
mindset sounds very different from the workingenvironment youare used to, thenyouwillneedto carefully

study this chapter inorder to do wellon the exam.Ihe exam questions require you to have a firmgrasp of

“agile thinking”; they can’tbe answered simplybymemorizinginformation.

o Exam tip

In this section (“The Agile Mindset”) we are presentingvarious perspectives

on, or aspects of, the agile way of thinking. With the exception of the inverted

agile triangle (discussedbelow) this information won’t be directly tested on

the exam.Here, our goalis simply to provide a basic answer to the question

“What is agile?”

Moving on,here’s another way ofsummingup the coreprinciples ofagile:

Welcoming change
Workingin small value-added increments

Usingbuildand feedback loops
Learning through discovery
Value-drivendevelopment
Failing fast withlearning
Continuous delivery
Continuous improvement

As you think about this list, remember that agile isn’t just amatter ofadoptingpractices designed to

achieve these outcomes. We actuallyhave to take the agile mindset toheart and use it to guide our

approach. Applying agile values andprinciples tohow we use agile methods changes not only our

approach,but also the effectiveness of thepractices. This is the differencebetween“beingagile” and

“doingagile,” as illustratedbelow.
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Figure 1.1:Being Agile versus Doing Agile

Agile is a mindset defined by values 4- guided by principles 4
and manifested through many different practices ;

“Being”Agile
The correct way to implementagile

“Doing”Agile
Anineffective way to implement agile

;

***
/ÿ

&4Being agile starts with internalizing
the agile mindset, then using that
understanding to select and
implement the correct practices,
tailoring them to different situations
as needed.

Doing agile involves using
agile practices without embracing
the agile mindset that allows us
to understand how to select the
right balance of practices and
tailor them appropriately.

Image copyright © AhmedSidky, Santeon Group, www.santeon.com

Let’sbreak down this diagram.

The correct way to adopt agile is shownby the green arrow onthe left.Here we start by internalizing
the agilemindset (welcoming change, small increments, etc.), and then we use those principles to guide
our selection and implementation ofagilepractices. We start witha goodunderstanding of why we are

using thepractices, whichinturnhelps us understand how to use themmost effectively.

» The gray arrow on the right represents a team that decides to adopt agilepractices (such as daily stand-
upmeetings and short iterations),without taking the time to understand what these practices are

designed to accomplish. Here, we jump directly into the how ofagile without first understanding the
why. This is a commonproblemin agile adoption.

Based onthis diagram,people sometimes use the term “left-to-right adoption” as a shorthand way of
saying “teachagile values first.”

»

Personal, Team, and Organizational Agility

Within an organization,people will develop anunderstandingof the agile mindset at different rates. To some,

agile values willbe intuitively easy to grasp—they seem to describe familiar beliefs andbehavior patterns.
To others, these values willhave tobe consciously learnedandthenactivelypracticedbefore they canbe
understoodandaccepted.Regardless ofhowthisunderstanding develops, themorepeople there are inan

organization who embrace and act uponagileprinciples, themore effective agile practices willbe.

» If just one member ofan organization adopts an agile mindset,it canhelp that personbecome more

effective. However, theywill feel continually frustrated that others in the organization don’t seem to

realize what is important, or are focused on the wronggoals andmetrics.
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If one teamin the organization adopts agileprinciples andpractices, it canhelp the team members

becomemore effective at delivering their project work.However, they will feelinhibited or

misunderstoodby other groups or systems in the organization, such as theproject management office
(PMO) or functional silos.

» If the entire organization adopts the agile way of thinking, then everyone willbe working together to

improve agility andthe delivery ofvalue.By adoptingcommon goals and values, such as continuous

improvement and welcoming change, everyone’s effectiveness willbe enhanced.

Although organizational agility is the ideal goal, todaymost organizations are not there yet. So how

can wehelp our organizations get there? The way organizations change is throughinfluence exertedby
individuals. The diagrambelow depicts the steps involvedin thisprocess as the layers ofanonion skin.

Figure 1.2: Creating Organizational Change

toooviiÿe

DO

Let’s lookmore closely at each of these layers:

Think
First,we needto think—this means individually learning andinternalizingagileprinciples. Only once we

fullyunderstand the agilemindset can wemove on to the next step.

Do
Doingis thepractice ofagile.For example, this might involve visualizingwork items,usingshort iterations,

orbuildingin feedback and improvement steps. Once we understand andcanpractice these steps

ourselves, we canmove on to the next step, where webegininfluencingothers.

Encourage Others
This final step involves encouragingothers to become agile. Although thismay appear to be exponentially
harder to achieve than the first two steps, it is also themost worthwhile when accomplished. That’sbecause

persuading others to adopt the agile mindset andpracticeswillmagnify agile learningand effectiveness

across the entire organization.Also, the morepeople in your circle ofworkyou can successfully educate

about themerits ofagile, themore allies you willhave inadvocating the cause. The endresult of this

process canbe a complete transformation of the organization based on agileprinciples.
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© Exam tip

Like the “Think-Do-Encourage others” model described above,you’ll see many

process steps andbulletedlists in thisbook.Don’t approach thismaterialby

tryingto cramit, asifyou were studying for a college exam. That won’t work

because thePMI-ACP exam doesn’t test information—most of the questions

willbe situational. So your study goals shouldbe, first, to fullyabsorb the agile

mindset and then, second, tobecome generally familiar withagile tools and

practices. So insteadofmemorizing details, focus on thebigpicture: “What is

important about this list or process for agile?” “How does eachitemlisted fit into

the agile way ofdoing things?” This is what youneedtounderstand for the exam.

The Agile Triangle

Another key difference betweenthe agile mindset and traditionalproject management is the agile or

“inverted” triangle ofconstraints. This triangle, shownbelow, was introducedin the first editionof the
DSDMManual,publishedin 1994.

Figure 1.3: Inverted Triangle Model

Traditional
Triangle of Constraints

Agile
Triangle of Constraints

Scope Cost Time
fixed4

\

variable r
Time ScopeCost

This reversal of the traditional triangle means that agile teams allow scope to vary within the fixed

parameters of cost and time.Inother words, we aim to deliver themost value we canbyX date withinX

budget.Although we’llbegin withahigh-level vision of the endproduct, we can’t define up front how
muchwe’llbe able to get done—that will emerge as we get closer to the target date.

Youmight hear criticism that this approach doesn’t make sense,because itwon’t work for tangible,
industrial work projects.For example, “IfI’mpaying to have mybathroomremodeled,Iwant thewhole

thing tobe completed,not just most ofit!”However, remodeling a bathroom shouldbe a defined,
repeatable process withlittleR&D or uncertainty. That isn’t thekind ofproject that calls for an agile
approach or aninvertedtriangle ofconstraints.
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Knowledge workprojects, on the other hand, are characterizedby experimentationanduncertainty—and

the endproduct canbe refinedforever. This is why weneed to determine acceptable operatingboundaries,
whichusually take the formofcost and time constraints.For example,let’s saywe are developing training

materials for a course onshort story writing.For aproject such as this, we could continue addingand

tweakingour lessonmaterial and exercises indefinitely.Instead weneed to get to an acceptable performance
point, and thenhave the discipline to stop.

K&s The Agile Manifesto

The name ofdomainI(“Agile Principles andMindset”) highlights not only the agile mindset,but also

the values andprinciples it isbased on.For the exam, you’llneed a thoroughunderstandingof themost

important statement of agile values andprinciples— a document called the AgileManifesto.

The AgileManifesto was created during ameetinginFebruary 2001 thatbrought together a number of

software andmethodology experts who wereinthe forefront of the emerging agile methods. Thepeople
inattendance were:

» Kent Beck

» MikeBeedle

» Arie vanBennekum

» Alistair Cockburn

» WardCunningham
» MartinFowler

» Robert C.Martin

» SteveMellor

» KenSchwaber

» Jeff Sutherland

» Dave Thomas

» James Grenning
» JimHighsmith
» AndrewHunt

» RonJeffries
» JonKern

» BrianMarick

o Exam tip

ThePMI-ACP examwon’t ask about the origin of the AgileManifesto or its

creators.We are includingthis information to set the context for the discussion

that follows. The examwill focus onyour ability to apply the values and

principles set forthin this document insituational questions.It won’t ask

“What is the fourthvalue?” or “Howis the secondprinciplephrased?”
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The Four Values

The AgileManifesto includes a statement of four values and twelve guidingprinciples.We’llexamine the
values first. Tliis section of the document reads as follows:3

ManifestoforAgile Software Development

We are uncoveringbetter ways ofdevelopingsoftware by doingit andhelpingothers do it.

Through this work we have come to value:

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Workingsoftware over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

Responding to change overfollowingaplan

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.

While the AgileManifesto is simple instructure and sparse inwords, there is alot ofgoodstuffinthese
four values. Understanding the ideas conveyedin these values is important not just for the exam,but also
for the application ofan agile approachon anykind ofknowledge workproject.

o Exam tip

The AgileManifesto was writtenby software development experts, so ituses

terms fromthat field to express its ideas;however, those ideas are applicable

to anykindofknowledge workproject. So althoughyou are likely to see some

IT-specific terms onthe exam,you’ll need tobe able to recognize these ideas in

other contexts as well.As youread about theManifesto,lookbeyond the specific

terms and think about how these concepts apply to other types ofknowledge

work.For example, we might rephrase the secondvalue as “Workingsystems over

comprehensive documentation,” substituting “systems” for “software.”

The format of the four values—A over B (“Individuals andinteractions over processes and tools”)—
addresses intention, focus, and effort. This isn’t asblack andwhite as just saying, “Do A insteadofB.”

Instead, it acknowledges thatboth A andB willbe components ofour projects,but that we should apply
more ofour focus, emphasis, and intention to A than to B.

The AgileManifesto isn’t a set ofrules tellingus to do one thinginstead ofanother.It isbothmore subtle
andmorepowerful—it guides us to considerprojects from a value-basedperspective. Yes, we willneed
processes, tools, documentation, andplans on our projects. Yet while dealingwith these assets, we should
remember that our focusmustbe on the people engaged, theproduct we are building, cooperation, and
flexibility.Agility is the capacity to executeprojects while focusingour efforts on the items on theleft side
of these value statements, rather than those on the right.

Withthis inmind, let’s look at these four statements inmore detail.
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Value 1: Individuals and Interactions Over Processes and Tools
The message here is that while processes and tools will likelybe necessary on our projects, we should

try to focus the team’s attention on the individuals and interactions involved. This is because projects
are undertakenbypeople,not tools, andproblems get solvedbypeople,not processes.Likewise,

projects are acceptedbypeople, scope is debatedbypeople, and the definitionofa successfully “done”

project is negotiatedbypeople. Focusingearly on developing the individuals involvedin theproject and

emphasizingproductive and effective interactions help set up aproject for success.

This isnot to say that processes and tools cannot helpinsuccessfully completing a project. They are certainly

important assets, and for those ofus who have an engineeringbackground, we maynaturally tend toward the

logic andpredictability ofprocesses and tools. Yet projects areultimately about people, so tobe successful,

we need to spend the majority ofour timeinwhat maybe the less comfortable,messy, andunpredictable
world ofpeople.Ifyoutend towardprocessesrather thanpeople, the first value of“individuals and

interactions over processes andtools” is a great reminder ofwhere to focus your time, energy, andpassion.

Value 2: Working Software Over Comprehensive Documentation
This value speaks to the need to deliver.Asmentionedin the exam tip on theprevious page,it canbe

rephrasedmorebroadly as “Workingsystems over comprehensive documentation,” where “system”refers to

theproduct or service that theproject is delivering.This value reminds us to focus on thepurpose or business
value were tryingto deliver,rather thanpaperwork. (Somehighlyregulatedindustries, such as medical

devices, require alot ofdocumentation—that’s justpart of the work that needs to be done. This value refers

to thekindofdocumentation that isn’t includedingetting the work doneproperly.)

The agile approach to documentation is “just enough, just in time—and sometimes, just because.”
This phrase is shorthand to remind us of three important concepts:

» Agile documentation shouldbe “barely sufficient”—just enough to cover our needs. This keeps most of
our efforts focused on the emerging system.

» Agile documentation is done “just in time”—also known as the “last responsible moment”—so we

don’t have to spend extra time to keep it updated as our requirements and designs change.

» Finally, “just because” reminds us that sometimes when documentation is required or requested, it’s
easier andpreferable to just produce it than to face the consequences ofnot doing so.

That last point doesn’t meanwe just pander to unnecessary documentation requests; for example, the lean

methodologyincludes thepowerful concept ofasking “Why?” five times to findout what we really need.

However, itpays tobe smart, too—given the limited time and effort available on aproject, we need to

decide where tobest focus our energy, andwhichbattles to pursue. So although we value workingon the

product over documentation, that doesn’t mean we abandon the opposingvalue.

Softwareprojects are typicallyinitiatedwith the goal ofcreatingvaluable,high-quality software, yet they often

get caught up oninterimdeliverables such as extensive documentation that doesn’t support theultimate goal
ofworkingsoftware. Software without documentationis certainlyproblematic andhampers support and

maintenance.But comprehensive documentationwithout softwarehasno value inmost organizations.
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Many software developers are detail-oriented andprocess-driven; although these characteristics are often
highlybeneficial, they can also mean the developers’ focus can easilybe distracted from the real reason

they are undertaking software projects—to write valuable software. So this emphasis on valuingworking
software over comprehensive documentationacts as a necessary anduseful reminder ofwhy these
projects are commissionedinthe first place—tobuild somethinguseful.Documentationby itself, or at

the expense ofworkingsoftware, is not useful.

Value 3: Customer Collaboration Over Contract Negotiation
This value reminds us tobe flexible and accommodating,rather than fixed anduncooperative.It is similar
to the differencebetween “beingright” and“doing the right thing.” We couldbuild theproduct exactly as

originally specified,but if the customer’s preferences orpriorities change,it wouldbebetter to be flexible
andwork toward the new goal, as opposed to the goal that was originally stated.

It is notoriously difficult to define anup-front,unchangingview ofwhat shouldbebuilt. This challenge
stems from the dynamic nature ofknowledge workproducts, especially software systems; software is

intangible and difficult to reference, companies rarelybuild the same systems twice,business needs change
quickly, and technology changes rapidly.Rather than subject the client to a change management process
that is reallymore ofa change suppression process, we shouldrecognize at the start that things are going
to change, andwe’llneed to workwith the customer throughout the project to reach a shared definitionof
“done.” This requires a more trustingrelationship and more flexible contractmodels thanwe often see on

projects,but—like theprevious value—itmoves the emphasis from nonvalue-addingactivities (such as

arguing about scope) toproductive work.

Value 4: Responding to Change Over Following a Plan
Inknowledge workprojects, weknow that our initialplans are inadequate, since they are based on

insufficient information about what it will take to complete the project. So instead of investing effort in
trying tobring the project back inline withour originalplan, we want to spend more ofour effort and

energy responding to the changes that will inevitably arise.Now, this doesn’t mean we should abandon
planning and just react to changes. We stillneed to plan,but we also need to acknowledge that our

initialplans were made when we knew least about theproject (at thebeginning) and will need to be
updated as the work progresses.

The importance of responding to change over following a plan isparticularly true for softwareprojects,
where high rates of change are common. Again, instead ofsuppressing changes andspending a lot of time

managingand tracking a largely staticplan, we need to acknowledge that things will change. Agileprojects
havehighly visible queues ofwork andplans in the form ofbacklogs and taskboards. The intent of this
value is tobroaden the number ofpeople who canbe readily engagedin theplanningprocessby adjusting
theplans and discussing the impact of changes.
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EXERCISE: MATCH THE AGILE MANIFESTO VALUES

Note: Asyoudo the exercises in this book,you may want to have a sheet ofpaper handy to cover up the

answers to the exercises, since they are just after the questions.

Draw arrows to match the start of the AgileManifesto values on the left to their correct endings on

the right.

Start End

Processes and tools

Comprehensive documentation

Contract negotiation

Followingaplan

Workingsoftware

Responding to change

Individuals andinteractions

Customer collaboration

Over

Over

Over

Over

ANSWER

Start End

Workingsoftware

Responding to change

Individuals and interactions

Customer collaboration

'Processes and tools

“Comprehensive documentation

•Contract negotiation

a plan

Over

Over

The Twelve Principles

Inaddition to the four agile values, the authors of the Manifesto created twelve guidingprinciples for agile
methods. Thispart of the Manifesto reads as follows:4

Principles behind theAgileManifesto

Wefollow theseprinciples:

Our highestpriority is to satisfy the customer through early andcontinuous delivery of
valuable software.

Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agileprocesses harness changefor
the customer's competitive advantage.

Deliver workingsoftwarefrequently,from a couple ofweeks to a couple ofmonths, with a

preference to the shorter timescale.

Businesspeople and developers must work together daily throughout theproject.

Buildprojects aroundmotivated individuals. Give them the environment andsupport they
need, and trust them toget the job done.
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The most efficient and effective method ofconveying information to and within a

development team isface-to-face conversation.

Workingsoftware is theprimary measure ofprogress.

Agileprocessespromote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, and users should
be able to maintaina constantpace indefinitely.

Continuous attention to technicalexcellence andgood design enhances agility.

Simplicity—the art ofmaximizing the amount ofwork not done—is essential.

The best architectures, requirements, and designs emergefrom self-organizing teams.

At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and
adjusts its behavior accordingly.

o Exam tip

Since these values andprinciples are fundamental to understandingagile, think

of them when youare facedwithtwo seemingly correct options on the exam.In

such instances, look for the answer that best matches the Agile Manifesto values

andprinciples.

Let’s take a closer look at each of the AgileManifestos twelveprinciples. Again, although theprinciples
may use software development terms, as youreadabout them, think abouthow these concepts apply to

other types ofknowledge workprojects.

Principle 1: Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of
valuable software.
Thisprinciple includes threemainpoints. The first is to satisfy the customer.Ifweproduceperfect plans
and documentation,but only delight theproject management office (PMO) or the quality assurance

(QA) group, we have failed; our focus shouldbe on the customer.

The secondpoint is early and continuous delivery. We must structure theproject and the development team

to deliver value early and frequently. This canbe a struggleifpeople are reluctant to share incomplete
work, andit takes courage andsupport for everyone tobecome comfortable with this idea.However, we

must achieve thispoint ifwe are to learn ofproblems while we still have time to fix them.It is better to get
somethingwrongup front andhave time to correct it than to discover the issuemuch later when so much
morehas beenbuilt on top ofa faulty foundation.

The finalpoint is that what we are deliveringis valuable software (i.e., systems),not completedwork
products,WBS items, documentation, orplans. We needto stay focused onthe end goal.For software
projects, this is the software; for other types ofprojects, the endgoal willbe theproduct or service that the
project was undertaken to deliver or enhance.
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Principle 2: Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness
change for the customer’s competitive advantage.

Changes canbe great for aproject—for example,if they allow us to deliver a late-breaking,high-priority
feature.Yet innon-agileprojects, changes are often seenina negative light; theymaybe considered “scope
creep” orblamed for theproject deviating from theplan.Many non-agileprojects have suchrigorous

change controlprocedures that only the highestpriorities make it through.Onsuchprojects, much of the

time and effort is spent loggingand managing change requests.

This kindofrigorous change management isproblematic for anyproject inahighly changeable
environment, such as software development—so agile accepts that changes will occur. In fact, the XP

methodology advocates that we “embrace change.”

Instead ofcreating ahigh-overheadmechanism for suppressingorprocessing changes, agile methods use

alightweight,high-visibility approach—for example, continuouslyupdatingandprioritizingchanges into

thebacklogofwork to be done.Agile’s well-understood,high-visibilitymethods forhandlingchanges keep
theproject adaptive and flexible as long as possible. By welcoming the changes that will inevitablyhappen
andsettingup an efficient way to dealwith them, we canspendmore time developing the endproduct.

Principle 3: Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a
preference to the shorter timescale.
Despite ourbest intentions andknowledge that early feedbackis valuable, it’shumannature towant our work

tobe as complete aspossible before sharingit.However,we are doing ourselves a disservicebyholdingon to

our work for toolong.It’sbetter to get feedback early andoften, to avoid going too far down the wrong track.

Thisprinciple emphasizes the importance ofreleasing work to a test environment andgettingfeedback.

Frequent testingand feedback are so important that software developers use continuous integration tools to

provide feedback about any code theyhave written thatbreaks thebuild.Agile teams need feedback onwhat

theyhave created thus far to seeif they canproceed, or if a change ofcourse is needed.

Deliveringwithina short timeframe also has thebenefit ofkeeping the product owner engaged and

keeping dialogue about theproject going.With frequent deliveries, wewillregularlyhave results to show
the customer andopportunities to get feedback. Often at these demos, we learn ofnew requirements or

changes inbusinesspriorities that are valuableplanninginputs.

Principle 4: Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project.
The frequent demos mentioned above are one example ofhow thebusiness representatives and

developers work together throughout the project.Daily face-to-face engagement with the customer

is one of the most difficult principles to ensure from apractical standpoint,but it is really worth

pushing for.Written documents, e-mails, and even telephone calls are less efficient ways of transferring
information than face-to-face interactions.

By working withbusiness representatives daily, we canlearn about thebusiness ina way that is far

beyond what a collection of requirements-gatheringmeetings can ever achieve. As a result, we are

better able to suggest solutions and alternatives to business requests. The business representatives also

learn what types ofsolutions are expensive or slow to develop, and what features are cheap. They can

thenbegin to fine-tune their requests inresponse.

-
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Whenit isn’t possible to have daily interactions between the business representatives and the
development team, agile methods try to get the two groups working together regularly in some way,
perhaps every two days or whatever type of frequent involvement willwork. (Some teams use a “proxy
customer,”inwhich an experiencedbusiness analyst [BA] who is familiar with the business interests

serves as a substitute,but this isn’t anideal option.)

Principle 5: Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support they
need, and trust them to get the job done.
As we’ll see inchapter 4, software estimation data gatheredby the COCOMOII® modelhas found that

having thebest people is significantlymore important for aproject thanhaving thebest processes and
tools—by a factor of10 to1! So making sure we have smart andmotivatedpeople on the teamislikely to

make abigdifference inwhether our project is delivered successfully and efficiendy.

While wemaynot always be able to pick our dream team, we canmotivate and empower the team

members we do have. Since the development teamis such an important factor, agile methodspromote

empowered teams. People workbetter when they are given the autonomy to organize andplan their own

work.Agilemethods advocate freeing the teamfrom themicromanagement of completing tasks on a

Gantt chart.Instead, the emphasis is on craftsmanship,peer collaboration, and teamwork, whichresult in
higher rates ofproductivity.

Knowledge workprojects involve team members whohave unique areas ofexpertise. Suchpeople do their
best work when they are allowedto makemany ofthe day-to-day decisions and localplanning for the
project.For leaders, this doesn’tmean abdicatinginvolvement or abandoning the team to fend for itself;
instead, we recognize that our team members are experts inwhat they do, and weprovide the support they
need to ensure they are successful.

Principle 6: The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a
development team is face-to-face conversation.
Written documents are great for creating a lastingrecord ofevents and decisions,but they are slow
and costly toproduce.Incontrast, face-to-face communication allows us to quickly transfer alot of
informationina richer way that includes emotions andbody language.

Ina face-to-face conversation, questions canbe immediately answered,instead of“parked” with thehope
that there willbe a follow-up explanation, or the answer willbecome clear later.For example,if insteadof

reading thisbook,youwere talking to me directly, we could quickly skip all the stuffyoualreadyknow and
focus on the areas youwant to learnmore about.Written documentshave to assume a lower startingpoint
so as not to confuse their broader audience.

Ofcourse, this recommendation for face-to-face conversations can’t be appliedto allproject
communications,but agile teams aim to followitwhenever possible. This is one example ofhow agile
methods needto be customizedor scaled for eachproject. As team sizes grow,it becomesharder to rely
on face-to-face communications, and we have to introduce anappropriate level ofwritten documentation.

Principle 7: Working software is the primary measure of progress.
By adopting“workingsoftware” (or “workingsystems”) as ourprimary measure ofprogress, we shift
our focus to workingresults rather than documentation anddesign. Inagile, we assessprogressbasedon

the emergingproduct or service we are creating. Questions like “Howmuchof the solutionis done and
accepted?” arepreferred over “Is the design complete?” since we want to focus onusability andutility
rather than conceptualprogress.
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Expressionslike “What gets measured gets done” and “Youget what youmeasure” apply here, since

measurement reinforces activity.If a feature can’the measured or tested—inother words,ifit doesn’t

“work”—it isn’t considered complete. This emphasis on a workingproducthelps ensure that we get

features acceptedby the customer, rather thanmarkingitems as “completed development” whenthey
haven’t yet been accepted as “done.”

This definition ofprogress as “working systems” creates a results-oriented view of theproject.Interim

deliverables andpartially completed work willget no external recognition. So we want to focus instead on

theprimary goal of theproject—aproduct that delivers value to thebusiness.

Principle 8: Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, and users
should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely.

Agilemethods strive tomaximize value over the longterm. Some oftherapidapplication development
(RAD) techniques that preceded agile promoted—or at least accepted—long, intenseperiods of

prototypingprior to demos. The trouble with theRAD approach ofworking teams for longhours over an

extendedperiod of time is that people start tobumout andmake mistakes. This is not a sustainable practice.

Instead oflong, intense development periods, agile methods recognize the value of a sustainablepace

that allows team members to maintain a work-lifebalance. A sustainable pace is not onlybetter for

the team; it benefits the organization as well. Longworkdays lead to resignations, whichmeans the

organization loses talent and domain knowledge.Hiringand integratingnew members into a team is a

slow and expensive process.

Incontrast, working at a pace that canbe maintainedindefinitely leads to a happier andmore

productive team. Happy teams also get along with thebusiness representatives better than overworked
teams. There is less tension, andwork relationships improve. Some agilemethods, like XP,previously
recommendedmaintaininga regular 40-hour workweek as a guidingprinciple. Today most methods

don’t establish specific limits,but they do recommendpaying close attention to the level of effort the

teamisputting forth to ensure a sustainable pace.

Principle 9: Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility.
While we want the development team to workhard and deliver alot ofvalue, we also have tobemindful
ofkeeping the design clean, efficient, and open to changes. Technical excellence and good design allow the

development team tounderstand andupdate the design easily.

Anagile team needs tobalance its efforts to deliver high-value features withcontinuous attention to the

design of the solutions. This balance allows theproduct to deliver long-termvalue without becoming
difficult to maintain, change, or extend—cleaningandpreventative maintenance are preferable to fixing
problems. Thishelps theproject runmore smoothly and speeds up the team’sprogress.

In the software world, once the code base becomes tangled, the organizationloses its ability to respond to

changing needs.Inother words,it loses its agility. So we need to give the development team enough time

to undertake refactoring.Refactoringis thehousekeeping, cleanup, and simplifications that need to be

made to code to ensureit is stable and canbemaintained over the long term.
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Principle 10: Simplicity—the art of maximizing the amount of work not done—is essential.
Themost reliable features are those we don’tbuild—since there is nothingthat couldgo wrongwith them.
And, in the software world,up to 60 percent of features that arebuilt are used either infrequently or never.5
Because so many features that arebuilt are never actually used, and because complex systems have an

increasedpotential tobe unreliable, agile methods focus onsimplicity. Thismeansboilingdown our

requirements to their essential elements only.

Complexprojects take longer to complete, are exposed to a longer horizonofrisk, andhave morepotential
failurepoints and opportunities for cost overruns. Therefore, agile methods seek the “simplest thingthat
couldpossiblywork” andrecommend that this solutionbebuilt first. This approachisnot intended to

preclude further extension andelaboration of theproduct—instead,it simply says, “Let’s get theplain-
vanilla versionbuilt first.” This approachnot onlymitigates riskbut also helpsboost sponsor confidence.

Principle 11:The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams.
Thisprinciple may soundodd, dependingonhowliterallyyoureadit.Essentiallyit is saying that to get
thebest out ofpeople, we have to let them self-organize. People like self-organizing; it allows them to

findanapproach that worksbest for their methods, their relationships, and their environment. They will
thoroughlyunderstandandsupport the approach,because theyhelped create it.As aresult, they will

producebetter work.

However,youmay well ask why thisprinciple says that thebest architectures, requirements, and

designs come from theproject team—rather than the organization’sbest architects, business analysts,
and designers, who maynotbe on the team.Inmy experience, the answer to this questionis that
our architectures, requirements, and designs workbest when they are implementedby those who
originate them. Although external recommendations mayhave more technicalmerit onpaper,if they
are implemented differently than originally envisioned, or without convictionby the team, they will
ultimatelybe less successful.

Self-organizing teams that have the autonomy to make local decisions have ahigher level of ownership
andpride in the architectures, requirements,and designs they create thanin those that are forced on them
or “suggested” by external sources. Ideas createdby the teamhave already gone through the teamvetting
process for alignment andapproval—so they don’tneed tobe “sold” to the team.Incontrast, ideas that
come from outside sources need tobe sold to the teamfor the implementationto be successful, and this is

sometimes a challengingtask.

Another factor that supports thisprinciple is that the members ofa self-organizingproject team are closest
to the technical details oftheproject.As a result, they are best able to spot implementation issues, along
with opportunities for improvements. So instead of trying to educate externalpeople about the evolving
structure of the project, agile methods leverage the capacity of the team tobest diagnose andimprove
theproject’s architectures, requirements, and designs. After all, the teammembers are the most informed
about theproject andhave the most vestedinit.

Principle 12: At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and
adjusts its behavior accordingly.

Gatheringlessons learned at the end ofaproject is, frankly, too little, too late. Instead, we need to gather
our lessons learned while they are still applicable and actionable. This means we need to gather them
duringtheproject and—most importantly—make sure we do somethingabout what we’ve learned to

adjust how we complete the remainder of theproject.
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Agile methods employ frequent lookbacks, called “retrospectives,” to reflect onhow things are workingon

theproject andidentify opportunities for improvements. These retrospectives are typically done at the end

ofeachiteration, ensuring that the teamhas regular opportunities to review their process. One advantage
ofdoingretrospectives so frequently is that we don’t forget about problems andissues. Compare this to

conductinga single lessons learnedreview at the end ofaproject, inwhich team members are asked to

thinkback over a year or more to recallwhat went wellandwhere they raninto issues.

Another disadvantage of only gatheringlessons learned at the end ofaproject is that the lessons won’tbe

reallyhelpful to the organizationuntil another project with a similar business or technical domainor team

dynamics comes along. And at thatpoint,it is easy to dismiss the lessons learned from an earlier project as

not applicable to the current situation.On an agileproject, we capture the lessons learned as theproject

progresses, so we can’t pretend they aren’t applicable.Weknow they are relevant, and we are motivatedto

tune and adjust our process accordingly.

EXERCISE: SEVERE SUMMARIES

To make sure youunderstand the intentbehind each ofthe Agile Manifesto principles, shorten
them to just five words or less that describe the essence of the idea. You canuse these shortened

descriptions as a memory aid tohelp yourecall these concepts. The first two havebeen done for

you as anexample.

Shortened VersionPrinciple

Satisfy customer withgreat

systems

Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through
early and continuous delivery ofvaluable software.

1

Welcome changingrequirements, even late in

development. Agile processes harness change for the
customer’s competitive advantage.

Welcome change2

Deliver workingsoftware frequently, from a couple of

weeks to a couple ofmonths, withapreference to the
shorter timescale.

3

Business people and developers must work together daily
throughout the project.

4
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Shortened Version
Buildprojects aroundmotivatedindividuals. Give them
the environment andsupport theyneed, and trust them to

get the job done.

5

The most efficient andeffective method ofconveying
informationto andwithina development teamis face-to-
face conversation.

6

Workingsoftware is theprimarymeasure ofprogress.7

Agileprocesses promote sustainable development. The
sponsors, developers, andusers shouldbe able tomaintain

aconstant pace indefinitely.

8

Continuous attentionto technical excellence and good
design enhances agility.

9

Simplicity—the art ofmaximizing the amount ofworknot

done—is essential.

10

Thebest architectures, requirements, and designs emerge
from self-organizing teams.

11

At regular intervals, the teamreflects onhow tobecome
more effective, then tunes and adjusts its behavior
accordingly.

12
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ANSWER

Your descriptionmay vary, dependingonwhatpart of theprinciple stands out most for you,but
the following are possible abbreviations.

Principle Shortened Version
Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through
early and continuous delivery ofvaluable software.

Satisfy customer withgreat

systems

1

Welcome changingrequirements, evenlatein

development.Agileprocesses harness change for the
customer’s competitive advantage.

Welcome change2

Deliver workingsoftware frequently, froma couple of
weeks to a couple ofmonths, witha preference to the
shorter timescale.

Deliverfrequently3

Businesspeople and developersmust work together daily
throughout theproject.

Work with business4

Buildprojects aroundmotivatedindividuals. Give them
the environment and support they need, and trust them to

get the job done.

Motivatepeople5

Themost efficient and effectivemethodofconveying
information to and within a development team is face-to-
face conversation.

6 Face-to-face communications

Workingsoftware is the primarymeasure ofprogress. Measure systems done7

Agile processespromote sustainable development. The

sponsors, developers, andusers shouldbe able to maintain

a constant pace indefinitely.

Maintain sustainablepace8

Continuous attention to technical excellence andgood
design enhances agility.

Maintain design9

Simplicity—the art ofmaximizing the amount ofworknot

done—is essential.
Keep it simple10

The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge
fromself-organizing teams.

Team creates architecture11

At regular intervals, the teamreflects onhow tobecome
more effective, then tunes andadjusts itsbehavior

accordingly.

Reflect and adjust12
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K&s Agile Methodologies

There are over a dozen actively used agile methodologies. The most common approaches are Scrum,

Extreme Programming (XP),leanproduct development,Kanban,Feature-DrivenDevelopment (FDD),

Dynamic Systems DevelopmentMethod (DSDM), and the Crystal family ofmethods.

In the discussion that follows, we’ll describe eachof these methodologies in thelevel ofdetailyou’llneed

for the exam. The twomost widelyused agilemethods are ScrumandXP,which areprominently featured

onthePMI-ACP exam. We’ll explore these two approaches inthemost detail, covering their key concepts,

teams, activities, and deliverables. The exammay also includemultiple questions about the leanandKanban

approaches. Although these sections aren't as long, it’s important to understandall the informationprovided
about thesemethods.Finally, the exammightnot have any questions aboutFDD,DSDM,or Crystal—
orperhaps just one questionabout them.However, it’s stillhelpful to have a topline understandingof these

methods,since theymight appear as incorrect answer options that youneed to rule out.

We’ve said that agile is a mindset,not a specific set ofpractices, andmany agile teams endup tailoring their

agile methodology for their owncircumstances. This is calledprocess tailoring, and we’ll discuss itspros and

cons inmore detailinchapter 7. At thispoint, just know that some of these methodologies workbest when

used“as is” (for teamsnew to agile), while otherslendthemselves quite easily to adjustment andadaptation.

For example,Kanban encourages modification and adaptation; Crystal offers a range ofmethodologies
for different kinds ofprojects; andDSDM offers suitability filters for assessinghow well an approach fits a

project. On the other hand,bothScrum andXP consist of a balanced set ofpractices that worksbest when

used“out of thebox” as anintegrated system, at least until the teamhas gained enough agile experience to

understandhow all thepieces fit together.

© Exam tip

The different agile methods, andtheir inherent flexibility,presented a dilemma

forPMIincreatingthe exam, since there isno single “right” way to do agile.

When the PMI-ACP SteeringCommittee originally developed the exam content

outline, werecognized theirony ofcreatingaprescriptive exam outline for a

scalable, adaptiveprocess.However, wehad to make some assumptions about

the team size, composition, andproject complexity that wouldbe tested.In the

end, we decided to focus on thepractices that are most commonlyused onsmall-

tomedium-sizedprojects. Soifyouare strugglingwiththe context ofan exam

question, think of aproject that has a development team ofup to 12people and is

usingdiscretionary or essential funds.
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Inthis chapter, we’llhe describing each agile approach as a standalonemethodology, since that

informationwillbe tested on the exam.However, it’snotuncommon for agile teams to use a customized
hybridapproach that incorporates elements frommore than onemethodology.For example, a team

might combine some ofXP’s teampractices, such as refactoring,pair programming,andsimple design,
withScrum’s approach for planningsprints.We’ll talkmore about these “hybridmodels” inchapter 7,

providingsome examples ofhow different approaches canbe used together.

o Exam tip

I’ve gotten feedback that somepeople who are steepedin the Scrum

methodology are havingdifficultypassing thePMI-ACP exam. These students

believe that “Scrum is agile”—and so by extension, agile is Scrum, and only

Scrum—and since they alreadyknow Scrum, they don’t studyproperly for the

exam.For example, they assume that all agile teams have aproduct owner and

workin timeboxedsprints followedbysprint review meetings.However, the

PMI-ACP exam tests amuchbroaderpicture ofagile—it also encompasses

Kanban andleanmethods that don’t have aproduct owner, timeboxed sprints,

or scrummeetings. The underlyingprinciples ofall the agilemethodologies are

still compatible. But if you’re mostly familiar with Scrum, you’llneed to think of

agile morebroadlyandlearn about other agile approaches to pass the exam.

Scrum

Scrumis apopular agile model that is lightweight and easy to understand—but likeall agile methods,it
is difficult to trulymaster. The methodology documentedin the “Scrum framework” is a set ofpractices,
roles, events, artifacts, and rules that are designed to guide the teaminexecuting theproject.

Scrum Pillars and Values
The theorybehind Scrumis based on the three pillars of transparency, inspection, and adaptation.
These principles guide all aspects of the Scrum methodology:

Transparency: This involves givingvisibility to those responsible for the outcome.An example
of transparency wouldbe creatinga common definitionofwhat “done” means, to ensure that all
stakeholders are inagreement.

Inspection: This involves doingtimely checks ofhowwell theproject is progressing towardits goals,
looking forproblematic deviations or differences from the goals.

Adaptation: This involves adjusting the team’s process to minimize further issues if aninspection
shows aproblem or undesirable trend.

Inaddition to the three pillars, Scrum also recognizes five fundamental values—focus, courage, openness,
commitment, andrespect. These values reflect the concepts laid out in the Agile Manifesto, and they are

also similar to the core values ofXP (as we’ll see when we get to that methodology).

I-
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The Scramprocessis shown on the diagrambelow.As you continue readingabout Scrum,referback to

this diagram to see how each component fits into the Scrumprocess.

Figure 1.4: Scrum Process
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hithis section,we’U discuss thekey terms andcomponents ofScram,including theroles on a Scram

team, the activities that occur during a sprint, andthe sprint deliverables or artifacts.We’llkick off this

discussionby examining akey Scram concept—sprints.

Sprints
A sprint is a timeboxed (time-limited) iteration ofone month or less inwhich the teambuilds a

potentially releasable product. (The Scram term “sprint” is equivalent to the generic agile term

"iteration.”) Most Scram sprints are one or two weeks long.Each sprint islike amini-project.Duringa

sprint,no changes are made that wouldaffect the sprint goal. The scope might be clarified or renegotiated
as newinformationbecomes available,but if (for example) a change has tobemade to the members of the

development team, that wouldn’t be done duringa sprint.

A sprint canbe cancelledbefore the timebox is over if the sprint goalbecomes obsoletebecause of a

change inbusiness direction or technology conditions.However, only the product owner can cancel
the sprint. When that happens, any incomplete product backlog items are re-estimated andreturned to

theproductbacklog.

The sequence ofactivities withineach sprint consists of a sprint planningmeeting, a development
period that includes daily scrums, a sprint reviewmeeting, and a sprint retrospective meeting. (We’llbe

explaining these terms shortly.)
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Scrum Team Roles
Scrum teams are madeup of the development team, theproduct owner, and the ScrumMaster.Let’s look
at each of these roles to see what they are responsible for ona Scrumproject.

Development Team
The development teamis the group ofprofessionals whobuild theproduct increments ineach sprint. The
members of the development team are self-organizing—that is, they are empowered to manage their own

work. Scrum teams are also cross-functional; each team member can fulfillmore than one of the roles
needed to complete the work (such as analysis,build, and test on a software development team).

Product Owner
Theproduct owner is responsible for maximizing the value of theproductbymanaging the product
backlog, or list ofwork tobe done. This includes ensuring that the work items in thebacklog are up to date
and accuratelyprioritizedbased onbusiness value. The product owner is also responsible for makingsure

that the business and the team have a sharedunderstandingof the project vision, the project goals, and the

details of the work tobe done, so that the team canplan andbuild the work items.

Although the product owner is ultimately responsible for keeping the backlogprioritizedandupdated,
the ScrumMaster or development team also assists in thisprocessby sharinginformationabout estimates,

dependencies, technicalwork items, and so on.

ScrumMaster
The ScrumMaster is responsible for ensuring that the Scrummethodology is understood and used

effectively. This personis a servant leader to the development team, removingany impediments to their

progress, facilitating their events (meetings), and coaching the teammembers. The ScrumMaster also
assists theproduct owner withmanaging the backlog and communicating theproject vision,project
goals, and the details of the backlogitems to the development team.Finally, the ScrumMaster serves

the organizationby facilitatingits adoption of Scrum,not just on oneproject,but on a wider scale

throughout the organization.

Scrum Activities (Events, Ceremonies)
The Scrummethodology defines five “activities,” which are actuallymeetings that are focused on a specific
purpose. These includeproduct backlogrefinement, sprintplanningmeetings, daily scrums, sprint
reviews, and sprint retrospectives. The last four of these meetings are the team’s planned opportunities for

inspection and adaptation (two of the threepillars) ineach sprint.

Q Exam tip

On the exam, youmay see the terms “Scrum events” or “Scrumceremonies.”

These are older terms for the Scrum activities (meetings).
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Backlog Refinement
The backlogrefinementmeetings are where “grooming the backlog” is done. Thisbasically means

that everyone involvedin the project gathers to discuss and update the items in the backlog. (If you

aren’t sure what this means,keep reading—we’ll explain this activitymore fully when we describe the

product backlog.)

Sprint Planning Meeting
In the sprintplanningmeeting, everyone gathers to determine what willbe deliveredinthe upcoming

sprint andhow that workwillbe achieved. Theproduct owner presents the updatedbacklog items, and the

group discusses themto ensure theyhave a sharedunderstanding. The development teamforecasts what
canbe deliveredin the sprint,based on their estimates,projected capacity, andpast performance.With this

forecast inmind, they define the sprint goal. The development team thendetermineshow that functionality
willbebuilt andhow they will organize themselves to deliver the sprint goal. (Sprint planning—i.e.,

iterationplanning—is coveredinmore detail inchapter 5.)

Daily Scrum
The daily scrumis a 15-minute timeboxedmeeting that is held at the same time andplace every day
while the team is working toward the sprint goal. The ScrumMaster makes sure the meetinghappens
every day, and follows up onanyidentified obstacles. The daily scrumisprimarily for the members of the

development team, who useit to synchronize their work andreport any issues they are facing. The scope
of this meetingis strictlylimited—eachmember of the teambriefly answers three questions about what

they are doing to meet the sprint goal:

1. What haveIdone since thelast daily scrum?

2. What doIplan to do today?
3. Are there any impediments to my progress?

These questionshelp the team members assess their progress toward the sprint goal.Inanswering the

questions, they address each other, and any further discussionor problemsolving takes place offline.
(We’ll cover these meetings inmore detail in chapter 5, where we talkabout daily stand-ups—the generic
agile term for “daily scrum.”)

As Scrum projects get larger,multiple Scrum teams might need to coordinate their work. To do this, they
commonlyuse an approach called “scrum of scrums.” As the name suggests, this is a meetinginwhich

a representative from each teamreports their progress to the representatives of the other teams.Just
like a normal daily scrum, theparticipants answer three questions, and they might also address a fourth

question to help surface potential conflictsbetween teams: “Are you about toput somethinginanother

team’s way?” This process is illustratedbelow.
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Figure 1.5: Scrum of Scrums
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Like daily scrums, the scrum of scrums meetings take place on a regular schedule,butnot necessarily
daily.Let’s say the individual teams have their daily scrummeetingat 9:00 a.m. After those meetings, at

9:30—perhaps daily or twice a week, as needed—someone from each team will take part in the scrum

ofscums meeting.If aparticipant learns about any issues that impact their team, they willreport them
to the rest of their team after the meeting.

Larger endeavors may even warrant a “scrum ofscrum ofscrums” where the teams repeat this pattern with
a third-levelmeeting. Here, a representative from each scrum of scrums willattend a “scrum ofscrum of

scrums” to coordinate the work across a larger set of teams.

Figure 1.6: Scrum of Scrum of Scrums
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Sprint Review
The sprint reviewmeeting is held at the end of the sprint and includes the development team, theproduct
owner, and the ScrumMaster (andpotentiallyother stakeholders). Inthis meeting, the team demos the

increment, or evolvingproduct, that theybuilt inthe sprint to theproduct owner. Theproduct owner

inspects the work to see whether it is acceptable—decidingifit is “done" or explaining what is missing.
The team and theproduct owner discuss the increment and the remainingitems in theproductbacklog.
Together, theymake any changes needed to thebacklog and decide what to work onnext.

Sprint Retrospective
After the sprint review,butbefore the next sprint planningmeeting, the development teamholds their
final “inspect and adapt” activity for the sprint—the sprint retrospective.Although others maybe invited
to participate, this meetingisprimarily for the development team. This is their opportunity to gather
lessons learned andlookfor opportunities for improvement. The timingofthis meeting—after the sprint
review,but before the nextplanningmeeting—allows them to consider theproduct owner’s feedback
fromthe sprint reviewintheir deliberations andalso factor any improvements theyidentify during the

retrospective into their plan for the next sprint.

The reflection that takes place duringthe retrospectivemight cover anything that occurredduring the

sprint, includingthe areas ofpeople,process, andproduct. The teammembers explore whatwent well,
look for opportunities for improvement, and decide what changes to implement in the next sprint.

Scrum Artifacts
Now that we’ve discussed the Scrumroles and activities, we’llturn to the scrum artifacts. These are three

tangible items that areproduced or usedby the team during a sprint—the product increment, theproduct
backlog, and the sprintbacklog.

Product Increment
Duringeach sprint, themembers of the development teambuildanincrement of the solution(the
endproduct of the project). As we’ve seen,inthe sprint review, they demo their latest increment to get

feedback from the product owner andfind out if that itemis “done.” To maximize the chances that the

product increment willbe acceptable, the team and theproduct owner need to agree upon a definition of

donebefore the teambegins working onit so that everyonehas a sharedunderstandingofwhat “done”

will look like for that increment.

Product Backlog
Theproductbacklogis aprioritizedlist ofall the work that needs to be done tobuild theproduct—it serves

as the single source for all theproduct requirements. The itemsin thebacklogmayinclude features tobe

built, functions, requirements, qualityattributes (i.e., nonfunctionalrequirements), enhancements, and
fixes. This list is dynamic; it evolves as the product evolves andneeds tobe continuallyupdated.

The itemsin thebacklog areprioritizedby theproduct owner and sorted so that thehighest-prioritywork

is at the top of the list. The teamwillalways try to work on these top-priority itemsnext—or as soon

aspossible,given dependencies and other factors. The work items are progressively refined as they get

closer to beingworkedon, so thehighest-priority items are the most detailed, andthe team’s estimates for

those items aremoreprecise. The lowest-priority itemsmightnot get developedat all, since they maybe

continually deferred in favor ofhigher-prioritywork.
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Hiebacklogis constantlybeingrefined, and theprocess ofaddingmore detail to the backlogitems and

refining their estimates is the “backlogrefinement” Scrum activity described earlier, whichis also known
as “grooming thebacklog.” This activity is doneby the development team and theproduct owner working
together. The team estimates the work items, andproduct owner prioritizes them.For example, each time

the team refines their estimates with a higher level ofdetail, theproduct owner might need to adjust the

priority of those itemsin the backlog.

Sprint Backlog
Ihe sprint backlogis the subset ofitems in theproductbacklog thathavebeen selected as the goalofa

specific sprint (the sprint backlogisn’t a separatelist from the product backlog).Alongwiththe sprint
backlog, the team develops aplan for how theywill achieve the sprint goal—this is their commitment for
the functionality that they will deliver in the sprint. The sprintbacklog serves as ahighly visible view of the
workbeingundertaken andmay onlybe updatedby the development team.

EXERCISE: SCRUM OWNERSHIP/RESPONSIBILITY

In the following table, place a check mark in the appropriate column(s) for the development team,

product owner, or ScrumMaster to indicate who owns or is responsible for eachitem.

Product Owner ScrumMasterItem Development
Team

Estimates

Backlogpriorities

Agile coaching

Coordinationofwork

The definitionof “done”

Process adherence

Technical decisions

Sprint planning

ANSWER

Item Development
Team

Product Owner ScrumMaster

Estimates x

Backlogpriorities x

Agile coaching x

Coordinationofwork x

The definition of “done” x x x

Process adherence x

Technical decisions x

Sprintplanning xx x
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Extreme Programming (XP)

Extreme Programming—commonly referred to as “XP” based on the initials eXtreme Programming—
is an agile method that is focused on software development.WhileScrum focuses at the project

management level onprioritizing work andgetting feedback, XP focuses on software development best

practices. Therefore, there willbe a lot of software references in the followingdiscussion. As with the Agile
Manifesto values andprinciples, as you read this section see ifyou can think ofways that XP values and

practices canbe applied to other kinds ofknowledge workprojects.

XP Core Values
The core values ofXP are simplicity, communication, feedback, courage, andrespect; these values

manifest themselves inthepracticesundertaken throughout the XPlife cycle.

Simplicity: This value focuses onreducingcomplexity, extra features, and waste. XP teams keep the

phrase “Find the simplest thingthat couldpossiblywork”inmind, andbuildthat solution first.

Communication: This value focuses onmaking sure all the teammembersknow what is expected
ofthem and what other people are working on. For example, the daily stand-up meetingis a key
communication tool (these meetings willbe explainedinchapter 5).

Feedback: The team should get impressions ofsuitability early.Failing fast canbe useful, especiallyifin
doingso we get newinformationwhile we still have time to improve theproduct.

Courage: It takes courage to allow our work tobe entirely visible to others.Inpair programming
(describedbelow under “XP Core Practices”), team members share code and oftenneedto make bold

simplifications and changes to that code.Backedupby automatedbuilds andunit tests, developers need

tohave the confidence to make important changes.

Respect: Respect is essentialonXPprojects, wherepeople work together as a team and everyone is

accountable for the success or failure of theproject. This value also relates to pairprogramming; team

members need to recognize that people work differently, andrespect those differences.

The figurebelowillustrates the XPprocess.If some of the terms on this diagram are Greek to you, don’t

worry; we’ll revisit the technical terms usedin this diagram andin the discussion ofXP that follows in

more detailin later chapters.
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Figure 1.7: XP Life Cycle
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As shownin this diagram, XP teams use lightweight requirements called "user stories” to plan their
releases anditerations. Iterations are typically two weeks long, and developers workinpairs to write code
during these iterations.All software developed is subjected to rigorous and frequent testing. Then,upon
approvalby the on-site customer, the software is delivered as smallreleases.

“Spikes” areperiods ofworkundertaken to reduce threats andissues, and“architectural spikes” are iterations

used toprove a technologicalapproach. The spikes are blendedinto thereleaseplanningprocesses.

XP Team Roles
XP defines the teamroles differently than Scrum—theXP roles are coach, customer, programmer, and
tester. Let’s see how each of these rolesparticipatesinanXP project.

Coach
The coach acts as a mentor to the team, guiding the process andhelping the team members stay on track.

The coach is also a facilitator—helping the teambecome more effective—and a conduit, reinforcing
communicationboth within the team and across teams. This role shares many responsibilitieswitha

ScrumMaster. Although the formal definitions of these two terms differ, theyare oftenusedinterchangeably.

Inaddition to the coach, there may also be a manager who facilitates external communications and
coordinates the team’s activities,but this isn’t a formalXP role.

Customer
On anXP team the “customer” is thebusiness representative who provides the requirements,priorities,
andbusiness direction for theproject. Thisperson defines theproduct that willbebuilt, determines the

priority ofits features, and confirms that theproduct actuallyworks as intended. This roleis similar to the

product owner inScrum.

I-
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Programmers
The programmers are the developers whobuild the product by writing and implementing the code for

the requested user stories.

Testers
The testers provide quality assurance andhelp the customer define and write acceptance tests for the user

stories. Thisrolemay also be filledby the developers (programmers), if they have the required skills.

Exam tip

Think about the XP and Scrum terms for team roles—youmight encounter

an exam question that requires you to recognize amethodologybased on

the termsbeingused. You shouldalso understand that from abroader agile

perspective, “product owner” and “customer" are roughly equivalent roles, as

are “ScrumMaster” and“coach.”

XP Core Practices
The XPmethod draws upon 13 simplebutpowerfulcorepractices, as shownbelow.We’ll examine each of
these practices inmore detail,beginningwith the outer ring andworking our way in.

Figure 1.8: XP Core Practices
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Whole Team
The whole teampractice is the idea that all the contributors to anXPproject sit together in the same

location, as members of a single team.XP emphasizes the notionofgeneralizingspecialists, as opposed
to role specialists.Inother words, anyone who is qualified toperform arole canundertakeit—the roles

arenot reserved forpeople who specialize in oneparticular area. Thispractice helps optimize the use of

resources, sincepeople who canperformmultiple jobs are able to switch from one role to another as the

demand arises. Thepractice also allows for more efficient sharingofinformation andhelps eliminate the

possibility thatpeopleincertain roles willbe idle or overstretched at certainpoints in theproject.
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Planning Games
XPhas two primaryplanningactivities, or planning games—releaseplanning anditerationplanning.

Areleaseis a push ofnew functionality all the way to theproductionuser.Aproject typically has one

or more releases, withnomore than one or two releases ina single year.Duringreleaseplanning, the

customer outlines the functionality required, and the developers estimatehow difficult the functionality
willbe tobuild.Armedwiththese estimates andpriorities, the customer lays out theplan for theproject

delivery. Since the initial attempts at estimatingwilllikelybe imprecise, thisprocess is revisited frequently
andimproved as thepriorities and estimates evolve.

Iterations are the short development cycles within a release that Scrum calls “sprints.” Iteration

planning is done at the start of every iteration. The customer explains what functionality theywould

like to see in the next iteration, and then the developers break this functionality into tasks and estimate

the work. Based on these estimates (which are more refined than the release planning estimates) and

the amount ofwork accomplishedintheprevious iteration, the team commits to the work items they
think they can complete in the two-weekperiod.

Small Releases
Frequent, small releases to a test environment are encouragedin XP,both at the iterationlevel, to

demonstrate progress and increase visibility to the customer, and at the release level, to rapidly deploy

working software to the endusers. Quality is maintained in these short delivery timeframesby rigorous

testing and throughpractices like continuous integration, inwhich suites of tests are run as frequently
as possible.

Customer Tests
As part of defining therequired functionality, the customer describes one or more test criteria that will

indicate that the software is working as intended. The team thenbuilds automated tests to prove to

themselves and the customer that the software has met those criteria.

Collective Code Ownership
InXP, anypair of developers canimprove or amend any code. This means multiplepeople willwork on

all the code, whichresults in increased visibility andbroader knowledge of the code base. This practice

leads to ahigher levelof quality; withmorepeople lookingat the code, there is a greater chance defects

willbe discovered. There is also less ofanimpact to theproject if one of the programmers leaves, since

the knowledge is shared.

Code Standards
Although collective code ownership has its advantages, allowinganyone to amend any code can result in

issuesif the teammembers take different approaches to coding. To address this risk, XP teams follow a

consistent codingstandard so that all the codelooks asifit hasbeenwrittenby a single,knowledgeable
programmer. The specifics of the standard each teamuses arenot important; what matters is that the team

takes a consistent approach to writing the code.

Sustainable Pace
XP recognizes that thehighest levelofproductivityis achieved by a team operating at a sustainable

pace.Whileperiods of overtimemight be necessary, repeated longhours ofwork are unsustainable

and counterproductive. The practice ofmaintaining a sustainable pace of development optimizes the

delivery oflong-term value.
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Metaphor
XP uses metaphors and similes to explain designs and create a shared technical vision. These descriptions
establish comparisons that all the stakeholders canunderstand to help explainhow the system should
work.For example, “Thebillingmodule is like an accountant who makes sure transactions are enteredinto

the appropriate accounts andbalances are created.”

Evenif the team cannot come up withan effective metaphor to describe something, they canuse a common

set ofnames for different elements to ensure everyoneunderstandswhere andwhy changes shouldbe applied.

Continuous Integration
Integrationinvolvesbringing the code together andmaking sure it allcompiles and works together.
This practice is critical, because itbrings problems to the surface before more code isbuilt on top of
faulty or incompatible designs.

XP employs continuous integration, whichmeans every time aprogrammer checks incode to the code
repository (typically several times a day), integration tests are run automatically. Such testshighlight
brokenbuilds or problems with integration, so that theproblems canbe addressedimmediately.

Test-Driven Development
. Testingis a criticalpart of the XPmethodology. To ensure good test coverage so that problems canbe

highlightedearly indevelopment, XP teams oftenuse thepractice of test-driven development.Withthis
approach, the team writes the acceptance tests prior to developing thenew code.

If the tests are working correctly, the initial code that is enteredwill fail the tests, since the required
functionality has not yetbeen developed. The code willpass the test once it is written correctly. The

test-driven development process strives to shorten the test-feedback cycle as much as possible to get
the benefits of early feedback.

Refactoring

Refactoringis the process of improving the design of existingcode without alteringits externalbehavior
or addingnew functionality.Bykeeping the design efficient, changes andnew functionality can easily be
applied to the code.Refactoring focuses onremoving duplicated code, loweringcoupling (dependent
connections between code modules), andincreasingcohesion.

Simple Design
By focusingonkeeping the design simple but adequate, XP teams can develop code quickly and adapt
it as necessary. The designis kept appropriate for what theproject currently requires.It is thenrevisited
iteratively andincrementally to ensureit remains appropriate.

XP follows a deliberate designphilosophy that asks, “What is the simplest thing that could work?” as

opposed to complex structures that attempt to accommodate possible future flexibility. Since codebloat
and complexity are linked to many failedprojects, simple designis also a risk mitigation strategy.

Pair Programming
InXP,productioncode is writtenby two developers workingas apair.While onepersonwrites the code, the
other developer reviews the code asit isbeingwritten—andthe two change roles frequently.Thispractice
may seem inefficient,but XP advocates assert that it saves time because the pairs catch issues early and
there is abenefit in that the two people willhave alarger knowledge base.Workinginpairs also helps spread
knowledge about the systemthroughthe team.
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By taking a disciplined andrigorous approach to applying thesepractices, XP teams succeedin delivering
high-quality software systems.

EXERCISE: XP CHUNK OR MADE-UP JUNK?

Separate the real XPpractices and concepts (the XP Chunks) from the made-up terms (Made-up
Junk) in the followingtablebyplacinga checkmarkin the appropriate column.

XP Chunk Made-up JunkItem

Sample design

Small revisions

Courage

Passion

Execution game

Complexity

Refactoring

Remarketing

Simplicity

Architectural spoke

Iteration

Sustainable pace

Continuous interpretation

ANSWER

Made-up JunkXP ChunkItem

Sample design x

Small revisions x

Courage x

Passion x

Execution game x

Complexity x

Refactoring x

Remarketing X

Simplicity x

Architectural spoke x

Iteration X

Sustainable pace x

Continuous interpretation x
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Lean Product Development

Strictly speaking, lean is not an agile methodology; however, the lean approach is closely alignedwith
agile, as we’ll see. Lean originated in the ToyotaProduction System that was developed to improve
uponHenryFord’s massproduction system for building cars.6 So leanbegan as a manufacturing
approach, which was then applied to software development, and eventually adapted for other kinds of

knowledge work.

Whenreferringto leaninanagile context, we are really talking about a subset oflean called “leanproduct
development.”While the original leanproduction systems dealt withmanufacturingproducts, lean
product development deals with developingnew andbetterproducts.Hie high-levelprinciples oflean

product development include:

» Usingvisualmanagement tools
» Identifyingcustomer-definedvalue
» Buildinginlearningandcontinuous improvement

Background information

How Are Agile and Lean Related?
The high-level leanprinciples listedabove are common to Kanban and all agile methods. Although
opinions vary,Isee lean as a superset ofagile andKanbanmethods.From this viewpoint, lean
product development, Kanban, and agile methods are all specialized instances oflean thinking.
They are offshoots that start withlean’s generalprinciples and add further guidance for their
specific domains. While this viewpoint won’t be tested on the exam, itmayhelp youunderstand the
relationship between lean,Kanban, and agile methods.

H
if

Figure 1.9: Relationship between Lean, Kanban, and Agile Methods
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Lean Core Concepts
Lean focuses on seven core concepts, as shownbelow:

Figure 1.10: Lean Core Concepts
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Let’s examine these seven concepts inmore detail:

» Eliminate waste: To maximize value, we must minimize waste.Inknowledge work, waste can take the
formofpartially done work, delays,handoffs,unnecessary features, etc. Therefore, to increase the value

we are getting fromprojects, we must develop ways to identify, and thenremove, waste.

» Empower the team: Rather than taking a micromanagement approach, we should respect the team

members’ superior knowledge of the technical steps required on theproject and let themmake local

decisions tobeproductive and successful.

» Deliver fast: We canmaximize the project’s return oninvestment (ROI) by quickly producing
valuable deliverables anditerating through designs. We will find the best solution through the rapid
evolution of options.

Optimize the whole: We aim to see the system as more than the sum ofits parts. We go beyond the

pieces of theproject andlook for howit aligns with the organization. Aspart ofoptimizing the whole,
we also focus on formingbetter intergroup relations.

Build quality in: Lean development doesn’t try to “test in” quality at the end; instead, webuild quality
into the product and continuallyassure quality throughout the development process,using techniques
like refactoring, continuous integration, andunit testing.

Defer decisions: Webalance earlyplanningwithmakingdecisions and commitments as late as

possible. For example, thismaymean reprioritizing the backlogright upuntilit is time to do the work,
or avoidingbeingtied to anearly technology-bounded solution.

Amplify learning: This concept involves facilitating communication early and often, getting feedback

as soon as possible, andbuildingonwhat we learn. Since knowledge workprojects arebusiness and

technologylearning experiences, we should start early andkeep learning.
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Exam tip

The exam questionsmay ask about these seven core concepts, either directly or

indirectly.However, youshouldbe aware that these ideas have beenwordedin

different ways. This means that you can’t just memorize the sevenphrases listed

above; youhave to understand these concepts well enough to recognize them

evenif they are worded abit differently.

The Seven Wastes of Lean
Althoughit’s important tounderstand all seven of these concepts, the goalofeliminating waste is the
primary driver for the leanapproach.Lean uses theJapanese term muda to refer to the sevenkinds of
wastes that shouldbe eliminated.Lean expertsMary andTomPoppendieck, who have written extensively
on the use ofleaninsoftwareprojects,have converted the seven traditionalmanufacturingwastes into

seven comparable software development wastes, as shownbelow. As youread these examples, think about
how these wastes couldapply to otherkinds ofknowledge work.7

Description Example
Partially done work Work started,but not complete;

partially done work can entropy

Code waiting for testing
Specs waitingfor development

Extra processes Extra work that doesnot add

value

Unuseddocumentation
Unnecessary approvals

Extra features Features that are not required, or

are thought of as “nice-to-haves”
Gold-plating
Technology features

Task switching Multitaskingbetween several

different projects when there are

context-switchingpenalties

People assigned to multiple
projects

Waiting Delayswaiting for reviews and

approvals
Waiting for prototypereviews

Waiting for document approvals

Motion The effort required to

communicate or move

information or deliverables from
one group to another; if teams

arenot co-located, this effort

mayneed tobe greater

Distributed teams

Handoffs

Defects Defective documents or software
that needs correction

Requirements defects

Softwarebugs
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EXERCISE: CATEGORIZE WASTES

Using the Poppendiecks’ table ofwastes as a reference, categorize the following day-to-day office

wastes shownin the tablebelow. The first one is done for you as an example.

Type of WasteActivity

Queuing for elevator Waiting

Rebooting a computer after a program crash

Savingdocuments inold formats for

compatibility

Creatingnotices inFrench and Spanish to

comply with company standards, even though
nobody at your location speaks these languages

Submittingstationery andletterhead orders for

approval

ANSWER

Type of WasteActivity

Queuing for elevator Waiting

Defects, waitingRebooting a computer after aprogram crash

Saving documents inold formats for

compatibility

Extra processes,motion

Extra processes, extra featuresCreatingnotices inFrenchand Spanish to

complywith company standards, even though
nobody at your location speaks these languages

Extra processes,motion,partially done workSubmittingstationery andletterhead orders for

approval

Ofcourse, these types ofactivities aren’t always waste.Waste occurs onlyif there aren’t anybenefits

tobe gained from the activity. So while safety notices shouldbeprovided for anyonelikely to need

them, unnecessary translations ofsuchnotices canbe considered waste.Likewise, approvals for

stationery andletterhead orders mightbeuseful toprevent abuse or petty theft,but for people who

just need some basic supplies, this process adds no value andcanbe considered waste.

Leanhas contributedimportant techniques and concepts to agile, includingthe seven forms ofwaste,

pull systems,value streammapping,and workinprogress, or WIP. (These concepts willbe described as

we continue.) As we’ve seen, leanis also the source of the Kanbanmethodology, which willbe discussed

next.However,before movingon, tryyour hand at thenext exercise, whichis designed to reinforce your

understandingofleanprinciples.
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EXERCISE: MATCH AGILE PRACTICES TO LEAN PRINCIPLES

In the following table,match the agilepractice to the most relevant leanprinciple.

Lean Principle

| £ÿ
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a
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d

II in ii"3
Agile Practice w ii M .ao
Teams make their own decisions

Just-in-time iterationplanning

Team retrospectives

Two-week iterations

Unit test as we go

Shadow the users to learnwhat they do

The evolvingprototype is the specification

ANSWER

While some of these agile practicesmap to multiple leanprinciples, the most direct matches are

indicatedbelow:

Lean Principle

i St
I 1

T
s I 1

II
ifI l*

C

l1
I$

"3

iiI % 1£ 5*1Agile Practice c5 .aw a G

Teams make their own decisions

Just-in-time iterationplanning

Team retrospectives

Two-week iterations

Unit test as we go

Shadow the users to learn what they do

The evolvingprototype is the specification
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Chapterl Agile Principles and Mindset

Kanban

The Kanban methodis derivedfromthe leanproductionsystem developed at Toyota. “Kanban” is a

Japanese wordmeaning“signboard.” The signboard, or Kanbanboard asit is called,plays an important

rolein the Kanbanmethodology. Thisboard shows the work itemsineach stage of theproduction

process, as definedby the team.Here is a simple example of such a board:

Figure 1.11: Kanban Board Example

InTo Do Done
Progress

Create orderAmend order DB schema

Item details Stock search Login

Archive order Stock update:

Process
orderOrder refund

Five Principles of Kanban
Kanban development operates onfive coreprinciples:

Visualize the workflow. Knowledge workprojects,by definition,manipulate knowledge, whichis

intangible andinvisible. Therefore, having some way to visualize the workflow is veryimportant for

organizing, optimizing, andtrackingit.

Limit WIP (work inprogress). Restricting the amount ofwork inprogress improvesproductivity,
increases the visibility of issues andbottlenecks, and facilitates continuous improvement. This makes

it easier for the team to identify issues andminimize the waste and cost associated with changes.It also

results ina steady “pull” ofwork through the development effort, since new work can onlybe moved

forward as existing work is completed.

Manage flow.By tracking the flow ofwork througha system, issues canbe identifiedand changes can

bemeasured for effectiveness.

Make process policies explicit. It is important to clearly explainhow things work so the team can have

open discussions about improvements in an objective, rather than an emotional or subjective, way.

Improve collaboratively. Through scientific measurement and experimentation, the team should

collectively own andimprove the processes it uses.

Kanban’s Pull System
Kanbanhas some distinct features that differentiateit fromScrum, XP, andgeneric agile The main

difference youshouldunderstand for the examis that Kanban teams employ a “pull system” to move work

throughthe developmentprocess, rather thanplanning their work in timeboxediterations.Each time a

Kanban team completes anitem ofwork,it triggers a “pull” tobringinthe next item theywillwork on.
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As we’ll see, only a certainnumber ofslots are available for each columnontheKanbanboard, andwhenever
there is anempty slot on theboard, that’s a signal for the team topullwork from theprevious stages,if there
are anyitems available. So work is continuouslybeingpulled from theleft side of the board to theright side.

(Note: This might look the same as movingwork items through theprocess fromleft to right onan agile
taskboard,but it’snot On aKanbanboard, capacity iswhat signals the team topullwork items into the
next stage of theprocess. On an agile taskboard, the team simply moves the workitems fromleft to right
to show their status in the process.)

This pull systemmeans that Kanbanhas much less emphasis oniterations than agile methods. Although
aKanban teammayuse iterations if they wish, thepullmechanism just describedmeans that there’sno

need for it.Of course,most organizations willwant the team to commit to a delivery cadence that defines
how often the work increments willbe available for consumption.However, the team’s development
cadence doesn’t needtobe coupled to that delivery cadence, or any aggregation ofit.

For example, an agile teammight decide to use two-weekiterations with deployments into a test

environment as wellas five deployments to the customers every quarter. So withineach quarterly live
deployment timeframe (13 weeks) they would typically get six iterations ofwork done. So, the teamknows
theywillhave six iterationsbetween eachmajor release andwillplan their features andstories accordingly.

A Kanban team, on the other hand,might stillhave quarterly customer releases,but they wouldn’t use

any internaliterations. Instead, any acceptedworkpackages theyhave ready wouldbe candidates for the
next release. They canstillplan and track their work for the releases,but instead ofusingvelocity metrics

such as points acceptedper iteration, they would use cycle time, lead time, and throughputmetrics (as
describedinchapter 6).

WIP Limits in Kanban
WIPlimits willbe explained more fullyin the next chapter—butbasically, this termrefers to capping the
number ofitems that canbe in a given state ofprogress, as definedby the columns on the team’s Kanban
board. Once the limit at the top of a columnis reached,no new items may be movedinto that column
untilanother itemis moved out.Here’s an example of a KanbanboardwithWIP limits:

Figure 1.12: Kanban Board with WIP Limits

Backlog Selected Develop Acceptance Deploy

(4) (3) (2)
Ongoing ; Done
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Inthis figure, we see the team’sbacklogin the first column. The second columnshows that there are three

user stories currently selected for development (as shownby the green index cards), whichis fine, since the

WIPlimit at the top of that columnis four.The Develop andAcceptance columns also haveWIPlimits—
three andtwo, respectively.

Why is limitingWIP so important? The reason is that loweringWIP actually increases a team’s

productivity—it speeds up the rate at which the work is completed.If that claim seems debatable, the

relationship betweenwork inprogress andproductivityhas actuallybeenprovenmathematicallyby
Little’s Law, as illustratedbelow. This law demonstrates that the duration of a queue (howlongit will take

to complete the work) is proportional to its size (how much workis inprogress). In other words, teams

that limit WIP willget their work done faster.

Figure 1.13: Little’s Law
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The Kanban developmentmethodology has helpedpopularize taskboards withWIP limits andpull
systems createdby limitingWIP.It also gives permission and encourages teammembers to trynew

approaches andchange processes.Witha continuouspullmodel, iterations maynotbe required, and
therefore activities like creating estimates canbe considered waste andreduced or eliminated entirely.

Feature-Driven Development (FDD)

Feature-DrivenDevelopment (FDD) is a simple-to-understandyetpowerfulapproach tobuilding
products or solutions. Aproject team following theFDDmethod will first develop anoverall model
for theproduct,build a feature list, andplan the work. The team thenmoves through designandbuild
iterations to develop the features.

Figure 1.14: Feature-Driven Development Process

Develop
an overall

model

Build a
feature

Plan by
feature

Design by

feature
Build by
feature->

list

FDD recommends a set ofgoodpractices, derived from software engineering. These practices include:

» Domain object modeling: In thispractice, teams explore and explain the domain (or business
environment) of theproblem tobe solved.

» Developingby feature: This involvesbreaking functions downinto two-week or shorter chunks of
work and calling them features.

» Individual class (code) ownership: With this practice, areas ofcode have a single owner for

consistency, performance, and conceptual integrity. (Note that this is quite different fromXP’s
collective code ownership idea that aims to spread the knowledge to other team members.)

» Feature teams: These are small, dynamically formed teams that vet designs and allow multiple design
options to be evaluatedbefore a design is chosen.Feature teams help mitigate the risks associated with
individual ownership.

» Inspections: These are reviews that help ensure good-quality design and code.

» Configurationmanagement: This involves labeling code, tracking changes, and managing the
source code.

Regular builds: Throughregular builds, the teammakes sure the new code integrates with the existing
code. Thispractice also allows them to easily create a demo.

» Visibilityofprogress andresults: This practice tracks progress based on completed work.

Feature-DrivenDevelopment is the agile methodology that popularized cumulative flow diagrams
(discussedinchapter 2) andparkinglot diagrams, which are one-page summaries ofproject progress.
Both areuseful trackingand diagnostic tools that are now usedby other agile approaches.
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Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM)

DSDMwas one of the earlier agile methods, andit started out quiteprescriptive and detailed.Its coverage

of theproject life cycle is broad, encompassing aspects of an agile project ranging from feasibility and the

business case to implementation. The figurebelow illustrates theDSDMlife cycle.

Figure 1.15: DSDM Life Cycle

Post-projectPre-project

Feasibility

Business

Functional \ \
y model I Implementation I
» iteration J / t /

\ --7>4 W Design & build \

DSDMis centered oneightprinciples. Although theseprinciples were createdbefore the AgileManifesto

was written, they are closely aligned to the Manifesto. The eight principles are:

1. Focus on the business need

2. Deliver on time

3. Collaborate
4. Never compromise quality
5. Build incrementally from firm foundations

6. Develop iteratively
7. Communicate continuously and clearly
8. Demonstrate control

DSDMhas influenced the development ofagile byhelping to popularize early architectural

considerations, agile suitability filters, and agile contracts.

Crystal

Crystal isn’t just one method; it consists of a family of situationally specific, customized methodologies
that are codedby color names.Eachmethodology is customizedby criticality and team size, which allows

Crystal to cover a wide range ofprojects, froma small teambuildinga low-criticality system (Crystal
Clear) to a large teambuildingahigh-criticality system (CrystalMagenta).
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The Crystal framework provides a great example ofhow agilemethods canbe tailored to match

the specific characteristics of aproject.For example, the figure below shows the first five “colors”

(methodologies) ofCrystal.

Figure 1.17: Crystal Methods
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Note: This matrix shows all thepotential versions ofCrystal—however, the
unshaded options aren't recommended because of theproject criticality.

In this diagram, team size is shown on thehorizontal axis andproject criticality is shown on the vertical

axis.Aproject’s “criticality” is based on thepotential impact ofaproduct defect—whether it could cause

loss ofcomfort, discretionary funds, essential funds, or life.For example, we can see that Crystal Clear

is designed for smallprojects with a core team size ofone to sixpeople,inwhich failure might result

ina loss ofcomfort (for example, a video game crash) or a low-level financialloss (for example, a word

processor crash resultinginlost business time).Asprojects engage more people anddevelop increasingly
critical applications, we needto scale ourprocessesbeyond face-to-face communications andintroduce

additional validation and traceability measures.

For the exam,you don’t needto understand the details ofhow the different Crystalmethods work,but

youshouldunderstandhow Crystaluses the factors ofcriticality and team size to classifyprojects, as

shown above. Crystals use of this scalingmethod to determine thebest methodology for aproject has

significantly influenced agile thinking. Another influential concept that Crystal has contributed to agile is

the concept ofosmotic communication (coveredin chapter 4). Crystalmethodologies also embrace and

promote many other agileprinciples.

Agile Process Overview

Theremainingchapters explain the agile tools,practices, and concepts that are coveredin the remaining
exam domains. The full-page figure on the facingpageprovides a high-level, timeline-orientedview of

when many of the activities we willbe discussing typically occur ina simple agileproject, includingwhich

activities are iterated (repeated). Asyouread thisbook, revisit this diagram as needed to see how the

different concepts fit into the overall agile process.

There is one thingto bear inmind,however. This diagram shows the typicalprocess for a generic agile
project,but that process isn’t the same for lean andKanbanprojects.Lean and Kanban teamsmight
not use iterations, insteadusing a “pullmodel” to move work through the system. They would still use

demonstrations,reviews, and retrospectives,but they wouldn’t direcdylink the timingof these meetings
to the delivery ofan increment of functionality, as generic agile does at the end ofeachiteration.
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K&s Agile Leadership

Agile is morehumanistic thanmechanistic, as evidencedby the agile value of “Individuals and
interactions over processes and tools.” The concept ofvaluingpeople over processes goes beyondhow
we manage the work tobe done on theproject; it also impacts how we organize andmotivate our

team members, as well as how we assume our role as leaders. Leadership is about tappingintopeoples
intrinsic motivations. To be effective leaders, we need to discover why teammembers want to do things,
understand what motivates them, and then align theirproject tasks and goals accordingly. It is by aligning
project objectives withpersonal objectives that we can get higher levels ofproductivity.

Management versus Leadership

The leadership techniques employed on agile projects involve takingan interpersonal approach, rather
than directing, command-and-controlmethods. There is a famous quote fromWarrenBennis that speaks
to the differencebetween these two approaches: “Management is gettingpeople to do what needs tobe
done.Leadership is gettingpeople to want to do what needs to be done.”8

Instead of tellingpeople what to do, we need to create an environment where people want to do what
needs to be done. The difference between the two environments is like the difference betweenpulling
a rope (whenpeople want to do what needs to be done) and pushing the rope (whenpeople are simply
told what to do).

Management has amoremechanical focus thanleadership; it is concernedwith tasks, control, and speed.
Incontrast, leadership assumes a humanistic focus onpeople andpurpose;it is more concernedwith
empowerment, effectiveness, and doing the right things. The followingtable illustrates the differences
between a management focus andleadership focus:

Management Focus Leadership Focus

Tasks/things People

Control Empowerment

Efficiency Effectiveness

Doingthings right Doingthe right things

Speed Direction

Practices Principles

Command Communication

So does thismean that leadership isbetter thanmanagement? Can we have just leadership without

management? No; we definitely need the mechanics ofmanagement inplace.But to be truly effective,
we need to layer leadership on top of those mechanics. We canbest amplify teamproductivity through a

combination ofmanagement andleadership.
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EXERCISE

Review the activities inthe tablebelow, and determine whether they are mainly leadership- or

management-based.

Mainly Leadership or Management?Activity

Humanresource management

Careerplanning

Team time tracking

Teammember recognition

Task assignment

Teambrainstorming

Planningworkshops

Creating Gantt charts

ANSWER

Mainly Leadership or Management?Activity

ManagementHuman Resource management

LeadershipCareer planning

ManagementTeamtime tracking

LeadershipTeammember recognition

ManagementTask assignment

LeadershipTeambrainstorming

LeadershipPlanning workshops

Creating Gantt charts Management
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T&T Servant Leadership

Agile promotes a servant leadership model that recognizes it is the team members,not the leader,
coach, or ScrumMaster, who get the technical work done and achieve the business value. The servant

leadership approach redefines the leader’s role inrelation to the team.It focuses the leader onproviding
what the team members need, removingimpediments to their progress, andperforming supporting
tasks to maximize their productivity.

There are fourprimary duties a leader performs in this role of serving the team:

A P1. Shield the team frominterruptions. Servant leaders need to isolate andprotect
the team members from diversions, interruptions, andrequests for work that aren’t

part of theproject.

Whenbusiness representatives are closely involvedina project, it canbe tempting
for themto make side requests for changes or enhancements directly to the

developers that would sidetrack theplanned development effort.While agile projectspositively
encourage these business insights andrequests, theyneed to go through the proper channels.
Business representatives shouldmake such requests during the iterationplanningmeeting or

submit them to the product owner for inclusionin thebacklog.Part ofbeing a servant leader
involves remindingpeople about the designated channels so the team can maintain their focus
on the iteration and establish areliable velocity that allows the team’s progress to be used to

helpplan future work.

Althoughit is also important to shield the teamfrominternal diversions, the leader must

be especially vigilant inprotecting the team from externaldiversions. Breakingpeople away
from focusingon theproject work andmoving themback and forthbetween initiatives saps
productivity.If the leader is able to shield the team from noncritical external demands, their
productivitywillbe enhanced.Physically co-locating team members is an effective way to

prevent external interference.Ifpeople are still locatedin their functional departments or

workspaces, it is too easy for them tobe drawninto nonproject work.

I
2. Remove impediments toprogress. Servant leadersneedto clear obstacles fromthe

team’s path that wouldcause delay or waste. These obstacles mayinclude documentation
or compliance activities that divert the team fromcompleting the objectives of the
current iteration.Inlean terms, compliance work refers to efforts that do not directly
contribute toward deliveringbusiness value. Thismight include duplicated time recordingtasks,
nonproject meetings, andother administrative activities.

o«»

At the daily stand-up meeting where the team reports on its progress, planned work, and

issues, the leader needs to note the issues and work to resolve them that same day, ifpossible.
Removing or easing such impediments will allow the team to work faster and ultimately
deliver more value to the business.

Some agileproject management tools now support impediment backlogs. These backlogs
are akindofprioritized obstacle removal list. Servant leaders can use such tools to track their
impediment removal work.
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3. Communicate (andre-communicate) theproject vision. This may seem like

an odd duty toplace in the category of servant leadership,but communicating

and re-communicating the project visionis critical to successfully leading a team.

Onlyif stakeholders have a clear image of the goals for the completedproduct and

project can they align their decisions with, andwork toward, the commonproject

objective.In their best-sellingbook The Leadership Challenge,James Kouzes and

Barry Posner say that leaders need to reveal a “beckoning summit” toward which

others can “chart their course.”9 Simply stated, a common visionhelps to keep people allpullingin

the same direction.

?
Divergent views commonly developbetween well-intentioned teammembers.In software

projects, for example, a developer’s desire for simplicity or a new technology can causehis or her

work to diverge from theuser’s requirements. An analyst’s or quality assurance specialist’s desire
for completeness and conformance may diverge from the sponsor’s requirements for progress
and completion. Communicatingandre-communicatingthe project visionhelps stakeholders

recognize these divergences andbring themback inline with the project’s objectives.

Kouzes andPosner found that the most effective leaders dedicate amuchhigher percentage

of their work time to communicatingandre-communicating theproject and corporate vision

thanpeople in thelower leadership levels. Theybelieveit is almost impossible for leaders to

overcommunicateproject vision, and state thatit is a critical step for effective leadership.

So agile projects shouldnot just have a visionexercise at theprojectkickoffor when developing
the iteration goals. Such alimited focus is not enough. Instead, servant leaders need to

continually look for opportunities to communicate theproject vision and findnew ways to

illustrate andreinforce that vision.

4. Carry foodandwater. This duty isn’t literally about foodandwater; it’s about

providing the essential resources a team needs to keep them nourished and

productive. Such resources couldinclude tools, compensation, and encouragement.

People who are fueledbyprofessionalism and duty alone can’t continue to contribute
to thebest of their ability, iterationafter iteration.Leaders need to learnwhat motivates their team

members as individuals and find ways to reward them for good work. As a simplemeasure, a great

place to start is a sincere “thankyou” to someone for their hardwork.

Leaders also need to celebrate victories—the large ones, of course,but also the small ones—as

theproject progresses.It is often tempting to save theproject celebrations for the end,butif the

teammembers aren’t receiving some regular recognition, the project maynever reacha successful

conclusion. Celebrations andrecognitionhelp buildmomentum, and leaders needtonourish

their teams with such rewards frequently to keep theproject movingforwardproductively.

Training and other professional development activities are also examples of resources the team

mayneed to be productive. The ScrumMaster or coach should take an interest inand arrange

appropriate training for the individuals on the team.Bybuilding the team members’ skills,
the project will gain the benefits of their new knowledge. Such actions also show that we’re

not just trying to extract work and information from the team members, we also want them to

grow as individuals.
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Figure 1.18: Servant Leadership Approach
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Twelve Principles for Leading Agile Projects

Inaddition to the four core duties we’ve just discussed, there are other activities that servant leaders
shouldkeepinmind.JeffreyPinto,inProjectLeadership:from Theory to Practice, offers the followinggreat
list ofprinciples for leaders to follow:10

» Learn the teammembers’needs.Find out what motivates and demotivates people.

» Learn theproject’s requirements. Talk to the customers and sponsors; find out their priorities.

» Act for the simultaneous welfare of the team and theproject.Balance andpromote theneeds and
desires ofboth the team andthe other project stakeholders.

» Create anenvironment offunctionalaccountability.Make sure people know what success and failure
look like, andempower the team to self-organize to reach the goal.Be proudofaccomplishments,but
don’t hide or shy away from failures—instead, examine them,learn from them, and adapt.

» Have a visionof the completedproject. Create a “beckoning summit” to which others canchart their
own course. Whenwe are head-downin the weeds, it’s good to know where we are trying to get to, so

we cannavigate our owncourse.

Use theproject vision to drive your ownbehavior.Model actiontoward theproject goals.

Serve as the central figure insuccessfulproject teamdevelopment.Model desiredbehavior for the team.

» Recognize team conflict as a positive step.Unfiltered debate builds strongbuy-in for well-
discussed topics.

» Manage withan eye towardethics.Be honest and ethical, because people don’t want tobe associated
with goals or missions they feel areunethical.
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» Remember that ethics is not an afterthought,but an integralpart of our thinking. You cannot add

trust inlater—like quality,it has tobe a core ingredient.

» Take time to reflect on theproject.Review, diagnose, and adapt; improve throughprogressive change
andlearning.

Develop the trick of thinkingbackwards. This means imagining that we have reached the end goal and
thenworkingbackwards to determine what had tohappen to get there and whatproblems andrisks
we were able to avoid. So first discuss and decide what “done” willlook like; then chart thepath to get

there, andplanhowyouwill avoid any obstacles inyour way.

We’ve already discussed some oftheseprinciples inother parts of this chapter,but this listprovides anice

summary tokeepinmind as we strive to be effective servant leaders.

o Exam tip

You don’t need to memorize these leadership principles, or the leadership

practices we’ll discuss next—the exam won’t test these concepts directly.

Instead, these are the unstated assumptions behind the exam questions that

dealwith leadership scenarios. So as youread this section, think about the

implications of this approach to leadership, and aim to integrate these ideas

into your agile mindset.

Agile Leadership Practices

Asleaders, we canhelp create aproductive project environmentbyusingpractices like modeling the
behaviorwewant the team to follow, communicating the project vision, enablingstakeholders to act, and

beingwilling to challenge the status quo.11

Model Desired Behavior
In The Leadership Challenge, Kouzes andPosner describe a 10-year study that asked more than 75,000

people, “What values, personal traits, or characteristics do youlook for or admire inyour leader?”12
The following were the highest-ranked values:

Honesty: People willnot follow leaders they know are deceptive, since doingso undermines their
own feelings of self-worth. Therefore, we shouldpay special attention to transparency andmake sure

we follow through on what we say we will do. We shouldn’t hide our mistakes—we should admit
them openly. This is not only a healthy approach for us as leaders,but it also sets an example for how
we want our team to operate. We shouldn’t do things like ask our team members for estimates and
then say we will double the estimates before we give them to management. Such statements hurt our

credibilitywith the team and give themreason to doubt our integrity. (Abetter approach wouldbe to

explain the concept ofadding a contingency to estimates and discuss how to base that contingency
onrealistic expectations of the risks involved intheproject.)

Forward-looking: People expect those who lead themto understandwhere they are going.Leaders should
be able topaint thepicture for the team so everyoneunderstands what they are ultimatelyaimingfor.
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Competent: Leaders don’t need to have the strongest technical skills on the team, since teammembers
are typicallyhappy to provide specialist knowledge whenrequired.However, leaders shouldbe

competent andnotbe an embarrassment or liability to the group.

Inspiring:People want tobe inspiredin their work, rather thanbe met each day with a sense of doom
and gloom. Therefore, leaders need to find ways to explain theproject s visionand journey with genuine
enthusiasmandspirit.

When we embody these traits as leaders,not only do we encouragepeople to followus, we also model the

behaviors that we want our team members to emulate. We are, ineffect, leadingby example.

Communicate the Project Vision
In our earlier discussion of the duties of a servant leader, we talked about the importance of

communicating andre-communicating theproject vision to keep stakeholders alignedwith theproject

objectives. A leader canuse a variety ofpractices to achieve this,based on what is most effective for the

particular team. For example, XP teams use metaphors, some teams develop mantras, and other teams

create elevator pitches or project Tweets, inwhich they explain the project purpose in140 characters

or less. Whatever the methodused, it is important to frequentlycommunicate theproject s goals and

objectives to ensure that all stakeholders are aware ofand aligned with the vision.

Enable Others to Act
Inorder to enable our teammembers to feel confident inmakingdecisions andtakingactions that move

the project forwardinaproductive way, we need to foster a collaborative environment. This involves

buildingtrust among teammembers andstrengthening othersby sharingpower. We also need to create a

safe work environment where people are not afraid to ask what theymay think are dumb questions.People
learnmuchmore quickly when they can raise questions without fear of reprisal or ridicule.

Strengthening othersby sharingpower means the project manager, ScrumMaster, or leader does not

keep theprojectplan or estimates tohim- orherself. Instead, the leader makes sure that informationand

knowledge are spread throughout the team.For example, thismight involve switching fromplanning tools
like Gantt charts that only one or two people can update andmaintain to usinga taskboard that the whole
team can engage with.Indoing so, theplanning and status informationwillbemore accessible to the

team, and the project willbenefit because more people are able to vet, update, and optimize theplan.

Figure 1.19: Switching from Exclusive Tools Like Gantt Charts
to Inclusive Tools Like Task Boards
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Be Willing to Challenge the Status Quo
Challenging the status quo means we search for innovative ways to change, grow, andimprove—and then

experiment and take risks by constantly generating smallwins andlearning from our mistakes. Iterations

areperfect microcosms for experimentation. We can trynew ideas for one or two iterationsbefore
committingto them.If the ideas work,we can institutionalize them.If they donot work, it’snobigloss; at

least we tried, andwe learnedsomething from the experience.

Allowingstakeholders to suggest new ideas for improvement and thengiving them a chance to try out

those ideas is one way to cement the concept that everyone’s ideas have value. There is nothingmore

disheartening thanhavinga goodidea fallon deaf ears.If thishappens, people willsoon stop trying to

make suggestions andwillno longer care about theproject.So tokeep our stakeholders engaged, we

should take advantage of the opportunities agileprojects present us for small-scale, localized experiments
in a supportive, low-risk environment.

As leaders, we need to encourage our team to challenge the status quo ofhow we operate,not only
because the teammembers are ina greatposition to suggest process improvements,but also because
doing so helps to motivate them. To be successfulin this effort, we need to have analytical thinkingskills
tohelp our teambrainstorm ideas andsolutions andactive listeningskills tomake sure we accurately
understand their suggestions.

Leadership Tasks

Beforemovingonto thenext chapter,we’ll conclude our discussionofthe agileprinciples andmindsetby
examiningsome ofthe leadership tasks in the exam content outline for this domain.Althoughthese concepts
willbe discussedinmore detailinlater chapters,we’llintroduce themhere tohelp youunderstandnot only
these specificDomainItasks,but also theunderlying goals andvalues ofthe agile approach to leadership.

Practice Transparency through Visualization
“Transparency”meansbeingopen andhonest,not only about ourprogress and achievements,but also
about our issues and setbacks.Agile teams demonstrate transparencyby openly displaying their work,
progress, andreview findings for other stakeholders to see.When walkinginto an agile teamroom,it’s
normal to see graphs showingvelocity, defect rates, and the results of their last retrospective—including
what is workingwell andwhat needs improvement.When there is nothingto hide and everythingis

shared, conversations canbe more frank, andpeople canbe less guarded and focus onimprovements.
People won’t be scared or reluctant to discuss problems or mistakes,because the transparent environment

allaround them sets the example that it is accepted and expected to talk about issues as well as progress.

Create a Safe Environment for Experimentation
Whenpeoplebelieve that it’s okay to trynew approaches andthey won’tbe criticizedif they don’t succeed
the first time, they are morelikely to have a go and trynew things.It is during these experiments that the
most useful innovations andbreakthroughs are oftenmade.It’s a commonpattern that as people get more

establishedin their careers, they growmore concerned aboutpreventing failure andlookinginferior to

their peers, which can limit their willingness to experiment.

If a friend asks us to help out over the weekend as an entertainer at a children’s party, we might try a

number ofdifferent games tokeep the kids happy.If the children don’t like the first one, it’snot abig
problem—we’ll just try something else. However, ifwe happen to have a PhD in childpsychology,many
publishedpapers onchildhappiness, and a counselingpractice at ahighhourly rate, then fears for our

credibility andreputationmight limit our willingness to trynew approaches.
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On agile teams we need to create a safe environment for experimentation. This includes encouraging

trials and tests, not dwellingon experiments that have failed, and encouragingthe generation ofnew

ideas. At Toyota theyhave a suggestionbox for employees to submit ideas.Now, this is nothingnew;

most organizations have such abox.Inmost companies management will select thebest one or two

ideas to implement and then give the submitter abigbonus if their suggestionworks out.However,

Toyota gives small rewards to everyone who submits an idea. This results in lots of suggestions.In

MatthewMay’s book, TheElegant Solution,he says that Toyotaimplements over onemillion suggestions

eachyear! That’s 3,000 suggestions or experiments per day.When we’re innovating at that speed, it’s

reallyhard for competitors to catchup.13

Experiment with New Techniques and Processes
Not all suggestions for improvements are successful. Somelikely-sounding ideas fail, and some unlikely
ideas may workvery well. The only real way to find out if a new process or technique is going to work
for your project is to tryit out. One important agile element that supports experimentation is short

iterations. Theyprovide perfect test cases for short experiments to see what works and shouldbe

institutionalized, andwhat does not and shouldbe dropped.

Geneticists like to study inheritancepatterns inmayflies because these insectsreproduceindays, so they

get their results quickly (also,it is illegal to breedpeople for scientificpurposes). Short iterations offer the

same short feedback cycles andprovide ready-made testperiods for new approaches.

Share Knowledge through Collaboration
It’s important for teams to share knowledge about theproduct they are working onandhow things work

withintheir team.However,writingall this down takes a longtime,andpeople oftendon’tlike to readit

anyway.Engineers alsohave a deserved stereotype ofnot likingtoproduce documentationwhen theycould

be “doingrealwork” and evenless of apenchant for “readingtheinstructions”when they couldbe tinkering.

This is why collaborative work—either throughpairingworkers or adhocknowledge transfer through
co-location—has emerged as anagilebest practice.Byworkingwithpeople welearnwhat they do,how

they solve problems, andhow tohelp them most effectively when they are stuck. By simply changing
whopeople work with,project knowledge canbe dispersed throughout the team,reducing theimpact of

informationloss if a teammember leaves.

Encourage Emergent Leadership via a Safe Environment.
Emergent leadership is when a teammember takes the initiative and tries a new approachafter gaining
team approval. Agile teammembers are not only empowered to make decisionshut also to lead the

charge onimprovements.If someone identifies amore efficient process, they are encouraged to try an

experiment to prove ifit can work.
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Chapter Review

As explained in the studyplans at the start of this hook, it's best to wait to take the chapter review quizzes until
you have read through the entire book at least once.

1. What is most important for your agile team to continuously focus on?

A. Getting theright answers

B. Understanding their tasks
C. Defining their tasks
D. Measuring theirperformance

2. What wouldn’tbe a key focus ofyour agile approach?

A. Increasingreturn oninvestment

B. Expectingchange anduncertainty
C. Measuringprogress
D. Workingincrementally

3. You’ve beenasked to recommendhow ateam should transition to using agile.How wouldyoureply?

A. Try out some agilepractices first to seeif they arehelpfulinyour situation.

B. Hire the best ScrumMaster you can affordandmake thatperson accountable for the transition.

C. Identify a successful agile team and copy what they are doing.
D. Learnagile values andprinciples anduse them to guide whichpractices to adopt inyour

situation.

4. On a Scrum team, whose responsibility isit to keep thepriorities in the productbacklogup to date as

changes occur?

A. Product owner

B. ScrumMaster

C. Sponsor
D. Development team

5. As an agile leader,what wouldbeyour highestpriority?

A. Resolvingconflicts and disagreements
B. Keeping the teammembers well fed
C. Makingsure the teammembersunderstandwhat the project is trying to accomplish
D. Controlling the team’sperformance

6. What isn’t something that your agile team should focus on?

A. Reflectingon their mistakes andhow to improve
B. Using feedbackloops to discover the weaker performers
C. Failing fast withlearning
D. Learningthrough trialand error
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7. Your team is tasked with developing a breakthroughmedical device, andthey don’t knowwhat the

finalproduct willlooklike.How wouldyouadvise them to proceed?

A. Try the mostpromising approaches inshort iterations andlearn as yougo.
B. Perform a risk-based spike.
C. Ask the customer formore detailedinformationabout theproduct.
D. Followtheproject charter as closely aspossible.

8. The sponsor wants to knowif the product you’re buildingwillbe ready to demo at a trade show.What

do you tell her?

A. Itwillbe ready when it’s ready.
B. We’ll get your top-priority functionality doneby then.
C. We’ll let youknow as soon as our velocityhas stabilized.

D. That depends on yourbudget

9. As ScrumMaster, you assess that the competitive market has shifted and theproduct the teamis

buildingis nolonger viable.What shouldyou do?

A. Request that the product owner immediately re-prioritize the backlog.
B. Cancel theproject.
C. Alert the team that they can expect tobe assigned to anewproject soon.

D. Ask the product owner if theviability of theproject has changed.

10. Whichof the followingwouldNOT an advantage oflimitingyour team’s work inprogress?

A. It reduces thepotentialneed to rework a large collection of flawed,partially completed items.

B. Ithelps optimize throughput to make processes workmore efficiently.
C. Itbringsbottlenecks intheproductionprocess to the surface so they canbe identifiedandresolved.

D. Itmaximizes resourceutilization to make processes workmore efficiently.

11. The relationshipbetween leadership andmanagement inagile methods is:

A. Leadership replaces allaspects ofmanagement.
B. Leadership is subsidiary to management.
C. Management andleadership are used together.
D. Management andleadership are incompatible.

12. On a typical agile team, who has thebest insight into task execution?

A. Project manager
B. Team members
C. ScrumMaster

D. Agile coach

13. The fourprimaryroles ofa servant leader include:

A. Shielding team members frominterruptions
B. Resolvingconflicts

C. Determiningwhich stories to include inaniteration

D. Assigning tasks to the teammembers
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14. InScrum, the definitionofdone is createdwith the input ofeveryone except the:

A. Development team

B. Product owner

C. ScrumMaster

D. Process owner

15. Inthelean approach, which of the followingwouldn’t be considered an example of one of the
seven forms of waste?

A. Ihehandoffbetween codingand testing
B. Testing the code
C. Code that is waiting for testing
D. Assigning a developer to work on twoprojects at the same time

16. Whichof the followingis one ofthe planned opportunities for inspectionandadaptationin the
Scrummethod?

A. Velocity reviewmeeting
B. Sprint riskmeeting
C. Daily scrum

D. Retrospectiveplanningmeeting

17. Ihe agile triangle ofconstraints is saidtobe inverted fromthe traditional triangle because it allows:

A. Scope and time to vary instead ofcost

B. Cost and time to varyinsteadofscope
C. Scope and cost tobe fixedinstead of time

D. Scope to varywhile time andcost are fixed

18. Whichof the followingAgile Manifesto principles reflects the agile focus on team empowerment?

A. Workingsoftware is theprimarymeasure ofprogress.
B. Welcome changingrequirements, even late indevelopment.
C. Simplicity—the art ofmaximizing the amount ofworknot done—is essential.
D. Buildprojects aroundmotivated individuals.

19. Ihe Kanbanpull systemmeans that:

A. Kanban teammembers “pull” work from each other,pairingup as needed.
B. Each time a work itemis completed, the next workitemis “pulled” into that stage of theprocess.
C. Iterations are “pulled” into the process as needed to keep the work organized.
D. Kanban teams have shorter work queues, whichmeans that the work takes longer to complete

(as shownbyLittlesLaw).

20. Whichof the followingisn’t a core aspect of the agile mindset?

A. Welcome change
B. Learnthrough discovery
C. Respect the process
D. Deliver value continuously
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Answers

1. Answer:B

Explanation: This question tests your high-levelunderstandingofknowledge work versus industrial
work. Getting theright answers, defining tasks, andmeasuringperformance are emphasizedmore

inindustrial work thanknowledge work.Knowledge workers focus insteadonunderstanding their

tasks. Although all of these activities areperformed on an agileproject,notice that the question asks
what the team should“continuously focus on.” This is a clue that the questionis lookingat the team’s

high-levelprocess,not specific parts of their work.

2. Answer: C

Explanation: Thebest way to approach this questionisby aprocess ofelimination.You shouldbe

able to recognize that three of the options are essential elements of the agilemindset: increasing
return on investment, expecting change anduncertainty, and workingincrementally. Once youhave

eliminated those three options, then theremainingoption (measuringperformance) mustbe the

correct answer. Althoughagile teams certainlymeasure their progress, this isn’t one of thebasic tenets

ofagile.

3. Answer:D

Explanation: This question tests your understanding of“being” agile versus “doing” agile.We

need to first understand andintegrate themindsetbehind agile practicesbefore we canuse them

effectively. Therefore thebest way to transition to usingagile is tolearn agile values andprinciples and
use them to guide which agile practices to adopt inyour situation.

4. Answer: A

Explanation: One of the most basic things you shouldunderstand about agile teams (whether in
Scrum or any other agile methodology) is that it is theproduct owner/customer who prioritizes the
productbacklogandkeeps thepriorities up to date. That’s because theproduct owner represents the

business and thereforeunderstands the value theproduct is expected to deliverbetter than the other
members of the team,who are focusedon other areas.

5. Answer: C

Explanation:Like many questions youwill encounter on the PMI-ACP exam,youmight find
this question to be abit tricky.When facedwith a tricky question, try to rule out the incorrect

answers first. “Keeping the teammembers well fed” wouldn’t be the leader’s responsibility except

in an emergency situation, since one would assume that normally the team members could seek

out food and feed themselves. “Resolvingconflicts and disagreements” and“controllingthe team’s

performance” are doneby an agile leader as needed,but are they really the leader’s HIGHEST

priority?Probablynot. (Also, the term“controlling” implies a command-and-controlapproachrather
than servant leadership.) That leaves “making sure the team membersunderstandwhat theproject
is tryingto accomplish.”Ifyou think about it, this is simply another way ofstating one of the four

primary duties of a servant leader, to “communicate and re-communicate the project vision.” So this is

the correct answer.
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6. Answer: B

Explanation: All the choices are important aspects of the agilemindset except using feedbackloops
to discover the weaker performers on the team. Agile teams use feedback loops to improve their

ability to deliver value,not to critique theperformance ofindividual teammembers—thatwouldn’t
be aligned with the agile values ofrespect and empowering the team.

7. Answer: A

Explanation:Intheuncertain environment ofknowledge workprojects, the agile methodis to try

the mostpromisingapproaches inshort iterations andlearn as we go. (Thisis a key agile theme that is

emphasized throughout thebook.) A risk-based spike and gatheringmore informationmightbe good
ideas,but they aren’t the BEST answer.Agile chartersusually don’tprovide much detailor technical

guidance for the team.

8. Answer: B

Explanation: Like many questions you will encounter onthePMI-ACP exam, this question tests

your grasp ofagile concepts in an indirect way. In this case, youneed to know that agile teams will

typically fix time and cost and allow scope to vary, as reflectedin the agile triangle.Whenbalancing
constraints, the agile approach is to get the highest-priorityproduct functionality done by the
customer’s deadline.

9. Answer:D

Explanation: This question tests your understandingofagile team roles.In reading the scenario, you
shouldhave noticed that it implies the ScrumMaster is stepping outside of their role, since that role

doesn’t include assessing the value of theproject. The ScrumMaster can’t cancel theproject because

they don’t make thosekinds ofdecisions. They also wouldn’t direct the product owner what to do

when. The onlyperson on a Scrumteam who has the informationneeded to assess the viability of the

project is theproduct owner. So the correct answer is “ask theproduct owner if the viability ofthe

projecthas changed.”

10. Answer:D

Explanation: Since this questionis looking for the answer that isNOT an advantage oflimitingwork

inprogress (WIP),if an optionis true, that means it is not the answer we are looking for.Limiting
WIP does reduce thepotentialneed for rework.It also improves process efficiency andhelps us find

productionbottlenecks. The only optionlistedhere that isNOT an advantage oflimitingWIP is the

one that refers to maximizingresourceutilization.LimitingWIP focuses on optimizing throughput,
not resources, and we may actually decrease resource optimization to get more throughput.

11. Answer: C

Explanation: Agile methods employ a combination ofmanagement andleadership.Leadership
neither totally replaces nor is subsidiary to management—and since the two approaches canbe used

together, they aren’t incompatible.

12. Answer: B

Explanation: Agile’s servant leadership approachrecognizes that the “doers” of thework, the team

members, are closest to the work and therefore have the best insight into its execution. This is why

agile project managers, ScrumMasters, and coaches defer to the team’s decisions abouthowbest to

execute the work.
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13. Answer: A

Explanation: The four primaryroles of a servant leader are shielding the team frominterruptions,

removingimpediments toprogress, communicating theproject vision, and “carryingfood and water.”

Althoughwe haven’t discussed the other three answer options inchapter 1, we’ll see inlater chapters
that they aren’t correct. Servant leaders don’t take the leadinresolving conflicts—they first let the
team try to resolve issues on their own. The team determines whichstories to includeinaniteration,

rather than accepting the stories chosenby the teamleader.Finally, task assignment isn’t a servant

leadership role; agile teams are encouraged to select their own work.

14. Answer:D

Explanation: The whole team,including the development team,product owner, and ScrumMaster, is

responsible for creating the shared definitionofdone. Since “process owner” is amade-up term, this

is the correct choice for someone who wouldNOTbeinvolvedindefining done.

IS. Answer: B

Explanation: Testing the code is the only one of these options that wouldn’t be considered waste

inlean. The seven wastes oflean are partially done work, extra processes, extra features, task

switching, waiting,motion, and defects.Handoffs are an example ofmotion, code that is waiting for

testing is partially done work, and a developer whois working onmultiple projects is an example of

task switching.

16. Answer: C

Explanation: The meetings that are Scrum’s planned opportunities for inspectionand adaptation
are the sprint planningmeeting, daily scrum, sprint retrospective, and sprint review.Velocityreview

meetings, sprint risk meetings, andretrospectiveplanningmeetings are not recognized Scrum events.

17. Answer:D

Explanation:Unlike the traditional constraint triangle, inwhichscope is fixed and time and cost

may need to bend to achieve that planned scope, agile teams typically allow scope to vary within fixed

parameters ofcost and time.Inother words, they aim to deliver themost value they canbyX date
withinXbudget.

18. Answer:D

Explanation: AgileManifesto principle five, “Buildprojects aroundmotivated individuals”

addresses the importance ofgiving teams the environment and support they need, and trusting
them to get the job done. Supportingand trustingthe team members means recognizing that they
are experts at what they do, and that they canworkmost effectivelyif they are empowered toplan
and organize their ownwork.

19. Answer: B

Explanation:InKanban’s “pull system,” each time the team completes anitemofwork, it triggers
a “pull” to bringin the next itemto that stage. The other answer options are all incorrect.Although
Kanbanteams do tend tohave shorter work queues (due to thepull system andlimitingWIP),Little’s

Law actually demonstrates that shorter queues reducehowlongit takes to complete the work,rather
thanlengtheningit.
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20. Answer: C

Explanation: The concepts ofwelcomingchange, learning through discovery, and continuous

delivery ofvalue are all core aspects of the agilemindset. That leaves the option“respect theprocess”
as the outlier. Also, the first value of the Agile Manifesto—"individuals and interactions over

processes and tools”—is another indication that “respect theprocess” isn’tpart of the agile mindset.
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CHAPTER 2

Value-DrivenDelivery

Domain II Summary

This chapter discusses domainIIinthe exam content outline,whichis 20percent of the exam, or

about 24 exam questions.This domain deals withmaximizingbusiness value, includingprioritization,

incremental delivery, testing, andvalidation.

Key Topics

» ROI/NPV/IRR
» Software development

practices
- Continuous integration
- Exploratory andusability

testing

- Red, Green, Refactor

- TDD/TFD/ATDD
» Task/Kanbanboards
» Value-driven delivery
» Work inprogress (WIP)

- WIP limits

» Frequentverification and

validation
» Agile contracting
» Agileproject accounting

principles
» Agile risk management

» Agile tooling
» Compliance/regulatory

compliance
» Cumulative flow diagrams

(CFDs)
» Customer-valued

prioritization
» Earnedvalue management

(EVM) for agileprojects

Incremental delivery
Managingwith agile KPIs

Minimalviable product
(MVP)
- Minimalmarketable

feature (MMF)
» Prioritization schemes

- Kano analysis
- MoSCoW

Relativeprioritization/
ranking

Tasks

1. Planwork incrementally.
2. Gain consensus on just-in-time acceptance criteria.

3. Tuneprocess to organization, team, andproject.

4. Release minimalviable products.
S. Work insmallbatches.
6. Review often.

7. Prioritize work.

8. Refactor often.

9. Optimize environmental, operational, andinfrastructure factors.

10. Review and checkpoint often.

11. Balance addingvalue andreducingrisk.

12. Reprioritizeperiodically to maximize value.
13. Prioritize nonfunctional requirements.

14. Review and improve the overall process andproduct
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Deliveringvalue, specificallybusiness value, is a core component ofagile methods. 'This concept is

woven into the agileDNAinboththe AgileManifesto values (“Workingsoftware over comprehensive
documentation”1) and the Agile Manifestoprinciples (“Deliver workingsoftware frequently” and“Working
software is theprimarymeasure ofprogress”2).In this chapter, we’llorganize the agile practices involvedin

this domaininto five themes: assessingvalue,prioritizingvalue, deliveringincrementally, agile contracting,
and finally, verifyingandvalidatingvalue. (The themes that were usingto organize the topics ineach chapter
aren’t official terms and won’t appear onthe exam; we are simplyusing these categories to organize and set

the context for our discussionoftheagile concepts, tools, andpractices coveredineach chapter.)

What Is Value-Driven Delivery?

Let’s start by defining value-driven delivery. The reasonprojects are undertaken is to generate business
value,beit to produce a benefit or improve a service.Even safety andregulatory compliance projects
can be expressedin terms ofbusiness value by considering the business risk and the impact ofnot

undertaking them. Soif delivering value is the reason for doingprojects, then value-driven delivery
must be our focus throughout theproject.

In chapter 1, we answered the question “Why use agile?” in a historical context,based on the differences

betweenindustrialwork andknowledge work.But we can also address this question fromthe standpoint
of the value that agile methods are able to deliver in comparison to non-agile methods. This is called the

“agile valueproposition,” andit is typically depictedvisually, as shownbelow.

Figure 2.1: Agile Value Proposition
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Inthis chapter, we’U discuss early dehvery ofbusiness value (bottom left on the value proposition

diagram) andbegin a discussion of earlyreductionofrisk (bottomright) that willbe continuedin

chapter 6. We’ll address visibility in chapter 3 and adaptability in chapter 5.

Maximizing value is an overarching theme, or mantra, for agile teams. When faced with a decision, they
ask, “Which choice will add the most value for the customer?” The focus on deliveringvalue drives

many of the activities and decisions on an agile project and is the ultimate goal ofmany of the practices

in the agile toolkit. This is such an essential component ofagile methods that, out ofall the domains,
PMIhas given the value-drivendehvery domain the most weight for the exam. So this is one of the

most important agile themes, tying together many fundamental agile concepts, such as prioritization,

incremental delivery, andtest-driven development.

Deliver Value Early (Eat Your Dessert First!)

One of the key ways agile teams try to maximize value isby delivering value early. This means they
aim to deliver the highest-value portions of the project as soon as possible. There are some important
reasons for this approach. First, life is short, stuffhappens, and the longer aproject runs, the longer
the horizon becomes for risks that can reduce value such as failure, decreasedbenefits, erosion

of opportunities, and so on. To maximize success, wehave to try to deliver as many high-value
components as soon as we can,before things change or go sideways.

The second major reason for focusingon early dehvery ofvalue is that stakeholder satisfactionplays a huge
roleinproject success.Engaged, committedsponsors andproduct owners arevital for removingproject

obstacles and declaring success.Every team is on a trialperiod whenaproject starts,because the sponsors

mightnotbe sure whether the team canpull it off.By deliveringhigh-value elements early, the team

demonstrates anunderstandingof the stakeholders’ needs, shows that they recognize the most important

aspects of theproject, andproves they can deliver. Tangible resultshelp the team raise the confidence of

stakeholders,buildrapport with them, and get them onboard early, creatingavirtuous circle of support.

Inshort, value-driven dehvery means making decisions that prioritize the value-adding activities andrisk-

reducing efforts for theproject, and then executingbased on these priorities.

Minimize Waste

Wastefulactivities reduce value. This is why agilemethodologies have adopted the lean concept of

minimizingwaste and other nonvalue-addingactivities.For example, while theproject isbeing executed,

an agile teammight reduce or postpone activities that are requiredby the organizationbutnot directly
focused on deliveringvalue, such as formal time trackingandreporting. To maximize value,it is useful to

revisit the Poppendiecks’ list ofseven wastes:3

» Partially done work
» Extraprocesses
» Extra features
» Task switching
» Waiting
» Motion

» Defects

Wherever we findproject activities that are wasteful, we want to try to eliminate them.
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Assessing Value

Business value is usually assessedin financial terms, startingwith assessing the value ofpotentialprojects
before they are approved to proceed. It’s true that some projects are undertaken for safety or regulatory
compliancepurposes and don’t have an easily determinedmonetaryvalue. To assess the value of these

projects, the organization might look at the financial ramifications ofnot undertaking the project, such as

the risk that the business willbe shut down, assessed a fine, or subjected to a lawsuit.Another optionis to

simply label the project as mandatory and not spend any additional time trying to quantify its value.

Financial Assessment Metrics

Forbusinessprojects,value iscommonly estimatedusingfinancialmetrics such asreturnoninvestment

(ROI), internalrate ofreturn(IRR),andnetpresent value (NPV).These metrics areusedinbasically the same

way for agileprojects as they are fornon-agileprojects.Let’s startbylookingat thebenefits of these metrics.

Using financial formulas to assess the value of aproject removes individualbias and emotionfromthe
process of selecting and justifyingprojects. Instead, we can focus on comparing a common variable
(financial return) across projects. Although there maybe additional factors to consider that add value in

other ways, the advantage of these financial tools is that their conclusions are “in the numbers,” and are

(in theory) more objective than other project selectionmodels. (Inpractice,however, the inputs used
for the calculations canbe manipulated to sway the outcome.)

Exam tip

Financialmetrics areunlikely tobe abig topic for the exam, so youmightnot

see anyquestions aboutROI,NPV, or IRR.Any questions you do see are

likely to involve interpreting the meaningof these metrics in a given scenario.

Youwon’tbe asked to define these terms or perform any calculations.In this

discussion, we’llbe showing some example charts to help illustrate these

concepts for those who might notbe familiar with them.But don’t let our

examples andgraphics intimidate you; the informationyouneed to know for

the examis actually very simple, aspointedout in the exam tipsbelow.
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T&T Return on Investment (ROI)
Return onInvestment, or ROI,measures theprofitability ofaninvestmentby calculating the

ratio of thebenefits received from the investment to themoney investedinit.ROIis expressedas a

percentage, and the higher that percentage, thebetter the return that theproject is expected to deliver.

ROI= The ratio of thebenefits received fromaninvestment

to the money investedinit, expressed as a percentage.

O Exam tip

For the exam, youshouldunderstandthe definitionofROIandhow thismetric

differs fromNPV andIRR.You shouldknow that a higherROImeans youare

gettingabetter return onyour investment than a lowerROI.Thismetric might

be mentionedinsituationalquestions that deal with thereturnexpected from

investingin a project.Youmaybe asked to interpret these numbers,but you

wontbe asked to calculate them.

AlthoughROIis averyhelpfulmetric,itmight not tellus the truevalue that aprojectwilldeliver. To see

why,let’s look at an example. The figurebelow shows aproject that willrunfromJanuaryuntilJune and then

deliver a solution thatwillgenerate some financialreturn.FromJanuaryuntilJune,wewillspendmoneyon

theproject,payinghourlyrates for theresources (shownby the greenline indicatingnegative cumulative

cash flow).InJune,we willdeploy our solutionandstart to get apositiveincome (shownby theblackline).

Figure 2.2: Project Spending and Income
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Whenwe add the new income to the outflow figures, we can see the net cash flow (indicatedbelowby
the gray line).Based on this chart, when do you think our total returnwill equal our totalinvestment?

Figure 2.3: Net Cash Flow
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It is temptingto assume that our returnwill equal our investment inJuly, whenour net cash flowreaches
zero.Ina way, this is true; at that point we willhave receivedback as muchmoney as we have spent.
However,weneed to consider the effects ofinflation.It is abasic rule of finance that themoney we expect
to receive in the future is less valuable than the money we have available to invest today. This is especially
true ifwe have toborrow money to generate that future return, since we’llneed to payback theborrowed
funds withinterest. So when determiningour paybackperiod, weneed a way to take into account the
effects ofinflation and the cost ofborrowingmoney.

Present Value
This is where the concept ofpresent value comes in.Present value is a way ofcalculating thevalue ofa

future amount in today’s terms, givenan assumedinterest rate andinflationrate.

Let’s apply the concept ofpresent value to our sampleproject. In the figure below, the darker gray line with
the “x”markers indicates thepresent value of the money we will receive in the future,based on a projected
interest rate of2percent (representinginflation).As you can see from this figure, thepresent value of the
project investment doesn't go as far into the negative or thepositive as the net cash flow, since its value is

adjusted for the impacts of inflation.

Figure 2.4: Present Value
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T&T Net Present Value (NPV)
We can extend the concept ofpresent value to find the present value of the return expected for a

project. This metric is callednet present value, or NPV, andit canbe defined as follows:

NPV = Thepresent value ofa revenue stream (incomeminus costs)
over a series of timeperiods

To assess the value of a project in terms of today s money, we calculate itsNPV. This is thepresent value

ofits revenue stream, or incomeminus costs, over a series of timeperiods, such as months or years.

Calculating theNPVofvariouspotentialprojects allows a firm to compare them onan equal footingand

select thebest one. Generally, anyproject that has apositiveNPVis a good investment, since we willmake

back more money than we have investedin today’s terms.However, ifwere usingNPV to compare the

value expected frommultiplepotentialprojects, then thehigher theNPV, thebetter.

o Exam tip

For the exam,youshouldunderstand the definitionofNPV andhow this

metric differs fromROIandIRR.Youshouldknow that aproject witha higher

NPV is expected to deliver more value than a comparableproject with a lower

NPV. This metric mightbementionedinsituational questions that dealwith

assessing the value ofaproject or comparingvaluebetweenprojects. Youmay

be asked to interpret these numbers,but youwon’tbe asked to calculate them.

Organizations have foundNPV so valuable for comparingmoney goingout andmoney cominginthat
this metric is widelyused to evaluate project returns.It allowsus to assess aprojects cost andincome

stream and find—after adjustment for inflation—its true paybackperiod.Inlarge multiyear projects,

the truepaybackperiod canbe substantially longer, especially if themoney to invest in theseprojects is

borrowed at high interest rates.

NPV canbe especially helpful for comparingprojects that involve different timeframes or that are

expected to start deliveringvalue at different times.For example, what ifwe are tryingto choosebetween

aproject that we expect will deliver a 2percentROIin12months and one that we expect will deliver a

4percent ROIin36months?Doinflation andinterest over the longer timeperiodcancel out thehigher
ROIof the secondproject? To find out, we calculate theNPV of the twoprojects, and see which one

yields more value in today’s money.

Ina case like this, theNPVs of the two projects will give usmore informationthan their ROIs.However,
the drawback ofcalculatingNPVis that wehave to estimate what inflation andinterest rates willbe in the

future—and those guesses maynot turn out tobe correct.

T&T Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
To seehow organizations address the problem ofhavingto guess future inflation and interest

rates, let’s turn to the concept ofinternal rate ofreturn, or IRR.To understand this concept, we have to use

the financial term “discount rate,” whichmeans “the interest rate youneed to earnon a given amount of

money today to endup with a given amount ofmoney in the future.”4
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The official definition ofIRRis the discount rate at which "the project inflows (revenues) andproject
outflows (costs) are equal.”5 Another way ofstating this is to ask, “What is the discount rate that would
move thepaybackperiod to the endof theproject?”

IRR= The discount rate at which theproject inflows (revenues)
andproject outflows (costs) are equal.

This metric helps simplify the evaluation ofprojects, since we don’t have to guess what the future interest

andinflationrates willbe, as we do for NPV.Rather thanusingprojectedinterest and inflation rates to

calculate the value of aproject in today’s terms, we use our estimates ofproject duration andpayback to

calculate an effective interest rate (aka “discount rate”) for theproject.

The easiest way to think ofIRRis to compareit to the interest ratepaidbyasavings account Whendeciding
where toput our savings,ifwe are savvy, we will shop aroundand try to select the account that willgiveus the
highest return.In the same way,whena companyis choosingwhichproject to invest in,itwill calculate the

expectedrate ofreturn for eachpotentialproject and select theone that isprojectedto yield thehighest IRR.

From an economic perspective, the higher the rate, thebetter theproject.

o Exam tip

If anexam question asks about the “rate ofreturn” or “discount rate” for aproject,

it is referring to theproject’s IRR.For the exam, youshouldunderstand the

definition ofIRRandhow this metric differs fromNPV andROI.Youshould

know that a project with ahigher IRRis abetter investment thana comparable

project with a lower IRR. Thismetric mightbe mentionedinsituational

questions that dealwith decisions about whichproject to invest in.Youmaybe

asked to interpret these numbers,but youwon’tbe asked to calculate them.

Note:It isn’tmeaningful to compareROI,NPV,andIRRrates to each other.

If the answers to an exam question includemore thanone of thesemetrics,

don’t justpick the option with thehighest rate; instead, read the question

carefully to determine whichmetric is relevant to the situationbeingdescribed.

EXERCISE: UNDERSTANDING ROI, NPV, AND IRR

Test yourself! See how wellyouunderstandROI,NPV,andIRRby answering the followingquestions:

1. Whichof the followingdefinitionsbest describes returnoninvestment (ROI)?

A. The point in time when the revenue received equals the costs expended for theproject
B. Howmuchrevenue theprojectwillbringinonceit is completedand operational,

compared to its ongoing operating costs

C. The ratio of themoney we receive at the end ofaproject to themoney we have investedinit

D. The percentage ofmoney the project will cost once allproject expenditures are collected
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2. A sponsor is trying to determine whichprojecthas the greatestbusiness value. Oneproject
returns $5 millionin threeyears, and anotherproject returns $6millioninfour years. The cost of

borrowing capital to fond theproject is 4percent.Whichof the followingis thebest approach to

determine theproject with the greatest value?

A. Select the project that returns $6millionin four years, since it returns thehighest amount.

B. Select the project that returns $5millionin three years, since it has the shorter payback
period.

C. Calculate theNPV of theprojects, and choose theproject with the lowest cost.

D. Calculate theNPV of the projects,and choose theproject with thehighest value.

3. A sponsor is consideringthebusiness value oftwoprojects.Whichof the followingdefinitions

best describes the approach for assessingandapplying the concept ofinternalrate ofreturn(IRR)?

A. Calculate the internal rate ofreturn, andchoose theproject with thehighest rate.

B. Calculate the internal rate ofreturn, and choose theproject with the lowest cost.

C. Calculate the internalrate ofreturn, and choose theproject with the highest revenue.

D. Calculate the internalrate ofreturn, and choose theproject with the lowest revenue.

ANSWER

1. Answer: C.ROIis the ratio of the money wereceive at the endofaproject to themoney we

have investedinit, expressed as apercentage.Lookingat the other options, choice A describes

theproject payback orbreakevenpoint,notROI (whichdoesn’t specify apoint intime).
ChoiceB focuses onrevenue only, omittingany considerationof the money we have invested,

andinsteadreferring to operational costs after theproject is over. ChoiceD describesproject

costs rather thanROI. Therefore, choice C is our best option.

2. Answer: D. To evaluate the value of two projects that willbe completed at different times, we

canusenet present value (NPV) to level the amounts into today’s values. So calculating the

NPVand choosing the project withthe highestNPVvalue is the way to go. Choice Apoints

us to theproject with thehighest return,but the questionis askingfor the best approach.
Likewise, optionsB and C do not address thebest approach to take.

3. Answer: A.Internalrate ofreturn (IRR) shows the earningpotential for aproject.

Like comparinginvestment interest rates, the higher the rate, the better the investment

proposition. So to useIRR to evaluateprojects, we calculate theIRR for each and then select

theproject with the highest IRR value. Costs and revenue are rolledinto the calculationof

IRR and are not part of the finalIRR evaluation.
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T&T Earned Value Management (EVM)

Now that we’ve seenhow organizations assess the value ofpotentialprojects, let’s turn to the tools
they canuse to monitor the delivery ofvalue while a project is inprogress. The first tool we’ll address is

earned value management (EVM). To understand the benefits ofEVM, we’ll startby looking at some of
the alternatives for trackingvalue.

One tool commonly used to trackproject spendingis an “S-curve.” This is simply a graph that tracks costs

or some other variable against time. These graphs are called S-curves because a growth curveis usually
shapedlike an S, as in this example:

Figure 2.5: S-Curve Graph
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The advantages ofS-curves are that they are simple tointerpret and can quickly tellus whether ourproject is
over or underbudget.However, S-curves don’tprovide anyinformationabout the schedule. So our S-curve

might show that we are doing fine spending-wise,but wemightbebehindschedule andnotknowit.

To monitor the status of the project schedule,people often use Gantt charts, like this example:

Figure 2.6: Gantt Chart
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However,Gantt charts are also limited, since they lack the spendingcomponent of theproject status—just

like S-curves lack the schedule component Since mostprojects willget either aheadoforbehindbudget
andschedule at somepoint,it canbe difficult to assess theproject’s overallhealth.Inaddition,because of

the iterative nature ofagileprojects, Gantt charts canbecome deeplynestedand confusing.

To assess the overallhealthofaproject,what we reallyneedis a single diagram that can show theproject

status in terms ofboth schedule and total value delivered to date.Earnedvalue management was created to

address this gap. This approach combines spending and schedule data toproduce a comprehensive set of

project metrics, includingplannedvalue (PV),earnedvalue (EV), schedule variance (SV),cost variance

(CV),scheduleperformance index (SPI), and cost performance index (CPI).

Using EVM for Agile Projects: Pros and Cons
People ask meifyou can use earned value metrics on agileprojects.The answer is yes.But while the

mathstillworksinthe same way as it does onnon-agileprojects, we do need tobe careful about what

we are measuring against.Earnedvalue compares actualprojectperformance toplannedperformance
at aparticular point in time. So the quality of thebaseline plan is a critical success factor inusing this

approach.If our initialplan is no longer accurate, this mightbe like tracking a road trip from Calgary to

Salt Lake City on a map ofFrance! On agileprojects, we know that our initialplan willneed to change, so

the basis for effectiveEVMis quickly eroded as our plans evolve.

Another caution regarding earnedvalue is that it doesn’t truly indicate whether the project is successfully

deliveringvalue.We couldbe on time and onbudget,butbuildingahorrible,low-qualityproduct that

the customer doesn’t like or need. Cost and schedule aren’t the wholepicture—ourproject might stillbe

goingbadly evenifit looks good from an earnedvalue standpoint.

After readingabout these issues that agile teams need to be wary of,youmight be wondering, “Whyuse

EVMat all?”Well, one ofthekeybenefits ofearnedvalue metricsis that they are a leadingindicator.
Perfect rearview visionisn’t much use to us.EVMlooks forward, trying to predict completion dates and

final costs. After all, imperfect leadingmetrics are generally more valuable thanperfect trailingmetrics,

since leadingmetrics give us the opportunity to revisit our plan and change our approach.

Anotherbenefit ofearned value is that it is visual. People often forget theEVMdiagrams and just focus

on the numbers,but at theheart of this technique are some useful graphs. Visualrepresentations of

information engage the right side ofourbrain,helpingus intuitively understand andinterpret the data so

we canplan an appropriate response. Visual depictions are alsobetter for workingcollaboratively, since

people canmore easilymark up,point to, and extrapolate frompictures thanwords or numbers.
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Constructing an Agile Earned Value Tool
How can agile teams take advantage of the forecastingandvisual communicationbenefits ofEVM, while
reducing the downsides of that approach? To see how, we’llbuildup a graph that has all themetrics we

need, one step at a time.We’ll start with a double S-curve, like this:

Figure 2.7: Scope, Cost, and Schedule Performance (Double S-Curve)
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Here we have a familiar spendingline, showninblack, whichisbeing tracked against the dollar scale on

the right side the graph. We also have a greenline for completed scope (featuresbuilt to date), whichis

being tracked against the storypoints scale on the left side.

The gradient of the greenline shows the team’s velocity.Where it rises steeply, the team was able to

develop alot of storypoints ina short periodof time.Whereit is flat, their progress was slow. (The agile
concepts ofvelocity and storypoints willbe explainedinchapters 4 and5.)

For the next step inbuilding our graph, we’ll add abackground that shows the functional areas of the
project, like this:

Figure 2.8: Scope, Cost, and Schedule Performance with Functional Areas
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Withthis newbackgroundinplace,we have a lot more information.We can see not only that just

over 1,000points’worthof functionality has beencompleted,but also the Configurationand Stock

components of the systemhavebeenbuilt, and the teamis currently working on the Salespiece of the

scope.Also, we can easily see that scope was added to the Sales portionof the systeminFebruary. Since

this change increased the totalproject scope (in terms ofstorypoints),all the functional areas after Sales

show a stepup to reflect that change.

Now we have a graph that shows scope, schedule, and cost performance to date,but what we are lacking
is anyprojections that tellus whether we are ahead oforbehind our predictedbudget and schedule. So in

the next step we will addprojections to the graph, so that it looks like this:

Figure 2.9: Scope, Cost, and Schedule
Performance with Functional Areas and Projections
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Now we can see how theproject s actualprogress compares toprojectedperformance—at present inour

exampleproject we have overspent abit,but we are ahead inbuilding the scope.With this step, wenow

have a graph that canbe usedfor agile earnedvalue management, since itprovides the same values and

indices asEVM,but depicts theminavisual way, as shownin the next figure.
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Figure 2.10: A Visual Tool for EVM Metrics
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The above diagram shows how traditionalEVMmetrics such as scheduleperformance index (SPI) and
cost performance index (CPI) canbe translated into agile terms.For example:

» Weplanned to complete 30 storypoints in the last iteration,but we only completed 25 points. To find
our SPI, we divide 25 by 30 for an SPI of0.83. This tells us that we are working at only 83percent ofthe
rateplanned.

» CPIis the earnedvalue (EV, or value ofcompleted features) to date dividedby the actual costs (AC) to

date. So in the above diagram, CPI= $2,200,000 / $2,800,000 = 0.79. This means we are only getting 79
cents on the dollar compared to what we hadpredicted.

Exam tip

The PMI-ACP exam usually doesn’t include many figures or graphs,but you

mightbe asked to interpret anEVMor S-curve graph such as those shown

above. Youwon’t have to do any calculations,but you’llneed to know what the

graph tells youabout theproject. The exammight also include questions about

howEVMis used on an agileproject, such as how an evolvingprojectbaseline

impacts theuse of earned valuemetrics for agile projects.
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K&s Agile Project Accounting

Agile "accounting" refers tohow the economic models of agileprojects work.We willbe covering the

differencesbetweenagile and traditional life cycles fromvarious perspectives,inrelation toplanning,
estimating, deliveringvalue, and so on—and these differences also have implications forproject accounting.

Prioritizingworkbybusiness value and deliveringthehighest-value components first canradically change
thepaybackperiod andreturn oninvestment for a project.As we’ll see, agile teams aim to deliver aminimal

viable product (MVP) as quickly as possible. So there maybe opportunities to get early benefitsbymaking
use of some of theproduct functionality while the remainder of the project is stillbeing executed.

Another change associatedwithbreaking downthe workinto aminimumviable set of features is a greater

opportunity for incremental funding. For example, this canreduce financial risk when dealingwith third-

partyvendors.Instead ofhavinglarge statements ofwork andlegal teams battling over the contracts and

the meaningof the specifications, we canhave smaller statements ofwork—freeingup the legal teams to

argue over multiple contracts and definitions ofdone, (just joking.) By chunkingup the work, we reduce

the economic value at stake, de-escalate the impact ofdisputes on futurework, and canuse agile contract

models, such as theDSDMcontract we’ll discuss later, which speaks to productsbeing fit for business

purpose as opposedto meetingevery requirement of a detailed specification.

K&s Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

Sponsors ofagileprojects want to know the same things as sponsors of traditionalprojects—they want to

know when theproject willbe done, andhow muchit will cost Indiscussing the inverted agile triangle
inchapter 1, we said that agile projects can fix time andcostif the scope canvary. However, usually the

sponsor willstillbe asking, “Given the currently agreed-upon scope, whenwillyoube done, andhow

muchwillit cost?”Fortunately, there are severalkeyperformance indicators (KPIs) that we canuse to

help answer these questions for agileprojects.Let’s examine four of these metrics that are commonly used.

» Rate ofprogress.Howmany features or user stories are getting completed and acceptedby the

product owner per week or month? Since some features are quick and easy to build, while others are

more involved and time-consuming, agile teams usually estimate their work items instorypoints or

some other relative metric (as explainedinchapter 5). So a simplepiece ofworkmightbe sized as 1

storypoint, a large chunk ofworkmight be sized as 8 storypoints,and theproject’s rate ofprogressKPI

willbe expressedinstorypointsper unit of time, such as 20pointsper week.

» Remainingwork.How much work is left in thebacklog? This KPIattempts to quantify the

remainingwork.We’ve seen that the backlogitems are usually estimatedby the development teamin

storypoints. Andinaddition to those estimates, usually some additional effort willbe required for

unanticipated work, fixes, and ongoing evolution of theproduct. So to use an example, let’s say that

the first halfof our project was estimated as 400points—but once developed, it actually turned out to

be 500 points.Inthis example, if our remainingwork is also estimated at 400points, then this too will

likely endup being 500 pointsby the time we have teased out all the true requirements.
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» Likelycompletion date. We look athowmuch work there is left to do and divideit by our current

rate ofprogress. This onlyrequires some simple math.Ifwe seem tobe getting 20 points ofwork done
per week, and there are 400points remaining thatmay well expand to 500pointsby the time we fully
understand the work, then our likely completiondate willbe 500/20 = 25 weeks, assumingno changes
inscope or breaks in the schedule (such as vacations).

Likely costs remaining.For simple projects, this willbe the salaryburnrate for the team multipliedby
the remaining weeks left.There may also be other fixed costs that we need to take into account, such as

licenses, equipment, deployment and trainingcosts, and so on.

o Exam tip

KPIs aren’t that important for understandingagile—so although this topic

is includedinthe exam content outline,itmight not appear on your exam.

Remember that the exam focuses on the agile mindset and the most important

agilepractices.

Managing Risk

To maximize value, agile teams need to consider risks and technical dependencies. A choice that could
lead to future problems or reworkprobably won’t deliver themost value to the customer, evenifit gives
the illusionofearlyprogress. Therefore, we need to consider risks andnonfunctionalrequirements andlet
the customer knowhow those elements will impact theproject.

In fact, the concept ofrisk is closely related to value, so muchso that we can think ofnegative project
risks (threats) as anti-value—factors that have the potential to erode, remove, or reduce value if they
occur.If value is the “heads” side of the coin, thenrisk is the “tails” side. To maximize value, we must

also minimize risk, since risks canreduce value. This is why the value-driven delivery domain also

encompasses the concept of risk reduction.

Here’s another simple way to grasp the relationship between value andrisk. Think ofvalue-driven
delivery as creating credits or deposits that arepaidinto yourbank account. Risks—or at least the
threats that actually occur andbecome issues onyour project—are like withdrawals or charges that are

taken out ofyour account. To create the most value, we need to maximize the inflow andminimize the
outflow ofvalue fromthe account.

The linkbetweenrisk and value highlights the importance ofriskmanagement on agileprojects.When
a risk event occurs, it takes time andresources away from efforts that deliver value, threatening the

project benefits. Therefore, agile teams not onlyplan to deliver high-value features early, they also plan to

implement risk avoidance and risk mitigation activities early.

Riskmanagement may seemlike a traditional, process-drivenproject management effort that would
not work well inanagile environment. However, agilepractices are actually very well suited for rapidly
identifyingandreducingrisks.We'll explore risk management inmore detailinchapter 6;here we'll
concludeby discussing what we meanby "riskmanagement" on agileprojects.
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For agile purposes, a risk is apotential event or circumstance that could have a negative impact on

theproject. Although thePMBOK* Guide definitionof a risk also includes “good risks” that canpose

opportunities for theproject, inagile most discussions ofrisk focus on events that cannegatively
impact or threaten the project.6

As for anyproject, agile teams need to engage the development team, sponsors, customers, and other

relevant stakeholders in the process ofrisk identification. Their ideas, alongwith the lessons learned from

previous projects,risk logs, andindustry riskprofiles, should allbe considered to come up witha complete
list of theknown andlikelyrisks for theproject. It’s especially important to engage the members of the

development teaminrisk analysis.For one thing, theyhaveunique insights into the risks since they are

closer to the technical details.Involvingthem will also generate increasedbuy-in for the riskmanagement

planandresponse actions.If the teamhas no involvement, theyhave no commitment

The figurebelow shows the risk management process as outlinedin the sixth editionof thePMBOK*
Guide: 7

Figure 2.11: PMBOK® Guide Risk Management Process

Plan risk
managementn

Perform
qualitative risk

analysis

Identify

P
risks

i r
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analysisMonitor risks

t Implement risk
responses

Plan risk
responses

As depictedhere, the sixth edition of thePMBOK* Guide introduced a new step in therisk management

process calledImplement RiskResponses.Previously, implementingrisk responses was only impliedby
thePlanRisk Responses step that created actions for the projectplan—so it is good to see it now called

out explicitly.Implement RiskResponses is where we act on the risks identified.For an agileproject, this

willentail creatingnew tasks for theproductbacklog.

Withan agile approach, there are many opportunities to actively attack the risks on aprojectbefore they
canbecome tomorrow s problems. Iterative development allowshigh-risk work to be tackled early in the

life cycle. Features or stories that carryhigh levels of risk canbe tackledin early iterations to prove the

technological approach andremove doubts.

So the iterativenature ofagileprojects helps us make sure we are driving the actionneeded to prevent

risks.Inplanningeach work cycle, we aim to tacklehigh-risk areas of the project sooner rather thanlater.

This approach gets problems out in the openwhile there is stillroomin the schedule andbudget to work

on them.It also reduces the amount ofeffort investedinwork that may endup being scrapped.
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The primary tools that agile teams use to manage risk are the risk-adjustedbacklog and riskburndown
charts. These tools allow us to seamlessly integrate andprioritize our risk response actions into our

backlog of development work. We won’t delve into the use of those tools in this chapter because they
are coveredin domainVI (which addressesproblem detection andresolution)—so you’ll find that
discussionin chapter 6.

T K&S Regulatory Compliance

Many agileprojects operate in ahighlyregulated environment andhave to deal withregulatory
compliance issues.Although this concept isn’t that important for the exam (youmight see a few questions
onit at most), it’s worthtakingamoment to consider how agileprojects dealwith compliance issues.

Regulations are typically designed to ensure safety; so while the mandated documentation and
qualityprocedures may seemburdensome to the project team, they serve an important purpose.
Personally,Ihave worked on militaryprojects, food and drugprojects, and energy transmission

projects that have had regulatory compliance requirements. Usually these requirements are

nonnegotiable—choosing to ignore, skip, or skimp on compliance isn’t an option, since it would
simply prevent the organization frombeingpaid and the productbeing accepted andused.

Backinchapter 1, when we were reviewing the secondAgile Manifesto value (“Workingsoftware

over comprehensive documentation”), we discussed the idea ofdocumentationbeing“just enough,
just in time—and sometimes, just because.” Regulatory compliance is one instance ofwhere “just
because” comes into play. Typicallyprojects that are subject to regulatory compliance require special
documentation to prove that the requiredpractices were followed.Insome industries, the regulators
might want to see traceability from tests to requirements; inothers theymight want to see the use of
regulated test harnesses and tools.

There are two simple approaches for incorporatingregulatory compliance workinto agileprojects. The
/first|is to weave it into the regular development work as the team progresses. Thqfsecond]is to allow time

after creating the product to undertake the regulatory work andproduce the required evidence and
documentation. There arepros and cons to each approach:

» Doing the compliance work “as you go” keeps it linked and relevant to the current work. We can see if
our workpractices are makingit easier or harder to pass the compliance tests, and adapt accordingly.
However, the downside of this approach is that any subsequent changes to a product or its design
may invalidate the work we have done before.In other words, the testing that has been done to date
might need to be repeated.

» Doingthe compliance work after product development doesn’t allow us to tweak ourpractices on the

go,but it does avoid the issue ofrework. And assuming that theproduct passes, it canbe sent for final

approval, complete withits newly minted compliance documentation.

Most organizations adopt a hybridapproach; they will select a few architecturally significant
components to test compliance on as they develop andrefine their process, until they are comfortable
that technology will satisfy the regulatory requirements. Then, once all the work is done, they
will submit the entire product to final compliance testing and documentation again. This creates a

duplication of effort in testing the components they didbefore,but it is the best way to balance and
manage the risks of suboptimalprocesses and overall rework.
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Prioritizing Value

Prioritizationis a fundamental agile process. Tounderstandwhy, recall that the second agileprinciple tells

us that agile teams must “Welcome changingrequirements, even late indevelopment.”Although that sounds

great in theory, what actuallyhappens when a newrequirement is added to a fully loadedproject?If the

customerhasn’tbeenprioritizing the work items, then the teamhas a dilemma.Howwill they squeeze inthe

new work?Ineffect, the customer is saying“Iwant it all!”However, if the customer hasbeencontinuously
prioritizingthebacklog, then thatnew requirement is simplyinsertedat the appropriateplacein the

backlog,and the lowestpriority requirements drop off the team’s work list to accommodate that change.

Agile teams also use prioritization to confirm that they are deliveringvalue.At the end of each iteration,

we sit downwith the customer to review thebacklog, asking “Has anythingchanged?” and “Do we still

want to work on featureBnext?” Anynewpriorities are capturedin thebacklog andrevisited again at the

next planningsession. This helps ensure that we are continuingto make progress toward the desired target.

T&T Customer-Valued Prioritization*

Customer-valuedprioritizationrefers to the agilepractice ofworkingon the items that yield thehighest value

to the customer first The customer orproduct owner is responsible for keeping the items inthe backlog
(the list ofwork that needs tobedone)prioritizedbybusiness value.As new workitems are added, suchas

change requests anddefect fixes, the customerprioritizes themso that their value canbe compared to the

existing items on thelist.When the teamis ready toplan a newiteration, they start workingonthe items at

the top of thebacklog, tomake sure they are workingon thehighest-value items.

Different agilemethodologies use different tools for customer-valuedprioritization.Scrumhas a “product
backlog,”FDD has a “feature list,” andDSDMhas a “prioritizedrequirements list”—but the idea is the same.

The team works through alist ofitems thathaveidentifiable value andhave beenprioritizedby the customer.

By asking the customer what their top-priority features are, welearn about their motivations, risks, and

acceptance criteria.A team that doesn’t practice customer-valuedprioritizationis likely to miss out on

identifyingcriticalsuccess factors.

Iam often surprisedbywhat the customer rankshighly whenwe first begin toprioritize the features

andstories to work on.As we discuss these seeminglyunlikely first choices, the conversationusually
bringspolitical concerns andresidualrisks to the surface.For example, “We are doingPremiumRates

first becauseit is an objective for our quarter 1milestones,” or “We need to deliver the CIO dashboard
to secureproject funding for next year.” While we mightbe tempted to argue these are not really "true"

systembusiness benefits, we are oftenwise to listen to these motivators, since the customer is our allyin

theproject, and theperson who will declare what success looks like.

Customer-valuedprioritizationis an ongoingprocess throughout theproject. Typically, the team will
sit downwith the customer at the endofeach iteration toprioritize the remainingwork items. These

reprioritizationsessions serve as important checkpoints that help ensure that the work isprogressing
toward the target of theproject, whichmay itselfbe moving.In these sessions, we ask, “Have things
changed?” and “Do we stillwant to move on to itemXnext?” After discussion, the new and evolving
priorities are capturedin thebacklog, toberevisited again at the nextplanning session.

*Portions of the "Customer-ValuedPrioritization"and "RelativePrioritization/Ranking" sections below were originallypublishedin “Agile
Prioritization"byMike Griffiths ongantthead.com on April26, 2001, copyright © 2011gantthead.com. Reproducedbypermission ofgantthead.cc
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K&s Prioritization Schemes

There is no specific prioritization scheme that is best for agile projects.Each team should choose their
prioritization scheme based on the needs of the project andwhat worksbest for their organization.
Let’s look at some of the commonprioritization schemes used on agile projects.

Simple Schemes
One of the simplest schemes is to label items as “Priority 1," “Priority 2,” “Priority 3,” etc.While this

approach is straightforward,it canbe problematic, since stakeholders have a tendency to designate
everythinga “Priority 1.”If too many items are labeled “Priority 1,” the scheme becomes ineffective.
Business representatives rarely ask for a new feature and sayit shouldbe aPriority 2 or 3, since theyknow
that low-priority items risk getting cut out of theproject.For the same reasons, “high,” “medium," and
“low”prioritizations can alsobeproblematic.Without a shared, defendable reason for what defines “high”
priority, we endup with toomanyitems in this category and a lack of truepriority.

j&T MOSCOW
The MoSCoW prioritization scheme, which was popularizedby DSDM, derives its name from

the first letters of the followinglabels:

» “Musthave”
» “Shouldhave”
» “Couldhave”
» “Wouldlike to have,but not this time”

The categories usedinMoSCoW are easier to identify and defend than the “Priority 1” or “HighPriority”
labels of the simpler schemes. “Must-have” requirements or features are those that are fundamental to
the system; without them, the system willnot work or willhave no value. “Shouldhave” features are

important—by definition, we shouldhave them for the systemto work correctly; if they are not there,
then the workaround will likelybe costly or cumbersome. “Couldhave” features are usefulnet additions
that add tangible value, and “Would like” requirements are the “nice-to-have” requests that are duly
noted—but unlikely to make the cut.

Monopoly Money
Another approachIhave seen work well is to give the stakeholders Monopolymoney equal to the amount

of the projectbudget and ask them to distribute those funds amongst the system features. This approach
is useful for identifyingthegeneralpriority ofsystem components,but it canbe taken too far if the

people distributing the money start to questionactivities, such as documentation, that theyperceive as

addinglittle value to theproject. The Monopoly money technique is most effective when it’s limited to

prioritizingbusiness features.

100-Point Method
The 100-PointMethod, originally developedbyDeanLeffingwell andDonWidrigfor use cases, is another
way toprioritize features.In this method, each stakeholder is given 100points thathe or she canuse to vote

for themost important requirements. The stakeholders can distribute the 100points inany way: 30points
here, ISpoints there, or all 100points on a single requirement, if that is the stakeholder’s onlypriority.
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Dot Voting or Multi-Voting
Thisis another technique inwhich collectivewisdom emerges throughindividualpriorities.Here, each

stakeholder gets apredeterminednumber ofdots (or checkmarks, sticky stars, etc.) to distribute amongthe

optionspresented.

To illustrate how this works, let’s look at an example. Imagine we have completed abrainstorming
session to come up withpotential risks for the project. The session has resulted in a list of 40 unique

risks that nowneed to be prioritized.Eachpersonis given eight votes in the form of check marks that

they can use to indicate which items they feel are most important.Each stakeholder is limited to a total
of eight check marks to distribute as they wish.It couldbe one check mark on eight different items, four

check marks on one item and two check marks on a couple of other items, or any other combination

that reflects the stakeholder’s priorities.

The facilitator then sums the votes for eachitem and creates a rankedlist based onhowmany votes each

itemreceived. Thevotingcanbepublic, or it canbe private withsomeone tallying the totals off-line to

prevent power struggles and strategic voting.

When decidinghowmany votes to give eachperson, a goodrule of thumb is 20percent of the total

number ofitems. So if there are 40 items tobe voted on, we would calculate 40 x 0.2 = 8,and everyone

would get 8 votes to distribute.

ygj Kano Analysis
Kano analysis isn’t really a prioritization scheme,but the exam content outline lists it as a

prioritizationmethod since it canbe used tohelp determinepriorities. This techniqueis used to classify

customer preferences into four categories; althoughyoumay see different names for these categories, we will

refer to them as Delighters/Exciters, Satisfiers,Dissatisfiers, andIndifferent.Project stakeholders canuse these

categories tounderstandhow customer needs relate to customer satisfaction.Kano analysis canhelp us set the

context for questions about features andbuildreleaseplans thatpromoteimproved customer satisfaction.

Figure 2.12: Kano Analysis
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Let’s look at each category inmore detail:

» Delighters/exciters: These features deliver unexpected,novel, or newhigh-value benefits to the
customer.For example, a delighter/exciter feature couldbe the visualmappingof data that was

previously only available in tabular form.Delighters/exciters yieldhighlevels ofcustomer support.

» Satisfiers: For features that are categorized as satisfiers, the more the better. These features bringvalue
to the customer.For example, a usefulreporting function couldbe a satisfies

» Dissatisfiers: These are things that will cause a user to dislike theproduct if they are not there,but
willnot necessarily raise satisfactionif they arepresent.For example, the ability to change apassword
withinthe system couldbe a dissatisfier.

Indifferent: These features have no impact on customers one way or another. Since customers are

indifferent to them, we should try to eliminate, minimize, or defer them.

Requirements Prioritization Model
TheRequirements PrioritizationModelcreatedbyKarlWiegers is a moremathematically rigorous method
ofcalculatingpriority than the other schemes we’ve discussed.With this approach, thebenefit,penalty, cost,

andrisk ofeveryproposed feature is ratedona relative scale of1(lowest) to 9 (highest). Customers rate

both thebenefit score for havingthe feature and thepenalty score for nothavingit.Developers rateboth
thecost ofproducing the feature andthe riskassociated withproducingit.The numbers for each feature are

thenenteredinto a weighted formula thatisused to calculate the relativepriority ofall the features.

EXERCISE: MUST HAVE, SHOULD HAVE, COULD HAVE

Categorize the following features for a child’sbicycle into “must-have,” “should-have,” and “could-
have” features. The first one is done for you as an example.

Feature
Two wheels and a frame Must have

Ability to adjust the saddle to accommodate
growth

Brakes for safe stopping

Bellorhorn to alert others inproximity

Safety cover for the chain

Attractive color scheme

Stabilizers or the ability to fit them

Front suspension
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CategoryFeature
Valves for inflating tires

Pedals

ANSWER

CategoryFeature
Two wheels anda frame Must have

Ability to adjust the saddle to accommodate

growth
Shouldhave

Brakes for safe stopping Shouldhave

CouldhaveBellor horn to alert others inproximity

Safety cover for the chain Shouldhave / Couldhave

CouldhaveAttractive color scheme

Stabilizers or the ability to fit them Shouldhave / Couldhave

CouldhaveFront suspension

Valves for inflating tires Couldhave

Shouldhave / CouldhavePedals

My answers may seem extreme—surely bikes needpedals, valves toput air in the tires, andbrakes?

However, abicycleis a two-wheeled transportation device.By definition,itmust have two wheels
and a frame to link the wheels together,butbeyond that, everything else isup for discussion and

negotiation.My sonlearned to ride abike on a “balancebike,” whichhad solid tires andno pedals
orbrakes; instead,he just scootedit alongwithhis feet.

Oftenthere is a disconnectbetween expectations andrequirements, and this disconnect is

highlightedinthis exercise. As sophisticated consumers ofproducts today, we often have a high
level ofexpectations,but high expectations are quite different from true must-have requirements.

The qualifyingquestion for amust-have requirement is closer to “Canit work without it?” than

“WouldIbuy one that didnothave it?”
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T&T Relative Prioritization/Ranking

Regardless of the prioritization scheme that the team uses, their focus shouldbe on the endgoal—
understanding thepriority of features. Sometimes the effort involvedin refereeing the schemes can detract
frommeaningful discussions about prioritization.For this reason,Iampersonally a fan ofsimply asking
the customer to list featuresinorder ofrelative priority—no category 1, 2, qr 3; nohigh,medium, or low;
nomust-haves, etc.A simple list removes the categories that people tend to fixate onfrom the debate and
allows the focus of the discussion tobe onpriorities.

Let’s look at an example of a simple relative prioritylist:

Figure 2.13: Relative Priority List

Prioritized
list

A

B
Minimal
viable
productC

D

E Cutoff
to meet
budget/time

In the diagram above, each feature is listedinorder ofpriority. The items at the top of the list—features A

throughD—arepart of the definedminimalviableproduct.Ifscope needs tobecut tomeet thebudget and

schedule objectives, it’s clear by lookingat this simplelist that adjustments shouldbe made to itemE.

Relativeprioritization alsoprovides a framework for decidingifandwhentoincorporate changes.Whena

change is requested, the team can ask theproduct owner, “What items are moreimportant than this change?”
Thenew change can thenbe insertedinto the prioritizedworklist at the appropriatepoint, as shownbelow.
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Figure 2.14: Incorporating Changes into a Relative Priority List
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While agile methods provide tremendous flexibility in acceptinglate-breaking changes, they cannot

bend the laws of time and space. So ifour project time or budget was estimated to be fully consumed

with the current scope, then adding a new change will inevitably force a lower-priority feature below

the cutoffpoint of what we expect to deliver. So, yes, the team can accept late-breaking changes on

projects—but only at the expense oflower-priority work items.

A single prioritized work list is useful for simplifyingthe view ofall the remainingwork.Rather than

having separate “buckets” ofwork that represent change requests, defect fixes, and new features, a

singleprioritizedlist combining these items gives everyone a clear, complete view of everything that

remains to be done on the project. When first adopting an agile approach, many teams miss thispoint

and instead retain separate buckets for bug fixes and changes.However, this separationmakes it difficult

to gauge the teams velocity.A single prioritizedlist ofwork-to-be-done, regardless ofits origin, offers

better transparency and control over trade-offs,because therelative priorityof the work is clearly
shownby where each item is placed on the list.

AlthoughIendorse theuse ofa simple list, there is no single bestmethod to use inprioritizingfeatures
on everyproject.Whatever technique youuse, try to diagnose any issues that arise in theprioritization

process,be it “lack ofinvolvement” or “too manyPriority Is.”You can then add different approaches, such

as usingMonopolymoney, applying theMoSCoWprioritization scheme, or simply listingthe features
inorder ofpriority, to seeifyou canresolve the issuesby framingthe discussionina new way. The goal
of such efforts is tounderstand where features lieinrelation to each other, rather than to simply assign a

category label. We will then endup witha flexible list ofprioritizedrequirements that we can revisit and

reprioritize as needed. This allows us to maintain the agility to deliver the highest-value set of features

within the available time andbudget.
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K&s Delivering Incrementally

Incremental delivery is another way that agile methods optimize the delivery ofvalue.Withincremental
delivery, the team regularly deploys workingincrements of theproduct over the course of the project.
In the case of software development projects, the working software is usually deployed to a test

environment for evaluation,but ifitmakes sense for thebusiness, the team could deliver functionality
directly to productioninincrements.Ifwe can deliver the “plain-vanilla” version of aproduct or service

while working on the more complex elements, we have an opportunity to start realizing the benefits of
the product and get an early return on investment.

Evenifwe are incrementally delivering software into a test environment, rather thaninto production,
this approach can stillhelp with the overall delivery ofvalue.Asshowninthe cost of change curvebelow,
issues that are foundinsoftware deployedina test environment for evaluation (point 1) aremuch cheaper
to fix thanissues found duringproduction (point 2).Incrementaldeliveryreduces the amount ofrework
by finding issues earlier and thereby contributingto the delivery ofvalue on the project.

Figure 2.15: Cost of Change
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Cost of Change
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Requirements Analysis & Coding Testing UAT Production
Design
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Image copyright © Scott W.Ambler, www.agilemodeling.com

T&T Minimal Viable Product (MVP)

Whenplanning a release of features to customers, the release has to make sense, be useful, and deliver
value. This applies to all types ofagile projects, whether it’s a release of software, anew electricalproduct,
or anengineeringincrement The term “minimalviableproduct," orMVP (also known as “minimal

marketable feature,” orMMF) refers to this package of functionality that is complete enough to be useful
to the users or the market, yet still small enoughthat it does not represent the entireproject.8
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For a cellphone, for example, aminimalviableproduct couldbe aphone that canbeused to make and

receive calls, store contact names andnumbers,and access voicemail,but that doesn’thave a camera,

Internet connectivity, or a music player inits first release.Instead, this functionality couldbe addedin

subsequent releases and evaluated independendy.Keep inmind,however, that the functionality of the

phone that isreleasedin theMVP needs tobe complete. So all the attributes related to makingphone calls

shouldbepresent as part of theMVP to allow the customer to comprehensivelyreview this functionality.

Insoftware development,itmaybepossible to transfer increments of the finalproduct to theuser

community early so that the business can start gettingsomebenefits from the applicationbefore the

entire project is completed.For example,if the order entry andbillingsystemis complete,but the

management reportingandmarketinglinkshavenotbeenbuilt yet, the company might still gainbenefits

from deploying this early version of the system. This incremental release canallow for some returnon

investment while the team develops the remaining functionality.It alsoprovides an opportunity to field-

test the functionality of the order entryandbillingsystem. These field tests may thenresult inchange

requests that canberolledinto the finalproduct while the development teamis stillinplace.

EXERCISE

Create alist of the functionality that shouldbe includedin theminimalviable product for each

product listedhere, and then also list other potential functionality that couldbe developed for

subsequent releases.

Pencil

Additional ReleasesMVP

Car

Additional ReleasesMVP

Automated teller machine (ATM)

Additional ReleasesMVP
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ANSWER

There couldbe awide range ofcorrect answers for this exercise. The following are somepossible
options.

Pencil

MVP Additional Releases
Makes a mark onpaper

Canbe heldinonehand

Eraser

Visually attractive

Self-sharpeningor continuous lead

Comfortable

Car

MVP Additional Releases
Transport occupants frompoint A to point B

Roadlegal

Safe

Air conditioner andheater

Fuel efficient

Aestheticallypleasing

Sportyperformance

Comfortable

Automated teller machine (ATM)

Additional ReleasesMVP

Dispenses money

Displays balance

Protects against attack

Keeps user informationsecure

Accepts cash deposits

Accepts check deposits

Remembers user’s favorite withdrawal amounts

T&T Agile Tooling

Just as the AgileManifesto values “Individuals andinteractions over processes and tools,” agile teams

prefer low-tech,high-touch tools over sophisticated computerizedmodels.Itmight seemironic that the
agile approach, so closely associated withsoftware development, wouldn't take full advantage of the latest

digital gizmos.However,high-tech tools actuallypresent some disadvantages for agile teams. Although
scheduling software canillustrate deep hierarchies of tasks, support task dependency integrity checks,
and calculate interestingmetrics such as slack, subassembly costs, andresource utilization, this technical
sophisticationisn't ideal for agile methods. Thehighlypolished graphs, statistics, and quantitative reports
that these tools canproduce tend to disguise thevolatile nature ofwhat'sbeinganalyzed—project tasks
and estimates. Sophisticatedscheduling tools can also exclude teammembers frominteractingwith the
tools and discourage whole-team collaboration.
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Whenweuse high-tech tools to perform schedulingcalculations andforecasting, twoproblems arise:

data accuracyperceptionincreases, andbarriers for stakeholder interactionare created.Let’s look at these

problems inmore detail.

1. Data accuracyperceptionincreases:Just because we can enter a developer s estimate into an

expensive schedulingtooldoesnot alter the fact thatitmaybe alousy estimate or,morelikely, todays

best estimate that will change as theproject progresses andmore information surfaces. Schedulingtools

can create sophisticatedmodels ofthe future that implymore credibility than their base data support.

2. Barriers for stakeholder interactionare created: Once tasks and estimates are codifiedinto a

Gantt chart, the number ofproject stakeholders who canreadily enhance, improve, andupdate the

plan is drastically reduced.With a sophisticated schedule, it is usually just theproject manager or

team leader who is responsible for updating the plan. The project manager or teamleader might
regularly ask the teamhow workis progressing and update the task durationsbased on what has

alreadybeen done and the estimate to complete—buthow often will the teammembers get to

reschedule the tasks and insert new task groups?

These observations are reflectedinDonaldReinertsen’sbook,Managing theDesignFactory, inwhichhe
warns of sophisticatedmodels:

There is a solidpractical reasonfor not usinga more sophisticated analysis: not everyone
will understandit. The more complex we make a model, chasing after a bit more accuracy

here and there, the more we create aformidable maze ofcalculations that willnot be

trusted by the team.It isfar better to choose a simple modeling technique andhave 100

percent of the team understand the model than it is to risk confusinghalf the team with an

elaborate model that is Spercent more accurate.9

Low-Tech, High-Touch Tools

Instead ofusinghigh-tech tools, agile teamsprefer to employ a “low-tech,high-touch” approach toplanning
and tracking.As impliedby that term, these tools are simple, such as cards and charts,and therefore easy

for all team stakeholders to manipulatebymoving the cards, reorderingthelists, etc.Byadopting these

deliberatelyprimitive techniques, we avoid a tool-relatedperception ofdata accuracy and allowmore

people to update theplans as appropriate for the reality of theproject.

One keyreason agile teams value these types of tools is that low-tech, tangible objects promote

communicationand collaboration,which is where learningandknowledge transfer really occur ona

project Incontrast, sophisticated tools canproduce impressive-lookingreports and graphs,but often

alienateparticipants due to their complexity and the learningcurve required to master them.
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Background information

Low-Tech, High-Touch Military Tools
The preference for low-tech,high-touch tools isn’t unique to agile. The coordination ofmilitary
battles is often stillperformedby manipulatingphysical tokens forboats and troops, despite huge
budgets for computer models,because moving tokens aroundbetter engages theparticipants and
leads toteconfusion.

Inkeepingwith the low-tech,high-touchapproach, agile teams make widespreaduse of tangible tools
such as taskboards, user stories written on3-by-5-inchindex cards, andnumbered card decks for planning
poker sessions (this technique is explainedinchapter 5).

Here is a comparison of a task list generatedby scheduling software and the same tasklist transferred to a

Kanbanboard.Noticehowmuch easier it is to grasp at a glance the status of the work.

Figure 2.16: Moving from Scheduling Software
to a Task/Kanban Board

To Do In Progress Done

& Stock Stock DB
Search Update SchemaZ°Z'zzz Item

AmendDetails
LoginOrderArchive

Order CreateProcess
Order35 : Order

Refund

Agile teams use low-tech,high-touch tools such as task boards as theirprimarymethodof trackingand
reportingvalue. These tools often take the form ofinformationradiators, which are large charts displayed
inprominent places. (We will explore informationradiators further in the next chapter.)
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Backgroundinformation

Implementing Low-Tech, High-Touch Tools
Ifyour teamisn’t alreadyusinglow-tech,high-touch tools, there are benefits to incorporating them

into your work or implementing a visual system to plan iterations and track overallproject status.

For example, you could dedicate a wall ina team room or high-traffic corridor forbigvisible charts

(large information charts that are easy for people to see and understand). Get the customer in

front of the planning wall and show them the work that is done and the work that is planned for the

upcoming iterations.When changes are requested, the team and the customer can work together at

this wall to visuallyprioritize the hewwork against the backdrop of the existing features.

If this all sounds too loosey-goosey andlackinginprofessionalbest practices,you canbackit up

with a traditionalplanningapproach. WhenIfirst startedmanaging agile projects in the early 1990s,

Iwas workingat IBMintheUnitedKingdom, and the Companyhad standardizedprojectplanning
andreporting formats.MyPMO was not flexible inits processes anddemanded standardplans, soI

maintaineda set ofplans for reportingpurposes andlet the teammaintain the workplan. After several

projects,Ihad theproofIneeded. The teamplans tracked what was reallyhappeningon the project

andreacted toproject changes and challenges faster thanIcould rebaseline andlevel a resource

profile.Icouldmake myplans and statistics indicate whateverIwanted,but the low-tech,high-touch
teamplans were a faithful reflection of the project status (good andbad).

Ifyouoperate inahighly regulated environment,youmay also need tokeep parallel traditional
plans—but let your traditional plans be drivenby the progress reported in the team’s low-tech,high-
touchplans.Ifyou are concerned about losing the data in the low-techplans, take digitalphotographs
ofyour story cards andplanningboards on a regular basis as a low-interference safeguard.

T&T Task/Kanban Boards

Let’s look at some examples of one of the most fundamental agile tools, the task or Kanbanboard, which

I’ve alreadymentioned a few times. “Task board” is the generic agile termfor “Kanbanboard,” andyou

may see either of these terms on the exam.

Theseboards originatedinthe Kanban methodology,where they are the primary tool forplanning and

monitoringtheprogress of the work.While there maybe variations, a task or Kanbanboard is generally
a whiteboard withcolumns that show the various stages ofwork. The tasks that are beingworked on are

representedby stickynotes that teammembers move through the columns to show their progress.

As explainedinchapter 1, aKanban teamuses their board differently thanan agile teamuses a generic task

board, since Kanbanuses apull system.However, inmany contexts this difference isn't relevant, and as a

result these terms are oftenused interchangeably to refer to the concept of a whiteboardwith columns that

showvarious stages ofwork.
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Figure 2.17:Task Board
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This next figure shows a taskboard that was actually inuse on one ofmyprojects:

Figure 2.18: Sample Task Board
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Image copyright ©LeadingAnswers,Inc.Reproduced withpermissionfromLeadingAnswers, Inc. www.leadinganswers.com

In this example, we were tracking all the activities that neededto happen for a release toproduction.
One of thebenefits ofmeeting at the board and updatingit daily is that the team will see a gradual
left-to-right migration of cards across the board as work items move from “To Do” to “In Progress” to

“Done.”It is rewarding to the team—andreassuring to the sponsor—to see a growing collection of

completedwork as the deadline approaches.It also focuses everyone’s attention on the few remaining
issues, whichreally begin to stand out since they are the last ones to move.

Whileitmay seemlike a step backwardto go fromsophisticatedsoftware scheduling tools to cards on a

wall, this versatile tool offersmanybenefits.For example, one of the primary advantages ofusing a task
board is that it canhelp the teammonitor and control their work inprogress (WIP).
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T&T Work in Progress (WIP)

Workinprogress (WIP), also sometimes known as “workinprocess” or even “work inplay,” is the term

given to work that has been startedbut has not yet been completed.Excessive levels ofWIP are associated

witha number ofproblems, including:

» WIP consumes investment capital and delivers no return on the investmentuntilit is convertedinto an

acceptedproduct.It representsmoney spent withno return,whichis something we want to limit.

» WIPhidesbottlenecks inprocesses that slow overall workflow (or throughput) andmasks efficiency issues.

WIP represents risk inthe formofpotential rework, since theremay stillbe changes to itemsuntil those

itemshavebeenaccepted.If there is a large inventory ofWIP, there mayinturnbe a lot ofscrap or

expensive reworkif a change is required.

T&T WIP Limits

Because of theproblems listed above, agile approaches generally aimto limitWIP.Acommonway to

applyWIPlimits on agileprojects is touseKanbanboards that restrict the amount ofwork in the system

andhelp ensure that WIP limits are not exceeded. Theboards canindicate WIPlimitsby displaying a

preset number for how many tasks shouldbe worked on at any given time.Another optionis to restrict

the amount of space designated for where the task cards canbeplaced on theboard so only a select

number ofcards will fit into the space. Agile teams use tools such as Kanbanboards withWIPlimits to

help identify andremove bottlenecks so they cankeep the process running efficientlywith optimal levels
ofWIP.As a result, these tools help reduce the risks of tied-up capital, rework, and waste on the project.

Without limits onWIP, aproject teammaybe tempted to undertake toomany different pieces ofwork
all at once. This mightbe done with thebest intentions, such as to fullyutilize everyone’s availability and

to keeppeoplebusy workingon theproject.But theproblemis,ifwe have abottleneckinprocessing
database requests or designinguser interfaces, for example, then tasks may endup sitting for a while,
and work accumulates in the system. When this occurs,it is difficult to identify where thebottleneck is,

because everyone appears tobe busy.

The figurebelow illustrates aKanbanboardwithnoWIPlimit.We can see that there is a lot ofWIP,which

means the teamisbusy.But we cannot see which tasks are idle and where thebottlenecks are that are

contributingto a slow workflow.
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Figure 2.19: Task/Kanban Board with No WIP Limit

InTo Do Done
Progress

Create orderAmend order DB schema
mi;

Stock searchItem details Login

Archive order; Stock update

Order refund Process
order

LimitingWIP is like draining the water out ofa river; it shows us where all theboulders and obstacles are.

We don’t want torunthe system withnext-to-no WIP for too long—this wouldslow throughput because

everyonebut thebottleneck wouldbe waiting for work.However, havinga verylowWIPlimit for a short
periodof time is an effectivemethod for identifyingbottlenecks (or “constraints,” ifwe use the terminology
fromthe Theory of Constraints, whichis the origin ofthis concept andwillbe discussedbelow).

The next figure shows a Kanbanboard with aWIP limit that is set too low. There is only one itemin

progress,whichmeans somepeople areidle and there is a slow workflow. This lowlimit makesit very easy
to identify whichitemis holdingup the workflow,however.

Figure 2.20:Task/Kanban Board with the WIP Limit Too Low

In DoneTo Do
Progress (1)

Stock.......i Stock Create
search update

Item Process
details order

DB schema
order L

Login

| Archive
order

i Order I
l refund

Amend
order

Once thebottleneckitemis identified,we can elevate the constraint andremove thebottleneckby making
that activitymore efficient.For example, we mayhave other teammembers do some preprocessing for
that activity, ask downstream consumers if they are willingto take a less-polished output, or increase

resources for the constrained activity.
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With the first constraint removed, we canrun theprocess again and see if there is another item that is

causing a slow workflow. We repeat theprocess untilpeople are sometimes idlebut tasks arebeingworked

onmost of the time and the throughput is fast.

Finally, we have a Kanbanboard with an appropriate W1Plimit for theproject.We can see that there is

sufficient work occurring.People are sometimes idle, or have some slack,but thebottlenecks are cleared

and there is a fast workflow.

Figure 2.21:Task/Kanban Board with the WIP Limit Just Right

InTo Do DoneProgress (2)

Stock
search

Item details

Process
DB schema;

order

Stock
Login

update

Archive
order

Create
order

Order
refund

Amend
order

The aim ofWIPlimits is to optimize throughput ofwork,not to optimize resource utilization. This is often

counterintuitive topeople at first. We tend to think that all teammembers shouldbebusy workingat all times

and that anythingelse is laziness or inefficiency. Consider ahighway,however.Whendoes it flowbest—
whenit is fullyutilizedat rushhour (busy), or duringoff-peakhours whenithas some slack (less busy)?

Figure 2.22: Fully Utilized Highway vs. Highway with Some Slack
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Image copyright © Scott Ambler, agilcmodeling.com
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LimitingWIP helps identifybottlenecks andmaximize throughput on a project, just like limiting the
number of cars on a roadhelps traffic flow faster. Onsoftwareprojects,WIP limits equate to the number
of features that arebeingworked onbut are not yet acceptedbythebusiness.

T&T Cumulative Flow Diagrams (CFDs)

Cumulative flow diagrams (CFDs) are valuable tools for trackingand forecasting the delivery ofvalue.
They canhelp us gaininsight intoproject issues, cycle times, andlikely completion dates.Basically, CFDs
are stacked area graphs that depict the features that are inprogress, remaining, and completed over time.

Here’s an example of a CFD:

Figure 2.23: Sample Cumulative Flow Diagram

Project XYZ—Feature Flow
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This figure shows the features completedversus the features remainingfor a fictionalproject that is still in
progress. The green arearepresents all the planned features tobebuilt.Thisnumber rose from400 to 450
inJune andthento 500inAugust as additional features were added to theproject. The dotted sectionplots
the workinprogress, and the striped section shows the totalnumber of features completed ontheproject
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Little’s Law
Little’s Law is a mathematical formula from queuing theory that canbe used to analyze work queues

(i.e., work inprogress) on CFDs. As mentionedinchapter 1, this formula proves that the duration of a

work queue is dependent onits size, which is why limitingWIP is such akeyprinciple of theKanban

methodology.Now that we have talked about CFDs,let s look more closely at the illustrationofLittles

Law from chapter 1.

Figure 2.24: Little’s Law and Work in Progress

Project XYZ—Feature Flow
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On this CFD, the dottedsection representingwork inprogress (WIP) is our work queue; it is the work we

have startedbut not yet completed. The vertical (B) line tells us how many items are in the queue, and the

horizontalline tells us the cycle time, or how longit will take to complete those items.
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Cycle time is an important metric for lean systems. This data helpsuspredict whenall the work currently
inprogress willbe done. We shouldaim to keep WIP and cycle times as low as possible, since they
represent sunkinvestment costs thathave not yet resulted inbusiness benefits. The more A/VIP andthe
longer cycle times we have on theproject, the higher the amount ofpotential scrap we willhave in the

systemifwe encounter aproblem.

o Exam tip

Little’s Lawis named after the man who formulatedit,JohnLittle.However, as

youproceed through thisbook,keep inmind that for the exam you don’t need

to know any of the research findings, statistics, dates,book titles, or names of

companies or authors mentionedinour discussion. The exam isn’t interested

in those details;it focuses on the agile mindset, andyour ability to apply agile

practices and concepts inbrief scenarios. So you onlyneed to know names if

they are theprimary way ofidentifyingimportant agile concepts—such as the

Tuckman andDreyfus models we’ll discuss inchapter 4.

Bottlenecks and the Theory of Constraints

EliGoldratt introduced the Theory of Constrains (TOC) as a tool for optimizing aproduction system.
He observed that “changes to most of the variables in an organization usually have only small impacts on

globalperformance. There are few variables (perhaps only one) for which a significant change inlocal
performance will effect a significant change in globalperformance.”10 So to achieve the greatest benefits,
we should find these constraints (or bottlenecks in the system) and focus on improving these issues.

One example ofTOC thinkingis question 3 from the daily scrumor stand-upmeeting,whichasks for any
impediments (orblockers) to makingprogress.With this question, we are looking for roadblocks onthe

project so that they canbe removed.

Constraints can also manifest themselves asrestrictions on throughput capacity.For example, the database

groupmight notbe able tokeep up with the changes comingfrom the development team, orperhaps the
customerproxy cannot keep up withquestions about validationrules for a new screen the teamis designing.
Inbothcases, the database group andthe customer proxy are constraints,but these bottlenecks arenot

always easy to spot. Weusuallyhave a feelingwhere thebottlenecks are,but short of standingoverpeople
witha stopwatch andcountinghowmany features they canprocessina day,how can activity throughput
andbottlenecksbe objectivelymeasured? This is where CFDs come intoplay.
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We canuse a CFD to find the bottlenecks if, instead oflumpingall the work inprogress as a single measure,

webreak it outbyactivity andplot the flowofthis work.Here’s an example of such a detailedCFD:

Figure 2.25: Detailed CFD
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In this example, the work inprogress has beenbroken out by activity, and the activities are stacked

sequentially. Analysis, database procedures, codingandunit testing, anduser testingwork are being done

on the project by different groups.When examiningCFDs for bottlenecks, we look for areas that widen

before the finalactivity is done.In this example,user testingis the finalactivity. The wideningofan area

indicates the growingcompletion ofwork. To explain this ideausingmathematical concepts, a widening
area is created whenone line is followedby another line ofshallower gradient Since the line gradient
indicates therate ofprogress for an activity (features over time), a wideningarea is created above an

activity that is progressingat a slower rate.

In the next figure, we can see that Analysis is a widening area activity, while creating the database stored

procedures (DB procs) is a bottleneck activity.
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Figure 2.26: Detailed CFD with Bottleneck Identified
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Regardless ofwhether the mathematical explanation makes sense to you, all you need to remember is

that the bottleneck is the activity that lies below the wideningband. The wideningband is the feeding
activity, not theproblem activity. So inthe example shown above, Analysis is going okay. However,
the activity that liesbelow the wideningband—DBprocs—shows a slower rate ofprogress. This CFD

warns us that creating the database storedprocedures is currently abottleneckin the system.

So we do not need to micromanage teamthroughput to determine where thebottlenecks are. Instead,by
using CFDs to trackprogress, we canidentifybottlenecks unobtrusively. Then, once we know where the

problemis,we can start addressing the issueby applying theFive Focusing Steps ofGoldratt s Theory of
Constraints, startingwith step 2:"

1. Identify the constraint.

2. Exploit the constraint.

3. Subordinate all other processes to exploit the constraint.

4. If after steps 2 and 3 are done,more capacity is needed to meet demand, elevate the constraint.

5. If the constraint has not moved, go back to step 1,but don’t let inertia (complacency) become the

systems constraint.

focutv if\

jc. &V

p<?s

The use ofagile methods inherently reduces thelikelihood ofactivity-basedbottlenecks because these
methods promote cross-trained teams.By avoidingrole specialization, people are able to movebetween
roles more effectively and share the workload.However, while the goal is to have fully cross-trained teams,

inpractice, some role specialization andworkflowmanagement are the norm onmostprojects.
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K&s Agile Contracting

Vendors are stakeholders who are external to the organizationbut are involvedin theproject because they
areprovidingsome kindofproduct or service. Agile teams shouldbe carefulinselectingvendors, andmake

sure they are prepared for workinginan agile environment.Ifa vendor needs touse an agile approach to

participatein theproject, then this requirement shouldbe outlinedin the request for proposal (RFP).

Depending on their role in the project,however, some vendorsmaynot need to use or understand

agile practices.Before setting a requirement that all the vendors be familiar with agile, or developing an

educational event for vendors, askifit’s worthit.For vendors who willplay a minor role in the project,

perhapsit isn’t.But for vendors who willplaya major or critical role, itwillbe important to educate them

about agile.Like all decisions, in educating our vendors we need to consider the cost-benefit trade-off.

Since agile teams know that the requirements may change and the scope is negotiable, traditional vendor

contracts based on formal specifications areproblematic. Instead, agileprojects typically use contracting
models designed for an agile environment, such as the fixed-price work packages andgraduated fixed-

price contracts describedbelow.

Agile Constraints and Contracts1

How can an agile project deliver value if some or all of the workis being done on a contract basis?

While agile methodsprovide great flexibility and allow us to manage changingrequirements and

priorities, this adaptability and scope flexibility can create problems when defining acceptance criteria

for contracts or outsourcing work.

These challenges have existed since the creation ofagile methods, and alot ofeffort has beenput into

resolving them.As youmay recall from chapter 1, the first editionof the DSDMManualpresented the

inverted trianglemodel shownbelow.

Figure 2.27: Inverted Triangle Model

Traditional
Triangle of Constraints

Agile

Triangle of Constraints

TimeScope Cost
fixed*

variable
ScopeTime Cost

'Portions of this section were originallypublishedbygantthead.com in "Agile Contracts (Part l)“byMike Griffiths on February 8, 2011, and Agile
Contracts (Part2)'byMike Griffiths onMarchIS,2011, copyright © 2011gantthead.com. Reproducedbypermission ofgantthead.com.

-
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Unlike the traditional triangle ofconstraints, agile projects attempt to fix time and cost andadjust scope
to achieve the highest-priority,best-qualityproductpossible within the fixed constraints.If theproduct
functionality (scope) is fixed, then there is a risk that the project will run out ofmoney or timebefore

completingit—or even worse, produce apoor-quality outcome.

This idea that the teammight not deliver all theproduct functionality does not sit wellwithmanypeople.
They want an up-front estimate for delivering the wholeproduct, not some subset of the easyparts; they
also want a written contract so they canhold the vendor or project manager accountable. However, for a

knowledge workproject to achieve the complete functionalitywithin the contracted cost and schedule,
lots of time-consuming and costly analysis mustbe done and carefully crafted specifications must be
produced.Also, substantial contingencies have to be incorporatedinto the contract to accommodate
reasonable andunforeseen changes, technical issues, andpotential setbacks. So agile customers can

have fixed scope and firm estimates,but it will cost them—the estimateswillbe inflated as abuffer for
uncertainty, and the customer willpay for activities that don’t add value to thebusiness after goinglive.

The goal of agile methods is closer cooperationbetween the project team and the customer, as

expressedin the thirdAgileManifesto value, whichranks “Customer collaboration over contract

negotiation.’’ This cooperationhelps direct the team’s efforts toward deliveringvalue-adding features.
An agile approach requires more trust between the parties than the traditional approach, in order to

focus resources on what the teamis tryingtobuild, rather thanbogging them down in debates about
how changes willbe negotiated or what the completion criteria really are.

The agile approach also requires the customer tobe more involved inproviding feedback on iteration

deliverables, reprioritizing thebacklog, andranking the value of change requests against the remaining
work items.For trusting, investedclients, agile contracts are great tools for extractingmore value, and they
give those clients a competitive advantage. For untrustingor hands-off clients, agile contracts willbe a

tough sell andmay notbe suitable.

There are different ways that agile contracts canbe structured.Let’s brieflylook at some of them, starting
with theDSDM contract.

o Exam tip

On the exam, some questions mayuse the terms “buyer” for the customer

who isbuyingservices and “seller” for the vendor who is selling their services.

Although this isn’t agile terminology, these words are PMI-isms that could

appear on the exam.

DSDM Contract

TheDSDMcontract was originally commissionedby theDSDM Consortium and continues to evolve.
This contract focuses onwork being “fit for business purpose” andpassing tests, rather than matching a

specification. TheDSDM contract is usedprimarily in the UnitedKingdom and other areas ofEurope.
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Money for Nothing and Change for Free

JeffSutherlandpromotes a structure for an agile contract inhispopularpresentation, “Money forNothing
andYour Change for Free.”12 Sutherland suggests includingearly termination options andproposes amodel

that allows flexibility inmaking changes. Sutherlands structure starts with a standard fixed-price contract

that includes time andmaterials for additionalwork,but thenhe inserts a “change for free” option clause.

The customer can only use this “change for free” clauseif they work with the team onevery iteration.Failure

tobe engagedlike this voids the clause, andthe contract revertsback to time andmaterials.Assuming the

customer stays engaged, theproduct owner canreprioritize thebacklog at the endofaniteration,and the

changes willbe free if the total amount ofcontractedwork has not changed. This allows new features tobe

addediflower-priority items that require the same amount of time and effort are removed.

Figure 2.28: Change for Free
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Like the “change for free” clause, the “money for nothing” concept is also only validif the customer plays
their part in the agile project. “Money for nothing” allows the customer to terminate the project early

when they feel there is no longer sufficient ROIin the backlog to warrant further iterations.For example,
the supplier might allow termination of the contract at any time for 20percent of the remainingcontract

value, as shownbelow.

Figure 2.29: Money for Nothing
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Asking the customer to pay 20 percent of the remaining contract value helps offset the supplier's risk
that their team willbe left idle before the anticipated contract time is up. And from the customer’s
standpoint, they get their top-prioritybusiness value, their project finishes early, and they are able to

maintain goodrelations with the supplier. The product stays efficient without code bloat (for software
projects) or unnecessary features. The arrangement remains openfor additionalreleases if required at

the contracted rates for time andmaterials.

Graduated Fixed-Price Contract

Graduated fixed-price contracts arepromotedby Thorup andJensen as another type ofagile contract.13
With thiskind of contract,bothparties share some of the risk andreward associated withschedule
variance. Thorup andJensen suggest usingdifferent hourly rates based on early, on-time, or late delivery.
For example:

Project Completion Graduated Rate Total Fee
Finish early $110 /hour $92,000

Finish on time $100 / hour $100,000

Finishlate $90 / hour $112,000

Under this arrangement, if the supplier delivers on time, they get paid for the hours workedat their
standard rate.If they deliver early, they get paid for fewer hours—but at a higher rate. The customer is

happybecause the work is done early and theypay less overall. The supplier ishappy because theymake a

higher margin.However, if the supplier delivers late, they will get paid for morehours,but at a lower rate.

When this occurs,bothparties are somewhat unhappy since they arebothmakingless money,but at a

gradual, sustainable rate that hopefullywillnot lead to the contractbeing terminated.

Fixed-Price Work Packages

Another approach to settingup an agile contract is to establish fixed-price workpackages.Fixed-price
work packages mitigate the risks ofunderestimating or overestimating a chunk ofworkby reducing the

scope and costs involvedin the workbeingestimated. For example, for one project Marriott International
broke down their statements ofwork (SOW) into individualwork packages, each with its own fixed
price.14 Then as the workprogressed, the supplier was allowed to re-estimate theremainingwork packages
in the statements ofworkbased on newinformation andnewrisks.

Using fixed-price work packages allows the customer to reprioritize the remainingworkbased on evolving
costs. It also gives the supplier the ability to update their costs as new details emerge, removing the need for
the supplier to buildexcess contingency funds into theproject cost. The changes are thenlocalized to small

components (theworkpackages).Ifextra fundingis required,it is easy to identify the need and justifyit.

The figure belowillustrates the differencebetween a traditional SOWandfixed-price workpackages.
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Figure 2.30: Traditional Statements of Work
versus Fixed-Price Work Packages
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Customized Contracts

Different types ofagile contracts canbepieced together to create a customized contract thatbest matches

the needs ofboth thebuyer and the seller.With such contracts, the customer retains flexibility to

reprioritize work, and the seller is notpenalized for sharinginformationabout increased costs. They also

remove the incentive for the seller to addlarge contingencies to theprojectprice.By combiningelements

of a graduated fixed-price contract and fixed-price work packages andincorporating the concepts ofearly
termination (money for nothing) andreprioritization (change for free), we can create a contract that

protectsbothparties and encourages positivebehavior.

Although agile contracts canbehighlybeneficial tobothparties, we must remember that creating a

contractbetween oneparty that wants tominimize the cost ofaproduct or service andanother party

that is inbusiness to maximize its revenue willalways be abalancing act. Onagile projects,procurement

has always beenparticularly challenging, since the details of the scope can’t be fully defined early in the

project.Inaddition, the intangible nature ofknowledge workproducts canmake it difficult to evaluate and

get acceptance for the work.

Any type ofprocurement—whether for agile or traditionalcontracts—worksbest whenbothparties

want successful results that lead to future work.Aprojects success isultimately determinedby the level

of ongoing collaborationbetween the customer and the seller. Agile contracts cannot generate or enforce

that collaboration,but with some work andcreativity, they canat least bebetter structuredto support it.
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Verifying and Validating Value

It is one thing to think we arebuildinggreat products andservices and another thingentirely to have
the sponsors, users, or product owner confirm this. Agile methods are oftenused onprojects that are

intangible (such as designs, software, etc.). The intangible nature of these endproducts means it is all that
muchmore important to validate that what we arebuildingis,in fact, on the right track and seen as highly
valuableby the business. This challenge canbe illustratedin cartoon form, as shownbelow.

Figure 2.31: Gulf of Evaluation
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Cartoons on this theme have been around for many years; they’re popular because theyhighlight the
communication failures that are likely to occur whenpeople try to describe somethingintangible. What
one person describes is often very different from how the listener interprets it.This semantic gap is called
the “gulf ofevaluation.”

Onmanufacturingprojects, the work is visible, tangible, andfamiliar; therefore, the gulfis smalland
quickly crossed.Incontrast, onknowledge workprojects, the work is often invisible, intangible, and new;

this leads to a greater gulf ofevaluation, andmisunderstandings are more common.

Because having a gap between requested and delivered features may lead to rework, it is important to

discover these differences early. Therefore, confirmingvalue—meaningverifying that the teamisbuilding
the right thingand that it works as desiredrather than as first described, which couldbe different—is a key
practice whenusingagilemethods.

T&T Frequent Verification and Validation

Agile techniques are designed to resolveproblems as soon aspossible,before they can grow bigger and
moveup the cost of change curve.Like the oldsaying, “A stitchintime saves nine,” agile uses regular
testing, checkpoints, and reviews to address problemsbefore they get bigger. Thispractice is referred to as

frequent verification andvalidation.
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Frequent verification andvalidationispracticed at many levels on agile projects.It is an effective antidote

toboth the fact thatmakingmistakes ispart ofbeinghuman andthe mismatch of expectations that arises

when the teaminterprets the customer’s endgoal differently thanintended.With frequent verification

andvalidation, we are checking to make sure things are workingandprogressing as they should, as well as

looking for any mismatches in expectations.In doing so, we enable the project to rapidly converge on the

real solution, evenwhile that solutionis evolving from the originally stated requirements.

The figurebelow illustrates the cycles ofverificationandvalidation that takeplace inanXP software

developmentproject.Well first examinehow these feedback loops workinXP, and then extrapolate the

principle of frequent verificationandvalidation to other kinds ofagileprojects.

Figure 2.32: Frequent Verification and Validation in XP
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As depictedhere, an XPproject includes many overlapping testing and verificationcycles that canrange

from a few seconds to severalmonths.Let’s see how some of these cycles work:

The shortest feedback cycles take place during the XP practice ofpair programming. When two

developers are working together and the “reviewer” spots anerror as the “coder”is writing, the issue can

be resolved almost immediately.

» At the next level, XP developersrununit tests every fewminutes to verify that the code is achieving the

desired outcome andvalidate that the existing functionality is workingproperly.

» At the next level, customer collaboration should occur frequently. Thisprovides feedback on whether

the team’s designs are correct and the customer’s objectives arebeingmet.

» In their daily stand-up meetings, the team will validate who is working on what and when the code

shouldbe done andready to integrate.

» Every few weeks the teamholds an iteration reviewmeeting to demo the new work they have

completed to the customer and verify that they are building the right product so far.

» Every fewmonths (typically), at the end ofeach release, the customer reviews the deliverable to verify
that it is “done” and ready for release.
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As you can see, XPpractices create cycles within cycles that are all focusedonproviding frequent
verification andvalidation as theproduct isbeingbuilt.Agilemethods rely onmultiple levels ofdeliberate
checks, tests, and confirmation activities like this to catch issues as soon as possible, since theyknow that

buildingnew (and often intangible) products willbringcommunication challenges.

Although the above examples are derivedfrom a software development environment, the sameprinciples
apply to otherkinds ofagileprojects; only the specifics differ.For example, let’s take the example of
a group of instructional designers who are creating thelessonplan for anew course. They startby
collaboratingon the course goals, exchangingideas inreal time, likepair programmers.While writingthe
modules, theymeet frequently to review the modules and coordinate their efforts. Once theyhave a first
draft of themodules, they conduct a small sample test to get feedback from a volunteer study group.Even

after the course goes live, they continue to ask for student feedbackvia anonymous surveys.Inshort, they
use multiple feedback loops,ranging fromvery short to quite long, to verify andvalidate their course and
make sure it works for the intended audience.

T&T Testing and Verification in Software Development

In this section, we’ll examine the testingandverification techniques usedinagile software development
projects. Youhaveprobablynoticed that we have emphasized thepoint that agile isn’t onlyapplicable to

software development work.Andit’s true that the examwillmostly focus on the use ofagile ingeneric
knowledge workprojects.However, agile was originally developedina software development setting,
so some of the terms and concepts usedin testing softwareprojects might appear on the exam,if only as

wrong answers thatyouneed to rule out.

o Exam tip

In this sectionwe’llbe explaininghow testingis done insoftware development

projects to provide a solidgrounding for those who aren’t familiar with this

field andwouldlike tounderstand these agile concepts.However, thismaterial

isunlikely to be featured on the exam. Soifyou find this discussion tobe

too technical, you can skip this section and still do well.In terms ofexam

preparation, the most important concept in this discussionis the idea of

refactoring, whichwe’llbe revisitingin chapter 6.

Agile softwareprojects automate asmany oftheir tests as possible, whichremoves thehumanelement
fromtheir execution.Automation also allows the tests toberunmore frequently at alower cost. The goal
offrequent verificationandvalidationis to findissues as soonas possible andkeep themlow onthe cost of

change curve. (Asyoumay recall, this curve tells us that the sooner we catch an error, the less itwill cost to fix.)
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Exploratory and Usability Testing
The exam content outlinementions two specializedkinds oftesting—exploratory testingandusability

testing. These types oftests are commonlyusedinsoftware development work and are easiest tounderstand

inthat context,although they aren’t necessarilylimitedtoITprojects.Let’s see what ismeantby these terms.

Exploratory testingdiffers fromscripted testing that attempts to exercise all the functional components

of a system; instead, it relies on the tester’s autonomy, skill, and creativity in tryingto discover issues

andunexpectedbehavior. This is a complement to scripted testing, andnot inanyway a replacement
for it.A team will interweave exploratory testingwith scripted testing to help find edge cases (problems
that only occur inextreme conditions), systemboundaries, andunanticipatedbehavior outside of the

regular functions that canbe testedwith scripts.Using a combination ofscripted testing (whether
manual or automated) along withunscripted exploratory testingincreases test coverage and reduces the

risk that a defect won’t be detected.

» Usability testingattempts to answer the question, “Howwill an enduser respond to the systemunder

realistic conditions?” The goal of thiskind of testingis to diagnose how easy it is to use the system, and

help uncover where there are problems that might needredesign or changes. This typically involves

observingusers as they interact with the system for the first time.For example, where do they pause

andhave to think abouthow to do something? Where do they get stuck and ask for help? Are there

common tasks that require too many repetitive actions? Datamightbe gatheredbyvideotaping the

users, usingeye-trackingtools, or performingpost-test interviews.

T&y Continuous Integration
Continuous integrationis apractice usedby software developers to frequently incorporate new

and changed code into their project code repository. This helps minimize the integrationproblems that

result frommultiplepeople makingincompatible changes to the same code base. Typically, the more

frequently wemake these code commits, the smaller the amount ofcode that needs tobe changed to allow

anewbuild (or version) of the software to compile successfully. So continuous integration is one of the

tools we can use to findand resolve problems as early as possible.

Continuous integrationuses automated tools to start the integrationprocess automatically whenever

new code is checkedin, or at timedintervals.Inadditionto checkingwhether any new and changed
code compiles correctly, the teamwilluse automatedunit tests to ensure that the system stillperforms as

intended after the new code is integrated.
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The continuous integrationprocess canbe illustrated like this:

Figure 2.33: Continuous Integration
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Let’s take a closer look at the components of a continuous integrationsystem.

» Source code controlsystem: This is the software that performs version control on all the files that
represent the product being developed.

Build tools: The source code needs tobe compiledbefore tests canbe run.Most integrated
development environments (IDEs) serve as abuild tool to compile the code.

» Test tools: As part of the buildprocess,unit tests are run to ensure that the basic functionality operates
as planned.Unit test tools execute the small, atomic tests that are writtenin these tools to check the
code for unanticipated changes inbehavior.

» Scheduler or trigger: Buildsmightbe launched on a regular schedule (such as everyhour) or every
time the system detects a change to the source code.

» Notifications:If abuild fails, the teamneeds tobenotifiedso they cancorrect thebuild as soon as

possible. Thesenotifications may be sent via e-mail or instant messaging.

Although continuous integration is a software development practice, the same concept canbe applied to

other knowledge workprojects where multiple people are developing separate parts of theproject and
thenbringingtheir pieces together to create a functional, valuable product.
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O Exam tip

Although the exammight mention continuousintegration,it won’t expect

you to understand the details ofhow such a systemworks.It’shelpful to

understand this topic andthe other software concepts discussedin this section,

because theyprovide examples of the agile concept of frequent verification and

validation that canbe extrapolated to other types ofagileprojects.However,

ifyou findall these technical terms tobe too confusing, just think about what

these practices are trying to accomplish andhow they reflect the agile mindset

and approach toprojects.

Pros and Cons of Continuous Integration
Continuous integration is important for agile projects because itprovides the followingbenefits:

» The team receives an early warning ofbroken, conflicting, or incompatible code.
» Integrationproblems are fixed as they occur, rather than as the release date approaches. This moves any

related changes down the cost of change curve and avoids last-minute workbefore releases.
» The team receives immediate feedback on the system-wide impacts of the code they are writing.
» Thispractice ensures frequent unit testingof the code, alerting the team to issues sooner rather than later.

» If a problemis found, the code canbe revertedback to the last knownbug-free state for testing, demo,

or release purposes.

The disadvantages or costs ofusingcontinuous integrationare:

The setup time required to establish abuild server machine and configure the continuous

integration software; this is typically done as aniteration0 activity (before the development work

begins on the project)

The cost ofprocuringa machine to act as thebuild server, since this is usually a dedicatedmachine

The time required to build a suite of automated, comprehensive tests that run whenever code is

checkedin

Despite the costs, continuous integrationis established as a standard goodpractice for software

development projects, andmost multiperson teams use this approach. Thebenefits of this technology
over older practices, such as the “dailybuild and smoke test,” are significant; with continuous integration,
for more tests arerunper day, andless time passes before aproblem is identified. Thispractice is aprime

example ofhow agile teams can shorten the timebetween the occurrence ofa defect, the detection of the

defect, andits subsequent resolution.
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Test-Driven Development (TDD)
Test-driven development (TDD) and test-first development (TFD) encourage teams tobringa different

mindset to software development, and they employ short test and feedback cycles. There are differences
betweenTDD andTFD,but for the exam, you simply need to understand at ahighlevel the behaviors
these techniques foster and why they arebeneficial.For that reason,we will examine these techniques
together under the singleheadingof test-driven development, or TDD.

The philosophybehind TDD is that tests shouldbe writtenbefore the code is written.Inother words,
developers should first think about howthe functionality shouldbe testedandthenwrite testsina unit

testinglanguage (such as NUnit orJUnit) before they actuallybegin developing the code.Initially the
tests will fail, since developers have not yet written the code to deliver the required functionality.

So with TDD,developersbegin a cycle ofwritingcode and running the tests until the code passes all the
tests. Then,ifnecessary, they cleanup the design to make it easier to understand andmaintain without

changing the code’s behavior. This last process is called “refactoring.”

Figure 2.34: Test-Driven Development Process
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As we've seen,most agile software developers use continuous integration tools to runbuilds. These tools
tell them whether the codepassed or failedby communicatinga green or red status. The process ofwriting
a test that initially fails, addingcodeuntil the test passes, and thenrefactoring the code is known as “Red,
Green,Refactor” or sometimes "Red, Green, Clean.”
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The followingare some keybenefits ofclosely linkingcode to tests in this way:

» By focusing on the tests first, we must think about how the functionalitywillbe usedby the customer.

Thisputs us in the mindset ofbeingconcerned with the outcomebefore the implementation, which

studies have foundleads tobetter designs andhigher levels of client satisfaction.

» Writingthe testsbefore the code ensures that wehave at least some tests inplace.Better test coverage
of the code enhances systems quality and allows the development teamand customer tobe more

confident in the code.

Early and frequent testinghelps us catch defects earlyin the development cycle, whichprevents the

defects frombecomingwidespread and costly to fix.Eliminating defects early in the development cycle
while the code is still freshin the developers’ minds, rather thanlater in theproject, also reduces the

amount oftime spent finding the cause of the defects.

The approach ofwritingsystems insmall, tested units leads to a more modular, flexible, and

extendable system.

There are also disadvantages or costs to this approach, including:

Theunit tests are usually writtenby the same developer who willimplement the code; therefore, we will
likely see the same misinterpretations ofrequirements inboth the test and the code.

Some types of functionality, such as user interfaces, are difficult or time-consuming to reliably test via

unit tests.

The tests themselves also need tobe maintained, and as theproject grows and changes, the sustainment
load for test scripts goes up.

Aspeople see higher numbers ofpassing tests, they may get a false sense ofsecurity about the code quality.

Acceptance Test-Driven Development (ATDD)
The technique ofacceptance test-driven development (ATDD) moves the testing focus from the code
to thebusiness requirement. As with TDD, the tests are createdbefore work starts on the code, and these

tests represent how the functionality is expected tobehave at an acceptance test level.

Typically we capture these tests whenwepull the user story from thebacklogand discussits desired
behavior with the business representatives. The acceptance tests maybe capturedin a functional test

framework, such as “FIT” (Framework for Integrated Testing) or “FitNesse.”15 The overall process goes
through the four stages ofdiscuss, distill, develop, and demo, as illustratedbelow.
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Figure 2.35: Acceptance Test-Driven Development (ATDD) Cycle
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ATDDmodel developedbyElisabethHendrickson, GrigoriMelnick,BrianMarick, and)im Shore, basedonamodel byJim Shore.
Copyright © 2012 Quality Tree Software, Inc.Licensed Creative Commons Attribution.

Let’slook at these four stages inalittlemore detail:

» Discuss the requirements:During the planningmeeting, we ask theproduct owner or customer

questions that are designed to gather acceptance criteria.

» Distill tests ina framework-friendly format: In this next phase, we get the tests ready tobe entered

into our acceptance test tool. This usually involves structuring the tests ina table format.

» Develop the code andhookup the tests: Duringdevelopment, the tests arehookedup to the code
and the acceptance tests are run.Initially the tests failbecause they cannot find the necessary code.
Once the code is written and the tests are hooked to it, the tests validate the code. They may again fail,
so theprocess ofwriting code and testing continues until the code passes the tests.

» Demo: The team does exploratory testingusing the automated acceptance testing scripts, and demos
the software.

Whenwe combine the tasks ofdefiningacceptance criteria and discussingrequirements, we are forced to

come to concrete agreement about the exact behavior the software should exhibit.In a way, this approach
enforces the discussion ofthe “definitionofdone” at avery granular level for eachrequirement.
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O Exam tip

For all of these techniques—TFD, TDD, andATDD—the mainpoint you

need to understandis that it is a goodpractice to think abouthow the system

(or product,ifwe expand this concept to nonsoftwareprojects) willbe tested

before we start developing theproduct.Ifwe can design acceptance testsbefore

we develop theproduct, we aremore likely to endup with tests for the majority

of the work,whichinturnmeans that theproduct willbebetter tested.

EXERCISE: TECHNICAL TERM FISHING

Review the followinglist of terms and circle any that areNOT associatedwith agile verification and

validation:

VelocityTDD ATDD SME

RefactorAutomatedbuild Build serverWIP

ROITED Pair programming UXP

Fast failureTFD Relative sizing El

ANSWER

| SME || VelocityTDD ATDD

| WIP |Automatedbuild Build server Refactor

[TED] [RQHUXP IPair programming

HD1 Relative sizing | Fast failureTFD
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Chapter Review

1. What isn’t one of the practices your team canuse to ensure they get feedback about theproductbeing
built?

A. Pair programming
B. Releases
C. WidebandDelphi
D. Stand-up meetings

2. Incomparisonto traditionalprojects, the agile approach to contracts doesn’t require:

A. More detailedspecifications
B. More customer involvement

C. More trust

D. More feedback

3. To test howpeople willrespond to the systemunder real-world conditions,we wouldperform

A. User factoring
B. Continuous testing
C. Test-driven integration
D. Usability testing

4. The contractor onyourproject doesn’t understand the team’s agile approach. As team coach,what

shouldyou do?

A. Request that the PMOprovide a week-long agile workshop for allpotential contractors.

B. Ask theproduct owner whether educating this contractor is aproject requirement.
C. Gather the team to discuss the contractor’s role and decidehowmuch theyneed to knowabout

agile.
D. You don’t needto do anything, since the contractor isn’t on the delivery team.

5. Your teamis developingan online game that willhave threebeta (test) releases before launch.Which
featurewouldnotbe includedinthe first beta release?

A. Betaplayer sign-up andlogininterface
B. Password authentication
C. Refer-a-friendmarketingcampaign
D. Options for giving feedback to developers

6. The sponsor wants to use earnedvalue metrics to measure the team’s progress.Youremindher that:

A. The teamprefers to use informationradiators.
B. Theprojectplanisn’t finalizedyet.

C. Weneed to establish a stable velocity first.
D. Earned valuemetrics won’t revealwhether theproduct is meeting theusers’ needs.
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7. What would the developers onyour team need to code first?

A. Release 2.2 user stories

B. Release 2.1acceptance tests

C. Release 2.3 unit tests

D. Release 2.1user stories

8. What is the mainpurpose ofimposinglimits onworkinprogress?

A. To optimize throughput
B. Tominimizeresource allocation
C. To visualize lead time

D. To balance workflow

9. Two teammembershave different opinions about what needs to bebuilt to meet the customer’s

requirements. This isprobably an example of_.
A. The definitionofdone
B. Divergence
C. The gulf ofevaluation

D. Pair programming

10. Your teamhashighlevels ofwork inprogress, and youare explaining to them why that is aproblem.
What isn’t one of the issues youmention?

A. It hides efficiency and throughput issues.

B. It confuses the teammembers’ roles.

G. It doesn’t deliver anyreturn.

D. It increases risk andpotentialrework.

11. Whichof the followingisnot a form of frequent verification and validation?

A. Pair programming
B. Unit testing
C. Iteration demos
D. Iterationplanning

12. A sponsor wants to evaluate a proposed three-yearproject against two proposed one-year projects.
Which financialmetric wouldbe mosthelpful?

A. NPV

B. ROI

C. MMF

D. Velocity

13. You are working on a software development team that follows a test-driven development process.

The sequence ofactivities youwouldundertake is:

A. Write code, write test, refactor
B. Write test, refactor,write code
C. Write test, write code,refactor
D. Write code, refactor, write test
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14. Whichof the followingis most likely tobe a minimalviableproduct?

A. Abicycle that has no handlebars

B. Apen that has areservoir for glow-in-the-darkink as well as regular ink
C. An order entry system that has no user interface

D. A chair that has noback

15. The sponsor is trying to determine whichproject has the greatestbusiness value—one that returns

$4millioninthree years or one that returns $5 millioninfour years. The interest rateis 5 percent

for borrowing capital to develop the projects. The best approach to determine thehighest-value
project is:

A. Select the “$5 millionin four years”project, sinceit returns thehighest amount.

B. Select the “$4millionin three years”project, since it has the shorter paybackperiod.
C. Calculate theNPV of the projects, and choose theproject with thehighest value.

D. Calculate theNPV of theprojects, and choose theproject withthe lowest cost.

16. Youhavebeenasked to outline thebasics ofagile contracting for your steering committee.Whichof
the followingstatementsbest describes the recommended approach to contractingon agileprojects?

A. The contract is worded to allow for early completionof scope, andacceptance isbasedon items

matching the original specification.
B. The contract is worded to allow for reprioritization of scope, and acceptance isbased on items

matching the original specification.
C. The contract is worded to allow for early completion of scope, andacceptance isbased onitems

beingfit forbusiness purpose.

D. The contract is worded to allow for reprioritization of scope, andacceptance isbased onitems

being fit forbusiness purpose.

17. What is theprimarybenefit ofinvolvingbusiness representatives in the prioritizationofwork?

A. Toproactively engage the business representativebetween acceptance testingcycles
B. To answer business-related questions about the requirements
C. Topromote communication about when features willbe delivered

D. Tobetter understand thebusiness needs for the project

18. Project X has anIRRof12percent, andproject Yhas anIRRof10percent.Whichproject represents

thebetter rate ofreturn?

A. It depends on thepaybackperiod.
B. Project Y

C. Project X

D. Project X or Y, depending onNPV

19. LittlesLaw demonstrates that:

A. The durationofa work queue is dependent onits size.

B. The duration ofa work queue allows us topredicthowlong theproject will take.

C. WIPis equal to the duration of the work queue.
D. Cycle time is equal to the size of the work queue.
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20. Howis risk related to value delivery?

A. Risk is aninherentpart ofdeliveringvalue.

B. Risk increases as value decreases.

C. Risk is factoredinto value.

D. Risk is anti-value.
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Answers

1. Answer: C

Explanation: This questionwillbe fairly easyifyouknow that widebandDelphiis an estimating
tool.But evenifyoudon’t, youshouldbe able to think through the other three options to see that

they allprovide opportunities for getting feedback.Pair programmingallows two programmers to

give each other immediate feedback.Releases allow the end users to try out theproduct andprovide
their feedback. Stand-up meetings allow the teammembers to share informationabout what they
are doing,when their tasks willbe done, and whether they are having aproblem. Thisprovides daily
feedback about howwell the team’s plan is going.

2. Answer: A

Explanation:Like many questions youwillencounter onthePMI-ACP exam, this questionis

writtenina confusingway.Youhave to readit carefully to understand that you’rebeingasked to

identify the option that is more characteristic of traditionalcontracts than agile contracts.Although
there are manykinds ofagile contracts,ingeneral they typically require less detailedspecifications
than traditional contracts; therefore, “more detailedspecifications” is the correct answer.

3. Answer:D

Explanation: As impliedby its name,usability testinginvolves testinghow endusers willrespond to

the systemunder real-world conditions.All the other terms are madeup. This questionprovides an

example ofhow thePMI-ACP exam willuse made-up terms that soundreal;if you don’tknow the

real agile terms, youwon’tbe able to rule out other terms that sound reasonably similar to them.

4. Answer: C

Explanation: Although vendors shouldbe selected carefully for an agile project, they don’t

necessarilyneed tobe fully educatedabout the agilemethods that the teamisusing.Howmuch

educationa givenvendor willneed typically depends on their roleintheproject—andit is the

teammembers who are most likely to have the technicalknowledge required to make that decision.

Although educating the vendors couldbe aproject requirement for some projects, that isn’t the BEST

answer.

S. Answer: C

Explanation: This question tests yourunderstandingof the agile concept ofaminimalviable

product.We would want thebeta test players tobe able to signup,login,use their passwords, and

give feedback to developers about any bugs they find.What we don’t needat thispoint is aprogram
to convincemorepeople to try the game, since it is still under development.

6. Answer:D

Explanation: This question requiresyou to understand the drawbacks ofusing earned value metrics

on an agileproject Three of the questions are distractors that aren’t relatedtoEVM.EVMcharts can

be displayed as aninformationradiator, so that is irrelevant. Agileplans aren’t “finalized”until the

project is done, so that can’t be right, either. A stable velocity isn’t necessary forEVMto work well.

The correct answer is that earnedvaluemetrics don’t revealwhether the deliverablebeingbuilt is a

goodproduct that willmeet the users’needs.
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7. Answer:B

Explanation: This question checks your understanding of test-driven development.Basedonthe
release numbers, you shouldbe able to tell that the correct choice must be either the acceptance

tests or the user stories for release 2.1, since that release willbebuiltbefore releases 2.2 and 2.3. The
best answer wouldbe the acceptance tests sinceinthe test-driven developmentprocess the tests

are writtenBEFOREtheuser stories they are designed to test. Althoughthe question doesn’t state

that this teamis usingTDD,ifyou don’t make that assumption there isno logicalreason to choose
either answer. The questions on the real exammayrequire you to “readbetween the lines” andmake

assumptions like this.

8. Answer:A

Explanation: For the exam, it’s important to understand that thepurpose ofusingWIP limits is to

optimize throughput (speed ofworkflow).AlthoughWIP limits don’t focus onmaximizingresource

allocation (keeping everyonebusy), they certainly don’t aim to minimize it, either.Finally, although
a Kanbanboard canhelp a team visualize lead time andbalance workflow, that isn’t thepurpose of

implementingWIP limits.

9. Answer: C

Explanation:If teammembers have different ideas about what needs to bebuilt,itmeans they have
different interpretations of the customer’s description of theproduct—which is the definitionof a

gulfofevaluation. Although the team members mightbe disagreeing about the definitionofdone,
their disagreement itself is not an example of that concept.If the questionhad stated that the team

members had different opinions aboutHOWtobuild theproduct, then that couldbe anexample of

divergence (healthy debate that allows the team to converge on thebest approach)—but that isn’t
what the question says.Pair programminginvolves writingandreviewing the code,not debating what
to code.

10. Answer:B

Explanation: To answer this question, we have to understandhow workinprogress impacts an

agileproject.Ifwe have a lot ofpartially done work,how can we effectivelymeasure efficiencyand

throughput? Also, all that work “onhold” is just sitting there,not deliveringany return (value).

Incomplete work also increases risk, since we might have to redo itif something changesbefore it is

finished and acceptedby the customer. The onlyproblemlistedhere that isn’t a result ofhighlevels of

WIP is confusing the team’s roles, so that is the correct answer.

11. Answer:D

Explanation: Iteration planningis not a way ofverifying or validating aproduct. Instead, it is

concernedwithplanning, estimating, andscheduling capacity.

12. Answer: A

Explanation: The correct choice isNPV (net present value) because it converts multiyear returns on

investment to a value in today’s terms.It is thebest option from the choicespresented for evaluating
projects with different durations. Also,MMF andvelocity are not methods for assessing thevalue ofa

proposedproject.
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13. Answer: C

Explanation: The correct sequence is to write a test (which will initially fail),write code untilit

passes all the tests, and thenrefactor the design to clean things upbefore movingon to the next item.

14. Answer:D

Explanation: Abicycle withouthandlebars and an order entry systemwithout a user interface are

bothunusable products. Since we have no use for them, they aren’t minimalviableproducts (MVPs).
Apenthat contains two types ofink isunlikely to be anMVP since glow-in-the-dark inkisn’t an

essential feature for a writingimplement. That leaves the chair as the correct answer.We can sit ona

chair that has no back, andif theback is addedlater it willbe a value-added feature. Aminimal viable

chair just needs toprovide a surface to sit on.

15. Answer: C

Explanation: To evaluate the value of two projects that are completedat diiferent times, we canuse

netpresent value (NPV) to translate the amounts into today’s values. Therefore, the approach of

calculating theNPV and choosing theproject with the highest value is the way to go. Although there

maybe validarguments for one of the other answers, the question is asking for the best approach,
which is to calculate NPV.

16. Answer:D

Explanation: Two components common to agile contracts are an ability to reprioritize work and

the goal of satisfying thebusiness, rather than conformingto a spec. The closest matchto these

characteristic is the option “The contract is worded to allow for reprioritization ofscope, and

acceptance isbased onitemsbeing fit for business purpose.”

17. Answer: D

Explanation: While involvingbusiness representatives inprioritizing the work doeshelp uspromote

communicationand answer questions, theprimary reason for that practice is to help the teambetter
understand thebusiness needs for the project. “Proactively engaging” the customer between testing

cycles really just means keeping thembusy, which is not a concern of the team.

18. Answer: C

Explanation: The answer isproject X,simplybecause it has the higher rate ofreturn (IRR).We don’t

need to consider thepaybackperiod or theNPVbecause the question asks whichproject has the

better rate ofreturn, which is its IRR.

19. Answer: A

Explanation:Little’s Law is a mathematical formula that demonstrates that the duration ofa work

queue is dependent onits size.WIPis the size of the work queue, and cycle time is the duration of

the work queue. AlthoughLittle’s Lawprovides information about howlongit will take to complete
work items, that doesn’t allow us topredicthowlongthe entire project will take, since it doesn’t tellus

about variationsin the team’s velocity or future distractions, roadblocks, or scope changes.

20. Answer:D

Explanation: Risk canbe considered the opposite ofvalue, or anti-value, since risks or threats to the

project have thepotential to erode, remove, or reduce value if they occur. The other options are made-

up ideas.

.
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CHAPTER 3

Stakeholder Engagement

Domain III Summary

This chapter discusses domainIIIin the exam content outline,whichis 17 percent of the exam, or

about 20 exam questions. This domain focuses on workingwith theproject stakeholders, including
establishing a shared vision, collaboration, communication, andinterpersonal skills.

Key Topics

» Conflict resolution

- Levels ofconflict
» Definitionof “done”
» Emotional intelligence
» Facilitation
» Informationradiators
» Knowledge sharing/written

communication

» Negotiation

» Participatory decision
models (convergent, shared
collaboration)

- Decision spectrum

- Fist-of-five voting

- Simple voting

- Thumbs up/down/
sideways

» Personas

» Stakeholder management

(stewardship)
» Wireframes

» Workshops

» Active listening
» Agile chartering
» Agile modeling
» Assessing andincorporating

community and stakeholder
values

» Brainstorming
» Collaboration

- Collaboration games
» Communication

management

- Face-to-face (F2F)
- Social media

- Two-way (trustworthy,
conversation-driven)

Tasks

1. Engage empoweredbusiness stakeholders.

2. Share information frequently withall stakeholders.

3. Form workingagreements for participation.

4. Assess organizational changes to maintain stakeholder engagement.

5. Use collaborative decisionmakingand conflict resolution.
6. Establish a sharedvision to align stakeholders.
7. Maintain a sharedunderstanding of success.

8. Provide transparency forbetter decisions.
9. Balance certainty andadaptability forbetter planning.
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Stakeholders, as definedinthePMBOK*Guide, are anypeople or groups who willbe impactedby or have
animpact on theproject1This is aprettybroad term that includes the customers, sponsors, andbusiness
representatives, as well as theproject leaders, development team, vendors, and otherpeople inside or

outside of the organizationwho willbe affectedby theproject or its results, includingthe product’s
endusers. Gettingstakeholders involved—inother words, engaging themintheproject—is absolutely
essential for the success ofanyproject.

This chapter covers a varietyofpractices that agile teams use to successfully work withproject
stakeholders. To organize this discussion, we’ll group these practices into five themes—takingcare of
stakeholders, establishing a shared vision, communicatingwith stakeholders, working collaboratively, and

usingcritical interpersonal skills.

K&s Taking Care of Stakeholders

The PMI-ACP exam content outline includes the term “stakeholder management.” However, that phrase
is abitmisleading, since agile approaches don’t really consider stakeholders as something to be “managed”
in the traditional sense. So amore appropriate term for this effort wouldbe “stakeholder stewardship.” The
idea of stewardship basically involves comprehensively lookingafter something that is worthnurturing,
safeguarding, andpreserving—inthis case, theproject stakeholders.

Stakeholder Stewardship versus Stakeholder Management

In traditionalproject management, “stakeholder management”is theprocess ofmanaging thepeople
who are involvedin theproject This starts withidentifyingthe project stakeholders and continues with

controlling and directing their participationintheprojectplan,until they are released from theproject.
While this makes logical sense, it seems tobe a rather inhumanprocess that treats people as resources,

whichisnot thebest startingpoint for fosteringsupport and collaboration.

When we talk about “managing”people, it implies that we are telling them what to do and controlling their
activities.Ofcourse, this isn’t always the case—most goodproject managersknow that we get themost out

ofpeople by acknowledging their skills andgetting them engagedinplanning their work.However,insome

agile communities the term “management” has come to mean top-down,command-and-controldirection.

This is whyIprefer the term “stewardship.” The idea of safeguardingandlooking after people isbetter
aligned with agile’s servant leadership model. Stakeholder stewardship means lookingafter everyone
on theproject andmaking sure they have everything theyneed to succeed.This isn’t apassive role—
sometimes “servingand safeguarding”maymean directly addressing a problem ofpoor performance or

inappropriate behavior.However, even this is done with a mindset ofservingthe teamrather than trying
to tellpeople how to do their jobs.

Like stakeholder management, stakeholder stewardship includes the initialefforts to identify who the
stakeholders are. Some stakeholders willbe obvious—for example, even at the start of theproject we

typicallyknow the sponsors,users, and functionalmanagers who willbe involved.However, some of
the other roles maybe trickier to identify, such as auditors, upstreamproviders ofproject inputs, or

downstream consumers ofproject outputs. It’s important to identify all the stakeholders and carefully
follow their involvement inthe project,because excludingor alienatingany of themmayput the successful
executionof theproject at risk.
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Educating Stakeholders about Agile

If theproject stakeholders are new to agile methods, theymay need some basic education abouthow agile
projects operate to help themunderstand the approach that willbe used, address anymyths about agile,
and guide their expectations.This education shouldinclude the goals, values,practices, andbenefits of the

agile approach to help themunderstand why theproject willbe executedin this manner.

It isnormal for any change tobe met withsome degree ofskepticism and caution. This isn’t necessarily a

bad thing.After all, the worldwouldbepretty chaotic ifwe adopted every newidea, operatingsystem, or

systemic change, such as which side ofthe roadwe drive on. Some resistance to change ishealthybecause
ithelps ensure that only worthwhile changesprevail. So whenwe areinitially engaging stakeholders inan

agileproject,we need to recognize some ofthe concerns that the stakeholders mayhave, andaddress them

directly.Here are some examples ofcommon concerns about agile:

» Executives andproject sponsors: Executives andsponsors are often concernedabout therisk of

failure due to theuse ofunprecedentedpractices and counterintuitiveplanningapproaches, even

though an agile approach actuallyprovidesbetter feedback loops for preventing failure.

» Managers:Managers may fear aloss ofcontrol or erosion of their role whenprojects assume an agile
approach.

» The development team: The development team may resist agilemethods if they feel that thisnew

approach is being forcedupon thembymanagement.

» The user community: The user community is oftenworried they willnot get all features theywant or

require, or that the early iterations will result inpoor quality deliverables.

» Supportinggroups: Other groups maybe concerned about an apparent lack ofcontrol, continual

requests for their involvement, or the lack of a clear endpoint.

Keeping Stakeholders Engaged

Inadditionto theinitial efforts to identify stakeholders, educate them, and address their concerns,

stakeholder management involves continuingto engage themin theproject as it progresses. Onebenefit of

short iterations is that theyprevent stakeholders fromlosing interest in the process.Duringaniteration, we

meet with stakeholders, agree onwhat shouldbe done, do some work,and then one to four weeks later, we

show them what we have developed.Sincebrief iterations are good for maintaining stakeholder engagement,

they are preferable tolongdevelopment phases where visibility is low andstakeholder interest tends to wane

as aresult. And as youmayrecall from theprevious chapter, this increasedvisibility throughout theproject is

one element of the agile valueproposition, as shownin theupper leftpart ofthis diagram.
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Figure 3.1: Agile Value Proposition
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Onekey reason to keep stakeholders engagedis to ensure we willhear about change requests as soon as

possible. An ongoingdialogue with our stakeholders will also help us identifypotential risks, defects, and
issues. Agile methodsprovide multiple touchpoints with stakeholders and regular communication events

designed to facilitate early and continuous feedback.For example, in Scrum, sprint planningand sprint
review meetings act like thebookends to aniteration, duringwhich the teaminitiates and incorporates
stakeholder feedback. Other agilemethods include similarpractices.

Onepoint to keep inmindwhen engaging stakeholders inproject events is that not all stakeholders can

behandledin the same way. Some people may cause problems andactuallybe impediments toproject
progress. Insuch cases, the ScrumMaster,project manager, or other designated personneeds to use their
emotional intelligence and interpersonal skills to try to understand these stakeholders’ concerns and find
apositive way to engage them with theproject.If this is notpossible, it maybe necessary to try andshield
the team from their disruptive or corrosive influence.

Another aspect of stakeholder stewardship is establishingaprocess for escalatingissues thatneed a

highlevel ofauthority to resolve. Agreement on such a process is essential tokeep theproject operating
smoothly. Then,if the team encounters aproblem or issue that they don’t have the authority or influence
to resolve, theywillbe able to follow the establishedprocedure to quickly escalate it to the appropriate
stakeholder for resolution.
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K&s Incorporating Stakeholder Values
As we’ve seen, agile methods emphasize incorporating the sponsors’ and users’priorities into the

project s priorities and execution.In other words, they focus onbringingprojectpriorities into alignment
with stakeholder priorities.Incorporatingstakeholder values means making sure we do not plan or initiate

work that the stakeholders don’t support or value at this time.

The most important way that agile incorporates stakeholder values into aproject isby engaging the

product owner in theprioritization of thebacklog.Executing the work according to the customer’s

priorities (takinginto account the necessary dependencies andriskmitigationwork) allows the team to

deliver the highest-priority items and deliver early value to thebusiness.

Another way to incorporate stakeholder values and interests into the project activities is to invite

stakeholders to planningmeetings and retrospectives. At the end of the day,it is the customers and

sponsors who will determine whether our project is a success or a failure, so it is smart toplan our work

and actions according to their values.

K&S Incorporating Community Valuos
Inaddition to reflecting the priorities of theproject stakeholders, for any team to be effective

its members must also share the values of their broader community—inthis case, the community

ofagilepractitioners.Inaddition to the fundamental values andprinciples set forthin the Agile
Manifesto, the two most popular agile methods, Scrum and XP, each define their own set of core values.
So let’s revisit the two values that are sharedbyboth Scrum and XP—respect and courage—from the

standpoint of community values.

Respect

Agile approaches seek consensus. Theyrely ongroupparticipationinestimating, decisionmaking, and

uncoveringideas for improvements duringretrospectives. Respect isnecessary tomake thesepractices

work; they need tobe centeredon theguidingprinciples “Don’t judge suggestions” and “There areno stupid
ideas.” Agilemethods dependuponsharedrespect for differingpoints ofview, suggestions, and opinions.

Courage
Agile methods encourage early evaluations based onprototypes—andaskingpeople to present uncompleted
work for reviewrequires them to exhibit courage against the fear ofcriticism.Pairprogrammingalso takes

courage, as does askinga product owner toprioritize the company’s requirements. (It wouldbe far easiei

butmuchlessuseful—to just insist that everythingis important.) Other examples of courage inagile include

focusingon transparencyby openlypostingour velocity data and defect rates andaddressing the question
“What didnot go well?” duringaretrospective.

Why the Big Focus on Stakeholders?

Projects are undertaken for people andbypeople. Knowledge workprojects oftenhaveno tangibleproduct;
therefore, effective communicationand stakeholder engagement are critical to ensure that teammembers
know what they arebuildingandwhat the customer is asking for.For example,ifa teamis developing a large
business system that willoperate in a frequently changingenvironment,it is vital for the team members
to engage theproduct owner throughout theproject, to make sure they understand the correct details of

each component and are able to incorporate late-breakingchanges. Only throughsuch ongoingstakeholder

engagement can the teambe confident they willdeliver anoptimumproduct or service.
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Without continuous stakeholder engagement, theproject is likely to fall into the “gulf ofevaluation”
shownin the cartoonwe saw inchapter 2:

Figure 3.2: Gulf of Evaluation
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The gulfofevaluationis so commonbecause it is so easy formismatches to arisebetween what one

personenvisions and tries to describe andhow anotherpersonhears and interprets that description.If the
mismatchis left unchecked for too long, thencostly rework or project failure can (and often does) result.

Agile methods use many tools andpractices to try tobridge this gulf—for example, we talkedabout the
importance of frequent verification and validationin chapter 2.In this chapter we’ll cover some other
techniques, includinguser story workshops,participatory decisionmaking, collaboration games, and
frequent discussions of the definition of “done.” But that list is just a sampling—as youread thisbook,
notice how many of the agilepractices we discuss are designedtoprovide feedback to ensure that the team

is on the right track to meet the stakeholders’ goals.

Principles of Stakeholder Engagement

The exam will assume that youunderstand the followingprinciples ofstakeholder engagement. As you
read through this chapter,keep this summaryinmind, and think about how each concept we discuss
relates back to theseprinciples.

» Get theright stakeholders. Projects won’tbe successfulwithout theright stakeholders, so we shouldpush
hard to get thepeoplewe need.Ofcourse, we want tohave therightpeople onthe development team,but we

also needto have access topeopleinthe organization who canmost effectivelyhelp usunderstand theproject
requirements andmake the necessary decisions tomove things forward.Often thebestpeople are thebusiest
people. Therefore,itmaybebeneficial for theproject topay tobackfill these resources (bringadditional
people in) tohelp themcomplete their other duties so theyhavemore time to contribute to theproject.

» Cement stakeholder involvement.It is essential for stakeholders to stay engaged with theproject, so

we need to do allwe can to make stakeholder involvement “stick.”For example, we could document in
the project charterhowimportant the various stakeholders’ involvement is on theproject.We could
also report on thebenefits or issues resulting from the stakeholders’ involvement (or the lack thereof)
in theproject’s status reports and other reports to steeringcommittees. Whatever methods we choose,
we need to make sure stakeholders’ involvement is visible andmonitored on the project.
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» Activelymanage stakeholder interest. To keep stakeholders engaged, we shouldadd some carrots to

themix. This means takingactions to recognize andrewardstakeholder involvement, such as celebrating
project accomplishments with the stakeholders, talking to their managers abouthowto recognize their

contributions, or makingsureproject-related feedback becomespart oftheir performance reviews.

» Frequently discuss what “done” looks like. Since knowledge work projects often create intangible
products and services, there is alot ofpotential for agap to arise between what the customer wants and

describes andwhat the development teamhears andinterprets.It is critical tobridge that gap early and

often, with eachnew ideapresented ontheproject.Frequent discussions ofwhat “done” looks like are

essentialif the teamhopes to avoidnasty surprises,mismatched expectations, orpoorly acceptedproducts.

» Showprogress and capabilities. Projects take alongtime, andpeople generally want things as soon as

possible after they’ve described them.For these reasons,it is important to frequently show stakeholders

what has beenbuilt on theproject. These demos or presentations not only allow us to check that we are

building theright thingbefore we get too far into theproject, they also showprogress to our customer

and sponsor.Inturn, stakeholders stay engaged and informed about when things willbe completed.

» Candidly discuss estimates andprojections. One advantage ofengaging the customers and showing
thempieces of theproject as those pieces arebuilt is that the true rate ofproject progress is highly
visible. The negative side of this is that the true rate ofprogress is oftennot what the sponsor or

customer wants tohear. However,ifbadnews is delivered early enough,it canbe valuable.By tracking
and discussing the features deliveredversus the features remaining, the team and the customer can

makeimportant trade-off decisions basedupon solid data.

o Exam tip

Don’t try to memorize this list ofprinciples, since theyprobably won’t be tested

directly.It is more important to thoroughlyunderstand these ideas andtheir

implications for agile projects. So think through thesekey concepts and try

to incorporate theminto yourmindset for approachingsituationalquestions

about agile stakeholders.

Establishing a Shared Vision

As we’ve seen, agile methods recognize the importance andchallenge ofovercoming the semantic gap
betweenwhat the customer asks for andhow the team interprets that description. A variety oftechniques
havebeen created to help facilitate discussions, quicklybringmismatches to the surface, and work toward

consensus and agreement. On agile projects, failingis okay as long as the failure is fast and cheap andit’s

stillpossible to recover theproject.We ideally want to uncover disconnects inunderstandingat the lowest

possible cost.By doing so, we save the organizationmoney that it can theninvest inotherprojects.

In this section, we’ll discuss some key tools that agile teams use to establish a shared vision amongall the

stakeholders—agile charters, the definition ofdone, workshops,modeling, wireframes, andpersonas.
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T&T K&s Agile Chartering

The project charter is one of the first documents produced for aproject.It describes the project s goal,
purpose, composition,andapproach, anditprovides authorization from the sponsor for the project
toproceed.Agile charters canrange from verylightweight worksheets andbarely expanded vision

statements to fairly detaileddocuments.

Agile charters acknowledge that scope may change and that initially some aspects of aproject may
beunknown. Therefore, rather than trying to fully specify the scope, agile charters focus on the goals
envisioned for theproject. They also describe theprocesses andapproaches that the teamwilluse to iterate

toward the finalproduct, as well as the acceptance criteria that willbe used to verify theproject outcomes.

Agile versus Non-Agile Charters
The technique ofcharteringinagileprojects has the same general goal as the Develop Project Charter
process definedin thePMBOK® Guide,2but the levelofdetail and the assumptions are different. As with a

non-agile charter, the goal of an agile charter is to describe theproject at ahighlevel, gain agreement about
the project s W5H attributes (Who, What, Where,When,Why, andHow), and obtain the authority to

proceed.However, since agile methods are oftenused onprojects where the technology or requirements
are uncertain or ahigh level of change is expected, they typicallyhave less detail thannon-agile charters,
are shorter documents, and focus more onhow the project willbe run than on exactly what willbebuilt.

When we are aimingat a static target (withunchangingrequirements or technology),it is appropriate
to plan,plan somemore, and then execute.But on a dynamic project with a moving target, ahigh degree
ofplanningmaybe inappropriate because key elements of theproject are likely to change—and to

do so quickly.For suchprojects, we need to allow for mid-flight adjustments andmake sure we have
theprocesses (such as prioritization, demos, retrospectives, etc.) inplace to allowus to make such
adjustments effectively and efficiently.

Any elements of the agile methodology that may be different froman organizations normalprocesses, such
as the way changes are approved andprioritizedinto thebacklog after approval, shouldbe clearly outlined
in the charter. This is especially importantif agile is new to the organization orif the approachincludes a

departure fromhow certain aspects ofaproject, such as change control,have beenhandledin thepast.

The bottom line is that chartering in an agile environment results ina flexible document that allows
the team to respond to changing needs and technology and deliver high-value components that the
organization canbeginusingquickly.

Developing an Agile Charter
An agile charter will typically answer a subset (or all) of the followingW5Hquestions:

» Whowillbe engaged?—Alist of theproject participants andinvolved stakeholders
» Whatis thisproject about?—Ahigh-level descriptionoftheproject s vision,mission,goals, and objectives
» Where willit occur?—Details ofwork sites, deployment requirements, etc.

» Whenwillit start and end?—Theproject start and target enddates
» Whyisitbeingundertaken?—The business rationale for theproject
» Howwillitbe undertaken?—A description of the approach (Thisisparticularly importantif agile

methods are new to the organization or if changes from the standard approach, such as the increased
involvement ofthe customer, need tobe explained.)
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The process ofcharteringhelps align stakeholders with the project. One way to help stakeholders explore
and cement the basics of the project is to have them jointly develop aproject elevator statement.Elevator

statements are short descriptions of the project goals,benefits, and decisionattributes that quickly
describe theproject or product. The followingis apopular format for elevator statements:

Target customers

Who: Need (opportunity or problem)

The: Product/service name

Is a: Product category

That: Keybenefits/reason tobuy

Unlike: Primary competitive altemative(s)

We: Primary differentiation

Let sbuildan example ofaproject elevator statement,using the scenario ofdescribing anew course to

prospective students:

For: Project managers

Who: Want tobecome agile project leaders

The: “Learningto LeadAgile Teams” class

Is a: Three-day course

Takes participants through a comprehensive agile development life
cycle, incorporating real case studies andhands-on exercises

Agile courses fromgeneric training organizations

That:

Unlike:

Onlyuse instructors withhands-on agileproject experience to ensure

they can answer all your questions, and our supplementarymaterials

include valuable tools, case studies, and cheat sheets.

We:

The final text of this elevator statement wouldread:

Forproject managers who want to become agileproject leaders, the “LearningtoLeadAgile
Teams" class is a three-day course that takesparticipants through a comprehensive agile
development life cycle, incorporatingreal case studies andhands-on exercises. Unlike agile
coursesfromgeneric trainingorganizations, we only use instructors with hands-on agileproject

experience to ensure they can answer allyour questions, andour supplementary materials
include valuable tools, case studies, and cheatsheets.

Another quick exercise that canhelp alignstakeholders around theproject is to create aproject Tweet.

This exercise requires stakeholders to describe the goal of the project in 140 characters or less. The intent

of this activity is not to create an all-encompassing description,but to gauge stakeholders’high-level
understanding of the project and their priorities.

Exercises like creatingan elevator statement or aproject Tweet ultimatelyhelp indeveloping the charter.

Then, once the charter is complete andapproved,it serves as a device to launchtheproject, giving
authority for the team toproceed, followingthe approach describedor referencedin the charter.
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Backgroundinformation

Business Case Development
Business case development for agile projects isn’t that different thanit is for traditionalprojects.
This topic isn’t listed in the exam content outline, andit is unlikely tobe covered on the exam,

so we’re includingit here as background information. For the most part, the differences lie in a

lighter level of documentation on agileprojects. In addition, the business case for agile projects
may include a discussion of opportunities for realizing early benefits, which is not as typical for
traditionalprojects.

Thebusiness case describes why the sponsoringorganization shouldundertake the project Since

agile projects are business-value-driven, any calculations ofvalue, such as return on investment

(ROI), internal rate ofreturn (IRR), andnet present value (NPV),willbe capturedin the business
case. Whenthere aremultiple projects competing for a limited supply of funding, the organization
will assess the business case for each project to determine which one to undertake.

The amount ofdetail in an agile business case varies fromproject to project.For a small agile
project, there may notbe a separate business case document. Instead, the business case andbusiness
benefitsmaybe containedin theproject charter, the project visiondocument,or theproject elevator
statement. For large agile projects or agile projects undertakeninan organization that requires a

business case document, the followingsections maybe included:

» Project overview: Abriefdescriptionof theproject background and objectives

» Anticipated costs: How much we estimate the project will cost, includingreasonable

contingency funds

» Anticipatedbenefits: The benefits,monetary or otherwise, that we estimate theproject will
bring, such as new revenue, cost savings,better service, improved quality, compliance, improved
workingconditions, increased employee satisfaction, etc

Businessmodelsandindexes: Calculations ofROI,IRR,andNPV, as requiredby the organization

ROIassumptions andrisks associatedwith theproject: The assumptions that were made when
calculating the business models and indexes, such as inflation rates and customer adoptionrates

Risks ofnot undertaking the project: The risks (if any) that the organization faces ifit chooses
not to undertake theproject

SWOT/PEST analysis: The relevant results ofSWOT orPEST analysis. SWOT (which stands for
Strengths,Weaknesses, Opportunities, andThreats) andPEST (which stands for Political,Economic,
Social, andTechnical) analyses are graphical tools for examiningdifferent attributes of theproject.

» Recommendations: Theproject sponsor’s recommendation for the project, such as Mandatory
(regulatorycompliance) or Critical (the sponsors highestpriority), or “High,” “Medium,” or

“Nice-to-have"priority
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T&T Definition of “Done”

Next,we’ll examine another essential agile concept related to establishinga sharedvision—the definitionof

done.Creatinga shared definitionofdone is crucial for satisfyingour stakeholders’ expectations. Therefore,

a shared definitionofdoneis necessary at every levelofan agileproject,including:

User stories: “For this story, done willmean developed, documented, and user acceptance tested.”

Releases: “The first release willbe deemed done when system Alpha is replaced and there are no

Priority1defects or change requests.”

Finalproject deliverables: “Done for theproject willmeanallhigh- andmedium-priority features

are implemented, there are twomonths of trouble-free operation, and the project receives satisfaction

scores of greater than 70percent from theuser community.”

Background information

What “Done” Might Look Like for an IT Project
For softwareprojects,James Shore provides the followinglist ofelements that shouldbe discussed

andcheckedbefore we declare that anythingis "done”:3

» Tested: Are allunit, integration, and customer tests finished?
» Coded: Has all code been written?

» Designed: Has the codebeenrefactored to the team’s satisfaction?
» Integrated:Does the user story work from end to end (typically user interface to database) and fit

into the rest of the software?
» Builds: Does thebuild script include any new modules?
» Installs: Does thebuild script include the user story in the automated installer?

» Migrates: Does the build script update the database schemaifnecessary? Does the installer

migrate data when appropriate?
» Reviewed: Have customers reviewed the user story and confirmed that itmeets their

expectations?
» Fixed: Have allknownbugsbeen fixed or scheduled as their ownuser stories?

» Accepted: Do customers agree that the user story is finished?

For a non-IT perspective on the definition ofdone, let’s look at another example—the acceptance

criteria for anew car. Since there are many stakeholder groups involved that we need to satisfy, the

final list ofattributes describinga car’s suitability for sale anduse wouldbe very long.Inadditionto

ensuring that its component andbuild costs meet its financial targets, the car itself needs to:

» Start, drive, andmeet the performance envelope specifications
» Meet the review criteria definedby the design andstylingdepartment
» Include the interior space and cargo requirements specifiedby the marketing department
» Pass regional crash test safety standards
» Pass federal emissions test standards
» Pass all target market lights, indicator, and identification standards

By the way, although car manufacturingis a classic industrial age process, there are actually some

car manufacturers who use agile approaches. For more information,do a web search for “agile car

manufacturing.”
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Agile worksbest when we make alittleprogress onevery aspect ofour goal every day,rather thanreserving
the last few days of the sprint for getting the user stories “done-done.” So as we develop the stories and
features, we need toinvolve the customer andcheck that all aspects of theproduct work together—otherwise
we could endup withalot of fixes and feedback thatneedtobe done at the last minute.

T&T Agile Modeling

The term “agile modeling” refers to the variousmodeling techniques that are commonlyusedon agile
projects. Whilemodels are important inagilemethods, their mainvalue oftenlies in the discussion and
creation of the model, rather than the final output.As a reflection of this, agile models are often sketched
on whiteboards and thenphotographed as a means ofrecording them. The value is in the creation, not the
preservation of the modelin a specializedmodeling tool.

So agilemodels are typically lightweight, or “barely sufficient,” capturing the designwithout a need
for further polish.We can create a model forpredictivepurposes tohelp clarify a design andidentify
the issues, risks, and elements that we need to test. We can also use modeling for reflectivepurposes to

investigate problems andhelp find solutions.

Scott Ambler, an agile modeling expert, asserts that the value ofmodelingpeaks earlier than traditional
theoryhas ledus to believe, as shownbelow.He recommends limitingmodeling to thepoint where the
model is “barely good enough,” and thenmoving on to the next task.

Figure 3.3: Value of Modeling

Point of maximal value
- Initial enterprise modeling—one to two weeks
- Initial envisioning—several days, max two weeks
- Iteration modeling—up to a few hours
- JIT model storming—5 to 15 minutes, max 30 minutes

- - • Value curve: traditional theory

Value

Value curve: actual

Time

Image copyright © ScottAmbler, '.agilemodeling.ee

The types ofagilemodels that canbe createdduringagile modelinginclude:

» Use case diagrams (see figure 3.4)
» Data models (see figure 3.5)
» Screen designs (see figure 3.6)
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Regardless of the type ofmodelyou create, remember that the goal is still to deliver valuablebut not

extraneous documentation. So keepit light,move on quickly, andremain adaptable for changes.

Figure 3.4: Sample Use Case Diagram Figure 3.5: Sample Data Model
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Figure 3.6: Sample Screen Design
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T&T Wireframes

Wireframes are a popular way ofcreating a quick mock-up of a product.For example, insoftware
development, a wireframe depicts individual screens and the flows between the screens, as shown
below. This diagramhelps confirm that everyone has the same understandingof the product.If there are

discrepancies inunderstanding, the wireframe serves as a usefulvisual tool for stakeholders to refer to and
adjustuntil they achieve consensus.

Figure 3.7: Sample Wireframe
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Wireframes are a form of “low-fidelityprototyping.” Inother words, they are quick and cheap ways to

get feedback on something. Agile teams may use wireframemodels createdin tools like Visio®, Balsamiq®
Mockups, or PowerPoint*, or they may draw the models freehand onwhiteboards or sheets ofpaper stuck
to a wall that allow for easy repositioning to change workflows.4 Thepurpose of these tools is to help
clarify what “done” looks like and validate the approach the teamplans to takebefore they commit large
amounts of time to building (potentially wrong) increments of theproduct.

Pop-up

T&T Personas

Personas are quick guides or reminders of the key stakeholders on the project and their interests.

Software projects, for example, commonlycreate personas for the different types ofpeople who will
use the system that is beingbuilt. Personas may be based onprofiles of real people or composites of
multiple users.When they are used as aproject tool, personas should:

c'c»-* pira/
» Provide an archetypal description ofusers

» Be groundedinreality
» Be goal-oriented, specific, and relevant
» Be tangible and actionable
» Generate focus

Personas are not a replacement for requirements,but instead augment them. Personas help the team

prioritize their work, stay focused on the users, andgain insight into who the users willbe. These tools
help team members empathize withusers of theproduct or solution.
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Here is a sample persona for anonlinemovie servicebased ona common template. The components of this

template are a name that is easy to remember, an image orpicture, a description ofhow the stakeholder will
interact withthe solution, andanexplanation ofwhat thatpersonvalues about it. Youmay also see (or want

to use) other formats,but this covers the basics ofmost personas.

Figure 3.8: Sample Persona

Name: Bob the Movie Buff

Values:
Bob would like to be able to order movies from
the comfort of his home. He would like to be
able to search for movies by title, actor,
genre, and director. He would also be
interested in knowing how other viewers rated
the movie.

He is looking forward to unlimited movies so
his children can watch shows multiple times
without having to pay additional fees.

He would also appreciate a “recommended"
feature to help him and his wife choose
movies.

Description:

Bob loves movies. On average, he rents
5 movies a week from his local rental store.

His two children also like to watch children’s TV
shows. They often like to watch the same
shows more than once, which means that Bob
sometimes has to pay late fees.

Bob’s wife has different movie tastes than Bob
and often spends a lot of time choosing a
movie.

Personas canhelp keep a team focused on delivering the features that users will find valuable, and

this leads tobetter decision makingon the project. They can also beused as shorthandinstakeholder

discussionsbyreferring to a persona that is familiar to the team.A questionlike “Does Samanthaneed

it?” or a declarationlike “Samantha doesn’t need that!” can serve as a shortcut to help stakeholders make

decisions more quickly andkeep them connected to theproject vision.

EXERCISE

Referring to figure 3.8 for guidance, create thebeginnings of a persona for the typical reader of this
book—someone who ispreparing for the PMI-ACP exam. Think about their goals, motivation, and

definitions of success whencompleting thepersonalandprofessional goals sections of the table.

(This format is an alternative to the template described above.)

Personal Profile
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Project Expf

Personal Goals

—
Professional

K&s Communicating with Stakeholders

Since knowledge work is ofteninvisible, we can’t easily tell the state of aproject by lookingaround the
office. It’s critical for agile stakeholders to communicate frequently to ensure that everyone is onthe same

page andkept up to date, sincemanyproject failures canbe tracedback to a failure ofcommunication.

Somewhere along the way, anissue or overrunoccurred that wasn’t communicatedina timelymanner.

Because that issue wasn’t corrected, theproject went frombad to worse. Tohelp combat thisproblem,
agile projects focus onmakingtheir internal communications as intuitive and efficient as possible.

Inthis section, we’ll explore several fundamental concepts ofagile communication: face-to-face and two-

way communication,knowledge sharing, informationradiators, and socialmedia.Inchapter 4 we’ll cover

more topics related to communicationwithin an agile team, including tacit knowledge, co-location, and
osmotic communication.

Face-to-Face Communication

Thepreferred way for agile stakeholders to communicate is through face-to-face (F2F) communications.

Face-to-face encounters have the highestbandwidth ofall forms ofcommunication—inother words, they
transfer the most informationinagivenperiod of time.Andunlike static methods of communication,
such as writtenreports, theyprovide opportunities for interactivity inreal time.
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Alistair Cockbumhas developed a communication effectiveness model that compares common

communication methodsin terms of their effectiveness andtheir richness, or “temperature.”5 The figure
below, whichisbased onCockburn’s model,maps two key factors—interactivity and information

density—for several ways ofcommunicating. This concept is important for agile since the interactivity
andinformation density ofa communicationmethodindicate itspower to transfer complex information

efficiently.

Figure 3.9: Effectiveness of Different Communication Channels
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Inthis diagram,paper-based communications are the lowest in terms ofinteractivity and information

density.Writtendocuments take along time to create and,because they aren’t interactive, the documents

have to be writteninsuch a way that allrecipients canunderstand the information, regardless of their level

ofknowledge or expertise. Paper documents are also low inbandwidth, so they typically do not convey

the writer s emotional tone, feelings about the information, or implicit assumptions.

At the other end of the scale, face-to-face communication at a whiteboard has the highest efficiency.

Here, the participants canboth converse and draw their ideas on the whiteboard. They can use

shortcuts for well-understood concepts to speed the exchange ofinformation, and they can ask each

other questions and get immediate feedback. Such conversations convey a lot ofemotionalbandwidth

through nonverbal communication such as gestures, facial expressions, and tone ofvoice. This allowsus

to quickly tellif the person we are talking to is puzzled, angry, or passionate about what we are saying.

Although agile recommends face-to-face communicationbecause ofits efficiency and highbandwidth,

other communication formats may stillbe used for specific purposes on an agileproject.For example,
there are some times wheninformation does need to be recordedon paper; agile teams just need tobear
inmind the inefficiency of that medium, anduse it only whennecessary.
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T&T Two-Way Communication

Unlike industrialworkers,who typicallyperforma well-understood task,knowledge workers tendtoknow
more about their work than the people who leadand steward these projects. As such,it is always wise to

ensure that the information flowsbetween stakeholders arebidirectional—that is, they consist oftwo-way
transfers ofinformation.For example, when discussing the goals for a sprint, theproduct owner or business
representative shouldnot only ask the development team for their confirmation, ideas, risks, and concerns,

but actually listento what theyhave to say and takeit into account. There’s a good chance that the team

members have valuable information that can’t be accessedinany other way.

The figurebelow compares this two-way model ofcollaborative communication to the “dispatching”
model traditionally usedina command-and-control approach to runningaproject.

Figure 3.10: Collaborative versus Dispatching Model of Project Communication
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In the traditional top-down dispatchingmodel, instructions for doing the work are communicated
down the chain ofcommand to those who actuallyperform the job. Theproject manager (PM) tells the
team leads (TL) what to do, and the teamleads pass those instructions on to the teammembers (TM).
There is little,ifany, upward flow ofinformation(andwhenit does occur, it typically isn’t welcomed or

encouraged).

By comparison,in the collaborative, two-waycommunication style used on agileprojects,hierarchies are

flatter and feedback from the receiver is expected—in fact,it is necessary for theproject to reachitsgoals.
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T&T Knowledge Sharing

Knowledge sharingis a key component of agilemethods. This should come as no surprise, since agile
methods are designed for knowledge workprojects,which are characterizedby subjectmatter experts

collaborating to create or enhance aproduct or service. Given that information (i.e.,knowledge) is the

basic commodity ofagileprojects,it is onlyright that we share it. Therefore, agileprojects are encouraged
to take an abundance-based—rather than scarcity-based—attitude toward sharingknowledge. This means

we aim to share information and make it available to everyone who might want to consume it, rather than

hoardingit to secure our jobs or increase ourproject stature.

It’sbetter to share information than tohoardit because the morepeople who know about something, the

morepeople there willbe who canhelp youwhenyouget stuck. Sharingknowledge also helps balance the

workloadbetween teammembers.For example, the XP practice ofcollective code ownership means that

any developer canmaintain anyportionof the system.If a developer didn’t create thatpart of the code, it

might take themlonger to work onit—but we can avoid the absolutebottlenecks that occur whenwe have

to wait for the person who has the “right”knowledge or skills to become available.

Also, wheninformationis shared throughout the team, it greatly reduces therisk of taking a hit to team

productivityif the one personwithkeyknowledge leaves the team. Instead ofrelying on a single expert

who has all the secrets, agile tries to spread this information amongst all the team members.

Someprojects dopresent special complications for knowledge sharing.For example,I’veworked on

confidentialprojects andmilitaryprojects where knowledge can’t be sharedas freely. Some companiesuse

physical security solutions so that onlypeople who have the appropriate security clearance cangain access to

the teamroom.Passwords andencryptionmaybeusedonelectronic information.However, even themost

secureprojects are able to findways to shareknowledge with the right people without compromisingsecurity.

Agile Practices Promote Knowledge Sharing
Agile knowledge sharinghappens at many levels, inboth obvious and subtle ways.Product
demonstrations are an obvious example. The mainpurpose of such demonstrations is not to show off the

product, since the teamknows verywell what works anddoes not work; instead, demos are donebecause

they are high-ceremony ways to share knowledge, through the followingkind of dialogue:

Team to customer: Here is what we thinkyou asked for and what we havebeen able tobuild.Please tell

usifwe are on the right track.

Customer to team: Ilike thesebits, and this is okay,but you got thispiece wrong. Oh,and that reminds

me—we reallyneed something over here to do X.

Other great examples ofagile information sharingincludeKanbanboards,informationradiators,

personas, and wireframes. These tools all support knowledge sharingby ensuring that theproject

information is out in the open, andnone ofit is the sole domain ofany oneperson—theproject manager,

ScrumMaster, testers, or developers.Instead, that knowledge is publicly available for any and all interested
stakeholders to consume.In a similar way, the agile emphasis on collaborative agileplanning, estimating,
andretrospectives allows everyone onthe team to be exposed tokeyproject information, instead of just

funnelingit throughone or two people.
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Agile methods also emphasize knowledge sharingby usinglow-tech,high-touch tools like cards on a wall
to plan and schedule the project. These simple approacheshelp more team members get involved and
require less skill to update than software programs likeMicrosoft Project® or Primavera.6 Simple tools also
helpbuild a commonunderstanding of theplan.

Here’s another example—since software developers are a tech-sawybunch, why aren’t our daily stand-up
meetings done via e-mail or some other electronic medium? The answer is simple. It’s because the real
goal of the stand-up meetingis to share knowledge amongst the team members, not just generate lists of
work done, work planned, andissues that have arisen.

Another, less obvious way to share information is team co-location. Thispractice is not done to save space
or ease management overhead; instead,it is done to speed the sharing of information that occurs inface-
to-face environments through osmotic communication and tacit (unwritten) knowledge.

In fact, just about every agilepractice is structured for maximumknowledge sharing. We want knowledge
tobe shared throughout the team,not just reside in one person. This concept applies to most agile
practices; whenwe examinehow they are structured through the lens ofmaximizingknowledge transfer,
all thepeculiarities suddenly make sense.For example, think about XP’s core practices.Most of these
practices have aknowledge transfer component, as shownbelow.

Figure 3.11:Knowledge Transfer in XP’s Core Practices
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Encouraging Knowledge Sharing
Ifwe understand that knowledge sharingis a good thing,whyis it sometimes so difficult to achieve and
sustain?Inthe bookKnowledgeManagement in Theory andPractice,KimizDalkir notes that “individuals

are most commonly rewarded for what theyknow,not what they share.”7 This rewardsystem actually
discouragesknowledge sharing. Topromote the idea ofsharingknowledge, the organizational culture

shouldinsteadencourage andreward the discovery, innovation, and transfer of information.

Backgroundinformation

Measuring Up to Encourage Desired Behavior
In anarticle onThe LeanMindset website,MaryPoppendieckdiscusses theproblem ofencouraging

knowledge sharing, quotingmeasurement expert Robert Austin:

In the book “MeasuringandManagingPerformance in Organizations,”...RobertAustin

discusses the dangers ofperformance measurements. The beauty ofperformance measurements

is that "Youget whatyou measure.” Theproblem withperformance measurements is that “You

get only whatyou measure, nothingelse." You tend to lose the things thatyou can't measure:

insight, collaboration, creativity, dedication to customer satisfaction*

Although this is indeeda quandary, fortunatelypeoplehave foundways to measure andreward

knowledge sharing so that we don’t lose its benefits—to show that this canbe done,Poppendieck
describes the case ofNucor Steel.

Nucor Steelhasbeen one ofthemost successful steel companiesintheUnitedStates fromthe 1980s

through the present day.Where other companies have foldedin the face of fierce foreigncompetition
andpoor labor relations,Nucor has remained competitive andprofitable andhas maintainedgood
worker relations. They attribute alot ofthis success to their “pay forperformance” scheme,whichis

based onteamproductivity.

AtNucor,unlike companies that use traditionalproductivity-basedbonus schemes,if you are a

steelplant manager, you do not get paidbased onhow wellyour plant does,but onhow well all the

steelplants perform.At thenext level down, department managers donot get abonus based on the

performance of their department,but on theperformance ofall the departments. This approach
continues all the way through the organization, including team leads who get paidbased on the

productivity ofall teams,not just their own, and individuals who get paidbased on their teams

performance, rather than their own.

This approach strongly encourages knowledge sharing.If aplant manager invents an enhancement
to aprocess or discovers a money-savingidea,he or she is motivated to share the ideawith the

other plant managers.Likewise, teams that streamline their processes are rewarded for sharing that

improvement with other teams, and team members whohelp out their teammates are also rewarded.

The approach described in the Nucor case explained in the box is called “measuring up,” which refers

to measuring something at one level above the normal span of control (e.g., the teamlevel, rather than

the individual level) to encourage cooperation andknowledge sharing. This happens a lot on agile
projects, even thoughit does not get muchpublicity.Mary Poppendieck advises, “Instead of making
sure that people are measuredwithin their span of control, it is more effective to measure people
one level above their span of control. This is the best way to encourage teamwork, collaboration, and

global, rather than local, optimization.”9
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We see examples ofmeasuringup in the way we track velocity. We couldquite easily trace velocity to

individual teammembers and determine who is the most productive,but this approach wouldbe likely to

encourage negative behaviors and a lackof cooperation. So insteadwe measure velocity at a teamlevel; as

aresult, teammembers are motivated to help each other. The same concept applies to knowledge sharing.
For knowledge sharing to occur,we need tobase our trackingandrewards on team accomplishments, so

that there are nobenefits tohoardinginformation or being the guruof subject X.

Insharingknowledge, we follow the mindset “Let us showyouwhat we’ve done, and then tellusifwe

are right or wrong.” This is a great way to surface andresolve misunderstandings,butit canbe analien
approach to organizations that aremore reserved and cautious in their communications. Themindset is not

about boasting or showingoff,however.It is about managingrisks, confirmingthat the waywe are doing
things is appropriate andvaluable, and focusingonknowledge transfer. These are allkey components when
undertakingknowledge workprojects, which transforminformationrather than concrete and steel.

EXERCISE: KNOWLEDGE SHARING

Test yourself! Summarize thekeypoints about knowledge sharing. Write down whyit is a valued
practice andhowit canbe achieved onboth co-located andgeographically dispersedprojects.

ANSWER

Themainpoint to understandcanbe statedvery simply—the moreknowledgeis shared, thebetter.
Agile methodshave alot ofknowledge-sharing events, includingretrospectives, demos, andplanning
meetings. They also have a lot ofknowledge-sharingpractices, such as pair programmingand
physical co-location of the team, whichallows for the osmotic communicationofknowledge.If team

members are geographically separated, electronic tools like instant messagingand Skype headsets
canbeused to allowinformation sharingactivities to continue, despite thephysical distance.
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T&T Information Radiators

“Informationradiator” is agile’s umbrella termfor highlyvisible displays ofinformation, includinglarge
charts, graphs, andsummaries ofproject data. These tools, sometimes referred to as “visualcontrols,” are

usually displayedinhigh-traffic areas to maximize exposure,where they canquickly informstakeholders
about theproject’s status. The term “informationradiator” was coinedbyAlistair Cockbum,who was

contrastingagile’s approach to the practice oflockingproject information away in an “information

refrigerator,” wherenobodyknows what is goingon. Instead, informationradiators usehighlyvisible charts

or graphs that “radiate” information about the project quickly to anyone who is interested.

The sort ofdata that mightbe displayed on aninformationradiator includes:

» The features delivered to date versus the features remaining tobe delivered
» Who is workingonwhat
» The features selected for the current iteration

» Velocity and defect metrics

» Retrospective findings
» List of threats andissues

» Story maps
» Burn charts

Belowis anexample ofaninformationradiator that shows a team’s defects workinprogress.For this project,
we were interestedinkeepingon top of the defects—inother words,keepingthe volume ofopen defects

low—to minimize the cost ofchanges and the amount ofcode thatmightbe writtenontop offaulty code.

Figure 3.12: Information Radiator Tracking Defects Work in Progress
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For this project, we also tracked our defect cycle time—the total time between defect injection (when a

defect occurred or was introducedinto the code) and defect correction (whenit was fixed). Our goal was

to fix each defect within one business day. To keep everyone informed about our progress, weposteda

graph of defect cycle time like the one shown below as another informationradiator.

Figure 3.13: Information Radiator Tracking Defect Cycle Time
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T&T Social Media

The way we communicate has changed dramatically over the last severalyears. The updates fromrelatives
that we used to receive inayearly Christmas card arenow instantly available onFacebook. Youngworkers
who “grewup digital” are very familiar with socialmedia and tendtobelieve that e-mail is a formaland
studymedium youmight use to send a thank younote to a friend’s parents. Instead, theyrely on instant
messaging and socialmedia tools to stayintouch and communicate.

It’s no surprise then that these tech savvy workers want to leverage the power and convenience of
social media tokeep themselves informed about theprojects they are working on. Since they carry
their devices—phones, tablets, smart watches—with them at all times, it’s easier for them to use social
media to stay informed than corporate e-mail or aproject website. Also, since manypeople work
remotely or travel a lot, devices and tools that can connect via wi-fi, cellular, or satellite dataprovide
them with a wider range of connection options thanhaving to access a single corporate source for

project information.

Project tools are able to output informationin a varietyof socialmedia formats, includingTwitter, SMS

message (text), Chatter, Instagram, and so on. These tools aren’t necessarily better than other methods
ofsharingproject information—this is just howmany of today’s workersprefer to consumeit. Social
media tools enable more team members to work remotely while stillkeepingup withproject changes
and developments.Near-instantaneous push notifications allow team members to collaborate and stay

informednearly as well as workingina common teamroom.
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Although social media tools are changinghow agile teams work, they do have some downsides—for

example,hacking andinformation theft arebecoming common.Whilemost of our projects are so

dull that we struggle to keep stakeholders interested in them, some business domains are too sensitive

or confidential for socialmedia tools to be used.It’s true that there are some commercial tools that

provide military-grade encryption for socialmedia collaboration andinformation sharing.However, it

is the ease of access and generalpopularity of the readily available socialmedia tools that make them
desirable in the first place.Updates viaFacebook or Twitter are great if the stakeholders are using
these tools anyway—but not so goodifyouhave to install special software and theninput two-factor

authentication details every time you want to know what’s going on.

T&T Working Collaboratively

The AgileManifesto highlights stakeholder collaborationinboth its thirdvalue (“Customer
collaboration over contract negotiation”) andits fourthprinciple (“Business people and developers
must work together daily throughout theproject”).In this sectionwe’ll look at the benefits and

requirements for working together effectively, as well as some of the collaborative techniques that are

commonly usedby agile teams.

The benefits ofcollaboration are widely acknowledged; a studyby Steven Yaffee from the University of

Michigan found the followingbenefits:10

1. Generates wiser decisions through the understanding ofcomplex, cross-boundaryproblems via

shared information

2. Promotesproblem solvingrather thanprocedural decision making
3. Fosters actionby mobilizingshared resources to get work done

4. Builds social capitalbybuildingrelationships andunderstanding
5. Fosters ownership ofcollectiveproblems by valuingparticipation and shiftingpower downwards

There are somepowerfulconcepts here that are worth a secondlook.It’s pretty obvious that engaging a

larger group of stakeholders wouldlead to better decisions; however, the realbenefits of collaboration

come from the changes that happen within the group. By engagingpeople,not only do we get better

input and ideas, we also encourage problem solving over followingorders, action instead ofpassivity,

socialunderstandinginstead of functional silos, and the collective ownership of ideas over information

hoarding. The project can gain morebenefits fromhaving amotivated, energized, and empowered team

ofstakeholders who are proactively contributing thanbyrelying on a single leader or project manager
for direction and decisions.

Another point about Yaffee’s list that is worthmentioningis that “valuingparticipation and shifting
power downwards” fits extremely well with the ideas of empowered teams and servant leadership that

agile methods rely on. As we’ll see,many agile practices are based on a collaborative approach, such as

reportingprogress via daily stand-ups, estimating via planningpoker, participatory decision making,
and team-basedproblem solving.
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Green Zone/Red Zone
Collaboration canonly flourishina safe, supportive environment—solet s examine what that context

lookslike andhow agile leaders canhelp nurture it.For collaboration tobe most effective, we have to

assess the groups openness to working together.Lyssa Adkins recommends usingthe “GreenZone,
Red Zone” model to diagnose how much support there is for collaboration.11

A Person in the Green Zone... A Person in the Red Zone...
Takes responsibility for the circumstances ofhis
or her life

Blames others for the circumstances ofhis or her life

Seeks to respondnondefensively Responds defensively

Isnot easily threatenedpsychologically Feels threatened or wronged

Attempts tobuildmutual success Triggers defensivenessinothers

Seeks solutions rather thanblame Does not let go or forgive

Uses persuasion rather than force Uses shame,blame, and accusations

Canbe firm,but not rigid, about his or her

interests

Isblack/white,right/wronginthinking

Thinks both short term andlong term Focuses on short-term advantage and gain

Is interestedinother points ofview Feels victimizedby differentpoints ofview

Welcomes feedback Does not seek or value feedback

Sees conflict as anaturalpart of thehuman
condition

Sees conflict as abattle and seeks to win at any cost

Talks calmly and directly about difficult issues Is rigid,reactive, andrighteous

Accepts responsibility for consequences ofhis
or her actions

Is unaware of the climate ofantagonismhe or she
creates

Continuously seeks deeper levels of
understanding

Has low awareness ofblind spots

Communicates a caringattitude Communicateshighlevels ofdisapproval and

contempt

Seeks excellence rather thanvictory Sees others as the problem or enemy

Listens well Does not listen effectively

It is onlywhenpeople spendmost oftheir time ina Green Zone state ofmind that they canbe truly effective
at working as a collective. Ofcourse,it is acceptable—andhuman—to occasionallyhaveRed Zone thoughts,
but as soonas wenotice such thoughts, wewant to tryto redirect them andmovebackinto the GreenZone.
Topromote effective collaboration, agile leaders, coaches, and facilitators aimto stayin the GreenZone and
continuouslymodelGreenZonebehavior. This strengthens andsupports Green Zone thinkingandbehavipr
in the other project stakeholders, so that the group can direct their energy towardworkingtogether effectively.

T&T Workshops

Workshops are meetings inwhich theparticipants get work done.Iuse this definitionto distinguish
them frommeetings wherepeople are not engagedinwork.Retrospectives are a form ofworkshop, as are

estimating sessions andplanning sessions. Workshops shouldhave clear goals and a schedule that is visible
to everyone. There shouldbeno confusion as to whywe are here, what we are tryingto do,or what steps we

plan'to follow.It should also be clear that input is both expectedandencouraged from everyparticipant.
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Here are some tips that can make workshops more effective:

Diverse groups reflect a wider range ofviewpoints than just a few experts, and therefore are likely to

generate a wider range of options.Addingmore diverse voices to a group can lead to valuable new

ideas and solutions.

To prevent dominant individuals and extroverts frommonopolizing the discussion, the facilitator can

use techniques such as goinground-robin style around the group or generating ideas on sticky notes.

Another useful tipis to start withan activity that gets everyoneparticipatingwithin the first fiveminutes.

This signals that this is a workingsession, and that everyone is expected to contribute, rather thansimply
be a passive audience for a tangential dialogue that maynot concern them. This first engagement doesn’t

have tobe a complex task; it could simplybe askingpeople to define what done willlooklike for the

session or what problems they are facing. Thepoint is to force some action andindependent thinking to

reinforce the active nature of the workshop andwhat is expected from theparticipants.We’ll describe

some specific ways tokick off a session whenwe talk about retrospectives inchapter 7.

User Story Workshops
User story workshops (also known as “story writingworkshops”) are the preferred mechanism for

gathering candidate user stories and starting theprocess ofrefining theminto well-formedstories.

Although we could just interview the stakeholders individually about what they would like the solution to

do,people are more likely to overstate their wishes andgold-plate their requirements if their peers aren’t

present. Also, inlarge organizationspeople often don’t know what happens to information outside of their

group.Bybringingall the major stakeholders together in one room, the downstream consumers of the
flows can fillin the gaps so that the process isbetter understood.

Onebenefit of these workshops is that it often turns out that workflows canbe optimized.For example, the

sales departmentmightbepassing their customer,order, andpart reports to the finance department—but all

finance really wants is the customer and order total fields ona single report.Ifwe have representatives from

bothgroups in the workshop,we’llbe able to discover this issue andsimplify the process.

Another important reason for conductinguser story workshops is to engage the key stakeholders in the

design process. As they work with the development team and discuss the trade-offs andpriorities of the

work, two things willhappen.(Firstj the team will get a better understanding of the stakeholders’ needs,
without jumpingdirectly to possible solutions; and/second) the business will get a better sense of the costs

and options of the various approaches before they commit to one of them.

T&T Brainstorming

Brainstormingis a collaborative technique in which a group tries to rapidly generate a lot of ideas about

a problem or issue. Dependingon the method ofbrainstormingbeingused, theparticipants are asked to

write downor spontaneously calloutpotential suggestions tohelp solve the problem. Since the goal of a

brainstorming session is tomaximize the number of suggestions generated, the workingrules are “There are

no stupidideas” and“We’ll sort through the ideas later.” To encourage a creative flow ofideas, it’s important
to record all the suggestions andnot judge or make fun ofany of the solutionsproposed.
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Brainstorming can be very useful onknowledge work projects. Agile teams canuse this approach to help
identify options, solve issues, and findways to improveprocesses.For example, the teammightbrainstorm:

» Product roles to feature inpersonas
» Features to includein the minimal viable product for a release
» Potentialrisks that couldimpact theproject
» Solutions to a problem raised in a retrospective

Of course,brainstormingis no silverbullet.Like all good approaches,it has its downsides—in fact, it can

actually stifle innovation and lead to groupthink. In a 2012 article inNew Yorker magazine,Jonah Lehrer
describes numerous studies that foundbrainstorminggroups think of fewer andlower-quality ideas than
the same number ofpeople who generate ideas alone and then get together topool their ideas.12 So when

runningworkshopsit’sbest to not rely solely onbrainstorming techniques,but to combine them with
other techniques for generatingideas, as well.

Brainstorming Methods
There are many different methods that canbeused for brainstorming. To give anidea of the range ofthese
methods, we’ll examine three of them—QuietWriting,Round-Robin, andFree-for-AU.

» Quiet Writing: With this method, the participants are given five to seven minutes to generate a list of
ideas individuallybefore the group gathers to share their ideas. This approachminimizes the effects of

peer influence because the stakeholders generate their ideas inisolationbefore they share them.

Round-Robin: In this format,people take turns bypassing a tokenaround the group.When a

participant receives the token,he or she will suggest an idea and then pass the token to the next person.
This method has the advantage ofallowingideas tobuild on each other; however,people have to be
comfortable sharing their ideas infront ofeach other for it to work.

Free-for-All: Another approach is the free-for-all format.With this method,people just shout out their
ideas spontaneously. This method canbe collaborative, as peoplebuildon each other’s suggestions
through discussion—but it can only work ina supportive environment. And evenwith a supportive
environment, the quieter team members maynotbe heard, or may not feel asif theyhave an equal
opportunity toparticipate.

Once ideas have beencapturedinthebrainstormingsessions, the next steps are to sort them,prioritize
them, and then implement thebest ideas. Sorting the ideas is often donebyputting them on aboard,
consolidatingsimilar ideas, andremovingduplicates until a list ofdistinct suggestions emerges. The group
can then use any of the techniques describedinchapter 2 toprioritize that list; some of themost common

approaches are simpleprioritization (“High,Medium,Low”),MoSCoW, and dot voting.

T&T Collaboration Games

Collaboration games, also known as innovationgames, are facilitatedworkshop techniques that agile
stakeholders can use to get abetter understandingof complex or ambiguous issues andreach consensus

on options andsolutions.

Here are some examples of the collaborative games used on agile projects:

» Remember the Future: This is a vision-settingandrequirements-elicitation exercise.
» Prune theProduct Tree: This exercise helps stakeholders gather andshape requirements.
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» Speedboat (aka Sailboat): The goalof this exercise is to identify threats and opportunities (risks) for

theproject.
» Buy aFeature: This is aprioritization exercise.

» Bang-for-the-Buck: This exercise looks at value versus cost rankings.

To get a feel for the games that agile teams use, we’ll examine the first three of these games inmore detail,

lookingathow they work and the theorybehind them.

«<>“— Cast V\ eU-4-

This is a facilitated exercise that asks project stakeholders to imagine that anupcomingrelease or iteration

has been successfully completed. They are asked to “lookback” and describe what happened to allow the
iteration or release tobe successful.

KRemember the Future

How It Works
For this explanation,we’lluse the example ofplanningarelease sixmonths out We gather together theproject
stakeholders, includingthe development team,users, and sponsors, and askthem to imagine that it isnow six

monthsplus two weeks fromthe current date. (Thereasonwe ask themto imagine two weeks after therelease

date isbecause that’s oftenhowlongit takes for the acceptance andimplementation“dust” to settle.)

Explain to the group that inthe firstpart of the exercise theywillwork individually towrite areport for

their boss about how the release went,in which they willlist everything that was completed and delivered

to make it successful. So for the first 20 minutes, theparticipants work alone to comeup withtheir lists,
recordingeachitem on a stickynote.

Once the 20 minutes are up, everyone transfers their sticky notes to a wall. Then, as a team, they work

together to group the stickynotes into associated clusters andremove any duplicates. This process can

take another 20minutes as people clarify the meaning of their stickynotes andcreate headings to identify
each group ofitems.Here’s an example ofwhat thismight endup lookinglike:

Figure 3.14: Remember the Future
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Image originallypublishedin “TheMelin Exercise“byMike Griffiths on gantthead.com
on April20, 2009, copyright © 2009gantthead.com. Reproducedby permission ofgantthead.com.
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Theory Behind the Game
The game is based on the findings ofnumerous studies incognitivepsychology.When asked the open-
ended question, “What should a system or product do?”people struggle to generate a complete list of
features and interim steps. However, ifwe vary the question slightlyby askingpeople to imagineit is

now somepoint after the delivery date and thenask them to “remember” all the things the system or

project did tobe successful, we will get significantly different results. Because the event is now“in the
past,”people have to mentally generate a sequence ofevents that led to this result. This leads to improved
definitions andmore detailed descriptions of the interim steps. Ofcourse, predicting the future isn’t
really thepurpose of this game. Instead, we are trying to better understand the stakeholders’ definitionof
success and how we can achieve that successful outcome.

Prune the Product Tree
This group exercise engages the participants inbrainstorming a product’s features and functionality.

Sea
How It Works
For this game, we start by drawingan outline of abigtree with a trunk andbranches ona whiteboard or

flip chart. Artistic ability doesn’t matter here—the tree is just a placeholder for features.We explain to the
group that the tree is the product—its trunk represents what we alreadyknow or havebuilt so far, and
its outer branches represent new functionality that has yet to be designed.Next,we ask the participants
to recordeach of theproduct’s desired features ona stickynote, andplace those notes on the tree.We

ask them to group related features close together andplace supporting features closer to the trunk. The
features that are dependent upon those supporting features shouldbe further out or higher up on the tree.

The result might endup lookingsomethinglike this:

Figure 3.15: Prune the Product Tree
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Once this is done, encouragepeople to addnew stickynotes to the tree to identify additional features.

Then ask them to expandinto more details of theproduct as the features are split out intouser stories and

other supportingrequirements emerge.

Theory Behind the Game
By thinkingabout how the features relate to each other and to the existing functionality, stakeholders

canbetter understand the process of settingpriorities and defining development sequences. This exercise

assists participants in the process ofprogressive elaboration.If youuse yellow sticky notes, the features

endup lookinglike autumn leaves, and you canexpect to see alumpy tree withpatchy leaves emerge as

theparticipants continue to identify andaddmore features, or “leaves.”

Speedboat (aka Sailboat) * > k
Once the stakeholders have identified the features anduser stories on theirproduct tree, theymaybe

temptedto jump right intoprioritizingand scheduling those tasks; however, there is one very important

step that should occur first.We need to identify andplan to either reduce or avoidpotentialproject threats

and take advantage ofpotential opportunities. This step has to happenbefore we prioritize our user stories

becausemany of therisk response stepswillneed to be factoredinto theprioritizationprocess.Ifwe

leave riskmitigationuntil after we’ve finishedprioritizingour user stories, we will find ourselves tryingto

shoehornimportant tasks into already-full iterations, and this approachsimplywillnot work.

The Speedboat game (which is also called Sailboat) starts with the features anduser stories identifiedin

the Prune the Product Tree game.It focuses on gatheringrisks that pose threats to theproject as well as

potential/opportunities. This exercise is very quick to set up and facilitate, andit typically results ina good
list ofproject threats and opportunities.

How It Works
To start,place another whiteboard or flip chart to the left of the product tree diagram createdin the

previous exercise. Onit, draw a waterline and apicture ofaboat, with the boat movingin the direction of
theproduct tree.Explain to theparticipants: “Thisboat represents theprojectheading toward the goal we

just defined.What are the anchors (or threats) that couldslow us down or even sink us? Andwhat are the

helpful winds (or opportunities) that could fill our sails andhelppropelus toward our goal?”

Next, ask the participants to work as a group to create “anchor” sticky notes for the threats to the project

and “wind” stickynotes for the opportunities. Ask them to post the anchorsbelow the waterline and the

winds above the waterline. (To further distinguish theproject threats from the opportunities, agile teams

oftenuse yellow or red stickynotes for the threats andblue or white sticky notes for the opportunities.)
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Finally, ask the group to identify any “rocks” we’ll need to avoid—these are threats that we just need to

accept, since we can’t mitigate or influence them. Thismight include such things as regulatory changes or

market movesbymajor competitors. The final diagrammight look somethinglike this:

Figure 3.16: Speedboat or Sailboat
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Theory Behind the Game
In addition to helping the stakeholders identify the threats and opportunities for the project, this game
provides another important benefit. Somepeople need a way to articulate their concernsbefore they are

comfortable committing to a goal. Once their worries have been openly recorded andrecognized, they
are less encumberedby these concerns and are happier to contribute. They have said their piece and done
their dutyinidentifyingthe risk, and cannowmove on.

This isnot to say that simply recording the risks willmake the threats go away or the opportunities
happen. This is really just where thehardwork of threat reduction/avoidance and opportunity
enhancement begins. The teamstill has to go through the effort of determininghow to respond to the
threats,build those response actions into theproject, and assess their effectiveness. However, this game
helpspeople remove their mental obstacles so they can move onmore happily, knowing that their
concerns are on the project’s “radar” of things to watch for andmanage.

Using Critical Interpersonal Skills

The adage “The soft stuffis the hard stuff, and the hard stuff is the easy stuff” speaks to the fact that
interpersonal skills are often more difficult to master than technical skills. The good news is that while
our intelligence quotient (IQ) peaks when we are in our 20s, our emotional quotient (EQ) continues

to develop through our 40s and 50s. Interpersonal skills are covered on the PMI-ACP exambecause
they are critical success factors for agile projects. Poor interpersonal skills can quickly demoralize and
disenchant a technically strong team, while a leader who effectively uses these skills can get amazing
results from an average team.
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We use the term “interpersonal skills” instead of “interpersonal talents” because unlike talents, whichwe

are largelybomwith, skills canbe acquired andimproved through education andpractice.In this section,

we’ll cover the followinginterpersonal skills in the agile toolkit:

» Emotional intelligence
» Active listening
» Facilitation

» Negotiation
» Conflict resolution
» Participatory decisionmaking

T&T Emotional Intelligence

One of thebest ways to stay flexible inleadingor participatinginunpredictableknowledge workprojects is

to continuously try to improve our emotional intelligence.Emotional intelligence is our ability to identify,
assess, andinfluence the emotions of ourselves, other individuals, andgroups. The modelshownbelow

organizes the different aspects ofemotionalintelligence into four quadrants.It represents the emotional

skills related to “Self” onthe left side and those related to “Others” on the right side.Each of those columns

is also split into two skill areas, “Regulate” and “Recognize,” to make four cells.

Figure 3.17: Quadrants of Emotional Intelligence

OthersSelf

Social SkillsSelf-Management

Self-Control
Conscientiousness
Adaptability

Drive and motivation

Influence
Inspirational leadership
Developing others
Teamwork and collaboration

Regulate

Social AwarenessSelf-Awareness

Self-Confidence

Emotional self-awareness
Accurate self-assessment

Empathy

Organizational awareness
Understanding the environment

Recognize

While everyone has some levelofskillinallquadrants,it is usually easiest to start improvingour emotional

intelligenceby recognizingourpatterns in the “Self-Awareness” quadrant (bottomleft).After that, we

canlearn to regulate ourselves through “Self-Management” (top left), thenbuild our “SocialAwareness”
(bottomright),and finally,hone our “Social Skills” (top right).
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Inother words, we first needto recognize our ownfeelings. Once we understand our emotions,we canbegin
to control them. So as a start, we need to recognize what makes us angry, frustrated,happy, or thankfulWe

can thenrealize we have thepower to choosehow to respond to what we are feeling. We couldsimply follow
the normalpattern ofa stimulus leading to aresponse—but as humans,wehave theunique ability to insert

a decisionbetween the stimulus andtheresponse. We are able to chooseifwewant to continue to allow a

situation toupset us orifwe want to respond differently.Recognizingthat we have a choice is akeypart of

becomingself-aware andeventually masteringself-management.

We should also keep inmind thathowwellwe manage ourselves and our attitude has animpact on those
aroundus,particularlyifwe areinaposition ofleadership.As emotional intelligence expert DanielGoleman

explains, “The leader s moodandbehaviors drive the moods andbehaviors of everyone else.A cranky and
ruthlessboss creates a toxic organizationfilledwithnegative underachievers who ignore opportunities.”13

Once we’ve sorted ourselves out in the areas of self-awareness and self-management, we are able to work
on developing social awareness andempathy for others. As an agile leader, coach, or manager, weneed to

be able to identify when team members are stuck, frustrated, or upset inorder to help them. Once were

able to recognize whenpeople needhelp, we canuse social skills, such as the ability to influence, inspire,
lead, anddevelop others, tohelp them get unstuck, do their work,and collaborate with each other.

T&T Active Listening

Active listeningis hearingwhat someone is really tryingto convey, rather than just the meaning of the

words they are speaking. The expression “Do whatImean, not whatIsay” speaks to this concept. On agile
projects, we need to listen for the message, not just the string ofwords beingspoken.

Active listeningis a skill that canbeimprovedwithpractice.According to the authors of Co-Active Coaching:
ChangingBusiness) TransformingLives, our listeningskills progress through three levels, as shownbelow.14

Figure 3.18: Three Levels of Listening

Level 3
Global

Listening

Level 2
Focused
Listening

Level 1
Internal

Listening
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Level 1: Internal Listening
At this first level oflistening, wehear the wordsbeing spoken, andalthough wemaybe very attentive, we

interpret them through our ownlens.Whenlistening, we are thinking“Howis this going to affect me?”

andmiss the speakers real message. For example,if a teammember starts tellingus about some challenges
she ishavingwitha new teammember, wemightbe so focused on our goal ofquickly getting thenew team

member integrated andup to speed that wemiss what she is really tryingto say about thenewperson.

Level 2: Focused Listening
Whenlisteningat this level, we let go ofour own thoughts andput ourselves in themindof the speaker.
We empathize with their thoughts, experiences, and emotions as they tellus about the situation.Inour

example of thepersonwho ishavingchallenges with a new teammember, we are able to empathize
with the speaker’s feelings andrecognize that the trainingof thisnewpersonhas added to her workload

at a stressful time.We look for emotional indicators inher words andpauses, voice and tone, and facial

expressions for more information about how she feels about what she is describing.

Level 3: Global Listening
Whenlisteningat this level, webuildon the approach takeninlevel2, adding ahigher level ofawareness,

like longer antennae, to pickup onsubtle physical and environmental indicators. These indicators can

include the speaker’s movements or posture, energy level, and the atmosphere or “vibe”in the room.We

notice factors like whether thepersonis speaking openlyin front ofothers or privately, themannerisms

of any listeners within earshot (e.g., do they seemto agree, or are they averting their eyes or otherwise

distancing themselves from the conversation?), andmany other subtle clues to help us understand a fuller

context of the informationbeing shared.In our example, as the speaker is tellingus about thenew team

member, we recognize the importance andsensitive nature of the conversationbecause she came to us

privately to discuss the matter.We also notice that she isphysically tense, clenchingher hands into a fist,
andpacingback and forth as she is speaking. Taking these clues into account, we canhelpher recognize

and explore her feelings tobetter understandher reaction to workingwith the new team member.

Leadingand coaching agile teams requires that we listenintently to people. Andwe cannot listenwhenwe

are talking ourselves, so it’s important to talk less and listenmore.Wait for others to speak. Try counting

slowly to ten to give other people enough time to get comfortable and speak up.Ingeneral, while our

mouths are flappingwe are not learning.

K&s Facilitation

The questions about facilitation on the exam are designed to test whether youunderstandhow to run

effective meetings andworkshops.When facilitatingameeting or session (or when youencounter such

questions on the exam),keep the followinginmind:

» Goals: People often feel that meetings are a waste of their time, especially if the meeting discusses a

wide range of topics and theparticipants don’t understandwhy theyneed to be there or what their

contribution shouldbe.Establishing a clear goal for each meeting or workshop session canhelp people
get engagedin the discussion from the start.Plus,havinga clear goal andkeepingeveryone focused on

that goal, rather than allowing the session to be sidetracked, can shorten the session time,making the

discussion feelmore valuable to all involved.

» Rules: Establishing some basic ground rules is another important technique for holding effective

sessions.For example, there might be rules regarding the use ofcellphones, startingand ending the

sessions on time, or respecting the views ofallparticipants.It is not enough to simply set the rules,
however. The rules must also be enforced during each session.
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» Timing: Timingis alwaysimportant when we are trying to get a group ofpeople together, andit can

be easy to lose track of the time once the session is going. Therefore, the durationof the session should
be established ahead of time, and someone shouldbe designated as the timekeeper.It is also useful to
determine in advance when the sessionbreaks will take place.

» Assisting: The session facilitator needs to make sure themeetingis productive and that everyone has
a chance to contribute.Inadditionto keeping the group focused on the session goaland enforcing the

ground rules, this may include making sure junior or quieter members have the opportunity to express
their thoughts, coping with dominant or aggressive participants, and otherwise keeping the session

flowingsmoothly.

:>T&T Negotiation

Negotiationhappens throughout an agile project, especially when discussing the requirements or priorities
of features and what “done” shouldlooklike.For example, lets say that a customer asks for the ability toprint
outproduct codes.Innegotiating this requirement, the teampresents options to the customer.Thelow-cost
optionmightbe to use thePrint Screen function ontheproduct code screen,paste the screenshot into

Microsoft Word®, and thenprint that document to get theproduct codes.15 Amore costly solutionmightbe a

fully formattedreport withheaders, footers, andpage numbers. There wouldalso be additional options that
fallbetween these low-cost andhigh-cost solutions. The team andthe customer willneed to negotiate the
trade-offsbetweenfunctionality andcost to comeup witha balancedsolution.

Negotiating on agileprojects does nothave to be—and typically shouldnotbe—a zero-sum game with
a winner and a loser. Instead,healthynegotiations allow eachparty to investigate the options and trade¬
offs andpresent alternative perspectives. There shouldbe an opportunity for eachviewpoint to be fully
described, noting the pros and cons of the different options.Negotiations are most effective when the
interactionsbetweenparticipants are positive and there is some room for give andtake on eachside.

T&T Conflict Resolution

Conflict is aninevitablepart ofproject work.Wheneverpeople come together to solveproblems, there
willbe differences ofopinion and competing interests. Some degree of conflict is healthy, to ensure that
ideas are sufficiently testedbefore they are adopted.However, we need to make sure the conflict does not

escalate beyondhealthy skepticism and friendly teasing, or we will endup witha negative and repressive
project environment.

Creatingan environment inwhichpeople canuse conflict constructivelyis akeypart of successfully
engaging stakeholders on aproject.We must watch for instances when conflict movesbeyondnormal,
healthy debate andbecomes destructive andharmful to the relationships andthe team. Conflict resolution
expert SpeedB. Leas offers a framework that helps us judge the seriousness ofa conflict andbetter
understandhow conflictsmay escalate fromLevel1(Problem to Solve) toLevel 5 (WorldWar).16
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Atmosphere/EnvironmentLevel Name Characteristic
People have different opinions or

misunderstandings, or there are

conflicting goals or values.
The atmosphere isn’t comfortable,but it

isn’t emotionally charged either.

Level 1 Problem to

Solve

Information

sharingand
collaboration

Open and
fact-based

Personal

protection

trumps

resolving the
conflict

Guarded

and open to

interpretation

Self-protectionbecomes important.
Team members distance themselves from

the debate.
Discussions happen off-line (outside of the

team environment).
Good-natured jokingmoves to half-joking

barbs.

Level 2 Disagreement

Includes

personal
attacks

The aimis to win.

People take sides.
Blaming flourishes.

Level 3 Contest Winning
trumps

resolving the
conflict

Resolving the situationisnot good enough.
Teammembersbelieve thatpeople “on the

other side” willnot change andneed to

be removed.

Level 4 Crusade IdeologicalProtecting
one’s own

group becomes
the focus

“Destroy!” is thebattle cry.

The combatants must be separated.
No constructive outcome canbe had.

WorldWar Destroy the
other!

Little or

nonexistent

Level 5

Understandingthis framework of the stages ofconflict canhelp us look at a situationmore objectively,
movingpast our own judgments to see what is reallyhappening. Identifyingthe stage of a conflict can also

helpus determine what actions we should take or what tools or techniques may workinthe given situation.

Therefore, when a team isinconflict, we should first take some time to observe the situation andmake sure

we are seeingboth sides of the dispute,not just jumpinginwith aknee-jerk reaction.Weneed to allow time

for proper observation, conversation, andintuitionabout the issues before takingaction.This means that at

first we simply listen to the complaints, without immediately trying to solve them.We feel the energy of the

group, and assess the level ofconflict.We look for glances, eye rolling, andwords thathalt conversations to

ascertainif the conflict is out in the open, or ifit is playingoutbelow the surface.

Oneway to determine the levelofconflict is to focus on thelanguage the teamis usingand compareit to

Leas’s description of the five levels. So let’s examine the language used at each levelinmore detail:

» Level1(Problem to Solve): The language is generally open-hearted and constructive, andpeople
frequentlyuse factual statements to justify their viewpoints.For example, team membersmay make

statements such as, “Oh,Isee what you are sayingnow.Istillprefer the other approach,however,
because in thepast we’ve seen fewer bugs andless rework using that technique.”

» Level 2 (Disagreement): The language starts to include self-protection. For example, team members

maymake statements like,“Iknow you thinkmy idea won’t work as well,but we triedyour approach
last time, and there were a lot ofproblems.”

-
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» Level3 (Contest): The teammembers start usingdistortedlanguage, such as overgeneralizations,
presumptions, andmagnifiedpositions. They may make statements like, “He always takes over the
demo” and“Ifonly she wasn’t on the team...”

» Level4 (Crusade):The conflict becomes more ideological andpolarized. The teammembersbegin to

make statements like, “They’re justplain wrong” and “It’snot worth even talking to them.”

» Level5 (WorldWar): The language is fully combative. The opposing teammembers rarely speak
directly to each other,instead speakingmostly to those “on their side,” expressingsentiments like, “It’sus

or them” and“Wehave tobeat them!”

After observingand diagnosing the levelofconflict, we can decide what to do about it.If the conflict is at

level1through 3, donot take any immediate action to resolve it.Instead, first give the team a chance to fixit

themselves.If the team can overcome the conflict ontheir own, they willhave developedandexercised their
ownskills for resolvingconflicts.It is okay for them tohave some discomfort during this process,because
that willbetter equip them to manage similar conflicts in the future.However,if thesituation doesn’t
improve andinstead seems tobe escalating, the followingguidelines canbe usefulinresolving the conflict:

» Level1(Problem to Solve):For a conflict at this level, try constructing a collaborative scenario to

illustrate the competing issues and use that scenario to helpbuildconsensus around a decision that
everyone can support.

» Level2 (Disagreement):At level 2, conflict resolution typically involves empowering the relevant
teammembers to solve theproblem. This approachbuilds the teammembers’ support for the decision
andrestores a sense of safety to the group.

» Level3 (Contest):At this level, the conflict has become accusatory. To help fix the issue, we need to

accommodatepeoples differingviews. Although this may involve compromisingon thework tobe
done, we shouldnot compromise the team’s values.

» Level 4 (Crusade): Resolvinga level4conflict requires diplomacy. Since thecommunicationsbetween

opposingsideshave largelybrokendown, the team mayneed a facilitator to convey messagesbetween the
differentparties. Our focus shouldbe on de-escalating the conflictinaneffort to takeit down alevelor two.

» Level5 (WorldWar):If a conflict gets to level 5,itmay actuallybe unresolvable. Instead of tryingto fix

it,we mayneed to figure out how we can givepeople ways to live withit.At this levelwemight separate

the opposingindividuals toprevent furtherharm to each other.

Insummary, conflict isnormalandinevitable whenpeople work closely together. Agile leaders, coaches, and
ScrumMasters often feel obliged tohelp resolve a conflict.However,before rushingin,it isbest to observe
the situation to get abetter viewofthe issues. Leas’s modelcanhelpus objectively assess the severity ofa

conflict.We shouldpay attention to the languagebeingusedand give the team anopportunity to resolve the
conflict themselves.Ifwe do need to intervene, we should focus on de-escalating theproblemby separating
facts fromemotions andlookingfor ways to helppeoplemove forward, despite their differences.
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EXERCISE

Review the followingsnippets ofconversation, and determine the conflict level illustratedineach.

Conflict
Level

Snippet

“Theyhave no idea, yet again.We wouldbebetter offwithout them!”

“Okay,1get that youwillhave extraworkifwe choose this option.But so willIif

we go withyour method.AndI’llhave to redo this piece each time we setup a new

page”_
“That’s it!Iwarned youbefore. You andme—outside,right now!”

“Iknow youhave toldmebefore,butImustbe losingitHow doIrequest a ticket

again?”

“You’re justpushing for this optionbecause itmakes your job easier. Younever care

about howit impacts anyone else! I’m tired ofit.Ithink we should try something
else for once.”

ANSWER

Conflict
Level

Snippet

Level 4“Theyhave no idea, yet again. We wouldbe better offwithout them!”

“Okay,Iget that youwillhave extra workifwe choose this option.But so willIif

we go withyour method. AndI’llhave to redo this piece each time we set up a new

page”_
Level 2

“That’s it!Iwarnedyoubefore. You andme—outside,right now!”

“Iknow youhave toldmebefore,butImust be losingit.How doIrequest a ticket

again?”

Levels

Level1

Level 3“You’re just pushing for this optionbecause itmakes your job easier. Younever care

about howit impacts anyone else!I’mtiredofit.Ithink we should try something
else for once.”
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K&s Participatory Decision Making

The last topic we’ll discuss in this chapter is participatory decision making, whichmeans engaging
theproject stakeholders in the decision-makingprocess. The speed at which we make decisions and
the group’s level of agreement with the decisions willimpact both the performance of theproject
and the cohesion of the team. Also, since knowledge workprojects have no tangible product moving
down a production line, communication and decision-makingprocesses are more critical for keeping
everyone informed and engaged.

Although agile methods use many tools topromote effective communication among stakeholders
(includingco-location, daily stand-up meetings,planningworkshops, retrospectives, etc.), less is

written about decision-making tools. This does not mean that stakeholder participationindecisions
isn’t important,however.Ifwe do not involve stakeholders whenmakingdecisions, we runthe risk of

alienatingsome of them. This in turnleads to reduced commitment andparticipation, and couldresult in

missinganimportantperspective that wouldhelp avoidpitfalls later in theproject.Also, as stakeholders’
involvement in theprocess increases, so too does their commitment to the outcome, as illustratedbelow.

Figure 3.19: Commitment Increases as Involvement Increases

I
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E

I
o

Involvement

Convergent, Shared Collaboration
Agile methods favormore team empowerment andless command-and-control direction onprojects.
Although this higher level of team empowerment increases stakeholders’ satisfaction andproductivity, it
also raises the need for an effective decision-makingprocess. So without aproject dictator,how do agile
stakeholders make decisions and move forward? Below we’ll describe several approaches that canbe
used to make collective decisions. As youread about thesemethods,notice that they share two common

elements—convergence and shared collaboration.Let’s examine what this means.

» Convergence: Participatory decision-makingmodels aim for convergence, or collective agreement
on thebest answer. There may be outlyingopinions that need tobe clarified or perhaps removed from
consideration,but on thewhole the goal is to converge ona collectively agreed-uponbest answer. This
helps create buy-in and support for the decision since everyone has had an opportunity to voice their

opinion,be heard, and activelyparticipatein the evolution ofa commonview.
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SharedCollaboration: The second characteristic is that these approaches aim to share the decision¬

makingprocess fairly. They are looking for group consensus rather thanyielding to the willofa single
influentialindividual.For example, inchapter 5 we’llexamine two team-based estimatingapproaches,
planningpoker andwidebandDelphi.Thesemethods use anonymity (inwidebandDelphi) andsubmitting
estimates simultaneously (inplanningpoker) to ensure that the group’s estimates aren’t consciouslyor

unconsciouslypulledtoward the opinions ofthemost senior or experiencedpersoninthe room.Agile
teams try to avoid suchbiasbyusingtools that emphasizeboth convergence and shared collaboration.

Participatory Decision Models
The first thingto realize is that it’s not realistic to expect the group to achieve total agreement on all issues

and decisions. So we need some mechanisms for making tough decisions while stillkeeping everyone

engaged in the project. These mechanisms are calledparticipatory decision models.Let’s look at some

examples of thesemodels, alongwith their advantages and disadvantages.

Simple Voting
One simple approachis to ask the team to vote “for” or “against” anideaby a show ofhands. Although this

is an easy technique, it limits our opportunities to refine the resulting decision.Instriving for a quick result,
this method canprevent the team fromdiscovering and exploringbetter alternatives.Whatifsomeone

has a suggestion for tweaking the options that are beingvoted on?A simple “for” or “against” vote omits

refinement as an integral step. To help address this limitation, the team could discuss their thoughtsbefore

voting—but for most straightforward decisions, such a discussion wouldbe apoor use of the team’s time.

Personally,Iwouldvote “No” on this approach.

©
Thumbs Up/Down/Sideways
Asking for a show of thumbs up, down, or sideways around the roomis amore efficient way ofachievinga

simple vote while still allowingan opportunity to explore other options.With this technique,we ask those
who areholdingtheir thumb sideways why they cannot make up their mind. Sometimes these people
are just neutral on the idea,but other times they have a conflict, concern, or question that needs further

investigation. This approach is quicker than pollingeveryone in the group for input, since most people will

have no concerns andwill just want to move forward.

Fist-of-Five Voting
The “fist-of-five” approachhas the advantage ofspeed (like the simple votingmethod),while still allowing
people to indicate their degree ofagreement (like the decision spectrummethoddiscussedbelow).Using the

fist-of-five approach,people votebyshowing the number of fingers that indicates their degree ofsupport.
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A smallproblem with this approach is that two standards for usingit have emerged. To counter this issue,
the group simply needs tomakeit clear upfront whichmethod they are using.Inone version—which
has beenpopularizedby the AmericanYouthFoundation—theparticipants show their level of support
according to the number of fingers raised; a fist (no fingers) means no support, while five fingers indicates
full support and a desire to lead the charge.

In the otherpopular version of this method, the fingers show the level ofresistance or objection to the
ideabeing voted on.With thismethod, the number of fingers raised indicates the following:

» One finger: “I totally support this option.”
» Two fingers: “Isupport this optionwithsomeminor reservations that weprobably don’t need to discuss.”
» Three fingers: “Ihave concerns that we need to discuss.”
» Four fingers: “Iobject andwant to discuss the issue.”
» Five fingers (an extendedpalmlike a stop sign): “Stop;Iam against this decision.”

Highsmith’s Decision Spectrum

JimHighsmith outlines a great decision-making tool inhisbook AgileProjectManagement: Creating
InnovativeProducts.UsingHighsmith’s model, team members indicate how they feel about a decisionby
placing a checkmark on a spectrumranging from“fully in favor” to “mixed feelings” to “absolutelyno, or

veto.” Highsmith’smodel is effective because it allowspeople to both indicate their support for a decision
and express their reservations at the same time. It’s important to givepeople anopportunity to voice

their concernsif we hope to reach an agreement to go forwardwhile still respecting dissentingviews and
keeping everyone engaged. This methodinvites those who are not entirely in favor of an option to share
their concerns. Often, just givingpeople the opportunity to register their reservations is enough to help
them commit to anew direction.

The followingis a sample decision spectrum. The outline canbe created ona whiteboardwith tape and

permanent markers and then reused for multiple decision-making sessions.

Figure 3.20: Highsmith’s Decision Spectrum
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Withparticipatory decisionmodels, a keypoint to remember is, “not involvedmeans not committed.”
We need to findways to get our stakeholders involvedinimportantproject decisions, includingiteration

and release planning, estimation sessions, and retrospectives.Ifpeople are not involved, they willnotbe
committed to the decision and,ultimately, willnotbe committed to theproject.
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Chapter Review

1. How willusingshort iterations helpyour team?

A. Keep the team fully occupied.
B. Keep stakeholders involvedin theproject.

C. Keep stakeholder communications streamlined.

D. Let the teamrelax and get acclimatedat the start of theproject.

2. What’s thebest way for your team to share their progress with the other project stakeholders?

A. Informationradiators

B. Scrum ofscrums

C. Stand-up meetings

D. Retrospectives

3. Everyone on the team seems to have a different opinion about how tobuild the nextproduct
increment.What couldhelp themresolve this debate and move forward?

A. Fishbone Analysis
B. Shared communication

C. Emotionalintelligence
D. Fist-of-five voting

4. Which toolwouldn’t help your team share knowledge?

A. Burnup charts

B. Stand-up meetings
C. Co-located teammembers

D. Fibonacci diagrams

5. Ininterviewingcandidates for an openposition onyour team, you’re looking for someone who will
be able to_.
A. Understand andinfluence the emotions ofothers.

B. Work independently without asking others forhelp.
C. Resolve stress and conflict between otherpeople.
D. Help others manage change and challenges.

6. The definitionofdone is_.
A. Providedby the product owner

B. Determinedby the team and the ScrumMaster

C. Definedby the customer and the ScrumMaster

D. Agreeduponby the team and theproduct owner

7. What is the most frequently usedkindofworkshop on a typical agile project?

A. Team survey
B. Iterationplanningmeeting
C. Scruminspection
D. Projectkick-offmeeting
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8. Whichof the followingstatements best describes the role ofan agile project charter?

A. Forms thebasis of theprioritizedbacklogand identifies the work tobe completedby theproject
B. Describes the threats andissues theprojectmay encounter and describes mitigation strategies

for avoidance
C. Defines the who, what, where, when, why, andhow of the project andprovides authority to

proceed
D. Outlines the roles andresponsibilities of the project stakeholders and identifies any third-

party contractors

9. Agile’s emphasis on two-way communicationmeans that:

A. Distributedteams have tomake an effort to communicate effectively.
B. Agile teams need to share knowledge as widely as possible.
C. The customer shouldsolicit the delivery team’s ideas, risks, and concerns and take them seriously.
D. The stakeholdersneed tobekept in the loop about the team’s progress.

10. Whichof the circumstances outlinedbelow wouldbe a good fit for theuse ofpersonas?

A. When the conversation is centered on thehigh-level flowofa process
B. When we are tryingto better understandstakeholder demographics andneeds
C. Whenwe needto capture thehigh-level objective ofa specific requirement
D. When we want to communicate what features willbeincludedin the next release

11. Your project teamis in turmoil, andyou’re tryingto diagnose the leveloftheir conflictwith another
department. Younotice that statements such as “Marketinghas no clue again!” are becoming
commonplace. What levelof conflict wouldyousay the teamis experiencing?

A. Level1
B. Level 2
C. Level 3

D. Level 4

12. Whichof the followingisn’t a form of agile workshop?

A. The stakeholders gather to identify and define the user stories.

B. The team gathers to reflect on their last iterationand identify issues andprocess changes.
C. The delivery team gathers to estimate the user stories for the next iteration.

D. The team gathers to share their progress yesterday, discuss what they will do today, andidentify
any impediments to progress.

13. What isn’t part of emotional intelligence?

A. The ability to control our own emotions

B. The ability to identify, assess, andinfluence our own emotions

C. The ability to identify, assess, andinfluence the emotions ofother people
D. The ability to controlother people’s emotions

14. The concept ofknowledge sharingonan agile project is best characterized as:

A. Encouraged where possible and where the team shows aninterest

B. Central tomany agilepractices
C. Undertakenif there is timeleft at the end ofaniteration

D. Undertakenprincipally through stand-up meetings
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15. The gulfof evaluationrefers to what?

A. The gap between what theproduct ownerknows and what the testers know

B. The mismatchbetween the customer s vision of the solution andhow the developers understand

it

C. The differencebetween what the ScrumMaster tells the team to do andwhat they actually
produce

D. The disparitybetweenwhat the customer wants andwhat theyreallyneed

16. On an agileproject, the definition ofdone is discussed frequently so that:

A. Functionality canbe negotiateduntil the last responsible moment.

B. All stakeholders have a clear understandingofwhat completionmeans.

C. Teammembers get to improve their negotiation skills.

D. Activelisteningcan revealpreviously undiscussedrequirements.

17. Agilemodelingaims to:

A. Capture the intent of the design inabarely sufficient way

B. Capture the intent of the design in a comprehensive way

C. Deliver actionable documentation for the project

D. Leverage the fact that the value ofmodeling increases with time spent onit

18. Your team seems to unproductively debate even trivial decisions. Tohelp themmake collective

decisions, you could tryusing:

A. Fist-of-five voting
B. Bare fist fighting
C. Planningpoker
D. Brainstorming

19. Whichof the circumstances outlinedbelow wouldbe a good fit for the use ofwireframes?

A. When the conversationis centeredon the high-level flow of a process

B. Whenwe are tryingto better understand stakeholder demographics and generalneeds

C. When we need to capture thehigh-level objective ofa specific requirement

D. Whenwe want to communicate what features willbe includedin the next release

20. Whichof the followingbenefits isn’tpart of the agile valueproposition?

A. Reducedrisk at the end of the project

B. Increasedvisibility throughout theproject

C. Increased adaptability duringplanning
D. Earlier delivery ofbusiness value
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Answers

1. Answer: B

Explanation: Short iterationshelp keep stakeholders actively involvedin theproject through
frequent iterationplanningandreviewmeetings. Short iterations don’t optimize resource allocation
(i.e.,keep the team frilly occupied) or streamline communications.Andsince theymeanthat agile
teams are always working toward a short-term target, they don’t give teammembers any time to relax

at the start ofaproject.

2. Answer: A

Explanation: The most popular tools agile teams use to share their progress with otherproject
stakeholders are the large visible displays of informationknown as information radiators. A scrum

ofscrums is a way ofcoordinatingworkbetween two teams. Stand-up meetings share information
within the team.Retrospectives areprimarily for the benefit of the team—and they are focusedon

improvingthe team’s processes,not sharingprogress.

3. Answer:D

Explanation: The answer to this question canbe foundlogicallyby thinking through the four

options.Fishbone Analysis helps us get to theroot cause ofanissue; although thismight behelpful,
it isn’t a tool for reachingconsensus. Shared communication is amade-up term that doesn’t really
mean anything.Emotional intelligence is an interpersonal skill that helps us understand andinfluence

emotions; again, although this mightbe helpful,it isn’t thebest answer. The correct answer is fist-of-
five voting,whichis a tool for collective decisionmaking.

4. Answer:D

Explanation: All the answer options are ways that agile teams share information except for

“Fibonacci diagrams,” whichis a made-up term.

5. Answer: A

Explanation: Inweighing the options for this question, you need to apply your understanding of

the agilemindset as wellas common sense abouthowpeople work together. You should recognize

that “understand andinfluence the emotions ofothers” is one aspect ofemotional intelligence.
Since emotional intelligence is animportant skill onagile teams, then allyou need to do is rule out

the other answers to make sure this is the BEST answer—and as it turns out,it is.Agileputs abig
emphasis onworking collectivelyrather thanindependently.Inagile, conflicts are ideally resolvedby
those directly involved,notby outside parties.Andhelping others “manage change and challenges”
describes the role of a therapist,not an agile team member.

6. Answer:D

Explanation: Although this questionuses Scrum terms, it is equally applicable to generic agile teams.

As arule, the definition of done is the result of a conversationbetween the team and theproduct
owner.Ifyou think about it, this is logical; the team and theproduct owner eachhave information

that the other party doesn’t have. Theproduct ownerknows what is neededby the business, and the

teamknows what canrealisticallybebuilt within the available constraints.Both of these perspectives
need tobe weighed to comeup witha shared definition ofdone.
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7. Answer: B

Explanation: Two of these options aren’t agile workshops—"team survey” and “Scruminspection”
aren’t defined agile processes. To find the answer you just need to knowhowregularly the other two

meetings are used ona typicalagileproject.By definition, aproject kick-offmeeting takes place once

at the start of the project.Iterationplanningmeetings, on the other hand, are held at the start of each
iteration, every one or two weeks—this is the correct answer.

8. Answer: C

Explanation: An agile project charter defines the who, what, where, when, why, andhow of the
project andprovides authority to proceed.Although this document may alsolist the scope that ends
upin thebacklogand the threats andissues theprojectmight face, these are all justportions of the
charter, and do notbest describe its role.

9. Answer: C

Explanation: Agile projectsneed to havebidirectional communicationinwhich information
flowsbothfrom the business to the team and from the team to thebusiness.While all the options
listed couldbe interpreted as correct statements, optionCis the only one that refers to thiskind
ofcommunication.Ifyou thought optionD was correct,notice that it simply refers to keeping the
stakeholders informed,not to decisionmakingbased on that information.

10. Answer: B

Explanation: Personas are quick guides or reminders of the key stakeholders on theproject and
their interests. So this toolwouldbe a good fit when we are trying tobetter understand stakeholder
demographics andgeneral needs.

11. Answer: C

Explanation: “Marketinghas no clue again” falls into the category of overgeneralizations,
presumptions,andmagnifiedpositions,which indicates a level 3 type conflict.At level 2, they
wouldn’tbe using overgeneralizations such as “no clue again,” and at level 4, their language would
likelybemore ideologicalandhostile.

12. Answer: D

Explanation: The last optionhere isn’t a workshop, because it describes the daily stand-up, whichis

abriefmeeting,not a workshop. The other three options,inorder, describe story-writingworkshops,
retrospectives, and estimating sessions, all ofwhich are forms ofagile workshops.

13. Answer:D

Explanation:Emotional intelligence deals with our ability to identify, assess, andinfluenceboth our

own emotions and those ofotherpeople, including our capacity for emotional self-control.However,
it doesn’t allowus to controlthe emotional responses ofotherpeople.

14. Answer:B

Explanation: Knowledge sharingis central to many agilepractices.It is true that stand-up meetings
help the teammembers share information,but they arenot theprimary event for knowledge sharing.
Thispractice is too important tobe considered optionalif the teams show aninterest, or if there is time.
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i 15. Answer: B

Explanation: The gulfofevaluationrefers to the gulf, or differencebetween, what oneperson
envisions and tries to describe andhow another personhears and interprets that description. On agile
projects, there canbe significant consequences if the developers don’t have the same understanding
of tbeproject solution as the customer or product owner. The other options are made-up.

16. Answer:B

Explanation: The reason we have frequent discussions about the definition of done is to

prevent the mismatches that can occur when different people interpret the descriptions ofnew

functionality indifferent ways. The definition of done is not intended to be used to negotiate
functionality, improve negotiation skills, or surface new requirements (although that may occur).
Instead, we have these discussions to make sure everyone has a commonunderstanding ofwhat

completion or success will looklike.

17. Answer: A

Explanation: Agile models are lightweight,barely sufficient (just enough detail) models that aim

to capture the high-valuebenefits ofmodelingwithout taking too much time to create very detailed
orpolishedmodels. We want to focus ontheproduct being developed, rather than ongenerating

documentation.Finally, the value ofmodelingdoesn’t increase with time spent; there is apoint of
maximalvalue past which additionalmodelingisn’t worth the effort.

18. Answer: A

Explanation: When teams struggle to make collaborative decisions,it canbe helpful to introduce

participatorydecisionmodels such as fist-of-five voting.Planningpoker is an estimation technique
that would onlyhelp if they were having difficulty agreeingonestimates. Brainstormingis an idea¬

generating exercise that wouldn’thelp with decisionmaking.Andbare fist fightingis, sadly, inconflict

withPMI’s Code ofEthics andProfessional Conduct.

19. Answer: A

Explanation: Wireframes are a wayofcreatinga quickmock-up of a product, includingits process
flows. So this toolwouldbe a good fit when the conversation is centeredon thehigh-level flow ofa

process.

20. Answer: A

Explanation: Althoughthe agile value proposition does include reduced risk, that effect ismost

pronounced at the start of theproject, since agile teams aim to lower risk as quickly aspossible.At the
end ofaproject,noproject risk remains since theproject is over and we alreadyknow the outcome.

The other three options are accurate descriptions of the other elements of the agile valueproposition.
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CHAPTER 4

Team Performance

Domain IV Summary

This chapter discusses domainIVin the exam content outline,whichis 16percent of the exam, or

about 19 exam questions. This domain focuses onbuildinghigh-performing teams, includingadaptive
leadership, empoweringand coaching the team, collaborative team spaces, andperformance tracking.

Key Topics

» Adaptive leadership
» Agile team roles
» Buildingagile teams

- Self-directing
- Self-organizing

» Bumdown/bumup charts
» Caves and common

» Co-location (physical and
virtual)

» Developmentalmastery

models
- Dreyfus (skillacquisition)
- Shu-Ha-Ri (mastery)
- Tuckman (team

formation)
» Global, cultural, and team

diversity
» Osmotic communication

- Co-located teams

(proximity)
- Distributed teams (digital

tools)

» Tacit knowledge
» Teammotivation

» Team space
» Training, coaching, and

mentoring
- Individual vs. team

coaching
» Velocity

Tasks

1. Develop teamrules andprocesses to fosterbuy-in.
2. Help grow team interpersonal and technical skills.

3. Use generalizing specialists to maximize flow.

4. Empower and encourage emergent leadership.
5. Learn teammotivators and demotivators.
6. Encourage communication via co-location and collaboration tools.
7. Shield team fromdistractions.
8. Align teamby sharingproject vision.

9. Encourage team to measure velocity for capacity and forecasts.
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This chapter is all about agile delivery teams.For the exam—as well as tobe successful onreal-worldagile
projects—youneed to understandhow to develop andsupport self-organizing, self-empowered teams

andhelp themflourish and succeed. Since themembers of the team areproject stakeholders, many of

the ideas we coveredin chapter 3—such as communication, collaboration, facilitation, and emotional

intelligence—are also relevant to teamperformance, especially for teamleaders, ScrumMasters, and agile
coaches.In this chapter we’ll focus on some other topics that helpbuildandmaintainhigh-performing
teams, organized around three themes:buildingagile teams, creatingcollaborative team spaces, and

tracking teamperformance.

Why People Over Processes?

toput alot ofweight onprocess,with their focus onpractices such as iterations,Agile methodologies seem

backlogs, andreviews. This is ironic,given that the first value inthe AgileManifesto is “Individuals and
interactions over processes and tools.” So whydo agile processes get so much attention? Onemajor reason

is that processes andtools are simply easier to describe, explain, and classify than the trickier topics related

to individuals andinteractions. Also, it’s more difficult to formalize practices related to individuals and

interactions because people vary so much—in their skill sets, attitudes, experiences,perspectives, culture,
andso on. So the right thingto do withone teammightbe exactly the wrongapproach to takewith another.

This is why there is a common saying: “The soft stuffis the hard stuff.” We need to recognize that the “soft

stuff” isnot just more difficult (harder) thanprocesses and tools—it’s also more important.We should

focus on the people side ofprojects, evenif that focus isn’t our area of expertise or where we are most

comfortable. Goodpeople whohave few or no processesinplace cansucceed even ondifficult projects,

yetpoorly skilled or poorly aligned teams often fail, even with the best processes. As leaders of teams,we

need to focus our efforts onpeople factors to get themaximumreturnonperformance. This is whyit’s so

important tounderstandhow tobuildand support healthy teams.

Although trying to quantify the significance of goodprocesses versus goodpeople isproblematic,
data fromthe COCOMO II® estimationmodel (see box) validates that the Agile Manifesto’s idea of

valuing individuals over processes is indeed the path to project success. The COCOMO II® weighting
factors for havingbest-in-class people (compared to industry averages) are always larger than having
best-in-class processes (compared to industry averages). This tells us, based on thousands ofcompleted
projects, that people are more significant thanprocesses. In other words, ifwe want to lower costs and

boost performance, we should focus more time on training, retaining, and engaging our team than

on trying to improve our processes. Of course, ideally we will focus onimprovingbothpeople and

processes—but given the choice, there will always be a better return frominvestinginpeople.

Agile Team Roles

Indiscussing the agile methodologiesinchapter 1, we defined the team roles and terminologyusedby
Scrum and XP. Our focusin that chapter was on the separate methodologies.However, for the examit’s

essential to have a good grasp of the agile teamroles from abroader perspective,rather than thinkingof

them onlyinterms of specific methodologies. To help you do that, let’s take a moment to review the key
teamroles froma methodology-agnostic perspective, showing the multiple terms that are used for each

role. Although there are subtle differencesinthe way these terms are usedineach methodology, for the

purposes of the exam, these terms are basically interchangeable.
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Backgroundinformation

What’s More Important, People or Processes?
Here’s more informationabout the COCOMG II® data that quantifies the importance ofpeople
versusprocesses.First ofall, what is COCOMO II®? Estimatingsoftwareprojects is notoriously
difficult because of the inherent risk involved indeveloping solutions for new business problems
that havehigh rates of change.Despite this difficulty, software companies stillneed a way tobid on

projects and estimate their likelybudgets. As a result,many smart people have studied the subject
extensively to come up with solutions. One of the mostpopular solutions that was developed was a

software estimationmodel called COCOMO® (from the term “Constructive COst MOdel”).

The COCOMO® modelwas createdby reverse engineeringthe inputs from thousands ofcompleted
softwareprojects that had aknown exact cost. The ideabehind themodel was to assess a large
number ofprojects to see if there was some correlationbetween theproject input variables and the
final cost, and thenuse this data as a basis for estimating futureprojects. Thismethodhasproven to

be successful, and the updatedmodelknown as COCOMOII® is at theheart ofmany commercial
estimation systems used today.

The figurebelow shows the COCOMO II® weighting factors for seven of the input variables, one of
which ispeople.In lookingat this chart, we can see that the “People” factorshave the largest score of
all thevariables, 33,while the “Tools andProcesses” factors onlyhave a score of3. This means that
when calculating the final cost ofa software project, the impact ofpeople factors (such as a team with
poor, average, or best-in-class ability and skills) is over ten times more significant than the tools and
processes those people are using.

Figure 4.1:Weighting Factors for COCOMO II® Input Variables

33People

10Product

Computer platform 4

Tools and Processes 3

J1Design reuse

JProject precedence 1

11Schedule constraints
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Development Team/Delivery Team
This group indudes everyone needed tobuildandtest a complete increment of theproduct, such as coders,
writers, designers, analysts, and testers.Agile delivery teams rely ongeneralizing specialists—people who

canperformmultiple jobs andswitch fromrole to role as the demand arises. These teammembers:

» Build theproduct increments,using agile practices andprocesses.
» Regularlyupdate informationradiators to share their progress withstakeholders.
» Self-organize andself-direct their workingprocess withinan iteration.

» Share their progress with each other indaily stand-up meetings.
» Write acceptance tests for theproduct increments.

» Test and revise theproduct incrementsuntil theypass the acceptance tests.

» Demonstrate the completedproduct increment to the customer in the iterationreview meeting.
» Holditerationretrospectives to reflect on their process and continually improve it.

» Perform release and iteration planning, includingestimating the stories and tasks.

Product Owner/Customer/Proxy Customer/Value Management Team/Business Representative
» Maximizes the value of the productby choosingandprioritizingthe product features.

» Manages theproductbacklog,making sure thatit is accurate,up to date, andprioritizedbybusiness value.

» Makes sure the teamhas a sharedunderstandingof thebacklogitems andthe value they are supposed
to deliver.

» Provides the acceptance criteria that the delivery team willuse to prepare acceptance tests.

» Determines whether each completedproduct increment is working as intended, and either acceptsit or

requests changes (in the iterationreviewmeeting).
» May change theproduct features and their priority at any time.

» Facilitates the engagement ofexternalproject stakeholders andmanages their expectations.
» Provides the due dates for theproject and/or its releases.
» Attends planningmeetings, reviews, and retrospectives. (If this role isperformedby a group ofpeople,

typically only one or two of them will attend these meetings.)

ScrumMaster/Coach/Team Leader
» Acts as a servant leader to the delivery team, helping themimprove andremovingbarriers to their

progress.
» Helps the delivery team self-govem and self-organize, instead ofgoverningand organizing them.

» Serves as a facilitator andconduit for communicationwithin the delivery teamandwithother stakeholders.
» Makes sure the delivery team’s plan is visible anditsprogress is radiated to stakeholders.
» Acts as a coach andmentor to the delivery team.

» Guides the team's agile process andmakes sure their agilepractices arebeingusedproperly.
» Helps theproduct owner manage the productbacklog.
» Helps theproduct owner communicate the project vision, goals, andbacklogitems to the delivery team.

» Facilitates meetings (planning, reviews, andretrospectives).
» Followsup onissues raisedin stand-up meetings to remove impediments so that the team canstay on track.

Project Sponsor
» Serves as theproject’smain advocate within the organization.
» Provides direction to theproduct owner role (theperson or team representing thebusiness) about the

organization’s overall goals for theproject.
» Focuses on the bigpicture ofwhether the project will deliver the expected value on time and onbudget.
» Is invited to the iterationreview meetings to see the product increments as they are completed,but

might not attend.
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EXERCISE

Here’s a chance to check your understanding of the responsibilities of the various agile team roles.
Read the task in the first column andrecord the role responsible for that task in the second column.
(Ifyou want to practice all the terms that might appear on the exam, also try to include all the terms

for each role listed above.)

Task
Provides the due dates for theproject and/or

its releases.

Facilitates meetings (planning, reviews, and
retrospectives).

Manages theproductbacklog,making sure

that it is accurate,up to date, andprioritizedby
business value.

Helps the delivery team self-govern and self-
organize, instead ofgoverningand organizing
them.

Writes acceptance tests for theproduct
increments.

Demonstrates the completedproduct
increment to the customer in the iteration

reviewmeeting.

Focuses on thebigpicture ofwhether the
project will deliver the expectedvalue on time

and onbudget.

Determines whether each completedproduct
increment is working as intended, andeither

acceptsit or requests changes in the iteration

reviewmeeting.

Acts as a servant leader to the delivery team,

helping themimprove andremovingbarriers to

their process.
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ANSWER

ResponsibilityTask
Product owner/Customer/Proxy customer/
Value management team/Business
representative

Provides the due dates for theproject and/or

its releases.

Facilitates meetings (planning,reviews, and

retrospectives).
ScrumMaster/Coach/Teamleader

Product owner/Customer/Proxy customer/
Value management team/Business
representative

Manages theproductbacklog,making sure

that it is accurate,up to date, andprioritizedby
business value.

ScrumMaster/Coach/Team leaderHelps the delivery team self-govem and self-

organize, instead ofgoverning andorganizing
them.

Development team/Delivery teamWrites acceptance tests for the product
increments.

Development team/Delivery teamDemonstrates the completedproduct
increment to the customer in the iteration

reviewmeeting.

Focuses on the bigpicture ofwhether the

project will deliver the expectedvalue on time

and onbudget.

Project sponsor

Product owner/Customer/Proxy customer/
Value management team/Business
representative

Determines whether each completedproduct
increment is working as intended, and either

acceptsit or requests changes inthe iteration

reviewmeeting.

ScrumMaster/Coach/Team leaderActs as a servant leader to the delivery team,

helping themimprove andremovingbarriers to

their process.

K&s Building Agile Teams

Intheirbook The Wisdom ofTeams,JonKatzenbach andDouglas Smith define a team as “a smallnumber

ofpeople with complementary skills who are committedto a commonpurpose,performance goals and

approach for which theyhold themselves mutually accountable.”1There are several valuable aspects of this

definition that are worthhighlighting—and we willbe expandinguponmost of thesepoints in this chapter.

First, note that teams are described as “a smallnumber ofpeople.” Agile methods recommendkeeping the

delivery team small (typically 12 or fewer members) since this allows the teammembers to developbetter

relationships and communicate more directly.If theproject requires a larger group, it willusually need to

bebrokeninto smaller subteams that coordinate their work.
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© Exam tip

In the realworld, agile development teams maybelarge.However,ifan exam

question asks about optimal team size, agile methods recommend a team ofno

more than 12people.

Second, team members have “complementary skills.” While individual team members may not possess
all the skills required to complete aproject on their own, the teamwill collectivelyhave all the necessary
skills. This couldmean the team consists ofspecialists who all owntheir roleintheproject,but agile
methods prefer to usegeneralizingspecialists—individuals who have cross-functional skills and can readily
movebetweenroles.For example, anagile software project might have business analysts who can also
perform quality assurance work or developers who also have business analysis skills.

Third, teams are defined as being“committed to a common purpose.” This means the team members
are alignedbehind aproject goal that supersedes theirpersonal agendas. Teams also share common

performance goals and a common approach.Inother words, team members are inalignment (ifnot

always inagreement) as to how the goals willbe measured andhow the team should go about the work.

Finally, there’s the idea that team members “hold themselves mutually accountable.” In other words, the
team has shared ownership for the outcome of the project.

Benefits of Generalizing Specialists

Let’s take a closer look at the advantages ofusing a team ofgeneralizing specialists.Having team members
who canperform different tasks helps the teamminimize handoffs and avoidpeaks and troughs in their
workload.Let’s see why this is important.

By definition, specialists have anarrow skillset, since they specialize in one role or function; so if a

project relies on specialists, there are two kinds ofproblems that can arise. First, there will need to be
multiple handoffs betweenpeople who have different skills to get the work done—andhandoffs of
knowledge work are slow and risky. Since we are rarelybuilding the sameproduct twice, eachhandoff
involves a lot ofunique knowledge andinformation. A large portion of the workusually consists of
theory, ideas, or models, so there are few tangible, visible assets to hand over. Instead, one specialist has
to try and explain the ideas, goals, and design constraints theyused to another specialist—and generally
something gets lost in the transition.

The secondproblemwithpassing work from one specialist to another is that this sequentialprocess can lead
tobottlenecks.For example, the diagrambelow shows the team for a softwareproject, consistingoffour
specialists—Sandy (analyst),Jorge (user interface designer [Ul]),Mara (coder andunit tester [UT]),and
Tim (systems tester).
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Figure 4.2: Team of Specialists on a Software Project

Sys. TestUl Designer Code & UTAnalyst

v t *

TimSandy Jorge Mara

+ dJ45

The numbersbelow each role represent the number ofuser stories the specialist can typicallywork

throughper sprint.Notice that eachperson is working through the stories at a different speed.In the first

sprint at the start of theproject, everyone willhave enough work to do.But sinceJorge, theUIdesigner,
has the slowest throughput rate, eventually a bottleneck willbuildupbefore codingandunit testing. So all

the specialists downstream fromUIdesign willrun out ofwork to do, as shownbelow.

Figure 4.3: Bottleneck at UI Design and No Work for Code & UT

Sys. TestCode & UTAnalyst UI Designer

T

V « A
Mara TimSandy Jorge

**

Usinggeneralizing specialists instead of specialists canhelp solveboth the handoff issue and the

bottleneck issue. A generalizing specialist is skilledinmore than one discipline,but not like a “jack ofall

trades andmaster ofnone”—:more like a “kingofseveral trades and master of each.” Each additionalrole

that a teammember canplay can eliminate a handoff.For example,ifa coder is also skilledat interviewing

subjectmatter experts to gather user stories, thenwe can avoidahandoffofrequirements from abusiness

analyst to that developer. This not only saves alot of time, sincehandoffs are slow; it also means that no

informationwillbe lost in translation at thispoint intheproject.

Generalizing specialists can also help solve the bottleneckproblemby sharing the workload.Developers
who are willingand able to do some testing whenneeded are far more valuable to a team than those who

just want to code all day. Agile teams sometimes use the word “swarming” to describe collective problem
solving—this can take the form ofmultiple people pitchingin to help finish a task, remove abottleneck, or

move a deliverable across the line to production readiness.
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Another way ofunderstanding the differencebetween the roles ofgeneralizingspecialists and traditional
specialists isby thinkingof “T-shaped”people and “I-shaped”people.Like the letter “T” generalizing
specialists spendmost of their time deep inonerole (the stalk of the “T”),but canand sometimes do
spend time onactivities that comebefore andafter that work (the crosspiece on the “T”).I-shapedpeople,
on the otherhand, are deeply skilledinonerole and spend all their time there, whichis fine—but it means

these people aren’t as versatile, and thereforeuseful, to an agile team as T-shapedpeople.

Returningto our example, let’s re-envision this team as four T-shaped generalizing specialists, as

illustratedbelow.Now Sandy andJorge have cross-functional skills, as do Mara and Tim. Since each of
these twopairs can work as aunit, sharing tasks, their throughput is combined, whichreduces handoffs
andbalances the workload of the twopairs so that there won’t be anybottlenecks.

Figure 4.4: Reduced Handoffs and Bottlenecks
through T-Shaped Generalizing Specialists

Analyst & Ul Designer Code & Test

WfHwt
Sandy Jorge Mara Tim

75 75

o Exam tip

Although the exam questions won’t go into the level ofdetail describedin

the above example,you shouldbe familiar with the concept ofgeneralizing

specialists andwhy they are used on agile teams.

Characteristics of High-Performing Teams

Manypeople have researchedhow tobuildhigh-performance teams, includingCarlLarsonandFrank
LaFasto, authors of thebook Teamwork. Their work has influenced the followingguidelines for managers:2

» Create a shared vision for the team. This enables the team to make faster decisions andbuilds trust.

» Set realistic goals. We should set people up to succeed,not to fail, so goals need to be achievable.

» Limit team size to 12or fewer members. Small teams are able to communicate face-to-face andsupport

tacit (unwritten) knowledge.Ifan agileproject requiresmore resources, thepreferredapproachis to split
the work amongsmaller subteams.Representatives of the subteams thenneed to come together every day
to coordinate and synchronize work across theproject (for example, ina scrumofscrums).
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Build a sense of team identity. A sense of teamidentityhelps increase the teammembers’ loyalty to

the teamandsupport for other teammembers.

» Provide strongleadership. Leaders shouldpoint out the way, thenlet the team own themission.

Lyssa Adkinshas also exploredhigh-performance teams andhas identified that they have the following

eight characteristics:3

» They are self-organizing, rather than role- or title-based.
» They are empowered to make decisions.
» They trulybelieve that as a team they can solve anyproblem.
» They are committed to team success rather than success at any cost.

» The team ownsits decisions and commitments.

» The members are motivatedby trust, instead of fear or anger.

» They are consensus-driven,withfull divergence and then convergence.
» They are inconstant constructive disagreement.

Most ofthe characteristics listedbyAdkins are self-explanatory,but letslook at some of theminmore detail.

*
Exam tip

Remember that the exam willbe testingyour agile “mindset” as reflectedby the

concepts listedabove,not the actual statements or specific details or sources.

So aim to absorb these ideas into your globalagileunderstandingrather than

memorizing the fists.

Empowered Teams
Let’s take a closer look at Adkins first two points about teams—self-organization and empowerment.We

can say that there are two waysinwhich agile teams are empowered—they are self-directingand self¬

organizing.Let’s examine each of these characteristics inturn.

Self-Directing Teams
Beingtold what to do is never a recipe for runaway success.Insuch a scenario, the receivers of tasks end

up second-guessing the direction or sequence ofupcomingactivities, andtheproviders ofinstructions get

frustratedwithunforeseen obstacles and technical issues. Pushingout instructions islikepushingrope—
it’s not very effective anditnever reallybrings out thebest inpeople.

Incontrast, the members ofempowered teams are freed from command-and-controlmanagement and

canuse their ownknowledge to determine how to best do their job. This enables people to tap into their

natural ability to manage complexity.We manage complexity every day,by juggling our work fife,home

fife, e-mails, phone calls, and appointments. Organizations often fail to capitalize on this ability whenit

comes to executingproject tasks,however.Insteadofpresenting teammembers witha number of items

that have tobe accomplished, theypresent a set ofordered tasks that,inreality,mightbestbe doneina

different way. Allowing teams to direct their own work enables the teammembers to drawupon andbuild

their innate skills for managing complexity.
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Inaddition,managers and schedulers do not have the same technicalinsight into task execution as do
the people who are performing the work on a dailybasis. So leaders ofagile teams are better servedby
allowing teammembers to direct their own work. Insteadofprovidingdetailed task lists, the leader should
describe the iterationgoals at a highleveland let the team determinehow tobest accomplish the work,
within the groundrules ofwhat is acceptable within the organization.

This acknowledgement that the team members are in the bestposition to direct theproject work is

liberatingandmotivating for them.People workharder and take moreprideintheir work when they are

recognized as experts of their domain.When self-directing teams select work items fromthe queue of

waitingwork, they have the expertise to choose the items that are not blocked for any reason, that they are

capable ofdoing, and that willbring them toward the iterationgoal. This practice alleviatesmany of the
technicalblockages seeninpush systems where a task list and sequence are imposed on the team.

So we need to delegate responsibility for success to the teamand allowthem to do what is necessary
to achieve their goals. This is one aspect of agile’s “servant leadership” model describedinchapter 1.

Insteadofa command-and-control approach where instructions are passed from theproject manager to

the teamleaders down to the team members,inagileprojects theproject manager and the teamleaders
serve thepeople who are doing the workby shielding themfrominterruptions,removingimpediments,
communicating theproject vision, andprovidingsupport and encouragement.

Self-Organizing Teams
Self-organizing teams are empowered to work collectively to create their teamnorms andmake their
ownlocal decisions. This means they not only figure out thebest way to accomplish the work they have
committed to do inaniteration, they also resolve many of the day-to-day issues that crop up alongthe

way.Project managers and teamleaders can support andreinforce thisbehaviorby respecting the team’s
estimates anddecisions and allowing them to make mistakes andlearn from them.

This does notmeanthat managers andleaders abdicate their responsibility to the team. Insteadit means the
teamis given freedom within the confines ofaniteration.If the team’s estimates are way offor if theymake
poor technical decisions, these issues willbe identified and discussed at the iterationretrospective.During
thenext iteration these areas shouldimprove,andwithin amore few iterations, the team’s estimates and
technical decisions are likely tobebetter thanwhat the manager or leader couldhave produced.

Keep inmind that the self-directingandself-organizingattributes ofagile teams are goals—we donot

start there. The team members initially needsupport andguidance as they come to grips with theproject
scope and tools andlearn to work together as a team. Once the teamhas stabilized (i.e., whenit reaches
theNormingphase, as explainedbelow) we canintroduce the goals of self-direction andself-organization
as long-termobjectives for the group.

Empowering and Encouraging Emergent Leadership
Empowered teams aim to create an emergent leadership modelwhere differentpeople stepup to lead
different initiatives. One identifying feature ofhigh-performing teams ishow seamlessly they swap
leadership roles without anangrypower struggle or abigdebate. Instead, when a teammember wants to

take onanewinitiative, the others are likely to respond, “Youwant to do that? Great, tellus what youneed.”

Like geese flyingin formation, emergent leadership means that everyone takes a turnat the front.Butunlike
the geese, the teammembers don’t switchinalinear way whenever someone gets tired. Instead, leadership
happens organically onmany levels, whenever someone sees a task that needs to be done or spearheaded
and wants to take it on. The task itselfcouldbe somethingvery simple—for example,Mara sees that the
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3Dprinter is jammed again, so she asks the othersnot to useitwhile she cleansit out and resets it.Or it

couldbemuch larger andinvolvebuildingconsensus for a new approach, leading the exploration of that

approach, and engaging other stakeholders for support.

Themost importantpoint is that these leadership roles are self-selected,not assigned, and that everyone is

trying tohelp wherever they can best do so. Thishelpsharnesspeople’s passions for tryingnewideas and

makingimprovements; it fosters andrewards an entrepreneurial spirt andmakes the workmore rewarding.

Create a Safe Place for Experiments
WhenIfirst startedinproject managementIworked for a cranky oldprogram manager. He was

approachingretirement and caredlittle for beingpolitically correct.Iremember himtellingme, “Mike,

youhave two hands.If you’re usingone to coveryour rear, that only leaves onehand to workwith!"

That sayinghas stuck withme, andit illustrates theprinciple that we are muchless effective when we are

worried aboutmakingmistakes or gettinginto trouble.

People havebuilt-in defense mechanisms that are triggeredby mental as well as physical threats.Whenwe

sense a threat (or lack of safe environment), less oxygen andglucose are sent to thebrain (to limit bleeding
in the event ofan attack). So when we feel threatened, it’sharder to find smart answersbecause of our

reduced cognitive resources forproblemsolving.

Conversely, when we are in a safe environment it fosters engagement, a state in which we are willing to

tackle difficult tasks, take risks, think deeply about issues, and develop new solutions. This is just what

we need for solving difficult knowledge workproblems. The engaged state is linked to positive emotions

of interest,happiness, joy, andincreased dopamine levels. Research shows that whenpeople are happy
they explore more options whenproblem solving, solve more nonlinear problems that require insight,
and collaborate better.5

So inleadingagile teams we want to create a safe place wherepeople can experiment, try new approaches,
andmake mistakes—and then get help,learn, and recover from their mistakes.How can we do that?First

ofall, we don’t criticizepeople for experiments that fail.If the team tries a new approach for an iteration or

two,andit results in worse rather thanbetter results, we ask what can be learned from the experiment and

thenmove on. (The lesson might simplybe “Don’t do that again!”)

We should try to create an “engagement culture” that rewardspeople for problem solving, collaboration,
and sharing ideas and inputs. Thismaybe as simple as providing food for retrospectives and "lunch and

learn" sessions, or it canbe more formal, depending onwhat is acceptable inyour organization.

Backgroundinformation

The Cheese and the Owl ....
A scientific explanation of the importance ofcreatingsafe environments for people to experiment can

be foundin the research ofFriedman andForster, who measured the impact of threats onproblem¬
solvingability and creativity.4 Two groups ofpeople were asked to solve a maze that had apicture of
a mouse in the middle; their goal was to help the mouse get out One group had apicture ofcheese
(a reward) at the outside,while the other grouphad apicture ofan owl (a threat) hoveringoverhead,

ready to snatch up the mouse ifit couldn't get out. After completing the maze,both groups were

given creativity tests. The group that was heading toward the cheese solvedsignificantlymore creative

problems than those threatenedby the owl.This study, whichhas beenbacked up by many similar
studies, shows that even a smallperceived threat can have abigimpact on cognitiveperformance.
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EXERCISE

For eachbehavior listedbelow,place a check markin the appropriate column to indicate whether it
is a command-and-control approach to managingprojects or a servant leadership approach.

Servant LeadershipBehavior Command-and-Control
Handingout detailed task lists

Doingadministrative work for
team members

Creating the entireproject’s
WBS one weekend so as not to

disturb the team

Posting theproject Gantt chart
on the office wall

Postinga “suggestions”box on

the office wall
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ANSWER

A command-and-controlmanagement approach does not accept that teammembers have the

majority of the answersand excludes them fromplanningandschedulingactivities.

Command-and-Control Servant LeadershipBehavior

Handingout detailed task lists

This behavior means the

project manager does not

recognize that teammembers
are best placed to determine

task-based work.

Doing administrative work for
teammembers By doingadministrative work

for the team, the leader is

allowing the team to spend
more time onvalue-added

work.

Creating the entireproject s

WBS one weekend so as not to

disturb the team

/
By creating theproject’s WBS

without the team, the leader
isnot incorporating the teams

localknowledge.

Posting the project Gantt chart

onthe officewall Gantt charts are typically
controlledby one person
and are not easy for team

members to adjust.Byrelying
on such a tool, theleader is not

recognizing that the teammay

want to change things as the

project progresses.

Posting a “suggestions"box on

the office wall
/
Ihisbehavior means the leader
is looking for input from the
team members.

Encourage Constructive Disagreement
The second-to-last point on Adkins’s characteristics ofhigh-performing teams (“They are consensus-

driven, with full divergence and then convergence”) speaks to establishing a safe environment in

which debating or arguing over issues is seen as healthy. Constructive conflict is encouraged because

it ultimately leads to better decisions and stronger buy-in for those decisions once they are made.

Divergence (argument and debate) and convergence (agreement about the best solution) increase

the team’s commitment. This practice also addresses Adkins’s finalpoint (“They are in constant

constructive disagreement”).
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Constructive disagreement is vital for reallyunderstandingandworkingout issues.PatrickLenrioni, author
of TheEveDysfunctions ofa Team, lists the followingdysfunctions that damage andlimit teamperformance:6

1. Absence of trust: Teammembers areunwilling to be vulnerable within the group.
2. Fear ofconflict: The team seeks artificialharmony over constructive,passionate debate.
3. Lack ofcommitment: Teammembers don’t commit to group derisions or simply feign agreement

with them.

4. Avoidance ofaccountability: Teammembers duck the responsibility ofcallingpeers on

counterproductivebehavior or low standards.
5. Inattention to results: Team membersprioritize their individualneeds, such as personal success,

status, or ego,before team success.

These dysfunctions all stemfrom avoidingconflict (or constructive disagreement) andnothaving a safe
environment inwhichit is okay to ask questions.Establishing a safe environment for disagreement iskey
to success; suchan environment allows team members tobuilda strong commitment to decisions.If the
teammembers have such a commitment when they encounter the inevitable obstacles on aproject, rather
thanreturningto management with a list ofreasons why somethingcannotbe done, theywill insteadpush
past the obstacles or finda way around them.

Models of Team Development

By thispoint it shouldbe clear that to increase our chances for project success, we need to help our teams

buildmastery and develop intohigh-functioningunits. There are threemodels of team development
and skillacquisition that the PMI-ACP exam will expectyou to be familiar with: Cockburn’s Shu-Ha-Ri

model,Dreyfus’smodelofskill acquisition, and Tuckman’smodelof team formation.We’ll examine each
oftheseintum.

K&S Shu-Ha-Ri Model of Skill Mastery
Alistair Cockbum’s Shu-Ha-Rimodel originatedinJapanese Noh theater.It describes a three-step

process ofincreasingmastery that progresses as follows:7

1. Shu: Obeyingthe rules—shu means “to keep,protect, or maintain”

2. Ha: Consciouslymovingaway from the rules—ha means “to detach or break free”

3. Ri:Unconsciously findingan individualpath—rimeans “to gobeyond or transcend”

Cockburn’smodel tells us that whenmastering a new skill or process, we have tomove through three levels,
or stages. Asbeginners at the shu level, we startby following the rules we’ve absorbed fromour teachers,

mentors, or learningexperiences. Once we’ve mastered those guidelines throughpractice, we reach the ha
level where we canlet go of thembecause they’ve become secondnature to us—we can break free ofour

training andwork intuitively.In the final stage, ri,we reach fullmastery; at this point we’ve integrated the
rules so thoroughly that we can transcend them and strike out onto new paths for others to follow.

Let’s look at some examples. One applicationof the Shu-Ha-Rimodel addresses the appropriate time and
place for agile process tailoring.Whena teamis newto agile, it’sbest to startby followingamethod that
has alreadybeen tested,proven, andrefinedby others.We need topractice that system and develop some

mastery over itbefore we canunderstandhowandwhy all thepieces work together. Toputit simply, wemust

reallyknowhow the “plain-vanilla”process works before we start removingthings or inventingnew flavors.
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The Shu-Ha-Rimodelcan alsobe appliedto the examitself.Although the exam questions may appear to

be tricky, they are actually focused at the shu level—followingthe rules.You are likely to encounter some

ambiguous questions that make you think, “The answer depends ona wholebunchofother circumstances

that the questionisn’t tellingme!” When that happens, think back to the shu level—the agile basics outlined

inthisbook.For example, ask yourself, “What wouldplain-vanilla Scrum,XP, or generic agile recommend?”

K&s Dreyfus Model of Adult Skill Acquisition
Another team development model that might come up on the exam is the “Dreyfus model of

adult skill acquisition." This modelby Stuart E.Dreyfuspostulates that adults learnnew skills over five

stages—novice, advancedbeginner, competent,proficient,andexpert As we move through each of these

stages, inaddition to improvingour skills, our level ofcommitment, approach to decisionmaking, and

perspective onthe task evolve as well.8

Let’s examine each of the five stages of this model.

» Novice:Novices follow the rules theyhavebeengiven andmake analytical decisions.For example,
ifwe are learning to drive amanual transmission, wemight be told to change gears as the engine

approaches 2,500rpm.Although this rule is a good start, it couldlead toproblemsifwe try to drive on

a hill,whichwillinfluencewhen we should switch gears.

» Advancedbeginner: At this stage, we are still followingrules and making analytical decisions,but

now we have gained enough experience with real-world situations to begin to understand the context

of the rules. To decide when to change gears, we might use a guideline such as “gear up when you

hear the engine racing.”

» Competent: As we gain competence, the number ofrules andguidelines for different contexts

becomes overwhelming. Since we can’t apply them all, webegin to decide which rules are the best for
each situation, and thismakes us feelmore personally responsible for the choices we are making.

» Proficient: At this level, our decisionmaking is still analytical,but we are actively choosing the best

strategy rather thanrelying on the rules.In the process, webecomemore emotionally involvedin the
task. For example, as aproficient driver, we willhave a gut feelingifwe are approaching a corner too

fast on a rainy day.

» Expert: As we develop expertise, our decisionmakingbecomes intuitive—we are able to

spontaneously assess the alternatives and select thebest approach without having to first analytically
examine all the possible strategies.

As reflectedin the above descriptions, as we progress through themastery ofnew skills, our perspective

changes fromneutral (no opinion) to choosing a perspectivebased on the circumstances, to an expert

perspective rootedinour own experiences.Meanwhile our decision-making approachmoves from

analytical to intuitive, and our commitment from detached to involved. This transition is summarized
in the diagrambelow:
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Figure 4.5: Dreyfus Model of Skill Mastery
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o Exam tip

The examis unlikely to test the details of the Dreyfus model, so focus on

grasping thebigpicture.For example, thinkofalearningcurve youhave

experienced and try to identifyhow your skill level andpoint ofview changed

at each stage in this model.When didyour decisionmakingbecome intuitive?

How didyour level ofcommitment evolve over time from completely detached

to fully involved? This willprepare you for any scenario-based questions about

thismodel that youmight encounter onthe exam.

K&s Tuckman Model of Team Formation and Development
Agile methods use an approach called adaptive leadership in which leadersmodify how they

interact with team membersbased on the team’s level ofmaturity, or stage of formation.We’ll discuss
adaptive leadership next,butbefore we can get to that, we need to examine theprocess of team formation
and development that it isbased on. Themodelofteam formation we’llbe describing originatedwith
Bruce Tuckman. The four primary stages ofhis model are calledForming, Storming,Norming, and
Performing. These are followedby a disengagement phase calledAdjourningorMourning, sincepeople
oftenmissbeing on ahigh-performing team after it’s disbanded.9
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Figure 4.6: Stages of Team Formation and Development

Forming
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These stages are just what they seem—inForming,people come together as a team. Then there is some

turmoil, or Storming, as people learnto work together. In theNormingstage, the teamnormalizes,

becoming comfortablein their roles andrelationships.Eventually, theybecome ahighly functional, or

Performing, team that works effectively together.

As depictedin the above figure, a teammay cycle through Storming,Norming, andPerformingmultiple
times. This is likely to happen whenever there are changes to theproject team, such as people leavingor

joiningthe group.Eachtime, the teammembershave to reset andsort out their roles, relationships, and

responsibilities within the new structure.

As a results-oriented team leader,Ipersonally prefer another wayto illustrate this model—from a

performance perspective. As shownbelow, we need to get to thePerformingphase to get the most out

of the team.

Figure 4.7: Team Stages and Team Performance
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Inthis depiction of the model, a team starts in the lower right quadrant (Forming) as theylearn about
each other.Next, they move through Storming, where they challenge each other, andNorming, where
they learnhow to work together.Finally, they arrive at the Performing stage, where they can start

working as one to reach their fullpotential.Inother words, we typically start aproject with a collection
ofpeople who are a “working group” rather than a real team.DuringStorming, we have a “pseudo
team,” which transforms into a “potential team” duringNorming, and finallybecomes a “real team” once

they reach the Performing stage.

It seems so neat and clean to define the stages of team formationlike this.Does thatmean all teams go
through these phases ina predictable way?No, each teamis different. Thepeople who make up the team

and factors like whether any of the teammembers have worked together in thepast willaffect the wayin

which a team moves through the stages.

This brings us to another question:Do teams progress as a wholeunit through the stages? Not really.
People and teams are complex andmessy. As leaders, the best we can do is be aware of these models,
look for signs that the teamis inaparticular phase, and then act accordingly. These generalpointers
canbe veryuseful,but we shouldnever expect a team to proceedin an orderly fashion and follow the

stereotypical stages.

T&T Adaptive Leadership

Now that we have discussed Tuckman’s model, we can turn to the concept of adaptive leadership.
As leaders, we serve the teambest by adjusting our focus to meet team member s changingneeds as

they move through the stages of team development. One approach to this is themodelofsituational
leadership developedbyKenBlanchard andPaulHersey, who identified four leadership styles—
Directing, Coaching, Supporting, andDelegating.10 Tuckman’s stages of development canbe mapped
toBlanchard andHersey s styles of leadership as shownbelow.

Figure 4.8: Leadership Styles and the Stages of Team Formation
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Startinginthe lower right quadrant, we can see that Tuckman’s Formingstage corresponds to Blanchard

andHersey sDirectingstyle.Earlyina teams formation, the role of the teamleader is to directlyhelp with

projectactivities andpresent a clear, tacticalpicture ofwhat needs tobe done. The leader may also make a

lot ofrequests like “Help me seeit” or ask questions like “Where is theproblem?” to assist team members

inidentifying andarticulating the issues.

As the teampasses into the Stormingphase, there willgenerallybe plenty ofdisagreement, open conflict,

andharsh dialogue.Duringthis stage, the leader needs to assume the Coaching style tohelp team

members resolve conflicts without damagingrelationships. Keep inmind that some conflict is good, so we

don’t want to mollycoddle the team too much.Let the disputes occur,but act as a referee or safety valve to

ensure the conflict does not go too far.

When the teamreaches theNormingphase, the members have successfully createdrules (teamnorms)
tohelp govern themselves. This doesn’t mean the teamleader can simply go into cruise controlmode,

however. Instead, the leader needs toplay a Supportingrole. The teamwillstillneedhelp withconflict

resolution, as well as reminders to enforce the norms they have created. This is a good time for the leader

to challenge the team withhigh-levelgoals such as “The team is responsible for trackingvelocity on the

project” or “Everyone owns testing.” This is also a good time to tackle the issues raised at retrospectives.

The finalPerforming stage isn’t agiven—many,ifnot most,project teams never reach this phasebecause

they go through toomany changes (ofteninitiatedby the organization), whichsends themback to repeat

the StormingandNormingphases over and over again.Performing teams are autonomous, empowered,

self-managing, andself-policing. They require littlemore thantobe pointedin the right direction and

givenregular recognitionandappreciation for their highperformance.Blanchard andHersey sDelegating
leadership style for thisphase means the leader brings work and challenges to the team for them to solve.

EXERCISE

In the columnsbelow,matchthe Tuckman stage of team formationwith the corresponding
BlanchardandHersey situationalleadership styleby drawinglinesbetween the two columns.

Situational Leadership StylesStages of Team Formation
SupportingForming

DelegatingStorming

DirectingNorming

Performing Coaching
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ANSWER

The team formation stages and the adaptive leadership stylesmatchup as follows:

Situational Leadership StylesStages of Team Formation

Forming- 'Supporting

Storming. 'Delegating

Norming -Directing

Performing -Coaching

K&s Team Motivation

What motivates people goes far beyondpaying them a salary. Salaries simply encouragepepple to show
up to work every day. Once they are at work, a personsproductivity level canvary from someone who
undermines and is a net drainon the project to a critical contributor whobringspassionate innovation

to the organization, as shownbelow. Often, apersonsposition on this continuumisbased on their level
ofmotivation—so we can think ofefforts to motivatepeople as the art ofencouraging themtoward the

right-handside of this range.

Figure 4.9: Continuum of Net Contribution
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Inaddition tomotivatingindividuals, we can also approachmotivationin terms of the entire team.Alistair
Cockburncompares teammotivation to the overallpropulsionvector of team members in a raft.In other
words,if the team members’individualmotivations are personaland have no alignment toward the
project goal, then the overall team vector (directionand speed) is likely tobe small andnot well directed
toward theproject goal, as shownbelow.
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Figure 4.10: Team Members’ Motivations
Aren’t Aligned toward the Project Goal
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If,however, we can find a way to align the team members’personal goals with theproject goal, we greatly
magnify the project’s net vector towardsuccessfulproject completion, as illustratedbelow.

Figure 4.11: Team Members’ Motivations
Are Aligned toward the Project Goal
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To achieve this alignment, we needto discover and fullyunderstand thepersonalmotivators of the

teammembers and the motivators for the team as a group,using techniques like one-on-one interviews.

Imagine, for example, that your team includes the followingindividuals:

» Bobis six months away fromretirement and just wants hislast months ofwork to go as easily aspossible.
» Timismadbecause he wanted to use aparticular technology for the website but the architecture group

chose a different tool.
» Jane is looking for anew jobbecause she was not given the teamleadrole that she wanted.
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Once you’ve done the researchandidentifiedwhat motivates (and demotivates) these people,you can

begin to determineif some elements ofwhat they want canbe worked into the projectplan.For example,
youmight say, “Bob,Iknowyou are retiringinsixmonths,but wouldn’t winning‘Project of the Year’
be a great way to finishyour career andbe remembered? Wehave a good chanceifwe canpull this off.”
For Tim, the motivator maybe, “Iknow we didn’t select yourpreferred technology for the new site,but
could we use it tobuildour help system andknowledge base? Canweput youincharge of thatpart of the

project?” And toJane youmight say, “Jane, how about we makeyouteamlead for the next two iterations

with a review at the retrospectives?Iknowit isnot the full-timerole youwanted,but itwillbe good
experience, andyou canput it onyour resume.”

I’veprovided artificially simple examples here in the interest ofkeeping the descriptions short,but they
help illustrate thatmostprojects have opportunities for incorporating teammembers’personal goals
into theproject goals—evenifit is only temporarily, for a couple ofiterations.When we are able to

alignpersonal goals withproject goals,people will see what’s init for them,and their motivation and

productivitymayincrease substantially.

Candid conversations that explainwhy theproject is important to the company can also help motivate

the team. Try gettingan executive or sponsor to outline for the teamwhat success onthe initiative means.

Havinga senior member of the organization communicate aninspiringvisionofwhat the organization
hopes the project will achieve is wellworth thephone calls and e-mailsneeded to makeithappen.Plus,
having the teammembersknow that someone who is significant to them cares if theproject is a success is

also apowerfulmotivator.

The finalpoint I’dlike tomakeregarding teammotivationis that, whileit is good to understand and
incorporate individualmotivators, we want to make sure we cement company and team objectives over

individual objectives.It is important to do things like celebratingvictories as a team and comingup with
whole-teamrewards, rather than givingindividual rewards for discrete pieces ofproject work.Weneed to

promote the “mutually accountable” aspect of teamwork.

K&S Training, Coaching, and Mentoring

The exam content outline includes the toolkit item “training, coaching, andmentoring.” Since these terms

are oftenusedinterchangeably, let’s take a closer lookand see what they mean.

» Trainingis the teaching of a skill or knowledge throughpractice andinstruction. The agenda is

usually createdby the trainer, and the format is very structured (and typicallypreparedinadvance).
An example oftrainingwouldbe attending a one-day course on agileplanning techniques.

Coaching is a facilitatedprocess that helps the personbeingcoached to develop and improve their

performance. Coaching often starts with an initial topic that is then expanded and developedin

collaborationwith the coach. Coaching sessions are usually scheduledin advance andhave a defined

structure. An example ofcoachingwouldbe arranging a session with the ScrumMaster to get helpwith

project reporting.

Mentoringis more ofaprofessionalrelationship thana specific activity.The mentor canbe a sounding
board for tackling issues on an as-needed basis. The mentee owns the agenda, and the format is free-

flowing.An example ofmentoringwouldbehavingarelationship with an experienced agile leader who

youmeet with from time to time,bounce ideas off, and ask for advice.
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In the context ofan agile team, coachingis the most common of these activities. The role of the

ScramMaster, team coach, or teamleader includes serving as a coach to themembers of the delivery
teamas needed to improve their effectiveness andkeep theproject on track. So lets take a closer look at

coachingan agileproject team.

Coaching
The goal ofcoachingis to help the team members stay on track, overcome issues, and continually improve
their skills. Coachingis done at two levels—the team and the individual teammembers. The figure below
shows how the emphasis switches from coaching the team as a whole at the iterationboundaries to

coachingindividualmembers during the iterations:11

Figure 4.12: Coaching at the Team and Individual Levels
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Team coachinghappens more at the iterationboundaries because that’s when the team assembles for

events like iterationplanning, iterationreviews, andretrospectives. These are great times to make sure the

team’s agile practices are workingwellandhelp the team embody their agile roles. Anyprocess changes that

arise from coaching the team shouldbemadebetweeniterations rather thanin themiddle ofaniteration,

because the iterationis the team’s dedicatedperiodfor completing the work in a stable environment.

While theiterationis inprogress, it’s a goodtime toprovide coaching to individual teammembers.

Typically, a teammember willhave aproblem or complaint, andask for coaching or help. The coaching
sessions shouldbe one-on-one, confidentialmeetingsina safe,private environment.During the

conversation, it’s important tobe frank,yet remainpositive andrespectful. After the meeting, the coach
might need to followup to make sure the issue has been resolved, or is at least gettingbetter.
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Lyssa Adkins outlines the followingguidelines for one-on-one coaching:12

Meet them ahalf-step ahead.Don’t try topushpeople directly to the endpoint.Instead, coach them
so that theymove toward the endgoal andtake the next step from where they are now.For example,
let’s say our aimis to have the team members select their ownwork tasks,but they aren’t there yet

Instead of just telling thembluntly that agile teams self-select their work, try to get themhalfway there

by asking them questions like, “Who cando this one?”

» Guarantee safety. Tell the teammembers that all coaching conversations willbekept confidential, and

thenmake sure they are.People willbemore willingto contribute and share if they aren’t afraid that
their concerns willbe repeated out ofcontext.

» Partner withmanagers. Often the team members’ functionalmanagers are not on the project team.

These managers might not be using, or even aware of, agile methods.Because of this, the way the team

members are measuredin their functionalroles might not match agile values.We needtopartner with
functionalmanagers to align everyone’s goals and ensure that the team members’ project contributions

are reported appropriately to their functionalmanagers.

Create positive regard. We might not personally like every individual we coach,but we do have

to help them equally. Ifwe dislike someone, this sentiment can show through, often insubtle ways.

Therefore, it’s important to cultivate a genuine compassion for others and a desire to help everyone

improve in their roles.

Creating Collaborative Team Spaces

Nowthat we’ve exploredvarious aspects ofbuilding agile teams, let’s move on to examine how the

physicallocation of the teammembers affects teamperformance. Thelocation of the delivery team and
the characteristics of their work environment have a significant impact on their capacity for collaboration
and communication, and therefore their ability to use agile practices effectively.

Althoughagilemethodspromoteusingco-located teams and creatinga collaborative team space, this

approach also comes with challenges.Here we’lllook at some important aspects of teamlocationyou

shouldunderstand for the exam,includingsome of the challenges involved, and ways to address them.

© Exam tip

All the ideas coveredin this section on collaborative team spaces (co-location,

team space, osmotic communication, distributed teams, etc.) are important

agile concepts.You arelikely to encounter multiple exam questions that test

your understanding of these concepts, either direcdy or indirectly.
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K&s Co-Located Teams

Since agilemethods recommend face-to-face interaction as thepreferredmeans ofcommunication,it is

no surprise that they also recommend that teamsbe co-located—inother words, that all the team members
work together in the same location.It isn’t enough to simply locate all the teammembers in the same city,
or even on the same floor of the samebuilding.An agile team is only considered tobe co-locatedif all its
members are working within33 feet—10meters—ofeach other,without anyphysicalbarriers such as

walls or doorwaysbetween them.

As we’ll see, co-locating the teamhas many advantages—however,it isn’t always possible. Many agile
projectsuse distributed teams inwhich themembers are geographically dispersed, whether in different

buildings, cities, or continents.In that case, the team will try touse digital tools to duplicate the effects
ofphysical co-location as much as possible. This is known as virtualco-location.In this section, we’ll talk

about tools andbest practices forbothco-located and distributed teams—inother words, for physically
and virtually co-located teams.

0 Exam tip

Inthis discussion,we’lluse the term“co-location” torefer to teams locatedin the

same physicalspace,unless otherwise specified.However, for the exam,youmight

see references to virtualco-locationas well asphysical co-location.Also, although

the examusually doesn’t test specific numbers, youmight need toknowthe

definitionofphysicalco-location given above: all team members workingin the same

space, within 33feet (10meters) ofeach other, with nophysicalbarriers between them.

y&y Team Space
We’ve said that co-located team members need to actually be seated in the same space. This is

their “team space” (or “war room”)—the common area for collaborationandinformationsharingwhere

they conduct their everyday work.

Agile teams often commandeer a large open area, like a conference room, to serve as their team space.In

this area there shouldbeplentyofwall space for whiteboards to beused duringcollaborative discussions,
as well as room topost informationradiators of theproject metrics. To take full advantage of thebenefits
of co-location, the team space should also be suppliedwith the following tools and equipment:

» Whiteboards and taskboards
» Stickynotes, stickypaper, flip charts
» Round table with screen/laptop
» Video conferencing capability
» Nobarriers to face-to-face communication

» Food, snacks, andtoys!
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The rationale for most ofthese items shouldbe dearbynow.For example, we’ve already discussed the use of
whiteboards, stickynotes,informationradiators, andface-to-face communicationintalkingabout agile tooling
andcommunication, andwe’llbe talkingabout theuse ofdigital toolsbelow.However, there are two other
elements ofagile team spaces that maybe less familiar—“caves and common” and "tarit knowledge."

Caves and Common
One of the challenges ofworkinginan open area without barriers is the lack ofprivacy and quiet time.

To address this, agile team spaces follow a “caves and common" model.Most of the workis doneinthe
large “common” area, where the team members work together as a group.However, they also have access

toprivate spaces, called “caves,” where they can go tomakeprivate calls,have one-on-one conversations,

or work on their own for shortperiods of time. So if a team member ishaving difficulty concentratingina

noisy environment,he or she can retreat to a “cave” to workinquiet isolation for a short period.

Tacit Knowledge
“Tacit knowledge” is the unwritteninformation that is collectivelyknownby the group, such as how to

restart the printer whenit jams.Although those instructions might not be written downanywhere, if
everyone is workinginthe same space andhas seen andheardpeople do itbefore, thisknowledge will
become shared and supportedby the team. Thebenefit of tacit knowledgeis that it leads to time savings
since everyone on the teamhas a wide base of shared information.

Tacit knowledge works best for small, co-located teams—in fact, the emphasis on facilitatingand

maintaining tacit knowledge is one of the reasons why agile methods recommendlimiting teams to 12 or

fewer people. As teams growinsize,it becomesmore difficult to maintain face-to-face communication

with everyone, and tadt knowledge begins to break down.A larger team needs to commit more things to

writing tokeep everyone informed. Sinceit takes more time to create written documentation, some ofthe
time savings ofsmall team collaboration are lost.

T&T Osmotic Communication

Osmotic communicationrefers to the useful information that flowsbetween teammembers who are

workingincloseproximity to each other as they overhear each other’s conversations.For example, let’s

say thatBob asksJimhow to restart thebuildserver.Mary is just about to use thatmachine and overhears
their conversation—as aresult, she can intervene on therestart andsave apotential conflict. This ability
to pickup on things that would otherwisebe missed is one of the majorbenefits of co-locating the team,

saving them time and improvingtheir teamwork.

Alistair Cockbumlikens osmotic communication to energy fields that radiate frompeople.If you’re too

far away, you won’t receive itsbenefits—youcan only get the fullbenefit ifyou are inclose proximity with
no barriers, as shownbelow.In other words, to improve their osmotic communicationwe want to get

people sittingand working closely together with few barriers between them.13
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Figure 4.13: The Effect of Proximity on the Flow of Osmotic Communication
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K&S Global, Cultural, and Team Diversity

As our communicationoptions expand andbecome less expensive, andas our partner and customer

bases widen,globalization, culture, and team diversity arebecoming increasingly important factors for

project teams.It’snot uncommon to have teammembers from three or four continents working on the

sameproject.Although different cultures bring challenges, they can alsobringmore efficiency to aproject

because there is a broader pool of resources to choose from.

Sinceknowledge work is invisible, agile teams rely on coordinationand communicationto share information.

However, globally distributed teams face special challenges in this area that needtobe addressed:

» Different time zones: Team members maybe workingat different times of day, which can impede
their ability to get to know each other and achieve unity.If this is the case, wemayneed to spendmore

time coordinating their communication.

» Different cultures: Many societies are morehierarchical thanWestern culture, and they may consider

it rude to make suggestions, give candid feedback,bringupproblems, or disagree openly.In this case,

we may need to explicitly encourage this behavior and explain that this kindof transparency is required
for agile to work smoothly.

» Different communicationstyles: Different culturesmayhave very different communicationnorms.

To address this, we may need to train the entire team about each other s communication styles.We

can also watch out for misunderstandings, inappropriate jokes, culturally sensitive terminology, and

clashing assumptions about gender roles.

» Differentnative languages: Different languages maylead to miscommunication about the workbeing
done. To address this, we may need to take steps to ensure a sharedunderstandingof the acceptance

criteria and confirm that everyone on the teamhas the same understandingofwhat needs to be done.

We may also need to provide more detailed instructions and documentation.
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Evenwhenpeople fromdifferent countries share the same native language, there are still differences to

take into account.As anexample,whenIfirst made the transition from theUnitedKingdomto Canada,I
discoveredsurprising differences inculture, expressions, and terminology, despite the supposedly common

language.For instance,Iremember someone saying to me, “We’llneedbiweekly status reports.” Thinking
that “biweekly” meant twice a week,Ireplied, “Okay, can we make that every Wednesday and Friday?”

Teammember: “Ohno, every two weeks.”
Me: “Wait,youmean every fortnight?”

Teammember: “What’s a 'fortnight'?”

Whenconductingretrospectives, we shouldkeep the team’s culturaldifferences inmind.For example,
people from some culturesmight not feel comfortable raisingproblems with the currentprocessin the
presence of their managers.Insuchinstances,it can be helpful to rephrase “What didnot go well?” to

“What areas coulduse improvement?”It can also behelpful to leave retrospectivequestions open at the
endof the meetingso thatpeople can respond to themin a private meetingroom, via e-mail, orby filling
out ananonymous feedback form.

Ofcourse, diversity issues may need to be addressed onco-located teams, too.Inthis case, theXP practice
ofpairprogramming canbe used. (Onanon-ITproject, developers canbepaired offto complete specific
tasks together, evenif they aren’t working together simultaneously, as inpairprogramming.) Working
together ona task gives teammembers a great opportunity to get toknow each otherbetter, work as aunit,
andbecome comfortablehandlingconflict, raisingproblems, communicatingprogress, andbrainstorming.

Distributed Teams

Distributed teams are teams thathave at least one teammember working off-site.We’ve said that agile
recommends that teams be co-located, and so far we’vebeen talking about co-located agile teams as if
they were thenorm.Although thismighthavebeen true at one time, today themajority ofagile teams

are distributed.For example, in2015 the ScrumAffiance surveyed 5,000 Scrumpractitioners from 108

countries andacross more than14industries. The resultingreport (“The 2015 State ofScrumReport”)
found that only 26percent of the respondents were workingon a co-located team.14

So rather thanbeing the exception, distributedagile teams are thenorm. One reason distributed teams

are becomingmore commonis that theInternet offers communication tools andreduced communication

costs thatmake geographically distributed teams not onlypossible,but also cost-effective.Asprojects
get bigger andrequire more specializedresources,it is inevitable thatproject teams willincreasinglybe
distributed.AndHighsmith asserts that agilemethods workbetter for distributed teams thannon-agile
approachesbecause of the following factors:15

» The short iterations used inagile development force continuous close collaboration and coordination.
» Theproject willbe easier to controlbecause a releasableproduct isbuilt each iteration.

Inother words,ifyouhave to manage a distributedteam,it isbest to use anagile approach,because the
frequent feedbacks more helpful than just pilingon documentation tokeep the team ontrack.
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Exam tip

For the exam,you shouldunderstand that a distributed team is not the same

as outsourcing.AsJimHighsmithpoints out, there is animportant difference

between distributed and outsourcedprojects.He explains, “Distributed

projects basically havemultiple development sites that can spanbuildings,

cities, or countries. Outsourcedprojects involvemultiple legal entities,

therefore contracting,contract administration, and dealingwithdifferent

development infrastructures are added to the team’s workload.”16

One aspect ofdistributed teams to keep inmindis that the teamformationphases ofStormingand

Normingare more difficult whenteam members are not co-located. Somepeople are more likely to just

disengage from an e-mailor VoIP debate, rather thanstandup for their viewpoint the way they would

if theywere in the same room as the otherperson.If thatpersonis out of sight, they findit easier to just

dismiss them and their crazy ideas. On the other hand, certainpeople are in their element inavirtual

debate,perhapsbecause they feelprotectedby distance andseparation. (Whenyou actuallymeet these

people,youmaybe surprised athowvery agreeable andmeek they are inperson.)

Storming andNorming are critical for helping teams build commitment to their decisions and results.

Therefore, leaders of distributed agile teams need to ensure that there are enough debate and collective

decisionmaking early in the project for the team to fully work through these stages. This may mean

introducing controversial or difficult pieces of work earlier in the project, just to get the team talking
and working through the issues.

Onebest practice that willhelp the members of a distributed team communicatebetter is to start by

holdinga face-to-face kickoffmeeting.It is so much easier to e-mail, call, or instant message someone

whomyouhave alreadymet inperson.It’s evenbetter ifwe canextend this face-to-facekickoffevent

so that team members can work together for the first one or two iterations before they return to their

respective countries, as shownbelow.

Figure 4.14: Bring Geographically Dispersed Teams
Together Early to Improve Communications Later
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This model canbe further extendedby arranging for face-to-face release andplanningmeetings as the
project progresses. Other models that workwellinclude arotatingsecondment (temporary assignment)
of teammembersbetween locations to give the team membersineach region an opportunity to work in

person withpeople from the other teams and experience their cultures.

Backgroundinformation

Tips for Managing Distributed Teams
In CollaborationExplained,Jean Tabaka offers the followingtips for managingdistributed teams:17

Maintain ametaphor.Metaphors canhelp the team stay focused on theproject mission or

vision.For example, a metaphor for aproject to build a security system maybe “We are building
the Great Wall of China.”

Apply frequent communications.When team members aren’t incloseproximity to each other,
addinginmore scheduled communications mayhelp.For example, a distributed team may have
two stand-up meetings a dayplus scheduled one-on-one calls to compensate for the lack of

spontaneous communications.

Intensify facilitation. This may mean askingmore questions, repeating responses more

frequently when on conference calls, andworkingto keep everyone engaged.

Followbestpractices for conference calls.It is also important to keep conference calls effective
andproductive so people are willing to attend and contribute.Here are some basic guidelines to

follow when facilitatingconference calls:

- Keep on track: There shouldbe no fuzzy agendas.
- Keep on time:As a general rule,keep calls to a one-hour limit.
- Keep track ofwho is on the call:This canbe donebymaintaining a seatingchart.

- Keep the decisionsflowing: Sendingout agendas inadvance canhelp achieve this goal.
- Keep the answers coming: To do so, weneed to engage participants with questions.
- Keep itfair: This means we need to maintain fair telephone control.
- Keep itfacilitated:Inother words, don’t take control ofdecisions.
- Keep it documented: Not only shouldwe document the conference call,but we should also send

feedbackpromptly.
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Digital Tools for Distributed Teams
Distributed stakeholders present a challenge toboth face-to-face communication and agile tools, such as

informationradiators, that rely on co-location to workbest.However, this is a challenge that mostprojects

have to dealwith, since the majority of agile teams have at least one teammember ina different location

than the rest of the team.

Thebig challenge for distributedagile teams is finding ways to create “virtual co-location"—inother

words, trying to replicate thebenefits of face-to-face collaboration, osmotic communication, tacit

knowledge,andimprovedrelationships that come from workingincloseproximity to each other.Luckily
the same factors that are making distributed teamsmore common are also providing tools that canhelp
simulate thebenefits of face-to-face collaboration. There are ahost ofelectronic tools and gizmos that

distributed teams canuse to mimic thelow-tech,high-touch tools favoredby agile teams and establish

osmotic communication.Let's look at some examples of such tools.

» Videoconferencing, livechat, Skype: These tools canbeused to simulate a shared team environment

and allow distributed stakeholders to chat andinteract as if their colleagues were within earshot.

Videoconferencing canbe especiallyuseful for stand-up meetings andretrospectives to provide a visual

presence for distributed teammembers.

» Interactive whiteboards: These tools allow team members to share content withmultiplelocations

and collaborateinavisualwhiteboard-type environment that is muchricher than a telephone
conversation.

» Instant messaging (IM) and VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) headsets: These tools canmake

it seemlikepeople halfway around the world are much closer.WithVoIP headsets, for instance, team

members canchat away with each other asif they werein the same (dark) room.

» Presence-based applications: These applicationsbuildon and extendIMcapabilities by managing the

“currently online” status ofparticipants to create avirtual office environment for sharinginformation.

These tools usually offer document and file management services, as well as arudimentaryprojectplan

integration capability, tohelp team members collaborate.

» Electronic task boards and storyboards: These tools canbe usedbypeople inmultiple remote

locations to mimic co-locatedinformationradiators.

Web-basedmeeting facilitators: These canhelp keep track of team members andprovide a central

hub for connection andinformation.

» Survey applications: Online surveys can be an effective way ofpollingteammembers in real time or

off-line to get answers to questions and opinions.

» Agileproject management software: These tools canhelp withbacklogcreationandprioritization.

They also produce velocity-tracking statistics andhelp the team own theprocess of trackingvelocity.

» Virtualcard walls: These virtualwalls canmimic physical card walls,but they are accessible anywhere
to teammembers with anInternet connection.

» Smartboards: These tools are great for capturing the output ofdesign sessions withouthaving to

spend extra time creating formal documents.
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Digitalcameras: Taking a digitalpicture is another way to quickly capture whiteboard sessions without
the need to spend timepolishingdesigns.

» Wiki sites, document management tools, andcollaboration websites: Such tools allow stakeholders
to create, view, amend, and discussproject elements.

» Automated testing tools, automatedbuild tools, and traffic-light-type signals: These tools are

typicallyused onsoftwareprojects to show the status of thebuild.For example,if thebuildis stable
and all tests are running, the tools show a greenlight.If some codehas been checkedin that breaks the
build, they show ared light.

» CASE tools: These tools are nowbeingused to reverse-engineer documentation from source code and
data models. So rather than spendingvaluable timekeeping systems documentationup to date, teams

cannowuse CASE tools everyweek toperform tasks like reverse engineeringnew database models,
depth-of-inheritancemetrics, and code coverage statistics fromthe evolving system. This frees up
developer time to focus on addingnew features, rather thanmaintainingdocumentation.

fracking Team Performance

In this final section of the chapter, we’ll examinehow agile teams monitor their progress andperformance.
This discussionis closelyrelatedto the concepts we’ll coverinthe next chapter, where we’llbe talking
about agileplanningindetail. That’sbecause the key tools (bum charts) and the metric (velocity)
commonlyused for tracking teamperformance are also used for planningandestimating.For the exam,
you’llneed to have a good grasp of these important agile tools.

Burn Charts

We’ve seen that agile teams rely onlow-tech,high-touch tools displayed onhighlyvisible information
radiators—andburn charts are one of themost common tools displayedin this way.Bum charts are

important because theymake the team’s progress visible at a glance andmake it easy to forecast when the
project (or a release within theproject) willbe complete.

There are twokinds ofburn charts—burndown andburnup.Burndown charts show the estimated effort
remainingon the project, andburnupcharts show the features that havebeendelivered already.Both
kinds ofbum charts are easy to create inMicrosoft Excel*.18

Burndown Charts
Aburndown chart tracks the work that remains to be done on aproject.As work is completed,

the progress line on the chart willmove downward, reflecting the smaller amount ofwork that still
needs tobe done. The most common use ofburndown charts is for measuring the team’s progress in

completing the project work.
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Here’s anexample of a typicalburndown chart:

Figure 4.15: Burndown Chart Using Time to Measure Progress
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Looking at the above chart, it’s easy to see at a glance that this project willbe doneinearlyFebruary,
since that’s when the average slope of theprogress line willreach 0hours of estimated effort remaining.

Typically,burndown charts show either the estimated time remaining, as shownhere, or estimated

story points remaining. (A storypoint is basically a unit ofwork that hasbeen definedby the team, as

we’ll explaininchapter 5.)

Below is an example ofaburndown chart that uses storypoints.

Figure 4.16: Burndown Chart (Story Points) with Ideal Progress
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On this chart, the team has also forecast (in green) the effort theyplan to do to complete the project on

time—andwe can easily see that they are on track to reach the target release date. That’sbecause their
average progress to date, as shownby theblack line,is gettingcloser and closer to their idealprogress, as

shownby the greenline.

Althoughburndown charts allowus to quicklyproject when the workwillbe done, theydohave one

drawback—theymake it hard to separate the impact of scope creep from the team’s progress.Ifwe look

again at the first example above (figure 4.15), we can see that progress was slow (the linewas flatter)
betweenDecember 15 andDecember 29. This slowdown couldhave had several causes:people taking
vacations over theholidays, the customer addingmore scope, or the team discoveringmore tasks that
needed tobe done.We cannot discern the reason for the slowprogressbylookingat this chart

y&7 Burnup Charts
Burnup charts track the work that has been completed. Therefore, over the course of the project,

the progressline on aburnup chart willmove upward, showing the increasingamount ofwork that has
been completed. Thebig advantage ofusing abumup chart is that it can show changes in scope, making
the impact of those changes visible.

Here’s an example ofa typicalbumup chart:

4.17: Sample Burnup Chart Using Points to Measure Progress

400

350

300

250

Story
200points

150 — Project Scope

— Work Accepted
100-

50

0

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan

Iterations Over Time

Onthis chart, we can see that the total scope startedat 300pointsinJanuary; however, it increased to

330points inJuly, and eventually reached350points at the end of the year.If the datainthis chart was

converted to aburndownchart, we wouldsee areas where the rate ofeffort line would flatten—but we

wouldn’t be able to tellwhether that flatteningwas due to an increaseinscope or slower progressby the
team.By separatingprogress and scope,burnup charts offer additionalinsight into the status of theproject.
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Theburnup chart above shows work completed (or accepted).But what about work inprogress? We can

addwork inprogress to ourburnup chart to trackbothwork started andwork completed. Whenwe do

that, we create a cumulative flow diagram (CFD), as discussedinchapter 2. Here is an example ofaCFD

that shows work completed,inprogress, andnot started:

Figure 4.18: Cumulative Flow Diagram
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Onthis chart, we can see how the total scope (the top line) increased from 300 features to 400 during the

project.We can also see the workinprogress (the dottedsection) and the completedwork (the striped
section). The team’s true rate ofprogress is the gradient of the line at the top of the “Completed” section,

which tracks the completionof features.

T&T Velocity

Velocity is defined as the “measure of a team’s capacity for workper iteration.” This powerfulmetric allows

the team to gauge howmuch work theywillbe able to do infuture iterations,based on the amount of

work they completedinpast iterations. This provides a way to track and communicate what they have

accomplished, anticipate what they willbe able to accomplish in the future, and forecast when theproject

(or release) is likely to be done.

Inthis discussionwe’ll talk about velocity in terms ofstorypoints.However, velocity is measuredinthe

same units the teamuses to plan thework, whichcouldbe anything—storypoints, user stories,hours,
days, or even jellybeans! (Yes, jellybeans are actually used on many agile projects.)
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Here’s an example of tracking a team’s velocity across iterations:

Figure 4.19: Velocity Tracking Chart
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Velocityusually varies the most in the first few iterations and thenbegins to stabilize. This isbecause
the team has to get used to working together, familiarize themselves with the project tools, and get
comfortable interacting with the project stakeholders.

While it may seemlogical to predict ever-increasingvelocity as the team gains experience, velocity does
typicallyplateau. One reason for this is that, as the product gets bigger, there is more to maintain, refactor,
andpossibly supportif early versions of theproduct have been deployed.Ingeneral,knowledge work
projects tend to increase incomplexity as the workisbeingdone.

Figure 4.20: Velocity Tends to Stabilize as the Project Progresses
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Hie fact that velocity tends to stabilize over time makes it a verypowerful tool for planningand estimating.

Once a teamhas tracked their velocity over multiple iterations, they canuse their average velocity to

estimate when the next release or projectwillbe done. For example, let’s say there are 50 storypoints
ofundevelopedwork remainingin the backlog for the first release. The team has already completed ten

iterations for that release, and they have been averagingabout 20 storypointsper iteration.We candivide

the remainingworkby the team’s average velocity per iteration (50 / 20 = 2.5) to estimate that it will

probably take the team threemore iterations to complete the release.

Thiskindoflong-term track record allows an agile team to make pretty reliable estimates about how

longit will take them to complete a given chunk of work. That’s why velocity is the preferredmetric

for estimating andplanning upcoming releases and iterations. (We’ll delve more deeply into this

topic inchapter 5.)

EXERCISE

Your team’s velocity hasbeen 40, 48, 52, 59, and 51points per iteration since starting the project.
Your backlog ofremainingwork has 600points of functionality init.Your sponsor wants to

know when you expect to be done.Howmany more iterations of workwillbe required to

complete the backlog?

ANSWER

You first need to calculate the average number ofpointsper iteration:

(40 + 48 + 52 + 59+ 51)75 = 50

You then divide the remainingworkby the averagepointsper iteration:

600 / 50 = 12

Therefore, thebacklogwilllikely require 12more iterations ofwork to complete.
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Chapter Review

1. As theproduct owner, what wouldyou focus on?

A. Facilitating the retrospectives andplanningmeetings
B. Acting as servant leader to the team

C. Organizing the development work
D. Maximizingthe value of theproduct

2. What wouldbe a step forwardinyour teams evolution?

A. Fromproficient to competent

B. FromFormingto Storming
C. FromHa to Shu

D. From self-organized to empowered

3. Ifit isn’t possible to locate all your teammembers in the same room, they are likely to experience:

A. Higher levels ofconflict
B. Moreprivacy

C. Less difficultyreaching convergence
D. More communication challenges

4. As an agile teamleader, you want to avoid:

A. Prioritizingteam goals over individualgoals
B. Providingrewards for expectedbehavior
C. Findingout what motivates the teammembers individually
D. Rewardingindividualgoals at the expense ofproject goals

5. What woulda member ofan agile delivery team focus on the most?

A. Selecting whichuser stories to includein theproduct
B. Buildingtheproduct increment

C. Communicating theproject vision

D. Testing theproduct increment to determine ifit is done

6. If the team leader is effective, we would expect to see an agile team:

A. Collaborate smoothly andharmoniously without disagreements
B. Disagree witheach other frequently when they are first learning to work together
C. Learn to suppress their disagreements for the good of theproject
D. Develop stronger opinions and disagree more as theproject progresses

7. What questionwould the sponsor ofan agile project focus on?

A. Will theproject deliver the expected value on time andonbudget?
B. Does the teamunderstand theproject vision?

C. Is the ScrumMaster prioritizingthe features accurately?
D. Does theproduct owner understand the enduser’s requirements?
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8. What is the ScrumMaster responsible for?

A. Directingandorganizing the team

B. Guiding the team’s agile processes

C. Prioritizingtheuser stories

D. Managing theproject

9. Your team needs to keep the product owner and other stakeholders informed about how the project

isprogressing.What tools willyouuse for this?

A. Velocity chart andriskburndown graph
B. Project roadmap andstory maps

C. The teams task board withWIP limits

D. Prototypes,personas, and wireframes

10. At what team formation and development phase is conflict likely to be highest?

A. Forming
B. Fuming
C. Storming
D. Debating

11. Which of the followingstatements is true forusing teamvelocity as aprogressmetric?

A. Velocity is not accurate if there are meetings that cut into development time.

B. Velocitymeasurements are disruptedif someproject resources arepart-time.
C. To track velocity accurately we can’t have any scope changes duringtheproject.

D. Velocitymeasurements account for work done and disruptions on theproject.

12. Which of the followingneeds isn’t relevant to designing agile team spaces?

A. Allow team members to retreat to a cave for some quiet work.

B. Help everyone understandhow to operate and reset the printer.

C. Let teammembers pair up at the same desk to work together.
D. Let the sponsor easily follow the team’s progress.

13. Self-organizing teams are best characterizedby their ability to:

A. Do their own thing
B. Sit where they like
C. Make local decisions
D. Make project-based decisions

14. Youhavebeen assigned to lead a distributed agile team. Tohelp themcommunicate, thebest option

wouldbe to:

A. Ask the teammembers to sharephotos of themselves.

B. Require a common language for allproject communications.

C. Set up some initial face-to-facemeetings for everyone to meet each other.

D. Define common workinghours so everyone canbetter communicate.
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IS. Agile team members aremore effective at solvingproblems when they:

A. Are motivatedby rewards andpunishments
B. Are in the Stormingstage ofdevelopment
C. Feel they havepermission to make mistakes
D. Are allowed to work on their own without anyone telling them what to do

16. Cockburn’s Shu-Ha-Rimodel tells us why:

A. Agile teams that are empowered to make their ownlocal decisions aremore effective.
B. Teammembers tend to argue a lotbefore theylearn to work well together.
C. Leaders needto understandhow teams develop to lead them effectively.
D. Teams new to agile should follow amethod that has alreadybeen testedby others.

17. High-performingagile teams feature which of the following sets of characteristics?

A. Consensus-driven, empowered,low trust

B. Self-organizing,pkfi-driven, empowered
C. Consensus-driven, empowered,plan-driven
D. Constructive disagreement, empowered, self-organizing

18. Another agile teamleader inyour organization comes to you for advice. She’s having trouble getting
her team to take ownership of theproject and get comfortable selectingthe work to be done. She
keeps findingherselfmaking the decisions and directing their work.What do you adviseher to do?

A. At the stand-upmeetings, assign a different person each day as the decisionmaker to get themall
comfortable inthe role.

B. Implement anincentive plan and officially report any lack ofparticipation to teammembers’
functionalmanagers.

C. Meet themhalfway and workwith their functionalmanagers to aligneach teammember’s goals
with theproject goals.

D. Explain to them that agile teams self-select their work and tell them to get onwithit.

19. Theprimary reasonconstructive disagreement is valued onhigh-performingagile teams is to:

A. Weed out the weak.
B. Test requirements for robustness.
C. Generatebuy-in for decisions.
D. Buildnegotiation skills.

9

20. Osmotic communication worksbest when:

A. The teammembers understand each other's cultures.

B. The team is in the Performing stage.
C. The teammembers’ goals are alignedwith theproject goals.
D. The team members worknear each other.
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Answers

1. Answer:D

Explanation: The product owner’sprimaryresponsibility is maximizing the value ofthe product.It is

the team coach or ScrumMaster who acts as a servant leader to the team andismost likely to facilitate
the team’s retrospectives andplanningmeetings.Agile teammembers organize their ownwork.

2. Answer:B

Explanation: Although the transition fromFormingto Stormingmight not always feel like a step
in the right direction, this is the only one of the options that would take a team one step forward
in their evolution. The steps “Shu” and “competent”precede the steps “Ha” and“proficient,” rather
than following them.Beingself-organizedis an aspect ofbeing empowered,not an evolutionary step
forward.

3. Answer:D

Explanation: Teammembers who aren’t co-locatedaren’t likely tohavehigher levels ofconflict
since distance can makeit easier to ignore disagreements (makingitmore difficult to complete the
Stormingstage).Andsince shared agreement (convergence) requires the team to first frilly debate
the various options (divergence), true convergence is also more difficult to achieve when the team

isn’t co-located, rather thanless.If teammembers don’t workin the sameroom,it doesn’t necessarily
mean theywillhavemoreprivacy; it just means they won’t allbe together. The most likely outcome of
this scenario is more communicationchallenges.

4. Answer: D

Explanation: As an agile teamleader,itmightbe helpful to focus on any of the activities listed
here except for rewardingindividualgoals at the expense ofproject goals. An effective team leader
understands the teammembers’ individualgoals andleverages themfor the goodof theproject,
rather than the other way around.

5. Answer: B

Explanation: The best optionhere is “building theproduct increment.” Selectingwhich features to

include in theproduct is doneby theproduct owner,not the team. (Although the team does decide
whichuser stories canbe completedina giveniteration, the question doesn’t mentioniteration

planning.) Also, although the team tests theproduct increment, they can’t decideifit’s “done,” since

that’s up to the customer.Finally, the teammembers are responsible for implementing the project
vision,not for communicatingit.

6. Answer:B

Explanation: Whenagile teammembers are first learning to work together, we expect to see them
move through the Storming stage, where they will disagree with each other frequently.Notice that
the reference to the teamleader’s effectiveness is somethingofa distractor. Only one of these options
wouldbe expected to occur onan agileproject—and that is anaturalprocess of teamformation, not

based on the team leader’s effectiveness.
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7. Answer: A

Explanation: The sponsor is focused on thebigpicture ofvalue delivery; thispersonis responsible
for ensuring that theproject willdeliver the expectedvalue on time and onbudget. Typically,it
is the product owner who communicates theproduct vision to the team. The product owner is

also responsible for ensuring that the end user’s requirements are met, so if they don’t know those

requirements, they aren’t doingtheir job; this isn’t something the sponsor shouldbe worryingabout.

Finally, the team’s coach or ScrumMaster doesn’tprioritize features; that is doneby theproduct
owner, customer,or value management team.

8. Answer:B

Explanation: Agile teams direct and organize themselves.It is the product owner whoprioritizes the

user stories, andmanaging theproject isn’t one of the responsibilities of the ScrumMaster. That rules

out all the options except for guiding the team’s agile processes, whichis one of the ScrumMaster s

keyresponsibilities.

9. Answer: A

Explanation: Although all the tools listed canbe used to communicateproject information to

stakeholders, only velocity charts andriskbumdowngraphs trackprogress over time.Velocity charts
showhow much work the team has completedineachiteration, andriskbumdowngraphs showhow

well the teamismanaging theproject risks.

10. Answer: C

Explanation:The stage where conflict ishighest is the Stormingphase. When the team is inthe
Forming stage, they are still getting to know each other.Fumingand debatingare not team formation

and development phases.

11. Answer:D

Explanation: A team’s velocitymeasures the actual work done (and therefore the team’s capacity).
Therefore, this metric includes all the interruptions and anything else that has occurred on the

project, including the meetings,part-time resources, and scope changes that are common onprojects.

12. Answer: B

Explanation: Agile team spaces are designed to incorporate the concepts of caves and common,

collaborative workspaces, andinformation radiators of the team’s progress. Although the team’s space

mayinclude aprinter, the instructions for usingit aren’t relevant for designing the space.

13. Answer: C

Explanation: This question canbe confusingbecause teams may have the opportunity to make some

project-based decisions,but remember to always look for thebest choice in the optionspresented.
Self-organizing teams primarily have control over local decisions related to the project execution. For

example, theymay decide what to do next andhow to solve a technicalproblem. Sponsors typically
make external decisions, such as increasing thebudget or extending the schedule. Doingtheir own

thing or sittingwhere they like may or maynot occur,but these choices are not readily associated
with characteristics of a self-organizing team. Therefore, choice C is the best option.
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14. Answer: C

Explanation:Ifpossible, settingup some initial face-to-face meetings for everyone tomeet is an

effective way ofimprovingremote communications later in theproject. Oncepeoplehave met face-to-
face,it is generallymucheasier to followup with e-mail,phone calls, etc.Definingcommonworking
hours or a commonlanguagemight appear tobehelpful,but these actions might alsobe viewed as

disrespectful. Sendingphotos is also unlikely to assist much, andit is certainlynot thebest option.

IS. Answer: C

Explanation: Whenwe feel threatened, it’s harder to find smart answers because we have reduced
cognitiveresources for problem solving. As for the other options, rewards andpunishments aren’t the
agile approach to motivating teammembers (nor are they likely to improveproblem-solvingskills).
While the Storming stage ofdevelopment certainlypresentsproblems to solve, teammembers aren’t

necessarily skilled at doingso yet. And agile approaches are highly collaborative, rather than leaving
people to work ontheir own.

16. Answer:D

Explanation: Cockburn’s Shu-Ha-Rimodel states that whenmastering a newprocess, we startby
following the rules or guidelines establishedby others. We need to first master thatprocessbefore
we willhave the expertise required to tailor our approach.While the other options are all correct

statements, they aren’t related to the Shu-Ha-Ri model.

17. Answer:D

Explanation: Through aprocess ofelimination, we can determine that the correct answer is choiceD.

High-performing agile teams work inhigh-trust, rather thanlow-trust, environments, and they are

consensus-driven,not plan-driven.

18. Answer: C

Explanation:In this situation, the team leader should assume a coaching role to help the team

members get to the point where they are comfortable selecting their own work. This will include
meeting teammembers a half-step ahead, guaranteeing safety,partnering with their managers, and
buildingpositive regard. Assigning someone as a decisionmaker at stand-up meetings is incorrect

since agile teams are consensus-driven and decisions aren’t made instand-up meetings. Incentive

plans canbe useful,but what this team really needs is guidance,not rewards andpunishments.
Simply explaining that agile teams self-select their work isn’t enough to get teammembers
comfortable assumingmore ownership of the project.

19. Answer: C

Explanation: Constructive disagreement is a form ofhealthy conflict, where teammembers work
throughissues to find a solution that is right for the team and theproject.As a result, constructive

disagreement generates teambuy-in for decisions.Agile methods do not seek to “weed out the weak,”
and while constructive disagreement couldhelp clarify requirements andbuildnegotiation skills,
those are not theprimary reasons it isvaluedon aproject.

20. Answer:D

Explanation: Osmotic communicationis the usefulinformation that flowsbetween teammembers
who are workingincloseproximity to each other as they overhear each other’s conversations.

Therefore,itworks best when the teammembers are sittingnear each other.
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CHAPTER 5

AdaptivePlanning

Domain V Summary

This chapter discusses domainVinthe exam content oudine,whichis 12percent of the exam, or about
14 exam questions. This domain deals with sizing, estimating, andplanning, includingadaptiveplanning,
progressive elaboration,value-based analysis and decomposition, andrelease anditerationplanning.

Key Topics

» Affinity estimating
» Agile discovery
» Agile sizing and estimating

techniques
» Daily stand-ups

- Groundrules

- Three questions
» Definingand testing

acceptance criteria

» Estimatinginitial velocity
» Estimating tasks

» Fast failure

» Ideal time

» Iterationplanningprocess
» Planningpoker
» Product roadmap
» Progressive elaboration
» Relative sizing
» Releaseplanningprocess
» Rollingwaveplanning
» Slicing stories

» Spikes
- Architectural spike
- Risk-based spike

» Story maps
» Storypoints
» Timeboxing
» T-shirt sizing
» User stories

» User storybacklog
- Refining (grooming) the

backlog
- Requirements reviews

» Value-based analysis and

decomposition
» WidebandDelphi

Tasks

1. Use progressive elaboration androllingwaveplanning to plan at multiple levels.
2. Makeplanning transparent andinvolvekey stakeholders.
3. Manage expectationsbyrefiningplans as theproject progresses.
4. Adjustplanning cadence based onproject factors andresults.
5. Inspect and adapt theplans to changing events.

6. Size items first, independent of teamvelocity.
7. Adjust capacity for maintenance and operations demands to update estimates.

8. Start planningwithhigh-level scope, schedule, and cost range estimates.

9. Refine ranges as the project progresses.
10. Use actuals to refine the estimate to complete.
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This chapter is about planning,but not just anykindofplanning; agileprojects call for adaptiveplanning.
An adaptive approach acknowledges that planningis an ongoingprocess andprovides multiple
mechanisms to proactively update theplan. This is what distinguishes agile planning from a more

predictive, static approach inwhichmost of theplan is createdup front andreplanningis doneprimarily
inresponse to exceptions to the plan and change requests.

This flexible approach to planningprovides the “increased adaptability” component of the agile value

proposition.We’ve already discussed three elements of thispropositioninchapters 2 and 3—early

delivery ofbusiness value, early reduction ofrisk, and increasedvisibility.In this chapter we’llexplainhow

agile teams are able to offer increasedadaptability over the course of theproject life cycle, as well.

Figure 5.1: Agile Value Proposition
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Agile Development

Traditional Development

Inagile,planningisn’t a one-time stand-alone activity; iterative planningefforts continue throughout the

development process, even down to the team's daily check-inmeetings (daily stand-ups). As a result, the

topics we’ll discuss in this chapter are closely interwoven with the other domains—especially domain

II(value-driven delivery) and domainIII(stakeholder engagement). To help organize our discussion of

these wide-rangingexam topics, we’ll group theminto three themes—agile planningconcepts, tools for

sizingand estimating, and the processes of release and iterationplanning.
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G Exam tip

The topics discussedin this chapter cover a lot ofground, and many of

them—such as progressive elaboration, timeboxing, user stories,product

backlog, and release and iterationplanning—are fundamental agile concepts

that are very likely tobe covered in the exam questions, either directly or

indirectly.However, as for the other chapters, don’t focus on details and

definitions that won’t help you answer situational questions. Instead, try to

understand how the concepts discussed in this chapter embody and support

the agilemindset, values, andprinciples inpractice.

Agile Planning Concepts

Inthis section, we’ll explain some of thekey ideas thatprovide the foundation for the agileplanningprocess.
Youcan think of these concepts as an extension of the agilemindset to theplanningeffort.Ifwe start from
the values andprinciples laidout in the AgileManifesto,how does that shapehow weplanour projects?
What fundamentalplanningpractices are common across agilemethods, evenif they are implementedin

different ways? We’llbegin this discussionby explaining the idea ofadaptiveplanning.

Adaptive Planning

As we’ve discussed throughout thisbook, agile methods are value-driven—theyaim to maximize the

delivery ofbusiness value. This is why thebacklogisprioritizedwithhigh-business-valueitems at the top
andwhy releases aim tomaximize the value of the functionalitybeingdelivered.

Aspart of this focus on value delivery, agilemethods also try to minimize any nonvalue-addingwork.
Since planningactivities don’t directly addbusiness functionality, they couldbe considered waste. So

to minimize waste, we should take themost efficient approach to planning,right?Fromanefficiency
standpoint, doing the necessaryplanning for aproject only once and thennot returningto the planning
effort wouldseemlike thebest thing to do.Unfortunately, this is not an effective approach for knowledge
workprojects due to their highrates of change,nor is it safe or responsible toplanonly once.

The only way we canbe successful on suchprojects is toplan to replan. This approach is called adaptive
planning, andit isbased on the conscious acceptance that earlyplans are both necessary andlikely
to be flawed? therefore,replanning and adaptation activities shouldbe scheduledinto the project.
Uncertainty drives the need to replan.

To illustrate this concept, think about aproject as a journey.Ifwe are goingto a well-known destination
and travelingover well-known terrain, we canuse a map and a GPSunit to create a detailed, reliable
up-frontplan for the entire trip. Our rate ofprogress mayvary from the original schedule,but that’s why
we have status reviews—to compare where we are to where we thought we wouldbebynow, always
referringback to the baselineplan. Taking the variances from theplaninto account, we canrecalculate our

consumption and estimated time-of-arrivalprojections.Perhaps we’llencounter aroadblock or diversion,
or maybe we’llhave to go back to the steeringcommittee and ask forpermission to go a different way,but
such events willbe exceptions—infrequent deviations from theplan.
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Incontrast,undertaking anovelknowledge workproject ismore like a journey across a desertedisland

that fewpeople have ever visited, using a rough treasure map as a guide.It is quite likely that no one on the

teamhas ever been to the islandbefore. There are no GPS capabilities or drive-time averages tohelp us

plan our journey. Instead, as a team we discuss the goal, agree on a generalplan, and set offin the direction

we thinkis most likely correct.Ifwe come to an obstacle, such as a cliff or a lake, that isn’t on our map,

we don’tblindly attempt to follow our originalplan. Instead, we accept that it was flawed and adapt our

journeybased on the newinformationwe have learned.

And soit is withmany agileprojects—the unprecedentednature of the workmeans that we frequently
discover issues and encounter ahighrate of change. Therefore, we go into theseprojects with the

expectation that we willbe adapting theplan. To quote AlfredKorzybski, “The map is not the territory.”1
This expression speaks to the needto adapt our approach as we encounter unplanned obstacles.

Agile versus Non-Agile Planning

Before we turnto the conceptsusedinplanningagile projects,let’s take some time to compare theplanning
approaches ofagile andnon-agileprojects.Agileplanningdiffers fromtraditionalplanningin three key ways:

» Trial and demonstrationuncover the true requirements, which then require replanning.
» Agileplanning is less of anup-front effort, and is instead done throughout the project.

» Midcourse adjustments are thenorm.

Let’s explore each of thesepoints inmore detail.

Trial and Demonstration Uncover the True Requirements, Which Then Require Replanning
Whenundertakinguncertainendeavors likeknowledge workprojects, getting stakeholder agreement is

critical to the project’s success.Buthow do we get stakeholders to agree on the requirements?It is often

best tohave aninitial discussion about the vision for theproduct anditerativelyprogress from there with

a tangibleprototype.We can thenallow stakeholders to adjust theproject based on their experience with

theprototype, rather than expecting them to frilly describe what theproduct shouldlook like and what it

should do when there is stilluncertainty about the scope and theproposed solution.

So instead of creatingvery detailed specifications andplans, agileprojects build aprototype to better

understand the domain anduse thisprototype as the basis for furtherplanningand elaboration.

Agile Planning Is Less of an Up-Front Effort, and Is Instead Done throughout the Project
ThePMBOK® Guidehas astrongemphasis onupfrontplanning;it recommendsmakingdetailedplans for

the areas ofproject scope, schedule,budget, quality,humanresources,communications,risk,procurement,

stakeholders, changemanagement, configurationmanagement, andprocess improvement—allbefore webegin
work on theproject2Incontrast, agile methods recognize that thelevelofrisk anduncertainty onknowledge
workprojectsmakes extensiveup-frontplanningproblematic, so they distribute theplanningeffort throughout
theproject’slife cycle.Spreadingitoutlike this allows the teamtobetter adjust to emerginginformation.

As we’ve seen,knowledge workprojects are often intangible, andtheproject requirements are difficult to

articulate. Rarely do webuild the exact same system twice, whichmakes it difficult to create analogies to

existing functionality. These issues canlead to a “gulf of evaluation,” where mismatches developbetween

the team’s interpretation of the originalrequirements and the customer’s true goals.
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Executing a knowledge workproject is a complex, creative, andhigh-risk endeavor.Unlikemany
predictablemanufacturingprojects, the work is often a research-and-development-basedprocess.
Attempts to create detailed, task-orientedplans for knowledge work teams are likely to lead to fragile
plans that are quickly abandoned. Or, if theplans arenot abandoned, a great deal of timehas tobe spent

updating them,rather than completing the project Unfortunately,manyprojects undertake thebulk of
their planning too earlyin the life cycle, whenlittle concrete data isknownabout theproblemdomain, the
business environment, and the team dynamics.

Theplanning emphasis for a traditionalproject management approachis illustratedbelow.As indicatedby
the greenregion,planningis predominantly done early in theproject life cycle.

Figure 5.2: Planning Efforts Over the
Project Life Cycle—Non-Agile Approach
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Agile methods accept the realities ofknowledge workprojects and deliberatelymakeplanningamore

visible and iterative component of theproject life cycle.In the figure below, the repeated greensections

showhowplanninghappens throughout the life cycle ofan agileproject.

Figure 5.3: Planning Efforts Over the
Project Life Cycle—Agile Approach
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Ifwe could add up the green areas on these two diagrams, we wouldprobably find that the total

amount ofplanning on the agile project is more than the total on the traditional project. As a rule, on

agile projects, we endup doingmoreplanning,not less—but theplanningactivities are distributed
differently over the project life cycle.

No matter what the endeavor, there is always aresponsible amount ofup-front planning that shouldbe

done.BarryBoehmillustrates the risks ofnot doing enoughup-front planninglike this:

Figure 5.4: “Planning Risks” Graph
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The above chart shows that whenlittle time and effort is invested inplanning, the risk ofoversight
and delays due to rework is high. As more time and effort is investedinto planning, this risk drops
away. However, what people sometimes miss is that there is a corollary risk of doing too much up¬

front planning. To reflect that risk,Boehm adds another line,like this:

Figure 5.5: Corollary Risk of Doing Too Much Up-Front Planning
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The dottedline on this diagram represents the risks involvedin doingtoomuchup-frontplanning. This
risk starts offlow,but as more time and effort is investedinup-frontplanning, the risk ofcreating a very
detailed,brittleplan increases—as does the risk ofdelaying the delivery ofvalue and returnoninvestment

because of the amount of time spent planning.

Boehms conclusion is that we should aim for the sweet spot where the sum of these two risks is lowest.

We need to do enoughup-front planningto minimize the risk ofduplication andrework; at the same time,

we need to avoid overplanning to minimize the risk ofdelayed value delivery and abrittleprojectplan.

The curves illustrated abovehold true for anykind ofproject.However, due to the changeable nature

ofknowledge work, the risk that an agileplanwillbreak escalates sooner thanit wouldinamore stable,

predictableproject environment. Therefore, the amount ofup-front planning that is optimal for agile
projects is typicallyless thanit is for other projects.

Midcourse Adjustments Are the Norm
When aimingat a static target, thebest approach is to aim verycarefullyand then fire directly at the fixed

target However, when aimingat amoving target that isn’t followingapredictable path, we needmore ofa

guided-missile approach,making a lot ofmid-flight adjustments to ensure our efforts reach their goal.

Aguidedmissile ispointedinthe general direction ofits moving target and then, onceit is released,
a sophisticated systemof sensors, thrusters, and feedback systems takes over, guiding the missile to

the target. This analogy is appropriate for agileprojects,because they oftenhave moving targets. The

product the business wantsmaybe transformedby late-breaking change requests that are triggeredby
changes in thebusiness environment or offerings fromcompetitors. To stay ontarget, agilemethods use

sophisticated adaptation systems to gather feedback andmake adjustments to the backlog andplans as the

project workisbeingdone.

Now,Idorealize that missiles have alot ofnegative connotations—they are destructive, and theyblowup

andhurtpeople—whichisn’t a goodway to describe aproject!Withthis analogy,however,we’re focusing
on the missile’s ability to steer itselfdynamically toward amovingtarget. So let’s imagine that instead of

explodingonce it reaches the target, themissile willdeliver somethingpleasant, such as abunchof flowers.

Figure 5.6: Agile Methods Take a Guided Missile Approach
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There’s another great way to explain this concept thatIlearned frommy firstmentor,who used to say,
“You cannot chase a dogwith a train!”It comes to roughly the same thing—a trainhas to stay onits tracks
and cannot adjust to the movements ofa free-runningdog.If our project and goals are likely to change
directionunpredictably, we willneed animble, lightweightplanningstructure tokeepup with them,not a

large, monolithic structure that is slow to turn or change direction.

Thepoint to take away fromthese analogies is that agile methods don’t shy away fromplanning—they
just take a different approach that isbetter suited to a quickly changing environment. Although to a casual

observer itmaylooklike theplanning stage has beenlargely skipped and that the team just goes aheadand
starts developing things, a continually evolvingplanningprocessis actually takingplace.

Planningoccurs on agileprojects first withahigh-levelplan, andthen at regularpoints throughout the

project for subsequent releases anditerations. Agile teams also factor a lot of feedbackinto these ongoing

planningprocesses.For example:

» Backlogreprioritization affects iteration andrelease plans.
» Feedback fromiteration demonstrations generates product changes and new requirements.
» Retrospectives generate changes to the team’s processes and techniques.

EXERCISE

Test your knowledge of the concepts we’ve just discussedby completing the following True or

False quiz.

Statement True or False
Agileprojects typically domore up-front
planning than traditionalprojects.

Agileprojects typically do more overall

planning than traditionalprojects.

Ifwe create ourplans at the last responsible
moment, theywillnot change.

Midcourse adjustments on agileprojects are

not common.

Knowledge workprojects tend to havehigh
rates of change.

If theproject diverges from the originalplan,
this couldbe a sign our initialplan was flawed.
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ANSWER

True or FalseStatement
Agileprojects typically do moreup-front
planning than traditionalprojects.

False

Although the total amount ofplanning over the
course of theproject is likely tobe more than

ona traditionalproject, the up-front planningis

likely tobe less.

Agileprojects typically do more overall

planning than traditionalprojects.

True

Whenyouaddup all the replanning that is

done, agileprojectsplanmore than traditional

projects.

Ifwe create ourplans at the last responsible
moment, theywillnot change.

False

Creatingplans at the last responsiblemoment

certainlyhelps avoidsome changes,but can’t

prevent all changes.

FalseMidcourse adjustments on agileprojects are

not common. Midcourse adjustments are accepted as normal

onagile projects.

Knowledge workprojects tend to havehigh
rates of change.

True

Knowledge workprojects have highrates of

change because they oftenbuildnew,novel,
andunprecedented solutions, whichprevents

us from easily applyingplans andlessons from
similarprojects inplanning them.

If theproject diverges from the originalplan,
this couldbe a sign our initialplanwas flawed.

True

Initialplans for knowledge workprojects are

always likely to be flawed.

Principles of Agile Planning

Next, let’s look at somehigh-levelprinciples for agileplanning. The questions on the exam will assume that

youunderstandand can apply the followingplanningconcepts:

» Plan atmultiple levels.
» Engage the team and the customer inplanning.
» Manage expectationsby frequently demonstratingprogress and extrapolatingvelocity.
» Tailor processes to theproject’s characteristics.
» Update theplanbased ontheproject’s priorities.
» Ensure encompassing estimates that account for risks, distractions, and team availability.
» Use appropriate estimate ranges to reflect the level ofuncertaintyin the estimate.

» Base projections on completion rates.

» Factor in diversions and outside work.
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Let sbriefly review thesenineprinciples to help reinforce your understandingof them.

Plan at multiple levels.At ahighlevel, weplan the overall scope and what “done” looks like for the
project.Weplanreleases ina littlemore detail,painting the map ofwhich features we wouldlike
delivered when. We thenplanthe iterationsinevenmore detail, identifyingwhichstories willbebuilt
ineachiteration, andplanningthe tasks needed to complete them.

Engage the team and the customer inplanning. On a knowledge workproject, it’sunlikely that the
leader or manager willhave all the informationrequiredto satisfy the customer’s needs. So we have to

engageboth the team and the customer inplanning. This will take advantage of the team's knowledge
and technical insights and also generate their buy-in and commitment for the plan that is developed, so

that we don’t have to “sell” it to them afterward.

Manage expectations by frequently demonstratingprogress andextrapolatingvelocity. Agile
teams show whathas beenbuilt as theprocess goes along. This keeps stakeholdersup to speed on what
is happeningandmanages their expectations about what canbebuiltby the endof theproject We also
use current rates ofprogress, rather thanplans or hopes, to predict completion dates and costs.

» Tailor processes to theproject’s characteristics. Largeprojects will need moreplanning than small

projects.If the requirements andtechnologies are wellunderstood,it is safer to domore up-front
planningthan when these factors are unknown.If there are more uncertainties, the team willneed to

planinspikes to explore options and confirm that theproposed technologicalapproachwillwork.

Update theplanbased on theproject’s priorities. The business sets theprojectpriorities, and
these are reflectedin the backlogpriorities createdby the product owner,in collaboration with the
development team. Whenever we learn of a change, we need to re-examine ourbacklog and release
plans to see ifitmeans that anything else needs tobe changed.For example,ifwe are told that
completing theEnglishversion of the website is now theproject’s toppriority, does that mean that all
the internationalization and translation workhas been demoted?

Ensure encompassing estimates that account for risks, distractions, and team availability.

Understandably, sponsors want to know when things willbe done; therefore, estimates that don’t take
into account known variables are unrealistic andunhelpful. To producebetter estimates, we start with
base historical averages (such as velocity trends), and then factor in future team availability and the
distractions, diversions, and other calls on the team’s time that will inevitably occur.

» Use appropriate estimate ranges to reflect the levelofuncertainty in the estimate.Whenwe arepretty
certainabout a short-term,well-understoodgoal,we cansafely give anarrow estimate range.For example,
“Recordingmy time should take 15 to 20minutes, andIwilldo it onFriday”But when thereis alot of

uncertainty andalongtimeline, there willbemany opportunities for issues to arise.In that scenario,we

need to manage expectations andprovide abroader estimate range.For example, “Ihope to complete the

portrait paintingofyour family in5 to 8 days, dependingon everyone’s availability andmy schedule.”

» Baseprojections on completion rates. Whenever possible, our plans andprojections shouldbe based
on actual completiondata for theproject,because those numbers show our real, rather thanideal, rate

ofprogress. They alreadyhave distractions, defect remediationrates, andnonproductive time “baked
in,” and so are morelikely tobe replicatedinthe future thanplans based ontheory rather thanreality.

» Factor indiversions and outside work. People get calledback to support oldprojects; they go on

vacation; theyhavebothplanned andunplanned absences. So our plans shouldnot assume year-round
availability or 100percent dedication to aproject; we need to factor insome nonproductive time.
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O Exam tip

Don’t try to memorize theninepoints listed above; instead, read through them

andthink about their implications forprojects. Then,as youreadthe rest of this

chapter, considerhow each topic we discuss relates back to theseprinciples.

Thiswillhelp you develop themindset you’llneedto answer questions on the

exam.For example,let s say the answer choices for a questionimply either that

“Planningis doneby theproject manager” or “Planningis doneby the team

and the customer.” Whenyou see these choices,youshouldknow that option

B is correct—notbecause youhave memorizedthe secondprinciple described

above,butbecause youhave internalizedthe agile “mindset” forplanning.

K&s Agile Discovery

The concept of “agile discovery” is anumbrella term that refers to the evolution and elaboration ofagile

projectplansincontrast with anup-front, traditionalapproach toprojectplanning.It covers topics such as:

» Emergent plans and designs versus predictiveplans and designs
» Preplanningactivities to gather consensus on the best approach to follow
» Backlogrefinement (grooming) andhowit isperformed
» Estimatinguncertainwork versus certainwork
» The characteristics ofnewproduct development versus well-understood andrepeatableprojects

Soifyousee agile discoverymentionedinan exam question, think ofit as amindsetpointer.For example,
“A teamis engagedin agile discoveryandhasproducedsome estimates; how should theybestbepresented
to stakeholders?”Here the use of the term “agile discovery”is a cue that the agilemindset ofemergent plans
andincomplete initialrequirements isineffect.Ananswer that refers to using abroadestimate range to

reflectuncertainty ismore likely tobe correct than an answer that impliesmore certaintyin the estimates.

T&T Progressive Elaboration

Progressive elaboration refers to the process ofaddingmore detail as newinformation emerges. Agile
methods rely onprogressive elaboration to first create, and then refine,manykinds ofproject assets

to make them increasingly accurate as the teamlearns more about the project. These “progressively
elaborated” assets might include:

» Plans
» Estimates

» Risk assessments

» Requirements definitions
» Architectural designs
» Acceptance criteria

» Test scenarios
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At thebeginning ofaproject, the team needs to size and estimate the work involved to determinehow
big the endeavor is likely tobe and to create a reasonable strategy and executionapproach.However,
we also know that thebeginning ofaproject is whenweknow the least about the endeavor.At this early
point, there has not yetbeen any “learningby doing” on theproject. Soitwouldbe foolishto limit our

planning and estimation activities to the start of theproject.Instead,we must continuallyrefine our plans
andestimates as theprojectprogresses andnew details emerge. Thisprocess ofcontinualupdates is the
essence ofprogressive elaboration.

The concept ofprogressive elaborationis illustratedin thenext two figures.In the first diagrambelow, the
“Now” arrow indicates that we are at the start of theproject and are creating the up-front plans. The diagonal
lines in the earlyiterations showhow detailedourplans for thoseiterations are. As youcansee, at thispoint
the first iterationhas beenplannedinalot ofdetail,but the subsequent iterationshave beenplannedin

increasingly less detail.

Figure 5.7: Level of Planning Early in a Project
When Using Progressive Elaboration
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The next diagram shows how we progressively elaborate ourplans and adddetails as theproject continues

andnewinformation emerges.Here, the “Now” arrowindicates that we are in the thirditeration.At this
point, the fourthiterationhasbeenplannedindetail,while the plans for the fifth, sixth, andseventh
iterationshave decreasing levels of detail. This process ofrefiningourplan as we get closer to workingon

aniteration continues throughout theproject.

Figure 5.8: Level of Planning Later in the Project
When Using Progressive Elaboration
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Progressive Elaboration versus Rolling Wave Planning
Manypeople are confusedabout the differencebetween“rollingwaveplanning” and “progressive elaboration.”

Since either orbothofthese terms could appear onthe exam, let’s spend amoment to explain the difference

between them.Basically, oneofthese terms refers to astrategy and the other toits implementation.

Rolling waveplanningis PMI’s term for the strategy ofplanning at multiple pointsin time as more

information about theprojectbecomes available.3 Rollingwave planningis the gameplan that says

“Wewon’t try anddo all ourplanningup front.We recognize that itwillbebetter toplan abit, and then

revisit andupdate ourplansmultiple times throughout theproject”
,«»Ay

Progressive elaboration is what we do to incorporate new information into our plans as we progress with

theproject.It is how we implement the rollingwaveplanning approach.4

K&s Value-Based Analysis

Agileplanningisbasedon value-based analysis. This is the process of assessing andprioritizingthe

business value ofwork items, and thenplanning accordingly. This process continues over the fulllife cycle
ofaproject, impactinghow we scope,plan, schedule, develop, test, andrelease work.At every stage ofthe

project, we are asking, “What is the business value of this item or practice?” and “What items in this set

have the highest business value?” We thenprioritize the work to deliver thehighest-value items first.

Figure 5.9: Analyzing the Business Value of Work Items
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To fullyunderstandanitem’s value,we also needtounderstanditsdevelopment anddelivery cost.For example,
a feature that isworth$5,000 to thebusinessbut costs $4,000 to develop isnot as valuable as somethingthat

delivers $3,000invalue to thebusiness andonly costs $1,000 to develop.

Figure 5.10: Considering Both Business Value and Development Cost
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Therefore, when evaluating the value of a work item, we need to factor in its likely development cost.

Inorder to do that, agile teams will create high-level estimates of the backlogitems early inthe project.
This allows themto make cost-benefit value comparisons that the customer canuse inprioritizingitems

for development.For example, to maximize the value delivered in the next release, the team mightplan
(with the customer s buy-in) to complete severalmedium-value features that they can develop quickly
rather than one higher-value item that would consume all the remaining development time.

Two other factors thatneed to be considered are payback frequency and dependencies:

» Will the workitemgeneratebusiness value every week ormonth (suchas a time savings for staff) or

just once (such as a compliance check)? When evaluating the returnover a one- to five-year period, we

should take an extendedview to assess the true business value.

» Sometimes a high-business-value item is dependent on a low-business-value item.Inthat case, the team

willneed to undertake the low-business-value item first, to allow them to deliver the high-business-
value itemas soon as possible.

With these considerations inmind, the team and the customer will analyze the realbusiness value of
features,prioritize the features appropriately, andplan the work.

K&S Value-Based Decomposition

Value-based decomposition is a continuation of the process ofvalue-based analysis—here, the team elicits
requirements from stakeholders; groups,breaks down, andranks those requirements; andthenpulls the
prioritizedrequirements into the development process. The figurebelow shows what thisprocess might
looklike ona typical agileproject.

Figure 5.11: Example of Value-Based Analysis
and Decomposition Process
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Inthismacro-level example of theprocess, we cansee several examples ofvalue-based decomposition:

» The top three features or objectives that theproduct or solutionmust deliver are capturedin the

visioning exercise, as explainedbelow.
» Themajor functional elements of the visionare drawnout inthe feature workshops.
» The features are thenprioritizedand consumedby the development cycle.

The first stepin thisprocess willbe some kindof effort to define the vision. The way aproject is kickedoff

may vary fromproject toproject—in the above example, the stakeholders use avisioningexercise called

“Design the Product Box.”In this activity, they design an imaginary “product box” that is ametaphor for

the system they arebuilding,onwhichtheyidentify theproduct s top three features. This exercise helps
the stakeholders capture thehigh-levelvision for theproject andreach consensus around a common

mission, goals, and success criteria.

Figure 5.12: Design the Product Box Example
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Continuingwith our example of the decompositionprocess (figure 5.11), instep 2 the stakeholders
hold a series of feature workshops inwhich the project visionis broken down into the potential features

of the system. These workshops result in a candidate feature list (step 3).In the final step, that list is

prioritizedbased onbusiness value andrisk to get the prioritizedbacklog that the team willuse to

complete the iterative development process (step 4).
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Progressive Elaboration in Action
As the team gets into development and tries to implement the features, they will discover supporting
features and other elements thatpreviouslyhadnot been considered. So throughout the project,
the process of identifyingnew requirements, grouping them or breaking them down into functional
elements, andprioritizing those elements is repeated at an increasingly refined andmore detailedlevel,
like a fractal leafpattern.

Figure 5.13: Fractal Leaf Pattern

This iterative process is another example ofhow agile methods use progressive elaboration.In the
value-based decompositionprocess, wepull forward elements of theproject—inthe level ofdetail that
is appropriate for theprojectphase we are inandhowmuchwe currentlyknow about theproject—into

a format that we canwork with for the next process. We then continue to refine andelaborate those
elements, addingincreasinglevels ofdetail and transforming theminto a format that canbe further refined
insubsequentprocesses. The endproduct ofthisprocess is ahighly detailed deliverable that is still true to

the original design objectives.

“Coarse-Grained” Requirements
Agilemethods don’t attempt to specify fully detailed requirements up front.Instead, we initially keep the

requirements “coarse grained,” and thenprogressivelyrefine them as theplanningprocess continues. This
approach has a number ofadvantages:

Ithelps keep the overall designbalanced so the product doesn’t become lopsidedby overdevelopment
inanyparticular area.

It delays decisions onimplementation details until the “last responsible moment.” This means we are

not rushingto develop things thatmaylater need to be changed as a result ofnewinformation or late-

breakingchange requests.

Delayingdecisions like this is one of themanyparadoxes orbalancing acts involvedinagile projects.
We aim to make decisions as late as we can, to incorporate changes, while also buildingincrements of
the system as early as we can, to gain feedback—which can thenresult insystem changes. Although this
approachmay sound illogical, it is reallyan effective way to mitigate risks and findout about problems
and changes within the friendlier project environment, where changes cost less, than in the morehostile
production environment, where changes are muchmore expensive to make.
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Agileplanningand development arebased on the concept of timeboxing.A timebox is a short, fixed-
durationperiodof time inwhich a defined set ofactivities or workis undertaken.If the workplanned
for the timeboxisn’t complete when the time runs out, we stop what we’re doingand simply move the

uncompletedworkinto another timebox. Timeboxes are what allow agile teams to adjust their scope to

achieve thehighest-priority,best-qualityproduct within a fixed cost and timeframe, as depictedin the
agile triangle ofconstraints.

Figure 5.14: Inverted Triangle Model
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Agile timeboxes canlast anywhere from a fewminutes to a few weeks. For example:

» Daily stand-up meetings are timeboxed to 15 minutes.

» Retrospectives are often timeboxedto 2hours.
» Iterations andsprints are typically timeboxed to one to four weeks.

Let’s explore the concept of timeboxed iterations alittle further. Imagine that a teamhas planned to

complete ten work items within a timeboxed iteration,but at the end of the timebox, theyhave only
finished eight of the items.Even though theyhaven’t completed all theplannedwork items, they don’t
extend the timebox to get that work done. Instead, they report that eight items were completed, and then
return theremaining two items to thebacklog tobe consideredinplanningthe next timeboxediteration.

We've seen that agileprojects typicallyhave a lot ofuncertainty, especiallyif the domain of theproject
isnovel to the organization or ifnew technologies arebeingusedon theproject. Timeboxeshelp bring
some level of order and consistency to an otherwisehighlyvariable work environment. They offer

regular opportunities to assess results, gather feedback, and control the costs andrisks associatedwith an

endeavor. This is why timeboxes have beenreferred to as “the control in the chaos.” Theyprovide frequent
checkpoints where the team can gauge their progress andreplan their ongoingapproach.
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Another way to think about timeboxediterations is to imagine an actualbox that represents the teams

capacity to accomplishwork, as illustratedbelow.

Figure 5.15: Assigning Work to a Timeboxed Iteration
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Ihe teamloads the work items (user stories) into the timeboxinorder ofpriority.If all the items don’t
fit into the box—inother words, if the team doesn’t have the capacity to complete all the workwithin
the iteration—then the lowest-priority item willhave to wait.Itwillbe returned to thebacklogand
consideredinplanning the subsequent iterations.

Figure 5.16: Work That Doesn't Fit into the Timebox
Waits for Subsequent Iterations
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Timeboxes can also serve as powerful tools for completing focused work.For example, somepeople use

Pomodoro timers (25-minute timers, often shapedlike a tomato) to help keep themselves focused and
on task for a shortperiod of time. The 25-minute settingallows for two work sessions per hour,with a few
minutes outside of the focused session to check e-mail, get a drink, stretch your legs, etc. The reason this is

effective is thatpeople tend to get distracted andmultitask inefficiently. Instead ofanswering every e-mail

or message asit comesin,itmaybebetter to work throughwithout any distractions or interruptions for
25minutes,and thentake a short break.
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O Exam tip

Youcan also use the timeboxingapproachinpreparing for thePMI-ACP exam.

Get a one-hour sand timer,andcommit to setting aside one solidhour each

evening for study, withno distractions.During that time, don’t check your e-mail

orphone or let yourselfget sidetracked fromstudying.The advantage ofa sand

timer over a digital timer is thatyou can check the volume of sandineachhalf to

get a quickvisualreadingofthe timeremaining.Also, the felling sand generates

a sense ofrapidly depleting time that is lost with a digital counter.A sand timer

constantly reminds you that “time is passingby, so you’dbetter get onwithit”

Backgroundinformation

Parkinson’s Law and Student Syndrome

Agilepractices such as timeboxes are designed to minimize the effects ofParkinson’s Law and Student
Syndrome.

Parkinson’sLaw states that work tends to expand to fill the time available.In other words,if
we have three months designated for gatheringrequirements, we will definitely spend all three
months gathering requirements. Because agile projects focus on short timeboxes, such as

iterations ofone or two weeks, there is less time to fill.

The ideabehindStudent Syndrome is that whenpeople are given a deadline, they tend to wait

until they have nearlyreached the deadlinebefore they start working. The short timeboxes on

agileprojects mean that the next deadline is never far away, and thishelpskeeppeople focused.

Estimate Ranges

Estimatingagileprojects has some important similarities to and differences from estimating traditional,
noniterative projects.For example, near the start of an agile project whenwe know least about the

project, our estimation techniques are quite similar to traditional estimation methods. We apply
heuristic (expert-knowledge-based) approaches—such as looking at data from projects that created
similar products or that were about the same size and complexity—to see howlong those projects took.
We can also perform parametric (calculation-based) estimates, such as bottom-up estimates that are

based on the number and complexity ofuser stories.

However, agile projects are typicallymore difficult to estimate than other types ofprojects. These efforts

are typically complex andhave ahigh degree ofuncertainty—the organizationmight not have undertaken
a similar projectbefore, the approachor technologybeingusedmight be new, or theremightbe other

significant unknowns. This combination ofcomplexity anduncertainty makesitmoreproblematic to

provide estimates for knowledge workprojects.

Tohelp manage thisuncertainty, agile teams avoidusingsingle-point estimates; instead,wepresent estimates

inranges to indicate our levelof confidencein the estimate andmanage our stakeholders' expectations.
For example, saying “Thisproject will cost $784,375.32” gives the impression that we canreliablypredict
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the outcome down to thepenny.Ifwe don’t have that degree ofcertainty it’sbetter to say “Webelieve this
projectwillcost between$775,000 and $825,000.”Whengiving estimates inranges, the widthofthe range
should reflect our confidence in the accuracy of the estimate to manage our stakeholders' expectations.

Background information

Another Way to Manage Expectations
Ionce did some consultingwork with an engineering team, and was surprised to see that they
presented their twoproject estimates as “Project A: $8,000,000.88” and “Project B: $3,000,000.99.”I
teased them about the 88 cents and the 99 cents, askingif they'dhad to add onpostage or something.
They politely explained that this was their standard notation for first- and second-order estimates.For

Project A, the “.88” meant the estimate was likelyplus or minus 20percent, and for Project B, the “99”
meant it was plus or minus 10 percent. This was a clever way to reflect the team’s confidenceintheir
estimate ranges andmanage expectations.

When workingwith estimates, we need to understand the quality ofour input variables—it is all too easy

to applymath to abunchofhighly speculative variables and thenbegin tobelieve there ismore accuracy
to our estimates than is realistic. Our estimate ranges shouldbenarrower whenwe are more certain about
the estimates, andwider when we are less certain.

The diagrambelow shows BarryBoehm’sEstimate Convergence Graph, whichshowshow the estimates

for software projects typicallymove from a verybroadrange earlyin the life cycle to a moremanageable
range once the scope andspecifications are understood and agreedupon—and thencontinue to narrow as

the teamlearns more about theproject.Beneath the graph,Ihave addedingreen texthow the stages ofan

agileproject typicallymap to our degree ofconfidence, as reflectedin the estimate ranges.

Figure 5.17: Estimate Convergence Graph
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Backgroundinformation

Key Points for Agile Estimation
Here is a summary of some keypoints about agile estimating, as background information for the
exam. We’llbe goinginto more detail about some of these ideas in the next section.

» Why do we estimate?Estimates are necessary for scheduling the project and determiningwhich
pieces ofwork canbe done within a release or iteration, (in the initialplanningeffort,high-level
estimates are also needed to calculate the expected financial return and get the project approved.)

» Whendo we estimate? Agile teams continuouslyrefine their estimates until the last responsible
moment before the work is done.Up-front estimates are certainly necessary,but they are also the
least accurate since that is when we know the least about the project. So agile teams progressively
elaborate their estimates throughout theproject, factoringin actual costs and velocity to date to

create increasingly more accurate estimates going forward.

» Who estimates? Inagilemethods, the team members who willbe doing the work are responsible
for estimating their own work. Theyknow themost about the technology, and their involvement
gains their buy-in and commitment to the estimates.

How are estimates created? Estimates are createdbyprogressing through the stages of sizing,
estimating, andplanning (as explainedbelow). To create a holistic estimate, the development,
rollout, andmaintenance costs also need tobe factored in.

How should estimates be stated? There is always some degree ofuncertainty inour estimates.

Therefore, estimates shouldbe statedinranges (e.g., “$4,000 to $4,500,” or “16 to 18 months”)
that show their degree ofcertainty, to manage stakeholder expectations.

T&T Ideal Time

Whenasking the team to estimate their work, the questionofhowbest to factor ininterruptions, diversions,
andnonproject workusually cropsup. Suchnonproject activities mayinclude attendingstaffmeetings,
checking e-mails, or the occasionalmedical appointment.For example, for salaried teammembers who

have a 40-hour workweek, shouldwe estimate 35 hoursper week for them to work ontheproject andallow
5 hours for them to do these other activities? Andwhat about contract staff? Theyhave fewer staffmeetings
andseem to come inwhen sick anyway, so should we count on 38 hours for them?

Puttingstereotypes and our own expectations aside, we cansimplify this issueby estimatingin “ideal
time.” This means estimating as if there were no interruptions.Inan eight-hour day, we assume that all
eighthours willbe available for work.Although this obviously won’tbe a realistic estimate ofduration, the

purpose ofestimatinginideal time is to simplify the estimationprocess and take the variable ofavailability
out of the equation.Indoing so,we can get a more accurate sense of the effort involvedin the work.

Anideal time estimate tells us how long a task will take ifall other peripheral work and distractions are

removed.It assumes that the workitembeing estimated is the only thing that isbeing worked on, that
there willbeno interruptions, and that we have everythingwe need to complete that work item—inother
words, we aren’t waiting for someone else to deliver other work or provide information.
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EXERCISE

For this exercise, assume that after youhave slept andperformed essential activities like washing,
preparingfood,andeating, youhave 12 availablehours left inyour day.Nowlet s say that studying
for thePMI-ACP examwill take you 60hours. (Note: This is a made-up number; the amount

of time youwillneed toprepare for the examwillvarybasedonyour experience.) Using this

information, calculate the ideal time estimate andthelikely time estimate for studying for the exam.

Ideal Time:

Likely Time:

ANSWER

Ideal Time: Ifpreparing for the exam theoretically takes 60hours and we have 12hours a

day available, thenwe do the followingcalculation:

60 / 12 = 5

So inideal time, it should only take us 5 days to complete all studyingrequired
topass the PMI-ACP exam.

To comeup with a likely time estimate, we take other factors into account, like

work and family and the fact that there are nights when we arrive home and are

too tired to think about anything.Perhaps it is more realistic to assume that, on

average, we willlikelyget 4hoursper week to spendonpreparingfor the exam.

Using this information, we can do the followingcalculation:

Likely Time:

60/4=15

So at this rate, it will take 15 weeks toprepare for the exam.

This exercise brings forward another point to consider—the effectiveness of the timeline.Even if

we didhave 12 hours a day for 5 straight days to study for the exam, we wouldnotbe able to retain

or absorb all the informationin that time.So studying over a more extendedperiodof time may

not onlybe more realistic,but in this example,it is alsoprobablymore effective.In the same way,

we needtobe careful the timeline isn’t too long, to avoid theproblem of “knowledgeleak”—the
slow decline ofknowledge that we don’t use every day. While too short of a timeline canbe a

problem, so can too slow ofaprocess.
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K&S Tools for Sizing and Estimating

We’ve said that agileplanningisbased on three assumptions—the details will emerge as theproject
progresses, we’llneed to adapt our planbased onfeedback, and frequent reprioritizationwillbe the
norm. This acceptance that things willchange, and the resultingrealization that it isbetter to embrace
uncertainty than to resist it, is theunderlyingdriver ofallagile planningpractices.

Inthis section,we’ll examine the specific tools andtechniques that agile teams use for adaptiveplanning.
We’ll startby explaininghow sizingand estimatingfit into theplanningprocess, and then discuss the tools
used for these efforts roughlyinthe order they are used, fromdecomposingrequirements to estimating
thework items.However, for now just focus onunderstanding the tools. The overallprocess willbecome
clearer inthe next section, whenwe discuss release anditerationplanning.

Sizing, Estimating, and Planning

So far we’vebeen talkingabout “planning” at a highlevel. But now that we’re gettinginto specificplanning
tools,we’llneed tobreak down agile’s planningprocess into its three steps—sizing, estimating, and
planning.Inagile, the process of convertingrequirements into estimates andplans goes through a specific
sequence, as shownbelow.

Figure 5.18: Agile's Planning Sequence

Size Estimate Plan

How big is it? How quickly can When can we do it?
we get through it?

As shownhere, we size the work first, then we estimate it,and thenweplanit.If you think about it, this is

common sense.We need to determinehow large the task is first, then estimatehowquicklywe’llbe able to

complete it, then finally determine whenit canbe done—consideringhowmanypeople we have to do the
work andwhat other work or delays may occur.

So tobeginwith,we need a way tobreak downlarge chunks ofworkinto smallerunits that we can size,

estimate, andplan.With thatinmind, let’s turn to the agile approach to decomposingrequirements.
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Decomposing Requirements

Alargeproject inits entirety is a complex, overwhelmingamount ofwork that cannot be accurately
sized, estimated, or planned. So we need to decompose, orbreak down, the requirements into smaller,

increasingly refinedchunks ofwork,until we reach a level that is small enough to actually estimate and

plan.As we've seen, onagileprojects thisbreakdownis called value-based analysis and decomposition,
andit is done throughiterativeplanning.Here we’ll look at the typical structure of this decomposition.

Abasic requirements hierarchy for an agileproject has three levels, as shownbelow:

Figure 5.19: Basic Structure for an Agile Requirements Hierarchy

Feature
Feature

— Story
— Story

User Story

bTask 1
Task 2

Although there isn’t one “right” way to structure a requirementshierarchy, this diagram depicts the simplest
approach.Here, the product features are firstbroken downinto smaller chunks ofwork calleduser stories.

Then, as the team further refines their plan, theybreak down the user stories into smaller chunks, called
tasks.Inother words, features are larger thanuser stories,whichare larger than tasks. So far, so good.

However, some teams extend thisbasic modelby adding epics, which are large user stories that span one

or more iterations—and there is no single,universally agreed-uponway to do this. Some teamsput epics
above the user storylevel.In this case, the epics mightbe above orbelow the features—or “epic” might
justbeusedinplace of “feature.” The diagrams below illustrate three different ways that epics mightbe

positionedina requirements hierarchy.

Figure 5.20: Three Ways to Structure a Requirements Hierarchy with Epics
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Q Exam tip

Don’t worry about these inconsistencies inhow epics are used.For the exam,

you shouldknow that theproduct features arebrokendowninto user stories,

which arebroken downinto tasks.However, you won’tbeasked where epics

fall in the requirementshierarchy. It’s stilluseful to understandhow theymaybe

used,however.Ifyou are involvedinaproject that usesboth epics and features,

you’llwant to find out what structure, or order ofprecedence, isbeingused.

Requirements Are Decomposed “Just in Time”
As we’ve discussed, the project requirements are broken down “just in time” or at the “last responsible
moment” as the team gets closer to doing the work. As shownbelow, the highest-level requirements
(such as epics) are progressively refinedinto features, stories, and then the most detailedpieces of
work—such as tasks, business rules, acceptance tests, and so on.

Figure 5.21: Requirements Decomposition Process

I;Just in Time
Requirements Breakdown

More Definition

High-Level Medium Small Detailed

Tasks
Story 1

Business RulesFeature A

Story 2 Unit Tests
Feature B

Activity Diagrams
Story 3

Acceptance Tests

T&T User Stories

Next,we turnto one of themostbasic agileplanning tools—user stories. As an experienced agile
practitioner,youprobably already have anunderstandingof this term (andwe’ve alreadyuseditmany
times).However, it’suseful to review thebasics to make sure your understandingof this concept is aligned
with the wayit willbeused on the exam. So let’s take a closer look at user stories.

A user story is defined as a “small chunk ofbusiness functionality within a feature that involves roughly
1to 3 days’ worth ofwork.” (This time frame canbe defined more specifically as “4 to 40 hours’ worthof
work”) Agile teams typicallybreak theproduct features downinto user stories andwrite themonindex
cards or enter theminto arequirements management tool. They also use aprioritizedbacklogof these
stories to align the team’spriorities with the customer’s needs.
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Creating the User Stories
Lets seehowuser stories are developed. The team startsby comingup withalist of thepotential stories

(“candidate stories”) that they think are involvedinbuilding each feature.For example,here are the three

candidate stories that a team has identified for the “Sellmovies” feature of an online movie service:

Figure 5.22: Candidates for User Stories

User story candidates
for "Sell movies” feature:

Search for movies

Add movies to cart

Complete order

The teamhas estimated that each of these candidate stories will take about three days tobuild.Although
that’s on thelarge side for a user story, it’s fine for initialplanningpurposes. (As we’ll see whenwe get to

releaseplanning, large stories are typicallybrokendowninto smaller stories later so they canbe estimated

inmore detail as the team gets closer to working on them.)

However, these “candidate stories” aren’t actuallyuser stories yet—at thispoint they are just requirements
that havebeen decomposed into smaller pieces. To turn themintouser stories, the next step is to document

them from theperspective of the user or customer andwrite them on anindex card. That’s important

because a “user story” is, literally, a “story” written fromtheperspective ofthe “user” of that functionality.

Although there is no one “right” template for user stories, they are oftenwrittenin the following format:

“As a <Role>,Iwant <Functionality>, so that <Business benefit>”

Example: “As aMoviesOnhne customer,Iwant to searchmoviesby actor, so thatIcanmore

easily findmoviesIwouldlike to rent.”

The advantage of this template is that it forces the team to identify theuser (“Who is asking for this?”)
and thebenefit to thebusiness or user (“Whyare we doingthis?”) for everypiece of functionality. That’s

helpfulbecause it’s all too commonfor projects tobecomebloatedwithrequirements that have no clear

owner or universallyunderstoodbenefit.
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Background information

Choosing the Actor for User Stories
Inwritingauser story, often there are two (ormore) roles that we coulduse for the actor in the story.

For example, our “complete order” candidate story couldbe written from theperspective ofthe enduser

(“...Iwant to complete an order, soIcan downloadand watch themovies”) or from the standpoint of
the business (“...Iwant to complete orders, soIcanprocess customer payments andcollect revenue”).

So how do we decide which actor to use? One approachIuse to determine thebest actor is to ask
which story wouldhave the greatest value. In other words, “What’s the strongest case for doing that

story that wouldmove it up thebacklog so it gets worked on first?”

Ifwe think about the above example from thisperspective, thebusiness’s need for payment wouldbe
the most compelling format for the story, since that is their reason for operating (andcompleting the
project). However, ifwe look at the “search for movies” candidate story, the customer’s perspective
would probablybe the strongest case. So in this example,Iwould write the “complete order” story
from theperspective of the business, and the search story from theperspective of the customer.

“Given,When, Then” is anotheruser story format that canbe used to document nonfunctional or system-

based requirements and then also used for acceptance tests.

Given the account is validand the account has aMoviesOnline balance ofgreater than $0,
When theuser redeems credit for amovie,

Then issue themovie andreduce the user’s MoviesOnlinebalance.

Regardless of the format,user stories need tobe writtenina way that canbe tested, to give the team a

straightforward way ofknowingwhen the story is finished. Testinginvolves abinarychoice; agileuser

stories are either done andacceptedby the customer, or not—there isno “partly done” or “done except
for” category onagile projects.

EXERCISE

Rewrite the followingrequests so they are in the user story format: “As a <Role>,Iwant

<Functiomlity>, so that <Business Benefit>.” Youwill need to make some assumptions to complete
this exercise.For example,Ihave not identifiedwho is requesting the requirement ineach item

below, so youwillneed to assign a logicalrole.

1. Code the systemto supportbanner advertisements fromexternaladvertisers to drive website revenue.
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2. System needs to allowreports to be runonmembership trends, including age andlocation

demographics.

3. All financial transactions shouldbehandled via the SecureServe system.

ANSWER

The following are examples ofuser stories for each item.Dependingonthe assumptions youmade,

your answers maybe different.

1. Asabusiness manager,Iwant the system to support banner advertisements so that we can

generate additionalwebsite revenue.

2. As a marketingmanager,Iwant membership reports including age, location, and trends so that

we canrunbetter-targetedincentiveprograms to driveup membership, referrals, andrevenue.

3. As CFO,Iwant all financial transactions tobehandled via SecureServe so that credit card

informationisprotected and fraudis reduced.

The Three C’s
At thispoint youmightbe thinking, “Okay, we have abunchofindex cards now.But where do we write

downall the details needed to complete each story andspecify what needs tobebuilt?” The answer is that

we don’t.In fact, the text on a user story cardis intentionallykept asbrief as possible.It is simplymeant to

serve as aplaceholder for a richer form ofcommunication—a conversation.

That’sbecause auser story isn’t just a written statement—eachuser story consists of three elements, which

are known as the “3 Cs”—the card, the conversation, and the confirmation.Let’s look at each of these

components inmore detail.

Card: The user story card includes just enough text to identify the storybecause the cardis simply
a token that represents the requirement for planningpurposes.It doesn’t provide all-inclusive

requirements—we could describe it as a “contract for a conversation” with the product owner. The card

is the team’s reminder to have a discussionwith thebusinessperson who knows about that requirement.

As planningproceeds, the team might addnotes to the card about the story’spriority and cost. The card

is oftengiven to the developers when the story is scheduled to be done, andreturned to the customer

when the story is complete.
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Conversation: The details of the story are communicatedvia a conversation—a verbal exchange of
ideas, opinions, and informationbetween the customer and the development team. This discussion
takes placeboth when the story isbeing sizedand estimated (duringrelease planning) and when
the story isprepared for development (duringiterationplanning). This conversationmightbe
supplemented with documents, whichwill ideally take the form ofactionable examples.

Confirmation: This refers to the customer s confirmation that the story has been implemented correctly.
“Confirmation”means that theproduct increment passes the customer’s acceptance tests andmeets the
agreed-upondefinition of“done.” These criteria are definedat the start of the iteration, when the customer

and the team develop the examples that willprovide the basis for acceptance-testingthe outcome.

If these three elements seemlike a strange way to document our project requirements, recall that Agile
Manifestoprinciple 6 states that “The most efficient and effective methodofconveyinginformation to and
withina development teamis face-to-face conversation.”

INVEST: Characteristics of Effective User Stories
Now that we’ve looked at the three components ofuser stories, let’s examine how we canwrite our stories

to make themmost effective. There are several characteristics ofgooduser stories, and fortunately there is

an easy way to remember them—theINVEST mnemonic shownbelow.5

Figure 5.23: Characteristics of Effective User Stories

Independent

Negotiable

INVEST Valuable

Estimatable

Small

Testable

Let’s look at these characteristics inmore detail:

I-Independent: Ideally, we want tobe able to reprioritize and develop our user stories inany order.
This is hard to achieve,but it is a goal. We try to create independent user stories that canbe selected on

merit, rather than dragged into the release because other user stories are dependent on them.

N-Negotiable: The team shouldbe able to discuss user stories with theproduct owner andmake
trade-offs based on cost and function.For example, does “Print” mean “Hit thePrint Screenbutton
andpaste the image into a word-processingprogram,” or does the business need a fully formatted
CrystalReports document withheaders and footers? Negotiatinguser stories leads to an improved
understandingof the true requirements, costs, and acceptable compromises.
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» V- Valuable: Ifwe cannot determine the value ofarequirement, then we shouldquestion whyit ispart

oftheproject Evenifauser story isphrasedinsome wayother thantherole, function,andbusinessbenefit

format,it shouldinsome waystate the value, or benefit, of therequirement User storieswithout clearly
understoodbusinessbenefitswillbe difficult toprioritize, sincebacklogs areusually rankedonbusiness value.

» E-Estimatable: Although “estimatable” isnot really a word, it conveys the idea that we have to be able

to estimate the effort of auser story.If it’s notpossible to say whether the story will take a day or will

require two weeks’ worthofwork, we won’tbe able toprioritize itbased onits cost-benefit trade-off.

» S- Small: Smalluser stories are easier to estimate and test thanlarge user stories. As aunit ofwork

gets larger, our ability to reliably estimate it decreases. Also,by the time alarge user story is reported
as late,itmay take an equally long time to correct or redo the work. Therefore,user stories shouldbe

kept small—typically from 4 to 40hours’ worth ofwork. Another advantage ofsmaller user stories is

that they canusuallybe completedwithin one iteration.However, this doesn’t mean, “the smaller, the

better.”Extremely small user stories, such as those that will take 2hours or less to complete, should also

be avoided, since there is an overhead cost involvedin creating and tracking stories.

» T-Testable: If we cannot test something,how will we know whenit is done? Having testable user

stories is important for trackingprogress because agile teams oftenmeasure their progress basedupon

howmany user stories have been successfully accepted.

To summarize, we are looking for small, independent, valuable chunks ofwork that we canreadily
estimate and test—the functions ofwhich canbe negotiated with thebusiness to find the right level of

cost versus performance.

Background information

Software Stories Should Include All Relevant Architectural Layers
When developing software systems,user stories should typicallybe vertical slices of functionality that

cut through all the relevant architectural layers of the system, as shownbelow.

Figure 5.24: Software User Stories Should Include
All Architectural Layers of the System

Presentation Layer

Validation Layer

Business Layer

Database Layer

For example, a user story that involves saving andretrieving a customer balance is preferable to one

that focuses on mockingup the customer account screen. The first example uses all the components

of the system that the final solution willuse (the presentation, validation,business, and database

layers),whereas the secondexample just refers to the user interface (presentation) layer. Becauseit

only focuses on one layer, creating a mock-up of the customer account screen won’t reveal any issues

in the other layers.In addition, the user story won’t act as a reliable indicator of true development
speed, since other work still remains to be done to achieve the desired functionality.
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T&T User Story Backlog (Product Backlog)

After theuser stories are written, they are listed and sorted to create the user storybacklog (also known as

the “backlog” or “product backlog”) for theproject. This is a single, visible master list ofall the functional
andnonfunctionalwork that has beenidentified for theproject, sortedbypriority.

Figure 5.25: User Story Backlog Example

User Story Story# Priority

As a customer, I want to search for
products so that I can buy them.

4 1

As a customer, I want to add products
to a shopping cart so that I can pay for
them.

2 2

As CFO, I want to complete an
order so that I can receive payment.

3 3

Since thebacklogis the list ofwork that needs tobe done, as stories are completed, they are removed
from the list. (The teammight want to electronically flag the completed stories so they willshowup ina

separate list ofcompleted work—but theywillno longerbe in the backlog.)

Thebacklogis organizedbypriority from the top down so that the highest-value stories are always at the

top of the list. This tells the development team exactly where to focus their attentionnext.

Figure 5.26: Prioritization of the User Story Backlog

Story 1

Story 2

Story 3

Story 4

Story 5

Story 6

Story 7

* High Priority

Story 8

Story 9

Story 10

Story 11

=- Medium Priority

Low Priority

(Story 12]
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In addition to guiding the team’spriorities, the backlog also serves as aplanning tool for managingreleases

and iterations andhelps the team balance change requests andrisk remediation efforts with feature

development (since thebacklogincludes all of that work). This toolhelps the stakeholders coordinate the

project andkeeps everyone working toward the agreed-uponmission, while still allowingfor revisions and

updates as new andbetter informationarises.

Managing all the project requirements ina single document like this is one of the most fundamental

agile practices. On a fast-movingproject,having a single source ofinformation about all the work

beingdone is essential for effective communication andprovides highly visible documentation of the

project’s scope andits status.

o Exam tip

On an agileproject, there is only one master list of theproject work—the

user story orproduct backlog.However, agile teams sometimes use the term

“backlog”more loosely to refer to anylist or category ofwork that needs tobe

done.For example,Scrumrefers to the stories selected for the current iteration

as the “sprint backlog.” However, that isn’t actually a separate list;it just refers

to the stories the teamhas selected fromtheproductbacklog to complete ina

sprint. So although theterm“backlog” maybe usedloosely, agileprojectshave

only one backlog, or visible master list ofwork.

'The more casual uses of“backlog” are unlikely to come up on the exam. So if

you see a reference to the "backlog” inan exam question, you can assume that

it is referring to the team’s master list of work—unless the “sprintbacklog” is

indicatedby the wordingof the question.

T&T Refining (Grooming) the Backlog

As expressedinAgileManifestoprinciple 2, stayingflexible to meet the customer’s changingbusiness

needs is fundamental to agile, and thebacklogis one of the key ways that agile teams ensure this

adaptability. Thebacklogis always evolving, andit needs tobekept continually updatedwiththelatest

requirements and new information.Evenafter aproject is wellunder way, the customer will continue

to reorganize andreprioritize thebacklog. This process ofkeeping thebacklogupdated andaccurately
prioritizedis called refining (or grooming) thebacklog.
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O Exam tip

Webrieflymentioned the Scrumactivity “backlogrefinement” inchapter ljthis

activityused tobe called “grooming thebacklog,” and the exam content outline

stilluses the older term. This isunderstandable, since the term "grooming the

backlog"has been acceptedbygeneric agile and is stillused widely,not just in

Scrum.For the exam, these two terms are interchangeable, and either of them

might appear inan exam question.

Refiningthebackloginvolves progressively addingmore detail andadjusting the estimates andpriorities
of thebacklogitems, as well as addingnew work andremovingitems that are no longer important.A well-

groomedbacklogis the foundation ofan agileproject and essential for the teamto successfully deliver
value to the customer. The diagrambelow shows hownew work is added thebacklog,based onpriority.

Figure 5.27: Grooming the Backlog
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There are three types of changes thatmayneed tobe made to thebacklog:

» New stories maybe added
» Existingstories may be reprioritized or removed
» Stories maybe sliced into smaller chunks or resized

As a rule, the first two kinds of changes are doneby the customer or value management team.As new

work is discovered—whether based on feedback, testing, requests for new functionality, or changing
business needs—the customer or value management team will insert a new iteminto thebacklog at the
appropriatepriority level.

The thirdkindof change, slicing the stories, is typically doneby the development team. (We’ll discuss
slicingstories inmore detail under iterationplanninglater in this chapter.) However, the development
team doesn’tprioritize any of the work; to ensure that value isbeingdeliveredto the customer,

prioritization is done onlyby the customer or the customer’s representatives.
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Changes to the backlogcan arise from different sources, or reflect collective decisionsmadeinplanning
meetings. Ingeneral, any changes to the backlog shouldbe discussed in the next planningmeeting to

ensure that they are understoodby everyone.

y&y Requirements Reviews
The tools and techniques listed in the exam content outline also include the term “requirements

reviews.”Ifyou encounter this term on the exam,be aware that it is essentially another name for the

process ofrefining or grooming thebacklog.

o Exam tip

For the exam, keep inmind that the customer is responsible for setting the

priorities andmakingsure thebacklogis up to date. The delivery teamis

responsible for estimating the work so that the customer canprioritize the

work based on a cost-benefit assessment—but the team doesn’t do any of the

prioritization.

T&T Relative Sizing and Story Points

Studies show that ingeneral,people are not very goodat makingabsolute estimates—we just aren't very

goodat predictingexactlyhow much effort it will take to complete a task. Also, oftenwhat shouldbe

trivialwork takes muchlonger to complete thananticipated, and sometimes new andunforeseen tasks

appear. The wholeprocess usually just takes longer than we expected. We could try to include a buffer

for these issues inour estimates,but then we wouldbe criticized forpadding them. This apparent no-win

situationis why estimatinghas become so unpopular. To compoundtheproblem, the actual time required
to complete aknowledge workitem often depends on the details of the work and who willbe doingit—

and that information oftenisn’t knownuntil shortlybefore the workis done.

So how does agile approach this challenge? It turns out that while people are not very accurate at making
absolute estimates, they are better at (and more comfortable with) makingcomparative (relative)
estimates. Therefore, to estimate more efficiently and accurately, agile teams rely on relative sizing. They
domost of their estimatingnot inhours or days,but in a relative unit called “storypoints.” Estimatingin

terms of relative size rather than absolute size allows us to make useful estimates where trying to predict
the exact effort required for each story wouldbe next to impossible.

The difference between absolute andrelative estimates canbe illustratedby giving directions.Using
an absolute approach,Iwould say “You can get to the grocery storeby traveling 1.3 miles southeast.”
To use a relative approach instead,Iwould say “Go straight out the door for about eight or nine

blocksuntil you reach the park; the grocery store is another fiveblocks straight ahead.” This second

set of directions is easier toboth explain andunderstand; it uses recognizable landmarks and relative

measures (blocks) and is not statedinabsolute measurements (miles).

Like estimating distanceviablocks rather thanmiles,ifwe haveknownchunks ofwork already done,we can

estimatenewpieces ofworkmore quickly and accuratelyby referencingtheknown entities.Using a software

development example, imagine we have already developed a simple input screen and have given that task

arelative size of2 storypoints. We can thenestimate the remaining tasksby comparing them to the input
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screen.For example, wemight assign1storypoint to a simple fix or changebecause we thinkit will take
abouthalf as muchwork as developing the screen.Wemight estimate other simple screens as 2 storypoints,
andbigger pieces ofwork as 3points or 5points.Inthis example, “2storypoints”hasbecome the equivalent
ofa cityblock,in thatit now serves as the referehce that we are usingto estimate other things against.

Another reason forusingrelative sizingis that people work at different speeds. A very skilledandexperienced
personmaywork two to three times faster than a junior personwho needs to spendmore time checking
their approach andvalidatingfile interim steps.Whenestimatingproject work we want to understand the
work size independent ofpeople’s workingspeeds. Storypointshelpus do this.A3-point storymightbe
completedbyan experienced developer inonemorning, or by a slower worker over the course ofa day.

Estimatinginpoints rather thanhours removes discussions like "this would only take me twohours" and
allows the team to focus on the work.It’sbetter to simply say that a task is 3 units ofwork,rather than

havingto remember thatit wouldbe onehour for Fast Francesbut two hours forMediumMike.

For example, let’s say someone says to you, “Hey,let’s go for ahalf-hour run.”Youhave to consider, canyou
run the same distance they canin30minutes, or will that runtake you45 minutes? It’sbetter toknow the
lengthof therun—let’s say sixmiles—-rather than someone else’s estimatebased on their ownvelocity.It's
better to saythat a taskis 1storypoint rather than sayingitwill take Fast Frances 30 minutes to complete.
That second estimate isn’thelpfulifyoudon’tknow whether Frances willbe assigned to do thework.

Now, ofcourse, takinga comparative approach to estimating does not stop weird things fromhappening
orkeep tasks from takinglonger than anticipated;however, switchingour estimationunit fromhours
to storypoints does make that problem easier to accept.Rather than thinking that we are justbadat

estimating, we recognize that a couple of the stories took longer than we thought they would.We can see

that because those estimates weren’t made ina vacuum—they were based onhowwellwe understood
how the new activities compared to the work wehad already completed.

Estimatinginhours can also create issuesifsome people have other demands on their time andnever

really standa chance ofdelivering40hours’worth of functionalityin a week. Usingarelative measurelike
storypoints rather thanhours focuses attentionon the realissue—the work itself—rather thanhowmuch
time the work “should” take or howmuchwork we “should” get done.

Another advantage ofestimatinginstorypoints is that we remove the artificial ceilingof “hoursper week.”
If we have completed 40hours’worthofuser storiesby noon onFriday, what’s our incentive to take the
next story off the stack and carry onworking that afternoon?Hour andday estimates are so closely aligned
with our workweeks and sense ofduty and accomplishment that this connection can actually cause

productivity issues. So insteadwe say, “Last week the team delivered42 storypoints, and this week they
delivered 45.” Canyou seehow this feels different than saying, “Last week the team did 120hours ofwork,
and this week they did130hours”?

Althoughstorypoints are the relative unit most commonly use inagilemethods, the term for the relative
unit ofmeasure doesn’t matter—it couldbe “storypoints,” “points,” or “gummy bears.” The main idea is to

get away from estimatinginhours.
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The Fibonacci Sequence
Storypoint estimatingis typicallybased on the Fibonacci sequence ofnumbers, or somevariation of this

sequence. This is a common andnaturally occurringprogression that describeshow things grow.The growth
ofrabbit populations, sea shells, and treebranches all follows theFibonacci sequence—as do problem sizes

and the efforts required to solve them.

Figure 5.28: Fibonacci Sequence
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TheFibonacci sequence is derivedby adding theprevious two numbersin the sequence together to

get the next number, startingwith 0 and 1. So it starts out 0+1= 1,1+1= 2,1+ 2= 3, 2 + 3 = 5, etc.

which creates the sequence “1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21. . .” Using this sequence, the size of a user story could

be estimated as 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, or 21 storypoints,but not any number inbetween. Whywould we

want to limit our estimates like that? Because it makes the estimatingprocess much faster andmore

efficient. Thereis enoughvariationin the numbers of this sequence to shownatural size groupings while

eliminatingmost of the squabbling over small differences inestimates.

Guidelines for Using Story Points
For the exam, you shouldbe familiar with the followingguidelines for usingstorypoints to estimate

user stories:

The team should own the definitionof their storypoints. The storypoint sizing for a givenproject

shouldbe created and ownedby the team.For example, the team can decide that 1storypoint equals
the effort involvedincreating a simple screen, or that 1storypoint is equal to the average amount of

work they canget doneinanideal day (withno interruptions for meetings, e-mail, etc.). Theunit the

team chooses is what shouldbe used.By acceptingthe team’s decision about the estimatingunit, we

reinforce their ownership of the estimates.It doesn’t matter if another team’s storypointunit is sized

differently—or if that other teamis usingan ideal week, rather than anideal day. The storypointunit

doesn’t have tobe consistent across the organization; the team just needs touse it consistently for all

the work intheir currentproject. (They could change it for the next project.) This means that we can’t

compare velocitiesbetween teams,because theunique compositionand definitionofeach team’s story

point make such comparisonmeaningless.
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Storypoint estimates shouldbe all-inclusive.We shouldn’t need to add extra time to the project for

testingor refactoring. Instead, our storypoint estimates should include allknown activities required to

complete the stories. Otherwise, we endup tryingto shoehorninextra tasks or resort to multiplying
the estimatesby a “fudge factor” (such as 1.5) to account for additional work. Inclusive storypoint
estimates are preferred over a “magic multiplier” approachbecause inclusive estimates are more

accurate and transparent.In contrast,multipliers canmistakenlybe applied several times or forgotten
about, and they are harder to defend.

Thepoint sizes shouldbe relative. The size of onepoint shouldbe relative (i.e., consistent) across

all the estimates for a givenproject. So a 2-point user story shouldinvolve about twice as much effort
as a 1-point story.A 3-point story should take roughly three times as mucheffort as a 1-point story,
andbe equal to the effort for a1-point story and a 2-point story combined. Completing four 5-point
user stories shouldbe equivalent to completing twenty 1-point user stories. Although this may sound
obvious, it’s stillworth emphasizing.Witharelative scale, the baseunit always needs tobe consistent so

that we can use it to calculate velocity, compare iterations, and validate our release plan.

When disaggregating estimates, the totals don’t need to match.When decomposing the work,
such as breakinga user story into its component tasks, the sum of the smaller units (the tasks)
doesn’t need to addup to the estimate of the larger unit (the user story). That’s because one of the

reasons for breaking down the larger unit is to check our estimate ofhowlongitwill take to complete
that work. As we break down the user story and learn more about the work involved, we should

expect the estimates for the tasks to reflect that new information.If the sum of our estimates for
the tasks doesn’t equal our estimate for the user story, that is important to know. (Andif there is a

dramatic difference, that might be a red flag we need to investigate.)

Complexity, work effort, andrisk should all be included in the estimates. The total time required
to complete a story is a functionofits complexity, its levelofrisk, and the amount of effort involved.
(For example: “Does the work require analysis, or is it likely to result insurprises?Do we have to add
a single data field, or thirty fields?If we can’t complete the workusingplanA, willwe have to rethink
this piece of theproject?”) When estimatinguser stories, the team shouldbe sure to assess all three
of these attributes.

Backgroundinformation
amass#

Best Practices for Estimating User Stories
Inhisbook User Stories Applied: ForAgile Software Development,Mike Cohn asserts that thebest
approach for estimatinguser stories is one that:6

» Allowsus to change our mind whenever we have new information about a story
» Works forboth epics and smaller user stories

» Doesn’t take a lot of time

» Provides useful information about our progress and the work remaining
» Is tolerant ofimprecisionin the estimates

» Canbe used to plan releases
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EXERCISE

Test your knowledge ofagile estimatingconceptsbyanswering the true or false questionsin the
tablebelow:

True or FalseQuestion

Agile estimates are all encompassing; they shouldinclude time for

documentation and testing.

Agile estimates are timeboxed; once the estimates are set, they cannotbe
altered.

Agile estimates are createdby the product owner.

Storypoints are preferable to ideal days,because storypointsbetter match

estimate characteristics; they are called “stories” because not all stories are true.

Agile teams create their own estimates.

Risk shouldnotbe factoredintouser story estimates.

Teams new to agile shouldrely onan experiencedproject manager to create the

estimates for them.

ANSWER

True or FalseQuestion

Agile estimates are all encompassing; they should include time for

documentation and testing.

True

Agile estimates are timeboxed; once the estimates are set, they cannotbe
altered.

False

FalseAgile estimates are createdby theproduct owner.

Storypoints arepreferable to ideal days,because storypointsbetter match

estimate characteristics; they are called “stories”because not all stories are true.

False

Agile teams create their own estimates. True

FalseRisk shouldnot be factored into user story estimates.

Teams new to agile shouldrely on an experiencedproject manager to create the

estimates for them.
False

T&T Affinity Estimating

Affinity estimating is a technique that involves grouping items into similar categories or collections—
i.e., “affinities.” In agile, we canuse this technique for many purposes,but one of the most important

is tomake sure our story pointunit remains consistent for all our estimates over the duration of the

project. Affinity estimatingis a form of triangulation—it offers a comparative view of the estimates

andprovides a reality check. Byplacing our user stories into size categories, it is easier to see whether

stories with similar estimates are in fact comparable insize. This helps us make sure we have not

gradually altered the measurement of our story point during the estimatingprocess.
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Let’slook athow to do this.After eachroundofestimating,we create columns onawhiteboard that represent

different storypoint sizes ofuser stories—column1represents the 1-story-point category, column2

represents the 2-story-point category, and so on.Ifwe have already donemultiplerounds ofestimating,we

startbyplacingstickies for the storieswe’ve estimatedinprevious rounds into the appropriate column.

Figure 5.29: Affinity Estimating with Story Points
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Next,we startplacing the user stories we have just estimatedinto the appropriate columns. As weplace
each card, we compare it to the cards that are already there (from this roundorprevious rounds).If the
new user story looks likeit is about the same size as the other stories alreadypostedin that column, then

great—our estimation scheme hasn’t warped.If that story looks different, however, we willneed to do a

checkpoint to discuss what exactly a storypoint means, and thenrecalibrate the estimates.

If this is our first round ofestimating, then after checking that all the stories within each column are

comparable, we can also look across the columns to seeif the stories appear to beproportionately sized
across the columns.For example, are the storiesincolumn2 (2 storypoints) about twice the size of the

stories incolumn1(1storypoint)? Are the stories incolumn 8 about four times the size of the storiesin

column 2? And so on.Ifwe find any discrepancies, we will againneed to revisit our definitionofa story

point andrecalibrate our estimates. The outcome of thisprocess shouldbe consistently sizedstorypoints

across all the estimates that havebeenmade to date.

T&T T-Shirt Sizing

T-shirt sizingis a high-level estimating tool that isused to do the initial “coarse-grained” estimates of the

product features and user stories during the initiation stage of a project.At that point, we aren’t trying to

generate detailed estimates; we’re aimingto do “just enough” estimating to map out the overalleffort that
we expect willbe involvedin the project and get the work started. This is referred to as coarse-grained
estimating, since these early estimates willbe progressively refined as the project continues.

To see how this works, let’s look at an exampleproject.For an onlinemovie service, we have identifiedsix

product features:

» Rate movies

» Browsemovies

» Rentmovies

» Sellmovies

» Review movies

» Sort movies by year
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Backgroundinformation

Preventing Story Point Inflation
Affinity estimatingis a great way to discover and control the effects of“storypoint inflation.” This refers
to the common tendency for a team’s storypoint estimates to increase over the course ofaproject This

upward trend is usually an unconscious side effect ofstakeholder scrutiny ofhow much work is getting
doneineach iterationandhow much work remains. Since stakeholders are happy whenvelocity
targets are met, agile teams have a tendency to gradually inflate their point estimates.

Here’s an example ofhow this happens. The team is inan estimatingsession and can’t agree onwhether
a story is 3points or 5points.Then someone says, “Look, let’s just call ita 5 andbe done withit.”

Although this might notbe anyone’s conscious intention, when the team’s velocity is calculated at the
end of the week, theywill get credit for 5 points rather than3—“Lookhowmuch work were getting
done, yay!” True, that makes everybody happy,but the trouble is that we are now usingan elastic tape

tomeasure our progress. Since we can’t effectively compare our current estimates withour past velocity,
how can we objectivelyassess how far through theproject we are, andwhen wewillbe done?

Affinity estimatingkeeps us honest. After the estimating session, we put our new 5-point story up on

the boardand compare it to our old5-point stories, asking, “Is this new story really as much work as

the oldstories?”Ifit isn’t, thenwe arehaving some point inflation, andwe need to discuss and reset

the size ofeach of our storypoint categories.

Our next step is to roughly size the six features for our movie service, so that we can assess the relative
effort involvedin developing each one. Since we haven’t done any work on theproject yet,we’ll have
to make these estimates based on our experience with similar work itemsin thepast. To reflect the

uncertainty involvedin those estimates, our estimatingunit willbe T-shirt sizes, ranging fromExtra Small

(ES) toExtra-ExtraLarge (XXL).We won’t try to estimate the absolute size ofeach category, or evenhow
muchbigger or smaller each size is compared to the other sizes. Allwe willknow is that Extra Small is

smaller than Small,whichis smaller thanMedium, andso on.

Figure 5.30: Features by T-Shirt Size

ES S M L XL XXL

Sort movies Rate
by year movies

Browse
movies

SellRent
movies movies

Review
movies

The results ofour sizingeffort are showninthe above figure. As youcan see, we’ve decided that:

» The functionality that allows users to sort movies byyear willrequire the least effort tobuild, so this
feature isExtra Small.

» The online shopping cart we need to sell movies will require the most effort tobuild, so this
feature is Extra Large.
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» There are two features that we think will takeMedium effort tobuild—“Browse movies” and

“Review movies.”

None of these features will require anExtra-Extra Large effort.»

Basedon our collective experience and expertise,we arepretty sure that these relative sizes are correct.

But so far we don’t have a way to check or confirm these guesstimates. To do that, weneedto decompose
these sixproduct features into the next levelofdetail—user stories. Once we do that,we endup

estimating that itwill take 45 user stories tobuild the six features, as shownbelow.

Figure 5.31: Features and User Stories
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Inother words, these 45 user story cards represent all the work that we estimate willneed tobe done to

build theproduct. Ofcourse, these user storiesmay change as we proceed—but this is our initialworking
plan.Just based on the number ofuser storiesineach feature, thisbreakdown appears to confirm that

“Sellmovies” will take themost effort tobuild, and “Sortmoviesby year” will take the least effort, as we

originally guessed.However,it also appears that “Rentmovies,” whichwe had sizedLarge,might actually
be smaller than “Browse movies” and “Reviewmovies,” whichwe sizedMedium.

Or maybenot—because we haven’t determined the relative size of the 45 stories yet. Some of themmight
be very small, and others mightbe verylarge. At thispoint, the largest user stories might actually contain

several smaller stories that we’ll have tobreak down as we get closer tobuilding them. So our next step is

to estimate all theuser stories inT-shirt sizes—just like we didfor the features. (After we do that, we can

also use affinity estimating to double-check that the stories ineach category are comparable in size.)
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Our organization of the 45 user storiesbased on T-shirt sizes might look somethinglike this:

Figure 5.32: User Stories by T-Shirt Size
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Now that we have sized all the stories, we canuse the relative sizes of the stories ineach feature to refine
our T-shirt estimates of the features. Let's say that in this example we find out that, on average, the user

stories in “Rent movies” are materially larger than the stories in“Browsemovies” or “Reviewmovies.”
As a result, we can see that “Rent movies” really will require more effort than the two Medium features,
just as wehad originally guesstimated.

Remember that agile estimating is donein stages, usingprogressive elaboration. The purpose ofusing
T-shirt-size estimates is to comeup with the initialplan that willbe continually refined duringrelease and
iterationplanningthroughout theproject.

T&T Story Maps

A story map is a high-levelplanningtool that agile stakeholders can use to map out theproject priorities
early in theplanningprocess, based on the informationavailable at thatpoint A storymap is essentially a

prioritizedmatrix of the features anduser stories for theproduct that isbeingbuilt.Once created,it canbe

easily adapted to serve as a “product roadmap” that shows when the features willbe deliveredandwhat will
be includedineachrelease. The teamwill then referback to this roadmap as theyprogressively elaborate
andrefine their plans duringrelease anditerationplanning. (We’ll discussproduct roadmapsnext.)

To create a storymap, we startbylistinggroups of features (or sometimes a usage sequence) for the
product horizontally across the top ofamatrix, fromleft to right.Downthe columns, we arrange the user

story cards in each featureindescending order ofpriority. (Story maps are another example oflow-tech,
high-touch agile tools—anyone canmove the cards around on the map.)
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Figure 5.33: Story Map
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Although some of the feature columns in this diagram are wider than others, that’s just because they
includemore user stories.At thispoint, we don’t know yethowmanyiterations willbe required tobuild
each feature, or how the releases willbe timed. (That willbe determinedinreleaseplanning.)

The first two rows ofuser stories at the top of the diagram are especially important,and they have special
names. On the top row of the story map, we place the stories that describe the(essential functionsjneeded
for the system to work.Hus lineis called the backbone.For example, let’s say that the customer is asking
for “a smartphone with a high-end camera.” We willput on this firstline all the essential elements that

are required for such aproduct to function—includinga screen, abattery, an outer casing, a microphone,
speakers, a charger port, and a camera.Notice that we can’t meaningfullyprioritize these elements.

It’s pointless to ask, “Is the screen or thebattery ahigherpriority?” Weneedboth. So the items in the

backbone are just given,based on the product that isbeingbuilt

On the next row, weplace the stories that describe thÿsmallest versionofSesystemjthat willmeet the

m.Unlike the itemsinthebackbone, which

are simplyrequired, the itemsinthe walkingskeletonwill dependonwhat the customer considers tobe a

'minimalviableproduct)Inour example, we need to ask, what are themostbasic features thatwillprovide
value to the customer? Does theminimalversionneedto have touch-to-shrink-and-expandcapability?
To knowwhichstories to put onthis line,we have to talk to the customer and findout which features are

essential in themostminimalversion oftheproduct,andwhich features canbe addedinlater iterations.

Finally, we place all the other user storiesbelow the walkingskeleton,indescending order ofpriority to

the customer. So now we have a high-levelpicture of theproduct,by feature, inorder ofbusiness value.

Story maps show what the customer considers tobe absolutely essential for the system (thebackbone) and

necessary for the minimalsolution (the walking skeleton), alongwith the other features that will comprise
the later releases. Thishelps the stakeholders align their expectations and discover any misunderstandings
ormismatches.As such, these tools are oftenusedin stakeholder communications or posted on a wall as an

informationradiator oftheprojectplan. Theyhave thebenefit of engagingpeople ina different way thanthe

same information depicted on a Gantt chart, since the story map format is more visual and inviting.

net
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T&T Product Roadmap

Aproduct roadmapis a visualdepiction oftheproduct releases and the main components that willbe
includedineach release. This is a communication tool that providesproject stakeholders witha quick viewof
theprimary release points andintendedfunctionality that willbe delivered.Although there are various ways
ofdepictingaproduct roadmap, storymaps are a commonlyused approach, aspopularizedbyJeffPatton.

With this approach, after placing the features on the story map according to their importance and
sequence (as described above), the teambalances the customerspriorities with theirprojectedcapacity,
and outlines what theyplan to deliver ineach release.

For example, we can convert the story map we created above to aproduct roadmap by outlining the user

stories we plan to deliver in the first, second, and third release. We can show this to the product owner to

communicate our plan for these first three releases.

Figure 5.34: Product Roadmap (Story Map Showing the Project Plan)
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Usingthis approach, theproduct roadmap for aproject will typically consist ofone or more story maps

showing what willbe deliveredin eachrelease.

Although theproduct roadmap jshpwsVhat we plan to deliver in each release, remember that this is a

high-levelplanningtool—and we know there willbe changes. So inplanning each release, we will go back
to the roadmap and confirm that thebasicplan willstillwork, ormake anynecessary adjustments.We add
up the storypoints weplanned for the release, andcheck whether theplanis stillviable, given our velocity
trends and the amount of time designated for the release.If theplanno longer looks viable, or ifit looks
too risky, then we might request a backlogreview with theproduct owner to see what canbe changed.
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Figure 5.35: Confirm the Plan during Release Planning
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The topics we've discussedso for—such as affinity estimating, T-shirt sizing, storymaps, and roadmaps—
are sizing tools used for high-levelplanning.We'll conclude this sectionbylookingat two tools for

estimatinguser stories—widebandDelphiandplanningpoker.

T&T Wideband Delphi

WidebandDelphiis a group-based estimation technique inwhich a panel of experts submits estimates

anonymously so that none of theparticipants know who has made which estimate. This anonymity

produces improved estimates because it minimizes the cognitive andpsychologicalbiases that canresult

in flawedestimates, including:

» TheBandwagoneffect: People tend to converge around the viewpoint that is gaining themost

adherents, evenifit doesn’t reflect their own opinion.

» HIPPO decision making (HIPPO = Highest-Paid Person’s Opinion): People gravitate to the

ideas of experts or superiors, rather than judging ideas on their own merit. Nobody wants to

disagree with the boss.

» Groupthink: People make decisions to maintain group harmony rather than expressing their

honest opinions.
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O Exam tip

Although widebandDelphiis a complexprocess, for the exam, you won’t need

more than a broad familiarity with this approach, at most. This isn’t animportant

tool for agile teams, anditmight not evenbementioned on the exam.From

an agile perspective, themost importantpoint about widebandDelphiishow

it uses anonymous rounds ofestimatingto combat thebiases listedabove and

reach convergence. These elementshave influenced themuchmorepopular agile

estimating toolcalledplanningpoker that we’ll discuss next.

The widebandDelphi estimationprocess starts with aplanning effort to define the “problem” that isbeing
analyzed—i.e., the work that isbeingestimated.Instead of estimating the whole project at once, the expert

group breaks it downinto moremanageable chunks. They create aproblem specification, identify the

assumptions and constraints, and outline theprocess for the estimation rounds. This plan specifies details
such as the measurement units that willbeused (e.g.,person weeks,hours, dollars, etc.), whether the
estimates should include documentation time, andthe exit criteria that they are aiming for (e.g., we want

to get to+/- 20percent tolerance onthe estimate range).

Before the expertsbegincreating estimates, they read theproblem specificationand discuss any
qualificationquestions. They eachlist the tasks involvedinthepart of theproject that is beingestimated and
enter their estimates for each task. After the first roundofestimation, the facilitator gathers their estimate

sheets andplots themona chart,beingcarefulnot to identifywhich estimate is fromwhich estimator.

Figure 5.36: Wideband Delphi—Round 1 Estimates
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Here we can see that after the first round of the estimationprocess, the group’s estimates range from

approximately 600 personhours to 2,100 person hours. The group doesn’t knowif the 600-hour
estimate came from the sponsor or if the 2,100-hour estimate came from the most experienced
developer. Allof this information is kept anonymous.

The participants then discuss the tasks they included and any assumptions or other significant factors
that influencedtheir estimates.For example,Billmight report,“Iadded two weeks for regression testing
ofdownstream applications,because we are amending the accounting table; the last time we did that, it
broke thebillingsystem, so we need to allow some time for additional testingandpossible remediation.”
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Once theyhave discussed all the tasks, assumptions, and significant factors, the group does another
round ofanonymous estimating. After several rounds, a consensus usually starts to emerge in the

estimates, as shownbelow.

Figure 5.37: Wideband Delphi—Getting Closer to Consensus
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Here, we can see that witheachround, there has been a “northeast drift” toward a tighter set ofestimates.

This drift reflects the emerging consensus that thepart of theproject beingestimatedwillrequire a higher
range ofpersonhours thanmost of the group originally estimated. Once the estimates are close enough
together that they reach the exit criteria (inour example, the highest andlowest estimates must be within
a range of+/- 20percent ofthe median estimate), the estimatingprocess is complete.

At thispoint, a single master task list is created from everyone’s tasklists.If any tasks were excluded from

the estimationprocess (such as documentation), then those tasks are added to themaster list. The team

reviews the results to make sure everyone agrees on the final task list and estimate range.

WidebandDelphiestimationreflects agile values,because it is:

» Iterative: Iheprocess is repeated several times,until a consensus is reached.
» Adaptive: Teammembers have a chance to update andimprove their next round ofestimates based on

discussionwith otherparticipants.
» Collaborative: A team-based collaborative process improvesparticipants’buy-in to the results.

Despite these agile characteristics, widebandDelphi isn’t widelyusedby agile teams.However, it is

important to understandhow andwhy this methodworks, sinceit the basis for another technique that is

widely used inagile—planningpoker.

T&i Planning Poker

When an agile team needs to come up with the estimates for their user stories, the most common way of

doing this is a collaborative game calledplanningpoker.Planningpoker is designed toprovide a faster,
more efficient process that has all the advantages ofwidebandDelphi—sinceplanningpoker is iterative,

adaptive, collaborative, and anonymous enough to minimize most bias.
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Planningpoker uses playing cards that show numbers based on theFibonacci sequence.Eachparticipant
receives a set of these cards, as shownbelow. The numbers on these cards represent the relative units that
willbe used for the estimates, such as storypoints, developer days, or jellybeans—whatever the team is

usingto sizeits estimates.

Figure 5.38: Planning Poker Cards
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Once everyone has a set of cards, the facilitator—who couldbe theproduct owner, the ScrumMaster, or

any teammember—willread a user story.For example, let’s say the first story is, “As a customer,Iwant to

be able to changemypassword so thatIcan ensure my account is secure.” The group will discuss the story

briefly—andthen each estimator will select acardto represent his or her estimate of the size of that story,

without showingit yet.

When everyone is ready, the facilitatorwillcount to three, and then everyonewilllay down their cards at the
same time,showingtheir estimates ofthe effort required to develop that user story. Theyall turnover then-
cards simultaneously to ensure that the initial estimates arenot influencedby other members ofthe group.

Let’s say there are four estimators, and three of themlay down cards with the number 5 and oneperson
lays down a cardwith the number 3.In this case, the estimate wouldbe recorded as a “5”—when the range
is small and there is a rough consensus on the estimate, the largest estimate is selected. After that, the team

willmove on to the next story tokeep the game moving quickly.

Flowever, what if there are three cards with the number 5 and one card with the number 13?In this case,

the teamwill discuss the outlier (13)—and the conversationmight go somethinglike this:

Facilitator: Okay,Bob, can you tellus why you think this is a 13?

Bob: Well, we are usingLDAP authenticationtokeep thepasswords synchronizedwith
other applications. Password changes willneed tobe pushedback to the LDAP

server, andwe don’thave securitypermissions to do that. So weneed to get the
security group engaged, and that takes time.

Facilitator: Hmm,Ididn’tknow that. Okay, let’s estimate this again.

At that point, everyonepicks up their card and estimates again, taking the new informationinto account.

This time, we might see anew consensus emerge around the number 13, similar to the "northeast drift" we

sawinwidebandDelphi
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Planningpoker is another example of theparticipatory decisionmodels discussedinchapter 3.It is

faithful to the widebandDelphiapproachinthat it is iterative, adaptive, and collaborative; minimizesbias;
andsupports the emergence ofconvergence and consensus.

Studies atMotorola andMicrosoft show thatmanyproject teams findplanningpoker tobenot only as

accurate as theirprevious approach to estimation,but also quicker andmore enjoyable.7 That said, the goal
of this technique isnot to create precise estimates. Instead,it aims to help the team quickly and efficiently
reach consensus on reasonable estimates so the project cankeep moving forward.

Release and Iteration Planning

Agileprojects are dividedinto releases and iterations.As we’ve discussed earlier in this book, aniteration

is a short, timeboxed development period, typically one to four weeks induration.A release is a group of

iterations that results in the completion of a valuable deliverable on theproject. An agileproject willhave

one or more releases, each ofwhichwill contain one or more iterations, as illustratedbelow.

Figure 5.39: Project Broken into Releases and Iterations

Project

Release Plan Release Plan

Iterations (each with an iteration plan)

This diagram shows a singleproject with two releases toproduction. The first release contains eleven

iterations, and the second contains five iterations. We startplanningreleases anditerations early in the

project life cycle andprogressivelyrefine theplanning effort multiple times as the project progresses.

On agileprojects, we select from the top-prioritybacklogitems to come up with our next iteration goal.
We then decompose the iteration goal into user stories to get the iterationplan.We continue planning
by decomposing those user stories into tasks. While the work isbeingdone, we discuss the details of
the work in the daily stand-up meetings. These are allpractical examples ofhow agile teams decompose,
prioritize,andplan the project components at the last responsible moment.

Types of Iterations

The activities done in the iterations are the heart of the agile development process.However,not all

iterations are equal—someplay a specializedrolein theproject. The most commontypes of iterations are

the development timeboxes duringwhich the teambuilds increments of theproduct, as explained above.

However, for certainprojects, the teammightneed to schedule other types ofiterations as well. These
iterations are planned andimplemented just like the development iterations; the difference is that they
don’t focus onbuildingaproduct increment.
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To explain the different types of iterations, we’ll use this diagram, which shows when each type ofiteration

occurs along the project timeline:

Figure 5.40: Types of Iterations
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This timeline shows a very simple project that has a single release and four development iterations.

Before the first developmentiteration, the team has scheduled an “Iteration 0.” This is an optional
iteration that we can usejto set the stage for our development effortÿBy definition, Iteration 0 typically
doesn’t involve buildingany deliverables for the customer. Other than that, its nature, length, and scope

depend completely on the needs of the project.But in any case, the work undertaken in Iteration 0

should be limited to “just enough” for the first development iterations to be successful.

Once thispreparatory work has been completed, the development iterations begin withIteration 1. In

this example, there are four development iterations.At the end ofIteration 4, we have finishedbuilding
theproduct increment, and the customer has acceptedit.However, let’s say that for thisproject we need
another effort after the deliverable is accepted to prepare it for release. This specializedkindofiteration

is variously called “IterationH,” “hardening sprint,” or “release sprint.” The work done in this wrap-up

iterationmight include stabilizing the code, documenting the product, compiling the final assemblies, or

completingadditional testing.If a project has multiple releases, we might need to schedule a hardening
iterationbefore each release.

Bear inmind that Iteration0 andIterationHare optional elements ofagile.Many agile teams prefer to

incorporate anypreparatory or hardeningwork that is neededinto their development sprints, rather than

scheduling them as separate efforts.Many agileprojects get along just fine without them.However, if

these specializediterations are needed, we have to decide this inadvance and factor theminto the timeline

for our releaseplan.

Next,we’lllook at “spikes,” which are similar to iterations in that they are another kindofshort, timeboxed

effort devoted to a specificpurpose on an agileproject.
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Spikes

Spikes are a key tool that agile teams use tohead offproblems and resolve them as early as possible. A spike
is a short effort (usually timeboxed) that is devoted to exploring an approach, investigatingan issue, or

reducing aproject risk.Although spikes can be done at any time duringaproject, they often take the form
ofbriefexploratory iterations or proof-of-concept efforts that are done at the start ofaproject,before the
development effortbegins.

Whenusedinthis way, a spike might look very similar to Iteration0.But it isn’t really the same thing.
That’sbecause a spike is more flexible thanIteration 0; Iteration0 simply focuses on setting the stage for
the initial development efforts,but a spike canbe used to investigate a wide range of issues at any time.

In fact, it wouldn’tbe unusual for aproject team to scheduleboth a spike andIteration0 at the start of a

project,if circumstances warrant it.

Below we’ll define two terms for specializedkinds of spikes that youmight encounter on the exam:

architectural spikes andrisk-based spikes.However, bear inmind that in the real world these two terms are

somewhat flexible—they aren’t necessarilyusedin the same wayby different teams, and the generic term

“spike” canbe usedinstead.

T&T Architectural Spike
An architectural spike is a short, timeboxed effort dedicated to “proofof concept”—inother

words, checking whether the approach the team hopes to use will work for the project. For example, we

might say, “We’ll spendone week testing the performance of thenative database driversbeforemaking a

decision on connectivity” Or, “We need to test the viability ofusing straw as a renewablehomeinsulation
product.” The idea is to explore the viability ofan approach or candidate solutionina short time frame.
We are seeking to answer questionslike “Canwe do it?” or address stakeholder concerns like “Proveitwill
work!” to see ifwe canuse the approach wehave inmind.

y&y Risk-Based Spike
A risk-based spike is a short, timeboxed effort that the team sets aside to investigate—andhopefully

reduce or eliminate—an issue or threat to the project. These short experiments to investigate riskyportions
of theproject are akey tool for riskmanagement.

As an example, imagine we are buildinga container-based algae productionunit to capture carbon

dioxide (CC>2) emissions. Thisproductionunit calls for underwater lightingusing cheaply available
parts.Inthis scenario, we might undertake a spike to test waterproofing options for the fluorescent

tubing.By testingvarious options inshort, small-scale experiments, we can reduce the risk associated
with akey component of the project (developing cost-effective underwater fighting) early and at a

low cost.If this exercise is successful, then we can eliminate that risk, and the project’s overall risk
profile willbe reduced, as shownbelow. Here we can see that our risk-based spike inJanuary to test

the underwater fighting approach was successful, so we were able to eliminate that risk. (This is a “risk
burndown” graph, whichwe will discuss in the next chapter.)
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Figure 5.41: Algae Project Risk Profile
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Risk-based spikes are oftenused on softwareprojects to test unfamiliar or new technologies early in the

project before we proceedtoo far with development.For example, imagine that our analysis of amedium-

priority feature raises the question, “Canwe interfacewiththe oldlegacy system from amobile device?”

We might use a risk-based spike to investigate this questionbefore we continue too far downthepath of

analyzing, designing, and developing this feature.

Fast Failure
If aproof-of-concept effort isn’t successful, we can trya different approach.But ifnone of the approaches
we try are successful, we reach a conditionknown as “fast failure.” Althoughit soundsbad, fast failure can

be a good outcome; rather than continuingonaproject that wouldhave eventually failed, the remaining
funds andresources from the project cannowbe directed to other projects that are awaitingresources.

Figure 5.42: Fast Failure
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Researchanddevelopment companies that have a businessmodelbased on newproduct development
recognize that a large percentage of theirprojects willnotbe successful. They generally operate with the
philosophy that if somethingwere easy, other companies wouldhave done it bynow—so theylook for a

breakthroughnew approachinstead.In this kindofenvironment, fast failure can greatly reduce the sunk
costs investedinnonviableprojects, which allows the company to trymore approaches, thus increasing
the odds of findinga revolutionarynewproduct.

Fast failures can occur on a smaller scale on successfulprojects, too.Maybe our architectural spike on

using straw for insulation found that straw wouldallow too manybugs and rodents to livein the walls.
As long as we learn this quickly andhaven’t based the wholeproject upon this approach, we canmove

on and try some other material for renewable insulation.

EXERCISE

Think about how each of the followingissues mightbe investigated througha risk-based spike, and
describe what short exercise youwouldundertake toprove the concept or explore the risk.

1. We are not certainwhether the remote data center canvalidate new credit card applicationsin

the two-subsecondresponse time needed to ensure a reasonable customer experience.

2. We donot know ifProject Alphahas solid management support, and we have concerns

about gettingapproval for buying the development andproduction machines whenit comes

time to do so.

-bÿojY ITse

3. Project Beta willrequire workingwith Tedin the database group again, and the last time we

had to do that, there were major arguments about approach and approvals.
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ANSWER

1. This is a classic technical risk that canbe investigatedby a small-scale test.Weneed to do some

performancebenchmark tests for various times of the day andunder various activity loads and

thenmeasure the response times to seeif the two-subsecondresponse time is achievable.

2. People often associate risk-basedspikes with technicalwork,but there isnothingstoppingus

from also using this approach for business andhumanresource risks. So for this scenario, ifwe

are not sure whether there ismanagement support for Project Alpha,let’s try gettingapproval
to order those development andproductionmachines in the first iteration of theproject and

surface theissue sooner rather thanlater.

3. This is another nontechnicalrisk that we canagainuse arisk-based spiketo address.How about

schedulingsome workwithTed as early as possible in theproject to see ifwe can findaway to

improve the relationship and get things to go more smoothly this time?If the approach fails,
thenat least weknow about the issue andcanconsider it inplanning the work,so that this

problem doesn't jeopardize the success of theproject.Exploring the issue early gives us time to

help resolve it within theproject or escalateit to others outside of theproject who can address it.

High-Level Planning (Visioning)

Before we canstart planning the first release, we needto complete thehigh-levelvisioningprocess. This involves

identifyingandroughly sizing theproduct features anduser stories. Here,we are trying to do “just enough”
estimatingto map out the overalleffort requiredfor theproject and get the work started.Todo that,we create

ourinitial coarse-grained estimates—using tools such as affinity estimating, T-shirt sizing, storymaps, andthe

product roadmap—thatwe willprogressively refine as theproject continues.

The participants in the high-level estimatingprocess are likely to include the product owner and sponsor,
as well as key members of the delivery team, andpossibly other major stakeholders. This differs from the

later,more-detailed stages of agile estimating, which areprimarily doneby the development team. That’s

because this earlyplanningeffort is essentially an extension of the projectvisioningprocess; it doesn’t

try to define the specific work items or delve into the nitty-gritty details of the work.It mightprovide just

enough detail for the team to commit that the project is achievable.

Outputs of High-Level Planning
Before we canmove on from high-levelplanningandstart the release-planningprocess, the following
elements need to beinplace:

» Anupdated,prioritizedbacklogofuser stories andrisk response actions: Tokick off theplanning
process, the customer needs toupdate andrank all the features andrisk actions related to the upcoming

releaseby their business value, so that we canpull the most important stories from the top of thebacklog.

» High-level (coarse-grained) relative estimates for eachuser story: Since release planningbuilds

onhigh-levelplanning, that process needs to be completed first.We need to have already sized theuser

stories andriskresponse actions related to the release goal incoarse-grained terms, andgrouped them

into relative T-shirt sizes.
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» A release goal (i.e., deliverable) focused oncustomer value: With the above elements inplace, we

can define our goal for theupcomingrelease in terms of thebusiness value that willbe delivered.For

example, “Theinitialrelease will deliver the features ofrentingandbuyingmovies to get some revenue

comingin.” Althoughwe already mapped out the goals for eachrelease duringhigh-levelplanning (on
theproduct roadmap), we will need to carefully re-examine those goals, takinginto account what we

have learned since that plan was made. We willask, “What canwerealistically deliver in the first release,
andhowwillwe go about doing that?”

» A target date for the release: As we discuss the deliverable for the upcomingrelease, we also come up
with a target date for completingit.This date might simplybebased on the customer’s requirements, or

it might take into account the team’s projected velocity and coarse-grained estimates.

T&T Release Planning

Release planningis done in a meetinginwhich all the stakeholders are represented; such a meetingis held
before we start work on each new release. The goal of these meetings is to determine which stories willbe

done in whichiterations for the upcomingrelease—and, inless detail, for the subsequent releases. (As we

have seen, agile teamsplan the near-termiterations andreleases in the most detail, and outline the later
portions of the project more roughly.) Duringthe release-planningmeeting, wewill:

Assess the prioritizedbacklog and review the sizing of stories, resizing them as needed.
Sort the storiesby release, selecting those that will be in the upcoming release, the next release, and
future releases.
Refine our initial outline or roadmap for the upcomingrelease, changingit as needed
Slice the stories that willbe done in the upcomingrelease into pieces ofwork that are small enough to

be completedwithin one iteration.

As we slice the stories, we willmap out a rough outline ofhow the release willbe accomplished andhow
many iterationswillbe needed.At the end of thismeeting, we shouldhave:

» A sharedunderstanding of the release goal
» Alist of the stories to be done in the upcomingrelease, sliced into manageable chunks
» A roadmap for completing those stories (i.e., a plan for what we will accomplish in each iteration)
» Arough outline of what willbe done in the future releases

By the way, other thanprioritizing the stories andrisks based onbusiness value, the product owner should
not influence the delivery team’s planningand estimates ofwhat they can accomplish.It is the team

members—not the customer, ScrumMaster, or value management team—who should determine what is

feasible indeveloping theproduct.

Next, we’ll look more closely at some of the key activities involvedin release planning: selecting the
user stories, calculatinghow much the team can get done, estimating the team's initial velocity, and
slicing the stories.
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Selecting the User Stories for the Release
Releases are planned around deliveringuseful andvaluable functionality to the customer. A release may

be date driven (“We need something to demo at the trade show”) orfunctionality driven (“Once we can

capture andprocess customer orders, we want to go live; management reportingandaccount renewals can

come later”).Whatever drives the release, we need to determine the functionality that canbe developed
and turned over or delivered for the plannedrelease.

To put it another way, whenplanning a release we ask, “What proportionof the user storybacklogcanbe

deliveredinthis release?”

Figure 5.43: Planning a Release
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In the above figure, the functionality that represents all the user stories ranked as “must haves” and“should

haves”in the backloghas been selected for the upcomingrelease. So thenext question is, “Howlikelyisit

that we willbe able to complete this workby the release date?”
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How Much Can We Get Done?
Toplanhowmuch work canbe completedina giveniteration, agile teams generally use thevelocity trend
that has emerged over their previous iterations. To seehow this works,we’lluse this velocity tracking
chart for the first eight iterations ofaproject:

Figure 5.44: Using Velocity to Plan a Release
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In this example, our velocity started with 40points completedinIteration 1.InIteration 4, webroke
past the 50points’mark, andinIteration7, our velocity reached 55points—but this was a one-time

occurrence.Ifwe want to calculate the best-case delivery date, we coulduse our maximumvelocity of55
points tomake an optimisticprediction ofhowmany storypoints we’ll deliver inevery iteration going
forward,but it doesn’t lookverylikely that we’llbe able to achieve that consistently, given our velocity for
the other iterations. So it wouldbe safer to assume a lower velocity for the release. Based on this data, 48

storypointsper iterationwouldbe our most pessimistic estimate.However, for themost likely estimate,
we want to use our average velocity, whichin this example is 50 storypointsper iteration.
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Nowlet’s say theproduct owner is asking for arelease in two iterations’ time. Canwe get that done? To find

out, weneedto determine howmuch of thebacklogwe’llbe able to complete in that timeframe.We start

by calculating2 iterations x 50pointsper iteration=100points’worthof functionality.We then addup the

storypoints for thebacklogitems, workingfrom the top down,until we reach 100points:

Figure 5.45: Applying Average Velocity to the Backlog
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In this example, 100 points takes us all the way through the “must-have” and “should-have” functionality,
as well as a couple ofsmall “could-have” stories. Sobarring anyunforeseen circumstances, it lookspossible
to deliver all themust-have and should-have stories for the release. These calculationshelp ensure we do

not try to commit to more functionality than we candeliver within a release.

Estimating Velocity for the First Iteration
As we’ve seen,plans are usuallybased on the team's average velocity.But when estimating the first few

iterations of the first release, we don’t have anyvelocity data yet. So this is a special case. To estimate our

velocity for theinitialplans, we need to gather the team, look at the backlog, and ask:

Based on eachperson's capacity, which of the top-priority stories in the backlogfor this release can we

realistically commit tofinishingin thefirst iteration?

The totalpoints for these stories become our initialvelocity estimate.For example:

We believe we can complete the topfour stories in the backlog during thefirst iteration, and these stories

addup to IS storypoints. Sofor initialplanningpurposes, we will set our velocity at IS storypoints.

Here, we arebasically thinkingofthe first iteration as a timebox, andpullingasmany stories fromthebacklog
into the timebox as we thinkwill fit Once we are satisfiedwith our estimate,we use the total storypoints in

that timebox as our initialvelocity forplanningpurposes.Although this initialvelocity estimate isneeded to
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set the deadline for the first release, weknow that it is just a startingpoint—it isn’t a validmetric formaking
long-termpredictions. So it willonlybe usedfor the immediateplanningneeded to get theproject going.

Ingeneral, teams tend tobe overly optimistic insetting their initialvelocity.And evenif that estimate is

accurate for the first iteration, as theproject unfolds itmaynot turn out toberealistic over the longterm.

Because of the uncertainty of estimating initialvelocity, some teams add a buffer to their velocity estimates

for the first few iterations. This gives them an extra cushion ofsafety during the period when their velocity
is likely tobe most volatile.However, this is only a temporary measure; as eachnewiterationis completed,
the team’s actualvelocity willbecome an increasingly accurateplanningmetric.

EXERCISE

Using the followinginformation, calculatehowmanyiterationswillbe needed to complete the
release.

The team's velocityremains fairly stable, averaging 20pointsper iteration. Theyhave 200points’
worthof functionality left in thebacklogfor this release. However, ineachiteration, theyhavebeen
discovering there is about 10percent more work than anticipated, consistingof change requests

andnew functionality. The sponsors wouldlike toknowhowmanymore iterations itwill take
before the release willbe done.

ANSWER

Ifwe expect to complete 20pointsper iterationand we have 200pointsleft inour backlog, we can

do the followingcalculation: 200points / 20pointsper iteration= 10 iterations. So at first glance,
it seems like we should estimate another 10 iterations’worth ofwork.However, we also needto

consider the 10 percent ofadditional work that we are likely tohave: (200 x 0.1) + 200 = 220.We

then calculate 220points / 20pointsper iteration=11iterations. Therefore,we expect the release to

require 11more iterations.

Slicing the Stories
One of the key activities done in the release planningmeetingis slicing stories. This simply means

breaking down any stories that are too large to be completed within one iteration. There are two ways to

slice a story into smaller chunks, depending on whether the originaluser story is compound or complex.

Slicing Compound Stories
A compound story includes other independent stories within it—in other words,it includes multiple
goals.Inthe example shownbelow, the story, “As a customerIwant topurchase amovie so thatIcan

watchit,” canbe slicedinto three separate sub-stories, each ofwhichis small enough tobe donein one

iteration.Although these smaller stories are allpart ofbuilding the originalstory, they are relatively
independent of each other.
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Figure 5.46: Slicing a Compound Story
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Slicing Complex Stories
A complex story, on the other hand, is just one really bigor complicated story; it doesn’t include separate

goals or sub-stories—but it’s so large or complex that it can’t be completedin oneiteration. Therefore,

the team needs to break it into smaller pieces to get it done.For example, the goal of creating the movie

database mightbe so large that it has to be dividedinto smaller chunks ofwork that are done over multiple
iterations. Those smaller pieces won’t be separate stories, they’ll justbe the originalgoal, dividedinto

segments. Although we willplanhowmuchwe want to accomplish ineachiteration, the functionality
won’t beusable until it is completely done.

Figure 5.47: Slicing a Complex Story
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The teamis done slicingwhen all the storiesin thebacklog slated for theupcomingrelease are small enough
tobe completedinone iteration.Notice that this process doesn’t involve dividingthe user stories into the

tasks needed tobuild them; that finallevel ofdetail willbe addedin the next step, iterationplanning.
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T&T Iteration Planning

Iterationplanningbegins with a meeting that includes the delivery team, the product owner, andpossibly
other stakeholders or subject matter experts as needed.However, theplanning done in this meetingis

highly detailed, and as a rule this meetingisprimarily run for, andby, the delivery team. The customer’s

role in the discussion is usually limited to answering questions and making sure the team’s understanding
of the requirements is correct. For example, the customer might speak upif the team seems to be over¬

engineering theproduct above andbeyondwhat is actually needed for the solution.

Like release planning, iterationplanning requires a backlog that has been freshlyprioritizedby theproduct
owner. The other input required for this meetingis a goal for the iteration.Usually this goal willhave been
set forth in the release plan, althoughit might need to be updated if circumstances have changed.

o Exam tip

There isn’t one “right” or standard way to do iterationplanning—inthis area,

there is wide variation across the agile universe. Our discussion of this topic

draws upon thepractices definedby Scrum, since that’s the most common

process for planningiterations (or “sprints,” in Scrumlingo).Tomake this

discussion easier to follow, we are presentingit as a specific series ofsteps.

However,youwon’tbe testedon the exact process describedhere, andit

isn’thelpful to think of this as the one “correct”process or sequence of steps.

Instead, focus onunderstanding the underlying concepts so that you’llbe

prepared to logically think through any exam questions oniterationplanning.

In the first half of the meeting, the product owner describes the backlogitems they’d like to see

developedin the sprint, andbased on that, the team members select a set of items that they think are

achievable. The different planning responsibilities of the customer and the team are important to know
for the exam:

The customer has thefinalsay on theprioritiesfor the iteration.

The development team has thefinalsay on the amount of work that can be accomplished
in the iteration.

In the secondhalfof the meeting, the teambreaks down the selectedbacklogitems into the smallest unit

ofwork—tasks—to comeup with alist of the actionitems for the iteration. They then discusshow the
work willbe done, andmake a commitment to undertake the work withinthe sprint timebox.

Note: Although the process we’re presentingis loosely based onScrumpractice, it has been adoptedby
generic agile andisn’t limited to Scrum teams. So in this discussionwe will continue our usualpractice of
using terminology from variousmethodologies and generic agile interchangeably, toprepare you for the
different terms you will encounter in the exam questions.
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The Iteration Planning Process
Here’s a closer look at what we need to accomplish during the iterationplanningprocess—both during
and after the iterationplanningmeeting:

Discuss the user stories in the backlog.Iheplanningmeetingbegins with a discussion of the high-
priority user stories in the backlog to confirm our understanding of those stories with the customer.

As a group, we also discuss any factors, such as dependencies, that might prevent us from just

grabbing all the stories from the top of the backlog.

Select the user stories for the iteration.With that inmind, we select the top-priority stories

that we will commit to deliver in the upcomingiteration.Ihis is often a balancing act—we need

to include enough storypoints to stay on track to meet the release goalin the plannednumber of

iterations. But at the same time, we also need to be realistic about what we can accomplish,based

on our average velocity to date. So this decisionmay involve some negotiation and discussion.
(Remember that the customer or ScrumMaster shouldn’t try to influence this decision.It is up to the

team members to decide how much they can accomplish.)

» Define the acceptance criteria and write the acceptance tests for the stories.Next, we work with

the customer to develop the acceptance criteria for the stories we have chosen.Howwillweknow when

a story is “done”? How can we test our work to make sureit meets the customer’s needs? Basically, we

are looking for as many objective acceptance criteria as possible, so that we canwrite acceptance tests

for our work.

» Break down the user stories into tasks. In the next step, we decompose each user storyinto its

component tasks—the smallest chunks ofwork required to build the story. Youmightbe wondering,
“Hey, didn’t we alreadybreak downand estimate the stories inreleaseplanning?” The answer is yes,

we did—but remember the concept ofprogressive elaboration.In the release-planningmeeting we

decompose our stories as needed for that level ofplanning.However, thosebreakdowns are still fairly

coarse-grained, andmeant to be preliminary. The ultimate details of the stories—the tasks—are broken

down at the “last responsiblemoment” duringiterationplanning.

» Estimate the tasks. After the planningmeeting, we can estimate the effort required to complete each

of the tasks inreal time, since our estimates so far have beeninstorypoints.Estimating the tasks in

real time is an optional step,but it does help confirm that our plan for the iteration is really workable.

Remember that our totalestimate for the tasks that make up a given user story don’t need to addup
to our estimate for theuser story. So once we have that total, wemight need to reconsider the number

of stories we can complete in the upcomingiteration—or evenin the release as a whole. Some teams

also add a buffer to their iterationplanbased onrealistic expectations (not arbitrary padding) for

completinguser stories that turn out to be larger than anticipated or resolvingproblems.
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Iteration Planning Summary
To help you envision this process, here’s a graphical depiction of the iterationplanning steps:

Figure 5.48: Summary of Iteration Planning

User Story Story# Priority

As a customer, I want to search for
products so that I can buy them.

4 1
Discuss the user stories
in the backlog and
any dependencies

As a customer, I want to add products
to a shopping cart so that I can pay for
them.

2 2

As CFO, I want to complete an
order so that I can receive payment.

3 3

User Story User Story
2.

User StorySelect the user stories
for the iteration 4 3

1 IDefine acceptance
criteria and write
acceptance tests
for the stories

> Tests Tests Tests

T
Code user interface
Create event handlers
Perform tests

Create event handlers
Create classes
Create error handlers
Perform tests

Code search interface
Create event handlers
Create classes
Perform tests

Break the stories
into tasks *

Estimate the tasks
in ideal time, then
assign and schedule
them in real time

3 I Tony I 34 | Sara | 5 2 Jon 4

>
Code user interface Code search

interface
Create event
handlers

m Exam tip

You shouldknow that the “conversation” and “confirmation”parts of a user

story (two of the three Cs) take place during the “discuss tire user stories” and

“define acceptance criteria” steps in this process—although the customer’s final

confirmation will come later, in the iteration review.

Conversation: Align the team’s understandingof the storywith the
customer.

Confirmation: Identify the customer’s acceptance criteria for the story.

»

»
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To complete our discussion of iterationplanning,we’lllookmore closely at some of the activities involved

in this process: selecting the user stories, determining the acceptance criteria, estimating the tasks, and

usingactual results to refine estimates.

Selecting the User Stories
To select the user stories for an iteration, we follow the same process as for releaseplanning.Initeration

planning, we are selectinguser stories that the customer has indicated arehighpriority and that webelieve
canbe developed, tested, and delivered within theiteration.Let’s return to the example we used for release

planning, where the team was averaging 50 storypointsper two-week iteration—so we willuse 50 story

points as our iteration-planninggoal.

It wouldbe easy for theproduct owner or teamleader to just select the next 50points’ worthof

functionality off the top of thebacklogand then tell the team to get on with the work.However, this

approach wouldundermine the agile principles of team self-organization and empowerment that we have

worked so hardtonurture. So it’s important for the team to discuss the goals for the next iterationwith the
customer and then select the user stories they will commit to deliver as part of the next iteration.

Remember that the teammembers are the closest to the technical details of theproject, andmayhave

access to information that theproduct owner or ScrumMaster doesn't know.For example, theymayhave

some refactoring(fixingor improvingprevious work) scheduled for this iteration that might reduce their

capacity for new work.Or conversely, theymaybe confident that they can complete additional workin the

upcomingiterationbased on animprovement initiative they have recentlyundertaken. So while the team

leader shouldquestion anyiterationprojections that vary from the team’s average velocity,it is important

to let the teamplan their owniterations. (Besides, that’s what retrospectives are for, right? To ridicule the

team for theirpoor estimating?No,not really!We’ll discuss retrospectives inchapter 7.)

Defining the Acceptance Criteria and Writing the Acceptance Tests
Eachuser story needs to have clear acceptance criteria, and establishinga sharedunderstandingof these

criteria is an important part of the iteration-planningmeeting.Acceptance criteria are the “confirmation”

part of the three Cs—discrete business-rule tests that show whether a completed feature is working as

intended.Inother words, acceptance criteria are explicit statements ofhow the customer will define

“done” for each story. Also, as stories are split into smaller stories or tasks, their acceptance criteria will

make clear exactly what has beensplit off.

Below is an example of five “discrete business-rule tests” for the credit cardpayment functionality ofan

online shoppingcart—the five criteriabeingused to determineif this storyis workingcorrectly.At this

point, the tests have beenrunonce, and the "Trial 1" column shows the results.

User Story: “As a customer,Iwant to pay for shopping cart items with a credit card so that

Icanbuymovies.”

Required Trial1Criteria

Test withVisa,MasterCard, andAmericanExpress.

Test withDiners Club.

Testwitha bad cardnumber that is missing3 digits.

Test withan expired card.

Test with a purchase amount over the cardlimit

Pass

Pass

Pass

Fail

Fail Fail

Fail Fail

FailFail
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The importantpoint to noticehere is that a successful outcome (as showninthe "Required" column) maybe
either “Pass” or “Fail,” dependingonthe rule.For example, we want to fail the last three tests—we wouldn’t
want the system to accept abadnumber or anexpired card, or to exceed the cardlimit. So although only one

“Pass” is shownin the results for this first trial, thisuser story actuallypassedall the acceptance tests except
the one for using aDiners Club credit card.

Estimating the Tasks
After discussing the stories andbreaking them downinto their componentparts, the team willestimate

the tasks, andthis is typically done inreal time (hours or days). Although the stories have alreadybeen

estimatedinstorypoints, it canbehelpful to create more detailedbottom-up estimates inreal time to

schedule the work and confirm our iterationplan.Let’s walk throughhow this is done.

o Exam tip

As an experienced agilist, youmaybe aware that some agile teams just estimate

their stories inpoints andleave it there.In the Kanban community, going further

to estimate tasks inhours is considered tobe waste, and thepractice isbecoming

less popular. So estimatingtasks inreal time isn’t amandatory step.However,

youshouldunderstandhow this is done,incaseit appears on the exam.

First, we prepare a “task card” for each task inthe iteration,usingindex cards. Onthe card for each task,
werecordthe storynumber, abriefdescription of the work, and our “ideal time” estimate for howlong
it will take to complete that work,inhours or days. Remember, ideal time estimates are made in terms of

effort,not duration. They reflect the time required to complete the task inan ideal scenario without any

interruptions, distractions, delays, or availability issues.

Figure 5.49: Task Card Example

Story number
'13.21 14 Ideal time estimate

Developer’s name

BuM search
interfaceTask description

Onthis card,notice that the task isn’t writtenin the user story format (role/functionality/businessbenefit).
That’sbecause the tasks don’t need tobeunderstandableby the customer. So the team willrecordthemin

the technical terminologyusedby those who willbe doing the work, rather than theuser story format.

Once we have filled out a card for every task, we addup the time estimates for all the tasks andcompare
that total to the time available for the iteration.At that point, we might also tentatively assign each task
to a specific teammember and add the name of the personwho will do the work to each card.However,
such assignments are highlylikely to change—so they will onlybe finalized at the “last responsible
moment”before the work is done.
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Although these initial task assignments could change later, we canuse them as a startingpoint for

translatingour ideal time estimates into actual calendar time.Assigning the tasks to specificpeople
allows us to determine thatpersons availability during theupcomingiteration, takinginto account

their nonproject commitments, vacations, holidays, and so on.It's helpful to do this because we have
committed to deliver the selectedbacklog stories within the sprint. Tobe confident we can deliver this

work, weneed to calculate our capacity and adjust it for anyplanned absences.

EXERCISE
c.

Project Beta is beingestimatedin ideal days, assuming8-hour days and 5-day workweeks.Each of

the five people on the team averages 30 hours ofavailability for theproject each week. Howmany

idealdays’ worthofwork can they commit to deliver intheir next 10-day iteration?

),X 2 - SOOA

ANSWER

To get the answer, we do the followingcalculations:

5 people x 30hoursper week =150hoursper week

150 hoursper week x 2 weeks (for a 10-day iteration) = 300 hours per iteration

300hours per iteration / 8 hours per day = 37.5 ideal developer days’ worthofwork

Therefore, the team shouldnot commit to completinganything over 37.5 idealdays’ worth of work.

Use Actual Results to Refine Estimates
As an agile project progresses, the iterations provide hard evidence ofrealprogress. We cannow start

factoringin the velocity ofcompletediterations tobetter judge our trueprogress and estimate the

remainder of theproject.

The reasonwhy the velocity of completediterations canbe used to estimateproject progress fairly
accuratelyisbecause iterations involve all disciplines of development.Remember that insoftware

development,user stories shouldbevertical slices of functionality that cut through all the relevant
architectural layers of the system. This means we willget exposure to the different aspects of the

development effort ineach iteration—and therefore, we will quicklybe able to rely less on our up-front
estimates and insteadincreasinglyuse our emergingvelocity.We can also compare our velocity to the

remainingbacklog to estimate the timeline forproject completion.
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Figure 5.50: Agile versus Traditional Estimation Approaches

Agile Estimation Approaches

Traditional Estimation

Start Project Timeline

Image originallypublishedin "Estimationfor AgileProjects," byMike Griffiths ongantthead.com onJanuary 1,2008,

copyright © 2008gantthead.com. Reproduced bypermission ofgantthead.com.

For example,if after the first three or four iterations,our velocityhas stabilizedand averages 50 pointsper
two-week iteration,and thebacklog ofremainingwork contains 500points’ worth of functionality,it is

reasonable to assume that it will take 10 more iterations to complete the remainingwork (500 / 50 =10).

Backgroundinformation

Calculating Burn Rate
Withthe data given for this example, we can also calculate the salaryburnrateper iteration.Let’s say
wehave a three-person team ofBob,Juan, and Tina:

» For Bob, we multiply 10 daysby 8 hoursbyhis rate ($50per hour), for a total of $4,000.
» ForJuan, we multiply 10 daysby 8 hoursbyhis rate ($80per hour), to get $6,400.
» For Tina, we multiply 10 daysby 8 hoursbyher rate ($95 per hour), to get $7,600.

Nowifwe add these numbers together ($4,000+ $6,400+ $7,600),we get aniterationbumrateof
$18,000. Since we assumeitwill take 10moreiterations to complete the remainingwork,we can calculate
howmuchitwill cost to complete theremainingbacklog features: $18,000 x 10iterations=$180,000.

This frequent feedingbackof actualresults into the estimates is a valuable reality check for theproject.
Underachievement is uncovered early, since agileprojectsmeasure progress by the number ofaccepted
user stories,rather than an estimate of“percent complete” against analysis or design deliverables.It is

very easy tobe overly optimistic ininterpreting“percent complete” on deliverables, whereas measuring
progressbased on acceptance is amuchmore solidindication ofwork accomplished.Uncovering
underachievement isnever pleasant,butit isbest to uncover it early in theproject, whenwe stillhavemost

of the project left to take corrective action.

T&T Daily Stand-Ups

Once the work isunderway duringan iteration, the team members continue theplanningprocess onamicro

levelbyholdingdaily stand-up meetings (or “dailyscrums”).These short, focused teammeetings are a core

agileplanningtool.Theykeep everyone focusedonthe agreed-upon scope anditerationgoal, andprovide
anearlywarningsystem for issues, allowing them tobe resolvedbefore they can derail the team’s progress.

These meetings are called “stand-ups” because the team members stand throughout the meeting to make

sure they aren’t tempted to talk any longer thannecessary.Daily stand-ups are timeboxed to 15 minutes,

although they often finishwellbefore the timeboxis up.During themeetingeach teammember, in turn,

briefly answers the following three questions.
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1. What have youworked onsince the last meeting?
2. What do youplan to finish today?
3. Are there anyproblems or impediments to your progress?

This tells the other members ofthe delivery teamwhat thatpersonhasbeenworkingon, what they are

workingonnow, andwhether anythingisblocking theirprogress. Themeetingisheldat the team’s taskboard,

andwhile they talk, the teammembersmaymove the stickies on the taskboard to showtheir progress.

Once each member of the delivery team has answered the three questions to report their status, the stand-

up ends. There is no further discussionin that meeting. Any issues or impediments that require further

discussionarehandledin follow-up conversations or meetings. This keeps the meeting focused andwithin

the 15-minute timebox.

To stayproductive, daily stand-ups follow the groundrules shownbelow, whichshouldbeposted
prominently in the meeting area:

Figure 5.51: Ground Rules for Daily Stand-Ups

1Ground. Rules for Daily Stand-Ups

•If you have a task,you must attend.

•Only those who have tasks can talk.

•Speak to the team, not the coach
or ScrumMaster.

•No side conversations.

new sticky note for each
new task that is started.

•Create a

•Discuss issues after the meeting.

•Solve problems off-line

Notice that these ruleskeep themeeting focused on themembers of the delivery team and the tasks they
are doing. The team’s coach or ScrumMaster will attend the stand-up,but won’t takepart unless he or she

is also workingon development tasks. The stand-up is for the delivery teamand their coach; other project

stakeholders don’tparticipate init—although theproduct owner or other interestedpartiesmight attend

it and observe.But fundamentally, the daily stand-up is “for the team” and“by the team.”

Thepurpose of the daily stand-upis to provide a daily review of tasks andissues tokeep the teamup to

date and focused on their iterationgoal. Since this meeting ensures that each teammember knows what

everyone else is doing,it helps them coordinate their efforts so that the workflows smoothly.It alsokeeps
their coachinformedabout issues and impediments on a dailybasis, so that he or she can take action to

resolve them.Anotherbenefit is that daily stand-ups negate the need for writingweekly status reports or

holdingtraditional “go-around-the-room” statusmeetings, which tendto take alot longer than 15 minutes.
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O Exam tip

For the exam, remember the daily stand-up groundrules and the point that

these meetings are “for the team” and “by the team.” The teammembers speak

to each other,not to the ScrumMaster, coach, or teamleader. Youshouldknow

that the stand-up discussionis strictly limited to these three questions and

timeboxed to 15 minutes.

EXERCISE

Consider the following conversation snippets andindicate whether they are valid topics to discuss
at a stand-up meetingbyplacinga checkmarkinthe appropriate column.

Valid TopicConversation Snippet Invalid Topic

“MyPC stillneeds more

RAM.”
j

“I finished testing the
launcher.”

“Ithink we should add a turbo

booster.”

“I just finished adding the

supercharger.”

“Bill from accountingdidnot

approve my trip to see the
users.”

“Wendy frommarketingwon’t

go on a date withme.”

“Iamstill stuck trying to

attach the nose cone.”

“Ifyou threaditbackwards,
the nose cone shouldgo on

easily.”
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ANSWER

Duringdaily stand-upmeetings,weneedtobestrict about keepingpeople focusedonreporting
progress, workplanned, andimpediments. Anything else is supplementalandshouldbe taken off-line.

Conversation Snippet Valid Topic Invalid Topic

“MyPC still needsmore

RAM.”
/
This is animpediment andis

therefore avalid topic.

“I finished testing the

launcher.”
/
This snippet is aboutproject

progress andis therefore a

valid topic.

“Ithink we shouldadd a turbo

booster.”
/
This conversationis about

suggestednew scope, so the
discussion shouldbe taken
off-line.

“I just finished adding the

supercharger.”
/
This comment is a report on

projectprogress, whichmakes
it a valid topic.

“Bill from accounting didnot

approvemy trip to see the
users.”

/
This is animpediment, so it

is an appropriate topic for a

stand-upmeeting.

“Wendy frommarketingwon’t

go on a date withme.”
/
This comment is completely
off-topic and doesn’tbelongin

the daily stand-up meeting.

“Iamstill stuck tryingto

attach the nose cone.”
/
This is an appropriate topic,
because it’s an impediment.

“If you threaditbackwards,
the nose cone shouldgo on

easily.”

/
This is related to solving the
issue, rather than simply
reportingit.The discussion
shouldbe taken off-line.
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Chapter Review

1. Your team has just discovered that your storypoint has drifted.What should you do next?

A. Re-estimate theproductbacklog.
B. PerformFishbone Analysis to find the root cause.

C. Use affinity estimating to compare all the estimates made so far.

D. Postpone the next sprint and insteadperform a spike to resolve theissue.

2. The team is slicing their user stories.What are they doing?

A. Sizing stories for the next iteration

B. Gatheringuser requirements
C. Estimatinghowmuch they can get done in the next iteration

D. Dividingstories intopieces that canbe completedinone iteration

3. The PMO wants to have a copy ofyourprojectplan.What willyou send them?

A. A copy ofyourproduct roadmap
B. The team’s requirementshierarchy
C. Aphoto of the team’s Kanbanboard

D. Your user storybacklog

4. Theproduct owner has told the teamhowmuchwork willneed tobe completedin the next iteration.

In this scenario:

A. The iterationplanningprocess isproceedingsmoothly.
B. The product owner is overstepping their role.
C. The product owner is taking over the ScrumMaster’s responsibilities for planning.
D. The team should claimmore responsibility for planningin their next retrospective.

5. Your teamhas decided they need an Iteration0before starting the development work.Why?

A. To set up thebuildserver for theproject

B. Topractice working together andget through the Storming stage before the real work starts

C. To holdplanningpoker sessions to estimate theuser stories

D. Tominimize as many of theproject risks as possiblebefore development begins

6. The teambelieves that itwill take 15hours ofeffort to write the user guide for the newproduct they
arebuilding.What should their estimate be for that task?

A. 15 hours
B. 18hours, to add a buffer for distractions and availability issues

C. 12hours, since teams tend to overestimate howlonga taskwill take

D. 12 to 18 hours

7. Your teammembers are estimating their tasks. What process are they engaged in?

A. Releaseplanning
B. Progressive elaboration
C. Iterationplanning
D. High-levelvisioning
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8. In the daily stand-ups, the team coach should:

A. Schedule and facilitate the meeting.
B. Let the teammembers resolve their own conflicts.
C. Listen andnote anyproblems for immediate follow-up.
D. Ask questions to determine the root cause ofanyproblems that are raised.

9. We can say that aniteration demo is successfulif_.

A. The product got shipped and the team would work the same way again.
B. The customer accepts theminimalviable product that has beenbuilt.
C. A gulf ofevaluation is clearedup.

D. Theproduct owner says theproduct increment is done.

10. Your lead engineer just came downwith the measles in themiddle of a sprint. As team coach, what

shouldyou do?

A. Callhis functionalmanager andrequest a newlead engineer for your team.

B. Ask the teamhow much of theplanned work canbe done.
C. Ask everyone else to work overtime.

D. Postpone the release date.

11. Your sponsor has asked for clarification onwhen releases ofyour product willship and what those
releases willcontain.Which agile deliverable wouldbest address this need?

A. Product demo
B. Product roadmap
C. Productbacklog
D. Product owner

12. Your team committed to delivering10 storypoints this iteration,but it looks like youwillonly
complete 8.You should:

A. Extend the iteration.

B. Addmore resources to the team.

C. Complete 8 points, andput 2back in thebacklog.
D. Adjust the iterationplan from 10 points down to 8.

13. When agile teams use the term “timeboxed,” what do theymean?

A. Work shall take aminimumamount of time.

B. Work can take no more than amaximum amount of time.

C. Workmustbe done bya given time,plus or minus 20percent.

D. Workmusthappen at a set time.

14. Theproject management office is auditingyour agile project and asks to see your iterationplans.
Theynotice that only the next couple of iterations have plans. As a result, they give the project a

“red flag” for having incompleteplans. The most responsible thingto do is:

A. Explain the agileprinciples ofprogressive elaborationandrollingwave planning.
B. Create detailediterationplans for the remainder of theproject.
C. Ignore them, since they clearlyhaveno right to be reviewingyourproject.
D. Ask the team to create detailedplans for theremainingiterations in the release.
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IS. Whichof the followingstatements correctly describes agileplanning?

A. Plan at multiple levels, andhave managers create iterationplans.
B. Use appropriate estimate ranges, and exclude diversions/outside work.

C. Planat multiple levels, andhave teammembers create iterationplans.
D. Use fixed-point estimates, andbaseprojections oncompletionrates.

16. You are leading a teamwithan average velocity of SO pointsper iteration.Another team of the same

size inyour organizationis working onaproject withsimilar complexity. The other team’s velocity is

averaging75pointsper month.Your team should:

A. Perform affinity estimating to check their estimates, since somethingis off.

B. Work longer hours.

C. Ignore the difference.
D. Request additionalresources to getmore work done.

17. Estimates shouldbepresented as ranges to:

A. Allow for change requests.

B. Keep the sponsors flexible.

C. Allowfor scope creep.
D. Reflect thelevel ofuncertaintyin the estimates.

18. Your teamis averaging 40 storypointsper two-weekiteration.Iheyhave 200 points’ worthof

functionality left in the user storybacklog.Howmany weeks can we expect it will take until

development is completed?

A. 2.5

B. 5
C. 10

D. 20

19. Affinity estimatingallows a team to:

A. Average the over- andunder-estimations inour estimate ranges.

B. Confirmthat stories that havebeenestimated as the same size are of equivalent magnitude.
C. Check that stories within the same functional areas are ofsimilarproportion.

D. Estimate the most important stories first to deliver value early andreducerisk.

20. You are a full-time ScrumMaster on an agile team.A team member becomesillpartway through an

iterationinwhichthe team committed to deliver 25 storypoints.Whichactionis most appropriate?

A. Work the remaining team longerhours.

B. Send workhome to the sick teammember.

C. Start development yourselfto assist the team.

D. Deliver what you canwithin the sprint.
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Answers

1. Answer: C

Explanation: Dependingon the circumstances, it’spossible that any ofthese options couldbe a

helpfulresponse. However,based on the informationprovided, the BEST thingto do next would
be to use affinity estimating to compare the estimates that havebeenmade so far. A teamnormally
wouldn’t re-estimate their entirebacklog, since muchof that work might not have been estimated

yet They also probably wouldn’t stop to analyze theroot cause. Over the course of a large project, it’s

perfectly normal for the size of a storypoint to drift; so it’s more helpful to compare andadjust the

estimates than to figure out what caused theproblem. For the same reason, it’s also unlikely that such

a normal occurrence wouldrequirepostponing the next sprint to perform a spike.

2. Answer:D

Explanation: Slicinguser stories is the process of dividingstories intopieces that canbe completed
inone iteration. The other options are incorrect.

3. Answer: A

Explanation: Agile’s closest equivalent to a traditionalprojectplan is theproduct roadmap.
The team’s requirements hierarchy isn’t a plan;it simply outlineshow they willbreak down the

requirements intoprogressively smaller pieces. Their Kanbanboard isn’t aplan, either—it just shows
the work moving through the development process at the moment.Finally, theuser storybacklogis

aprioritizedmaster list of the work that stillneeds tobe done;it doesn’t include theplannedrelease

dates or the features that willbe includedin the releases, the way aproduct roadmap does.

4. Answer: B

Explanation: Duringiterationplanning, theproduct owner’s role is toprioritize thebacklogitems.

The team then decides howmany ofthe top-priority itemsinthebacklogcanbe completedin the

next iteration timebox. So thisproduct owner is overstepping their role, since the amount ofwork

that canbe completedinthe next iterationis decidedby the team,not theproduct owner or the

ScrumMaster.While it’s true that in this scenario the teamisn’t doing their ownplanning,based on

the informationprovided,it isn’t clear that there is aproblem on their side that shouldbe addressed

inaretrospective. The product owner probably just needs tobe educated about agile and encouraged
to allow the team do their ownplanning.

5. Answer: A

Explanation: Iteration0is an optional iteration that the team can use to set the stage for their

development efforts.It isn’t used for estimating or for working together, since those activities are

donein the development iterations. Although agile teams do try tominimize risk early in the project,

theyusually do thisbyprioritizingriskmitigation stories or byscheduling a risk-based spike. So

althoughriskmitigation could theoreticallybe part ofIteration0, the answer that BEST fits the

definition ofIteration0 is to setup thebuild server for theproject.
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6. Answer: A

Explanation: Agile teams estimate tasksinideal time—howlongit will take if there are no

interruptions or distractions.In this case, theyhave decided that the effort will take 15 hours, so

their estimate should also be 15 hours.If they think the work will take 15 hours, then they wouldn’t
estimate less than that (andingeneral, teams tend tounderestimate howlonga job will take,not

overestimate it).Although agile teams do relyonestimate ranges to convey the uncertainty oflarger
estimates to stakeholders, tasks are typically givensingle-point estimates. That'sbecause those
estimates are only for the team, and also at thispoint (shortlybefore the work is done) they should
have enough information to agree upona single-point estimate rather thanusing a wide range such as

12 to 18 hours.

7. Answer: C

Explanation: Agile workunits are progressivelybroken down fromlarge to small and estimated at

the last responsible moment. Since tasks are the smallest agile unit ofwork, we can deduce logically
that these work items wouldn’t be estimateduntil the lastplanningstep justbefore the work is done,
which is iterationplanning. Althoughit’s true that allagile estimatingis progressively elaboratedover

time, that isn’t the BEST answer to this question, since it is too general.

8. Answer: C

Explanation: Ina daily stand-up, the role ofthe ScrumMaster or team coachis to listenandnote any

impediments to the team’s progress for quick follow-up. Thismeetingis generallyheld at the same

time andplace every day, so schedulingusually isn’t required—andbecause the discussion is run

bythe teammembers, no facilitationisnecessary either. Since daily stand-ups are strictly limited to

answering three questions, team conflicts shouldn’t be anissue in these meetings.Root cause analysis
of theproblems wouldbe doneina separate meeting, rather than during the stand-up itself.

9. Answer:D

Explanation: This question requires you to think through the options carefully, since each of them
is applicable to some aspect ofan agileproject. “The product got shipped and the team wouldwork
the same way again” describes methodology success criteria—these are signs that our methodology is

workingwell. However, these criteria don’t apply to iteration demos since only one increment isbuilt
in an iteration,not the entireproduct. We can also rule out “The customer accepts the minimalviable
product that has beenbuilt”because the minimal viable product isn’tbuilt inone iteration. Although
we do want to identify and clear up any gulfs ofevaluation that may exist duringthe iteration demo,
that isn’t what determinesif the meetingwas successful. The success of the demo is based onwhether
theproduct owner accepts the product incrementbuilt in the iteration as "done.”

10. Answer: B

Explanation: This question tests your grasp of the agile principle of timeboxing. The correct answer

is to discuss with the teamhow much of the plannedwork they willbe able to complete withinthe
timebox.We wouldn’t request a new lead engineer, either temporarily orpermanently,because

swappingpeople inandout of the team wouldbe likely to throw the teamback to the Storming stage,
loweringitsproductivity. The option ofasking everyone to work overtime isn’t consistent with the
agileprinciple of sustainable development. Althoughpostponing the release date mightbenecessary
insome cases, we aren’t given enough information to support the conclusion that this is the BEST
answer.
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11. Answer: B

Explanation: Theproduct roadmap shows release dates and thehigh-levelcontents ofreleases, so

it wouldbe thebest deliverable for answering these questions.Aproduct demo mightbe good for

showing the sponsor what has alreadybeenbuilt,but demos are not targeted at communicating the

release schedule for upcoming features, andneither is thebacklog. Although the product owner will

likelyknow the answers to these questions, the question asked “Which agile deliverable”—and the

product owner is generally a person, not a deliverable.

12. Answer: C

Explanation: Since iterations are timeboxed, the duration won’tbe changed. You also wouldn’t

change the iterationplanor expand the team. Instead, work that isn’t completed within the iteration

is returned to thebacklog. Therefore, the choice ofcompleting8points andreturning2points to the

backlogis the correct option.

13. Answer: B

Explanation:Ifan activity is timeboxed, that means a maximum durationhas been assigned to it.

This ensures that the team spends an appropriate amount of time on the work without allowingwaste.

14. Answer: A

Explanation: Anincomplete set ofiterationplans maybe a surprise to aPMO that is not familiar

with agile methods.When facedwith this situation, youshouldexplain thebenefits ofagileplanning
andhow an agile approach ties into the concepts ofprogressive elaboration androllingwave

planning,which are discussedin thePMBOK*Guide.Makingup plans too early is apoor use of time

on an agileproject and couldmislead stakeholders. The choice of ignoring the request is incorrect,

because it is counter to the “Respect”principle definedinPMI’s Code ofEthics andProfessional

Conduct (see chapter 7).

15. Answer: C

Explanation: The only correct combinationis to plan at multiple levels andhave teammembers

create iterationplans. Allof the other choices containincorrect elements.Managers do not create

iterationplans—teams do.Diversions and outside work are includedwhen determiningavailability,
and we use range estimates on agileprojects,not fixed-point estimates.

16. Answer: C

Explanation: Velocity is team-specific andunique to that team.In other words, a storypoint for one

teamprobably wouldn't have the same value as a storypoint for another team. Therefore,it isnot

appropriate to compare velocitiesbetween teams. The best choice wouldbe to ignore the difference.

17. Answer:D

Explanation: We present estimates as ranges to show the level ofuncertainty in the estimates and to

manage stakeholder expectations.
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18. Answer: C

Explanation: Since this question doesn’t indicate there willbe any differences inthe team’s

availability orknown distractions going forward, we can do a fairly straightforward calculation to

get the answer.Ifwe average 40pointsper iteration, we should get through a 200-point backlogin

5 iterations (200 / 40 = 5).Eachiteration is 2 weeks long, so 5 iterations is equivalent to 10 weeks
(5x2= 10). The key to answering this question correctlyisnoticing that the question askedfor the
number ofweeks,not thenumber ofiterations.

19. Answer: B

Explanation: Affinity estimationinvolves a process of triangulation to confirm that stories estimated
tobe the same size are of equivalent magnitude.

20. Answer: D

Explanation: Insuch a situation, we deliver what we can withinthe sprint. Sending work home
andworkingthe teamlonger are counterproductive in the longterm anddon’t adhere to the agile
principle ofmaintaininga sustainablepace. Starting development work yourselfwouldleave nobody
to do the ScrumMaster role.It isbetter to just deliver what is possible within this iterationand explain
the variance.
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CHAPTER 6

ProblemDetection andResolution

Domain VI Summary

This chapter discusses domainVIinthe exam content outline,whichis 10percent of the exam, or

about 12 exam questions. This domain deals with the agilepractices used toprevent, identify, and

resolve threats andissues, includingcatchingproblems early, tracking defects, managingrisk,and

engaging the teaminsolvingproblems.

Key Topics

Trend analysis
- Laggingmetrics

- Leadingmetrics

Variance analysis
- Common cause

- Special cause

» Controllimits
» Cost of change
» Cycle time

» Defect rate

» Escaped defects
» Expectedmonetary value
» Failure and successmodes
» Lead time

» Problemsolving
- As continuous

improvement

- Team-based
» Risk-adjustedbacklog
» Riskbumdown graphs
» Risk severity

» Technical debt
» Throughput/productivity

Tasks

1. Create a safe andopen environment to surfaceproblems.
2. Engage teaminresolving threats and issues.

3. Resolve issues or reset expectations.

4. Maintain avisiblelist of threats andissues.

5. Maintain a threat list andadd threat remediation efforts to thebacklog.
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Allproject teams need to beproficient at managingproblems, threats, andissues. Since problems will
always arise on a project, our effectiveness inpreventing, detecting, and resolving them is likely to

determine whether ourproject succeeds or fails. The topic ofproblem solvingisn’t mentionedin the
Agile Manifesto, since it isn’t unique to agilemethods.However, agile teams do have somepreferred ways
ofmanagingproblems that reflect the values andprinciples laid out in the Manifesto. This chapter will
discuss how agile teams manage threats andidentify and solveproblems.

This chapter is brokeninto four themes: understandingproblems, detectingproblems,managing threats
and issues, and solvingproblems. The tools discussedin the managing threats and issues section tie back
to our discussion ofrisk management in chapter 2,because these tools are how agile teams manage risk.
(Recall thatmanagingrisk is essential to value delivery since risk isnegative value on aproject.) It’s also
worthnotingthat as a rule, we willbeusing the concept ofa “problem” verybroadly here, to encompass
any threat or risk to theproject.

Understanding Problems

When aproblem occurs on aproject,it canbe tempting to ignore the issue and just continuepushing
forward,in the hope that it will somehow go away or resolve itself. But even a single problem canresult in
delay, waste, andrework that canbring our progress to ahalt andevenreverse it, completely derailingour

project schedule. And thelonger theproblemis left unaddressed, themore its effectswillbe compounded.

How Problems Impact a Project

Let’s use an example to seehow even a singleproblemcan quickly escalate and impact aproject.We’ll start

witha simple scenario—we have been assigned theproject ofdrivingtenmilesin tenhours. The diagram
below shows the tenmiles that we needto cover,beginning at mile 0. (Yes, thiswouldbe a very slow,boring
project,but it keeps themathsimple.) At hour zero, our task looks simple enough, and the way aheadis clear:

Figure 6.1: Our Plan Is to Drive 10 Miles in 10 Hours

0 2 31 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

At mile 2, everythingis stillgoingwell.We have been driving for 2hours, and wehave traveled 2 miles.

This means our plan and our actualperformance results are the same.

Figure 6.2: At Mile 2 the Plan and the Actual Results Are the Same

Plan dm
Actual

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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In fact, things go exactly according toplan for the first 4hours, inwhichwe cover 4miles—but then we

encounter anunexpectedproblem that we didn’tplan for.

Figure 6.3: At Mile 4 We Encounter a Problem

Plan

A
Actual

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101

Whenwe encounter aproblem, it takes time to diagnose what the issues are and then determine what

we should do about them. The time spent diagnosing the problemis time that isnot spent on the

execution of our project, and so we fallbehind theplan.In this example, let’s say that it takes us one

hour to diagnose the problem.

Figure 6.4: Problem Diagnosis Takes One Hour

Plan

/\ (1 hour behind plan)Actual

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10

Solvinga problem often involves undoing flawed work.Perhaps we thought our original approach was

appropriate for the project,but now we've foundout it doesn’t work. So we need tobacktrack and trya

new approach. This is a double whammy—it takes time to remove orundo thebadwork, and thenwe also

have to redo that work. Since our completedprogress has movedbackward to an earlierpoint, we fall even

furtherbehind ourplan.

Inour example, let’s assumeit takes two hours to undo the bad work and that this takes us two steps

backwardin the completed scope on theproject. Includingthe hour we spent diagnosing theproblem, the

total time we’ve lost is now 1+ 2 + 2=5 hours.

Figure 6.5: Work Has to Be Undone,
Taking Two Hours and Moving Two Steps Backward

A Plan

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Actual (5 hours behind plan)

• •0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Given thisunplannedimpact on theproject,pretty soonwe will consume all our scheduled time, evenif
we encounter no other problems. (Andif our budget is drivenby effort, thenwe will also use up allofour

budget.) In fact, if there are no further delays, whenwe reach our 10-hour deadline for theproject, we will
be only 50percent complete—not a good outcome.

Figure 6.6: The Project Should Be Finished Now but Is Only 50% Done

A Plan 4 o

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Actual (5 hours behind plan)

• •0 21 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

The secret tominimizing the impact ofproblems is to identify them as soon as possible, since early
detectionreduces the potential for rework. Once aproblemis detected, we also need to diagnose and
solve it as quickly as possible so we don’t consume any more unplanned time thannecessary. This may all
sound likeprettybasic stuff,but manyprojects languishin the face ofproblems, seemingly unaware of the
doublehit that each day ofditheringbrings.

The Cost of Change

The reasonit’s so costly toprocrastinate indealingwithproblemsisbecause of the cost of change curve.

Webrieflymentioned this idea inchapter 2 when discussingincremental delivery. To jogyour memory,
here is the graph again. The curve of this graph shows that the longer a defect is left unaddressed, the more

expensiveit willbe to fix.

Figure 6.7: Cost of Change

Cost
of Change

Requirements Analysis Coding
and Design

Testing Production

Time

Image copyright © Scott W. Ambler, www.agilemodelingxom
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There are anumber of reasons why the cost of fixing aproblem increases over time,but here are two of

the key factors:

» Over time,more workmayhavebeenbuilt on top of the error or problem, so thatmore work willneed

tobe undone to fixit (and thenhave tobe redone).

» Thelater we are in the development cycle, the more stakeholders willbe impactedby the defect,making
it that muchmore expensive to fix.

As we’ve seen, agile methods emphasize frequent verification andvalidation—both through active

stakeholderparticipation (such as modeling, demonstrations, andreviews) and through software

development practices (such as pairprogramming, continuous integration,and test-driven development).
Thesepractices are all intended to find defects andproblems as soon as possible,before the costs escalate

too far up the cost of change curve.

The figurebelowillustrates the impact of this approach,by showinghowmuch sooner issues canbe

identifiedwith agile techniques thanwith traditional techniques. On this diagram, the black arrowshigher
up the curve show where issues are foundby traditionalmethods, andthe green arrows lower on the curve

show where issues are foundwith agile methods.

Figure 6.8: Where Issues Are Found Using Agile and Traditional Methods
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Technical Debt

Technical debt is thebacklog ofwork that is causedbynot doing regular cleanup, maintenance, and
standardizationwhile the product is beingbuilt.It is a backlogof things that shouldbe doneto make work
easier in the future,but aren’t done because of apush to deliver features. Technical debt canbe thought of
as an inflated cost of change curve.It increases the cost ofdevelopment andmaking changes in the future
because we'llhave to do ail the standardization and clean-up work thathas beenput off—or ifwe don’t
do that, development and changes will take longer because they’llhave tobe done piecemeal, since the
solution we arebuildinghasn’tbeen standardized.

Figure 6.9: Technical Debt

Actual cost
of change

\ Technical
debt

Cost of
Change

Optimal cost
of change

Requirements Analysis Coding

and Design
Testing Production

Time

Insoftwareprojects the solutionto technical debt is refactoring. (We definedrefactoring as one ofXP’s
corepractices inchapter 1and discussedit as part of the “Red, Green,Refactor”process in chapter 2.)
Refactoringis the process of taking time to simplify and standardize the code to make it easier to work on

inthe future.For example, if one of the developers comes up with a better way to validate user-entered
text, then that approach shouldbe applied everywhere, and the existing code willneed tobe updated to

include it.We don’t want someparts of the system to use one way ofvalidating text and other parts of the

system to use another way.Ifmultiple approaches are used, then futureupgrades and changes willneed
tobe madeinseveralplaces. This will take longer, and since it is easy to miss one of the discrepancies, this
can easily lead to errors.

Allof this extra effort is technical debt. So we need to do frequent refactoring to keep the code clean and
reduce technical debt.

When asking the teamfor estimates, always ask them to include time for refactoring, since this shouldbe

part of their regular work routine. The idea that we aren’t doneuntil the codehas beenrefactored is baked
into many agile practices.For example, in test-driven development we first write tests that fail, and then
write codeuntil the tests pass.However, we don’t stop there—we stillneed to do the last step, refactoring,
which is why thisprocess is referredto as “Red, Green,Refactor.”
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To keep technical debt as low as possible, refactoringshouldbe done frequently. There’s a saying that
“Refactoring shouldbe like dailyhygiene,not springcleaning.” This means that we don’t saveitup for
a refactoringsprint, instead we incorporateit into allour regular work. Creatingspace for the teamto

refactor and reduce technicaldebt can take commitment and courage, since thebusiness is likely tobe
pushingfor more andmore features. So we need to explain that it is in theirbest interest to take the time

to refactor as we go, to reduce technicaldebt and streamline future changes.

One analogywe canuse for technical debt ispreventativemaintenance. We want to drive our car,but we

also needto maintainit.Ifallwe do is drive the car, and wenever do anymaintenance,itwill eventually
break down; thenwe won’t be able to driveit at all.Inthe same way,we want the team tobeproductive,but
we also needtoprotect and expandtheirproduction capability. Taking time to refactor the work, sort things
out, andstandardize andsimplifyitwillenhance the team’s ability toproducemore features inthe future.

Outside ofsoftware development, leanmanufacturinguses an approach to workplace organizationcalled
5S,basedon fiveJapanese words—seiri, seiton,seiso, seiketsu, andshitsuke—that canbe translated as “Set
inorder,Sort, Shine, Standardize, andSustain.” This describeshowto organize a work space for efficiency
and effectivenessbyidentifyingandstoring thenecessary tools,maintaining the area and the tools, and

sustaining thenew order.Ifyou’ve ever done aDIYproject and spent more time lookingfor your tools and
tryingto findthat tape measureyou justhad fiveminutes ago, you’llunderstand thebenefits ofthis approach.

Ina similar way, reducing technicaldebt involveskeeping the work environment organized and the
product we are buildingorganized, streamlined, andstandardized. Onlywhen this is inplace can we

proceed effectively with the project.

Create a Safe and Open Environment

The PMI-ACP exam content outlinehighlights the importance ofcreating a safe andopen environment

inseveral of its domains.For example, we’ve already discussed this topicinrelationto agile leadership (in
chapter l) and agile teams (inchapter 4). This concept is also important for theproblem-solvingdomain.
We wantpeople to feel comfortable not just to experiment,but also to admit their problems, failures, and
mistakes and ask for help so that theproject can recover as quickly as possible.

This isn’t important just because it makes peoplehappier; it also has hard economic benefits. Ina work
environment where a problem is treated as a personal failure or lack ofcompetence,people will try to fix
their ownproblemsbefore admitting theyhave aproblemand asking for help. That’s understandable; if
you’re supposed to be an expert, youmight think twice about admittingyou’re stuck on a small issue on

day 10 ofanewproject.However, that’s exactly what we wantpeople to do—when someone gets stuck,
we want them to share it with their teammates quickly. This willgive the teammore options to fix the
issue and try different approaches before things fallhopelesslybehind (as occurredinour example of

trying to drive tenmilesin tenhours).

So creating a safe and open environment is asmuchabout avoidingcatastrophic delays-asit is about
protectingpeople’s feelings. The teamleader canlook for opportunities to reinforce theimportance of
asking forhelp.For example, if a demo shows that the team has made little progress inaparticular area,

maybe they are facing aproblem that theyhaven’t sharedyet. This canbe a coachingopportunity to

remindpeople to share issues early.
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Failure Modes

Problems often arise for reasons that canbeprevented, andunderstanding thehuman factors that

contribute to problems canhelp us minimize problems andhandle themmore effectively. Alistair

Cockburn describes some “failure and success modes” that canhelpus understand this human side

ofperformance. They explainwhy, even though we know what we shouldbe doing,we oftenbehave

differently. Although thesemodes aren’t mentionedinthe exam content outline,it’shelpful to

understand them—and theymight be referenced inan exam question or two,if only as an option that

you need to rule out. There are five failure modes that Cockburn describes inhis book Agile Software
Development: The Cooperative Game.'Let’s review them tounderstand the issues involved.

» Wemake mistakes.It’s no surprise thatpeople make mistakes. This is one of themainreasons why
iterative and incremental development was created—this approachrecognizes that mistakeshappen
andprovidesus withmechanisms to quickly recover from them so they don’t overwhelm theproject.

» Weprefer to failconservatively.Whenfaced withuncertainty,people tend to revertback to what

theyknow, evenif they are aware that itmight notbe the optimal approach. (For example, when an

agileproject begins to go off track or encounters multiple issues, the leader may be tempted to revert

back to a command-and-control way ofrunning theproject.) Of course, there are exceptions to this

failure mode. Somepeople feel theyhave nothingto lose withanew approach. There are ways to move

forwardwitheither mindset—reverting to the familiar or embracing a new approach—but when there

arepeople withopposingmindsets on the sameproject, it can create challenges.

» We prefer to invent rather thanresearch. This describes a tendency that manypeoplehave (especially
engineers) to relyoninventingnew ways of doingthings, rather thanresearching options that have

already been invented and reusing them. This tendencymaybe aproduct ofeducation systems that

rewardindividual thinkingandscientific experimentation, combinedwith the intellectual satisfaction

we get from solvingproblems.However, while it maybe more fun to invent rather thanresearch, it is

also usuallymore costly, time-consuming, and error-prone.

» We are creatures ofhabit. People are creatures ofhabit, so gettingus to change how we do things
is always goingtobe difficult. Often, weknow there are better approaches,but we don’t adopt them

because at some level (consciously or unconsciously) we don’t want to change our ways.

» We are inconsistent.Mostpeople are very inconsistent at followingaprocess. So the challenge isnot

just finding abetter way ofdoing things;it is gettingpeople to accept the new way, change theirhabits,

and then apply the new approach consistently. AsKarlWiegers has said, “We arenot short onpractices,
we are short onpractice!’

Success Modes

So do Cockbum’s failuremodes meanthat we are doomed to fail?No; fortunatelyhe has also identifiedsome

commonsuccessmodes—common traits thathelp counter the failure modes.It canbehelpful to share the

followingsuccess modes withour teammembers, andtry to leverage themfor the goodof theproject:2

» We are good at lookingaround. This refers to our ability to observe, review, andnotice when things
arenot right.

» We are able to learn.After seeing what’s wrong, we are able to findways to fixit and expand our skills

andknowledge along the way.
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We are malleable. Despite the commonresistance to change, we do have the ability to change and

acceptnew ideas andapproaches.

We takepride inour work. We are able to step outside of our job descriptions to repair or report an

issue,becauseit is theright thing to do for theproject.

Success Strategies

Based onhis success modes, Cockbumhas comeup with ten strategies for overcoming the failure modes.3
These strategies are equallyhuman, although—like common sense—they are oftennot applied.Like the
failure and success modes, the following strategies aren’t likely tobe directly tested on the exam,but they
canhelp youunderstand the outlook that the exam questions are based on.

» Balance discipline with tolerance. This strategy involves establishing a standard way ofdoing things
and encouragingpeople to adopt it,but also building some capacity for tolerance and forgiveness into

the approach. Then,ifpeople diverge from the standard, we focus our energy onre-establishing the

practice,providingit doesn’t needmodification.

» Start withsomethingconcrete and tangible. We solve aproblemin our mindfirst, and then turn the
solutioninto reality. Tohelp people overcome their resistance to a change or solution, we can start with
concrete and tangible tools that represent the final solution.For example, we can create low-fidelity
mock-ups that not only showhow the screens ina new computer system will flow,but also invite touch
andinteractionby allowingstakeholders to reorder and annotate the screens. This interaction can

transformanabstract model into a tangible workflow that people canunderstand.

» Copy andalter.It is often easier to modify a working design to fit our needs than to create something
fromnothing.When creating abrandnew solution from scratch, we’re likely toprocrastinate due to

“blank page syndrome”—the feeling ofparalysis engenderedby ablankpage.Ifwe instead take the
approach ofadapting an existingsolution, we’llhave a working framework to start from.

» Watchandlisten.Welearnbywatchingothers andlisteningto them. Simplyputtingjunior teammembers
close enough to see andhear themore experiencedteammembershasbeen foundtoimprove the junior team

members’performance, evenwithno other training.This is referredto as the “expert inearshot” approach.

» Support both concentration andcommunication. Knowledge workrequiresboth concentrationand
communication.For example,manyknowledge workers need a certainamount of time to get into the
quiet andproductive modeknown as “flow.” Theymay spend 20minutes getting there,only to have it

interruptedby questions.However, communication and conversation are also essential for knowledge
work andshouldbe encouraged, since theyhelp surface gapsinunderstandingandprovide solutions
to questions. Thekeyisinbalancing these needs. As we sawin chapter 4, agile teams use the “caves and
common” model—they have both quiet areas wherepeople canretreat to and a commonworkroom

where ideas are exchanged.In their book Peopleware, TomDemarco andAnthonyLister also suggest
establishing a “quiet workperiod” every day for a set periodof time (such as 2hours).During this quiet
workperiod, meetings andphone calls are banned so that people can focus andget work done.

» Matchwork assignments with the person.We should try to matchwork assignments topersonality
types andlook for mismatches.For example, a developer who wouldprefer to just rewrite someone

else’s bad code rather than explainwhat is wrong andhow to improveitprobably won’tmake a good
coach.Whenassigning team roles,we should try tomatch themto people’spersonality traits—detail-
oriented, social, analytical, supportive, etc.
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» Retain the best talent.With skilledprofessionals such as knowledge workers, the differencebetween

worst in class, average, andbestinclass is very large.We needto recognize thehuge difference that

talent makes and findways to attract andretain thebest talent.If this sounds like anobvious statement,

thenwhy do so many organizations ignoreit?Maybe because it’s easier to measure the short-term

impact of a 5 percent drop insalaries onthebottom fine thanit is to measure the unknown,longer-term
(andlikelymuchlarger) impact oflosing thebest people.

» Use rewards that preserve joy.Reward structures are tricky to set up,because oncepeople start to

expect a reward, it can have a huge demotivationalimpact to later remove that reward. For example,

rewarding a childwith a gift for readingmay seemlike a goodidea at first to get her started.But this

tactic couldactuallybackfire andcauseher to read less after the gift is phased out or she no longer sees

it as valuable. Weneed to give rewards that tap into long-term, self-esteem-basedmotivators, suchas

pride-in-work,pride-in-accomplishment, andpride-in-contribution. Suchrewards have along-term
appeal that doesn’t fade over time.

» Combine rewards. The best reward structures combine elements to make not only a compelling
package,but a truly supportive, caringwork environment where personal and company objectives
are aligned. And since no single reward systemwillwork for everyone, we must build inmany

different kinds of rewards.

Get feedback.Alittlebit of feedback can replace a lot of analyticalwork.We’ve already seen that

agile practices such as pair programming, continuous integration, and iterationreviews are designed
to “bake in” frequent feedback. The benefits of checking workbefore going on to somethingnew are

universal, whichis why agile methods encourage so much feedback.

EXERCISE: CATEGORIZE THE PROBLEMS

Read the scenarios in the following table, and determine which of the five common failuremodes

they relate to. The answer for the first scenario isprovided for you as an example.

To jogyour memory,here is the list ofcommon failure modes withnumbers added for easy

reference.

1. Makingmistakes
2. Preferring to fail conservatively
3. Inventingrather thanresearching
4. Being creatures ofhabit
5. Beinginconsistent

Scenario Failure Mode(s)

Tim’s five-year financial forecasts didnot include inflation, although
includinginflation is a standard companypractice.

Rather than writingrequirementsinuser story format,Bill continued

to craft detaileduse case descriptions. While these descriptions were

useful, they tookhim four times longer to produce than theuser

stories createdby other business analysts on theproject, andthey still
needed to be confirmedwith the business.

11

2
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Scenario Failure Mode(s)

Jim faredlittlebetter thanBill.While most ofJim’s requirements were

inuser story format, whenever he encountered something tricky,he
revertedback touse case formats.

3

5

Pete andKimpaired on designing a new sortingalgorithmthat, while
late, didimprove reportingperformance.

4
l

Mary’s estimates omitted any allowance for remediationwork after the
testing of the user interface,but she didinclude the allowanceinher
estimates for testing the reports.

5

After the first stakeholder demo of the real-time language-translator
robot that swore at the CEO, Tomswitchedback toplaying
prerecorded samples insubsequent demos, though the team agreedit

was not nearly as muchfun.

6

ANSWERS

Scenario Failure Mode(s)

Tim’s five-year financial forecasts didnot include inflation, although
includinginflation is a standardcompanypractice.

Makingmistakes (l)1

Rather than writingrequirements inuser story format,Bill continued
to craft detaileduse case descriptions.While these descriptions were

useful, they tookhim four times longer to produce than the user

stories createdbyother business analysts on theproject, and they
stillneeded to be confirmedwith thebusiness.

2 Beingcreatures of
habit (4)

Jim faredlittlebetter thanBill.Whilemost ofJim’s requirements
wereinuser story format, whenever he encountered something
tricky,herevertedback to use case formats.

Being creatures of
habit (4)
Maybe some level
ofpreferring to fail

conservatively (2)
Beinginconsistent

3

(5)

Pete andKimpaired ondesigning a new sortingalgorithm that,while
late, didimprovereportingperformance.

4 Inventingrather than

researching (3)

Mary’s estimates omitted any allowance for remediation work after

the testingof theuser interface,but she didinclude the allowancein

her estimates for testing the reports.

Makingmistakes (1)

Beinginconsistent

5

(5)

After the first stakeholder demo of the real-time-language-translator
robot that swore at the CEO, Tom switchedback toplaying
prerecorded samples insubsequent demos, though the team agreedit

wasnot nearly as much fun.

6 Preferring to fail
conservatively (2)
Beingcreatures of
habit (4)
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Detecting Problems

The concepts we’ll discuss in this section are focused onfindingproblems and defects.Diagnostic tools

such as cycle time, trendanalysis, and control limits canpoint to potentialproblemsbefore they occur or

help us identifyproblems as soon as possible after theyhave occurred.

The daily stand-up meetingis also animportantmechanism for identifyingproblems.Recall that the

third questionin thismeeting asks whether there are anyproblems or impediments to the teammember’s

progress. Thepurpose of this questionis tobringpotential issues andproblems to the surface early—rather
thanwaitinguntil the teammember can’t continue working, the customer complains, or the teamholds its

next retrospective.Whena concernismentionedina daily stand-up meeting,it is the responsibilityof the
team’s coach or ScrumMaster to further investigate the issue andresolveit

T&T Lead Time and Cycle Time

Lead time is a diagnostic tool that canbe used to help identify and diagnose problems. This concept

measures howlongsomething takes to go through the entireprocess, for example, from design to

shipping, or fromrequirements gathering through development to deployment.

Cycle time is a subset oflead time that measures howlongsomething takes to go throughpart of the

process, such as fromproduct assembly to painting, or from coding to testing.For example, the cycle time

for buildinga user storybegins when the team starts working onit and ends when that itemis finished,

accepted, andbegins deliveringbusiness value.

Here’s a diagram that illustrates the differencebetweenleadtime andcycle time on aKanbanboard:

Figure 6.10: Lead Time and Cycle Time Illustrated on a Kanban Board
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Chapter 6 Problem Detection and Resolution

In the diagram above we can see that the lead time for anew featurein a softwareproject spans the
entire life cycle, from goal-setting through development and acceptance,until it is done. We can also
see the cycle time for its development and testing, which is a component ofits lead time. So lead time

is how longit takes for the entire process, and cycle time is how longit takes for one component of that
process. The lead time for a new systemwilllikelyhave multiple cycle time elements like this.

Here’s another example of these concepts.Lean-based approaches tend to look for globalrather thanlocal
optimization.Althoughwemaybe able to make development and testinggo fasterby addingresources,if
this doesn’t speedup the overallprocess it’s unlikely tobe ofmuchuse to the business. Soinlean terms,

instead of trying to optimize the local throughput ofdevelopment and testing (the cycle time) we want to

reduce the overall time frominception to fruition(the lead time).Nevertheless, cycle time islikely tobe
amore important topic for thePMI-ACP exam thanlead time,because of the close relationship between
cycle time,WIP, and throughput.

Cycle Time, WIP, and Throughput
Inmathematical terms, cycle time is a function ofWIP and throughput and canbe calculatedbyusing
the followingformula:

WIP
Cycle time =

Throughput

We’ve already definedWIP (workinprogress) inchapter 2.Throughput, the other variable inthis equation,is
the amount ofwork that canbe processed through a systemina givenamount of time—suchas the amount

ofwork the team canget done inoneiteration. (This can also be expressed as their average completion time.)

Knowing the team’s throughput allows us to forecast future capability without specifically needing toknow
what the teammight be asked to do. Knowingtheir cycle time allows us to make reliable commitments to

the customer or organization about howlongitwill take to deliver work. WIPmeasures howmuch work we

have “in thehopper” and gives us insight into issues,botdenecksin the process, and rework-relatedrisks.

o Exam tip

Typically, thePMI-ACP exam contains few,ifany, calculations or formulas.

However, if there is any formula that islikely to appear on the exam, it is the one

shown above for cycle time.And evenifyou don’t encounter the formula itself,

youmay see questions that require you to understand the relationshipbetween

cycle time,WIP, and throughput.For example,if a team’sWIP or throughput go

up or down,how will that impact their cycle time?

Let’s lookmore closely at therelationshipbetweencycle time andworkinprogress (WIP) to see why this link
is so important for agile.Duringthe cycle whenanitemhas been startedbutnotyet completed,it is considered
tobe workinprogress.As explainedinchapter 2, excessive WIP is associatedwithanumber ofproblems:

» It represents money that hasbeeninvestedbut isn’tproducing anyreturnyet.
» It hidesbottlenecks andmasks efficiency issues.

» It carries the risk ofpotential rework.
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It is because of these risks that agile andleanmethodsplace abig emphasis onlimitingWIP. Andinorder

to do so, we must pay dose attention to cycle time, since longcyde times lead to increased amounts of

WIP. This is why agile approaches break theproject work down into smallbatches and focus onfinishing
items and getting them acceptedby the customer as soon as possible.For example, Scrumprojects have

smalluser stories, work inone- or two-week sprints, andget theproduct owner’s acceptance ofuser stories

at the endofeachsprint.

These types ofpractices, which are common (insome form) to all agile methods,result inareduction

incyde time on agileprojects compared to non-agile approaches.For example, on a traditionalproject,

the analysis, design, code, and test steps for a givenpiece of functionalitymight takemonths—or even

years. This represents a very longcycle time, whichleads tohighlevels ofWIP and all the risks andissues

associated withit.With agilemethods, onthe other hand, there is a constant effort tominimize cycle time.

For example, to keep their focus onminimizingcycle time, agile teams may record the “Date Started” and

“DateDone” on their taskboard cards, as shownbelow.

Figure 6.11: Using Task Boards to Track Cycle Time
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Project Cycle Time
We’ve said that the cycle time for a workitemis the elapsed timebetweenits start and finish. So theproject

cycle time ishow long the entireproject will take, from start to finish. Thismay seem a strange way of

describingtheproject duration,but inlean-speak, theproject durationis the cycle time for the entireproject.

T&T Throughput and Productivity
It’s important to understand the difference between throughput and productivity, since the exam

questions mayuseboth terms. We’ve said tha(throughput.is the average amount ofwork the team can get

donein a timeperiod (or their average completion timeÿProductivity,Jon the otherhand, is the rate of

efficiency at which the work is done—such as the amount of work done per teammember.

For example, if a team’s throughput goes up, itmightbebecause their productivity (output per person)
went up.But not necessarily. Theymight have gottenmore work done because they added anotherperson

to the team.Inthat case, their individualproductivitymight have actually gone downin the process of

getting the new teammember oriented to theproject and the team. Yet they stillmighthavebeen able to

get more work done since there were morehands on deck.
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EXERCISE: CYCLE TIME

Here’s a chance to test your understandingof cycle time,WIP, andthroughput with an exercise.

Imagine a bicycle factory that produces 25 bikesper day and typically works on 100bikes at any

given time. Calculate the average length of timeit takes to.make a bike.

Improvements to the assembly process reduce the cycle time to 3 days and theWIP to 90bikes in

progress. What is thepercentage ofimprovementin throughput?

ANSWER

The first questionis aprettybasic one that we shouldbe able to answer ifweunderstand the
definitions ofWIP, throughput, and cycle time. The WIP,or the measure ofworkinprogress, is
the 100bikesbeingworked on at any given time. Throughput is howmany things go through the
process per time interval; in this case, the throughput is 25 bikes per day. We are beingasked to

calculate howlongit takes on average to make a bike, whichis the cycle time (Ha!). Since cycle
time =WIP / throughput, we cancalculate our cycle time as 100/25 = 4 days.

The second questionis trickier,because we now need to rearrange the equation to find throughput.
The rearranged equationis throughput =WIP/cycle time.With our new, improvedprocess,
WIP = 90 and cycle time = 3 days, so throughput =90/3 =30bikesper day.

Once we’ve done this calculation, we still have to find the percentage ofimprovement over the
old throughput of25 bikesper day. So we subtract the old throughput from thenew measurement

(30- 25 = 5), and then divide the differenceby the old throughput (5/25 = 0.2, or 20%).
Therefore, increasing our throughput from 25 to 30 bikesper day is a 20percent improvement.
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Defects

We’ve seen that because of the cost of change curve, it is advantageous to catch and fix defects as

quickly as possible to minimize rework and reduce costs. This is where the idea of “defect cycle time”

comes in. So far we have been talking about cycle timein terms of developingnew work,but cycle
time is also useful for finding and fixing defects. “Defect cycle time” is theperiodbetween the time the

defect was introduced and the timeit was fixed. The lengthof the defect cycle time dictates how far up
the cost of change graph the defect will go.

To help minimize the cost of fixing defects, someproject teams actively track their average defect cycle
time and set goals for the quick resolution of defects, as shownbelow.

Figure 6.12: Average Defect Cycle Time (Hours)
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In this example, the team’s cycle time threshold is 12 hours. This means that, on average, their goalis
to have allreported defects fixedwithin 1.5 business days. So if a defect is found atnoonon Tuesday,
it shouldbe fixedby the end of the workday on Wednesday. We can see that for the first five iterations,

the team’s “bug fix” time was usually above 12 hours. But as the project continued they were able to

improve their defect cycle time—andinlater iterations, the average droppedbelow that threshold,
eventually going as low as 8 hours.

By trackingboth their defect cycle time and their cycle time for creatingnew work, agile teams can

minimizeboth the potential for rework and the cost ofany rework that is required.

Defect Rates
Unfortunately,nomatter howhard we try to identify andprevent defects, there may be an

occasional defect thatmakesit through all our tests andquality controlprocesses and ends up in the final

product, (insoftware development, these are callecfescaped defects.) Defects that are missedby testingare the

most costly kinds of defects to fix, since they are on the topright endofthe cost of change curve.By the time

welearnabout sucha defect,it is obviously toolate to prevent it,but we canuse this informationto improve
our processes going forward andhopefully reduce the number ofdefects of that nature in the future.

T&T
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Aproject’s defect rate measures the frequency of defects found, such as “one defective featureper 50

successful features delivered.” To assess andimprove the effectiveness of their testing and quality control

processes, agile teams often track their defect rates so they canmonitor the trend over time. These graphs
are oftenposted as informationradiators that show the number ofdefects foundper timeperiod, like this:

Figure 6.13: Defects Found per Month
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Software development teams commonly track their escaped defects back to the release they originatedin

(“escaped from”), rather thanbyiteration or timeperiod. Such a graphmight looklike this:

Figure 6.14: Defects Found per Release
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Defect rates canbe used to understandhow well a process is working. Anincreasing defect rate should
be a cue to ask why theprocess seems to be getting worse. Is a new type ofworkbeingundertaken?
Is the team beingpushed too hard for productivity at the expense of quality? Defect rates and defect

counts canbe used to give insight into these issues.
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T&T Variance Analysis

Variance is the measure ofhow far apart things are, or how much they vary from each other.For example,
ifyou ask multiple people to estimate the same job, there willbe some variance (differences) between
their estimates. And once the work has been executed, there willbe a variance (difference) between the

closest estimate and the actual results.Muchvariance is normal and shouldbe expected—we just want to

keep it within acceptable limits.Ifit fluctuatesbeyond the acceptable limits, then we need toknow so we

can take action.

When evaluatingperformance or tracking results, we shouldunderstand that there willalways be a certain

amount ofvariance due to normal fluctuation.Evenhighly engineered processes have to take into account

some degree ofnormal variation. We don’t want to mistake this normal variation for a significant outcome

or trend, or vice versa. We usually assume that normalvariationis likebackgroundnoise—too small tobe

mistaken for theperformance outcomes we are tryingtomeasure—but this isn’t always the case.

Causes of Variation
Quality expert W. Edwards Demingclassifies variance into common cause variation and special cause
variationÿ Common cause|variation refers to the average day-to-day differences of doingwork, and}special j
cause variation refers to the greater degrees ofvariance that are causedby special or new factors.4

For example, let’s say we are given the job of drivingnails into woodall day. We can expect that not

all the nails willbe perfectly straight—some of themwillgo instraight and others willgo inat a slight
angle; this is common cause variation.However,nowlet’s say that someone turns off the lights while
we are nailing.Ifwe keep nailingin the dark, the variance in our nails is likely tobe muchlarger, since

the environment has changed (special cause variation).Deming goes on to say that there are two classic
mistakes that managers make:5

Mistake1:Reacting to an outcome as ifit camefrom a special cause, when it actually came

from common causes ofvariation.

An example of this kind ofmistake wouldbe stopping work to investigate why the team estimated a user

story as four days ofwork whenit actually took five days to complete.

Mistake 2: Treatingan outcome as ifit camefrom common causes of variation, when it

actually camefrom a special cause.

An example of this kind ofmistake wouldbe continuingour nailingproject after the lights go offand

expectingall the nails to be as straight as before. Or, anagile team’s estimates seem to be increasingly off,
but they decide that must be normal variation rather than stopping to investigate whether their storypoint
unit has becomeinconsistent.
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Background information

Variance Example: Training Pilots
Lean experts Mary and TomPoppendieck tell a story about variance inpilot training.6Pilots were

evaluated on their performance over several training flights, and their results were tracked andplotted
as shownbelow. On this diagram, the pilots’ worst performances are circledinblack, and their best
performances are circled ingreen.

Figure 6.15: Training Flight Performance
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When thepilotsperformedpoorly, they were yelled at and told to improve.Whenpilots did well,
they were congratulated andpraised. The chart shows us that thepoorlyperformingpilots improved
in their subsequent flights, while the top-performingpilots got worse insubsequent flights.

So one conclusion we could draw from these results is that yellingat people is a very effective way of

improvingperformance and that we should do it more often—whilepraise isn’t effective andshould
be stopped.But this wouldbe an incorrect conclusion.What is really shown here is normal variation.

Some flights go well,while others do not.Withinany variable data set, extreme lows are usually
followedby a higher value, just as extreme highs are usually followedby alower value. So what we

should learn from this scenario is that processes simplyvary, and we needto accept a certain degree of
variance inany real-worldsystem.

Accept the Variance or Take Action?
The mainpoint is that we should simply accept common cause variation on our projects; we only need
to investigate or take action in the case of special cause variation.Inother words, we want to avoid

micromanaging the project and instead focus onremoving true bottlenecks and impediments. Asking
our developers why they only coded four features this week when they completed five features last week
is an example of failing to accept common cause variation; this type ofstuff just varies abit and isn’t
perfectlypredictable.
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Figure 6.16: Know When to Intervene
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So on agileprojects inparticular, focusing a lot of effort on tracking conformance to a rigidplan isn’t

the best use of a leader’s time.Instead, we shouldlook to external indicators and the daily stand-up
meetings where the team reports any issues or impediments to their work to see if there are special
issues that need to be resolved.

EXERCISE: COMMON CAUSE OR SPECIAL CAUSE-
LEAVE ALONE OR INTERVENE?

Read the following team comments and determine whether the issue being discussedis related to a

common cause or special cause. The first answer isprovided for youas an example.

Common Cause or Special Cause?Comment
Common cause (based on this limited

description)
“Our initial estimates for product testing
times were on average 5 percent too high.”

1

“1am stillworkingon the tether for the

screw-top fastener.Iknowit shouldhave
beendone yesterday,butI’llget it done

today”

2

“Iread a press release today saying our

competitor’s product now does single-pass
printing.Do we want to move that feature up

inourbacklog?”

3
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Comment Common Cause or Special Cause?
“Thepaint shop is runninga daybehind
again.”

4

“Bill, our electrical safety inspector, caught
malaria on vacation.”

5

“That’snothing.Heleninaccountinggot
marriedinCuba over the weekend!”

6

“1am waitingon Ted again to finish thelast of
the renderings.”

7

ANSWER

Common Cause or Special Cause?Comment
“Our initialestimates for product testing
times were on average 5percent toohigh.”

1 Commoncause

“Iamstillworkingon the tether for the screw-

top fastener.Iknowit shouldhave been done
yesterday,butI’ll get it done today.”

2 Commoncause—it sounds like a one-off
task took a little longer thananticipated.

“Iread a press release today saying our

competitor’s product now does single-pass
printing.Do we want to move that feature up
inourbacklog?”

3 Special cause—an external changemay

trigger a project reprioritization.

“Thepaint shop is tunninga daybehind

again.”
4 This is most likely common cause—

hopefully it’s not abigdealunless some

importantpaint job is waiting.

“Bill, our electrical safety inspector, caught
malaria onvacation.”

5 This maybe special cause—will the loss of
the safety inspector whilehe recovers from
malaria impede the overallproject progress?

“That’s nothing.Heleninaccountinggot
marriedinCuba over the weekend!”

6 Gossip/common cause—it’s difficult to see

how this willimpact the team too much.

“Iamwaiting onTed again to finish the last of
the renderings.”

7 This is most likely common cause—the

comment doesnot include commentary to

indicate it is abigissue.
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T&T Trend Analysis

Trend analysis is aparticularly important tool for detectingproblemsbecauseitprovides insights into

future issuesbefore theyhave occurred.Althoughmeasurements like the amount ofbudget consumed,
for example, are still important, suchmeasurements are laggingmetrics; inother words, theyprovide a

view ofsomething that has already happened.Whilÿlaggingmetricÿthat provide aperfect view of thq'pasfÿ
might be exciting to accountants(leadingmetricsjthatprovide a viewinto the future arÿ more exciting to

agile leaders. This is because leadingmetrics provide information about what is occurringnow or maybe

starting tohappen on theproject. This early indication ofapotentialproblem is more useful than lagging
metrics, since it helps the team adapt andreplan appropriately.

For example, the figures below show the defects, change requests (CR), and clarifications (questions such

as, “How doIuse theproduct to do X?”) that were logged for a team’s first release during the monthof

March.For each category, the number ofitems opened, the number closed (resolved), andthe ongoing

tally ofremainingitemsinthat category are tracked.

Figure 6.17: Trends in Defects, Change Requests, and Clarifications
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Here we can see that the number ofdefects remaining spiked onMarch10,but that the number has gone
down since then, and the number ofclarificationsbubbled alongwith lownumbers.However, change
requests are escalatirig, and there is a trend emerging.For the fiveperiods tracked, there aremore change
requestsbeingopened everymonth thanbeing closed.

This trend is useful not onlybecause it tells us we are receiving change requests faster than we can process

them, whichis increasingour WIP,but also because it indicates that we maynot be spending enough time

validating feature requirements before developing them. So this metric provides insight into the project

and shouldprompt a discussion with the team about the issues andpossible solutions.

Another point to keep inmindhere is that identifying trends is more important than analyzing the actual

data values. So for this example, the valuable information is that we have an escalatingnumber of changes,
rather than the specific number of change requests that were openedina given week.
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T&T Control Limits

Controllimits are a concept frommanufacturingprocess control, where statistically calculatedupper and
lower limits are used tohelp determine the acceptable variationinaprocess.However,inanagile context,

controllimitshave amuchlooser interpretation that includes tolerance levels andwarning signs. Such
limits canhelp us diagnose issues before they occur or provide guidelines for us to operate within. Some
of the agile recommendations or rules of thumb, such as limiting teams to 12 or fewer members, couldbe
interpreted as controllimits.

One way we canuse controllimits onanagileproject is to monitor our velocity to gaugehowlikelyit is

that we willbe able to complete the agreed-uponworkby the release date.For example,ifwehave 600

points’ worthof functionality left inthebacklogand10 monthsuntil deploymentpreparationsbegin,
we should set our lower controllimit at 60pointsper month (600 / 10= 60), since that is theminimum

velocityrequired to meet this goal.

Figure 6.18: Velocity Control Limits
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This diagram shows that our lower controllimit is set at 60pointsper iteration.If our velocity dips
below this limit, there is a chance that we won’t finish the agreed-upon functionalityby the release date.
Obviously, a quick dipbelow 60pointsper monthwouldn’tbe as bad as a sustainedperiod—so it is really
our rollingaverage that we aremost concernedwith.However, this kindofgraphis easy to interpret and
provides a visualcontrol tool.

Kanban andtask boards that limit WIP are also a form ofcontrol limits on agileprojects. These tools
prevent too muchwork frombeingincluded in an activity, and they help the teamcontrol the amount of
work inprogress.
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Managing Threats and Issues

Inchapter 2 we explained that since risk is essentially anti-value,managingrisk is critical for value-driven

delivery.As aresult, agile teams need tobalance the goals ofdeliveringbusiness value andreducingrisk

each time they select a newbatch of features or stories to work on. As theproject continues, they also need

to continually assess the severity of theproject threats andmonitor their overallprojectriskprofile.Allof

these practices are includedintheproblem detectionandresolutiondomain, so in this section we’ll finally

get into thenitty-grittyofhow agile teams manage threats andissues,by examining three tools—the risk-

adjustedbacklog, risk severity, andriskburndown graphs.

Exam tip

For the exam,bear inmind that in agile, “risk” generally refers to threats and

issues that couldnegatively impact the project, as opposed to thePMBOK*

Guide definition,which includes positive risks, or “opportunities.” Therefore,

in this discussion we willbe using the terms “risks” and“threats and issues”

interchangeably.

T&T Risk-Adjusted Backlog

Inplanningeachiteration, agile teams seek tobalance delivering the highest-value features andmitigating

thebiggest risks that remain on the project. They do thisbymovingthe items withthe greatest value and

risk to the top of their backlog. The backlogmight start out as just alist ofthebusiness features involved

intheproject, dividedinto practicalbundles ofwork—but once the risk response activities are added

andprioritized (based on their anti-value), it canbe referred to as a “risk-adjustedbacklog.” This single
prioritizedfist is what allows agile teams to focus simultaneously onbothvalue delivery andrisk reduction

activities.We’ll look at the specifics ofhowthis is done shortly,but the generalprocess is illustratedbelow.
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Figure 6.19: Using the Backlog to Prioritize
both Features and Risk Responses
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Creating the Risk-Adjusted Backlog
Mostproject teams are comfortable withrankingcustomer requirements (or inagile terms—stories,

features, and use cases) on thebasis ofbusiness value andrisklevel.This rankingis often subjective,based
on a customer’s gut feelingorpreference.However, we cangetmuchmore scientific aboutbuilding a risk-

adjustedbacklogbyusing the returnoninvestment per feature. This process starts with the financial return

expectedfromtheproject as a whole. (For regulatory compliance or maintenanceprojects,wewould
instead use the financial impact ofnot doing the project—fines,lost business, equipment failure, etc.)

For example, let’s say that before approving a $2millionproject, a company does a cost-benefit analysis
to determine whether the revenue or savings to be gained fromit justify the cost ofundertakingit.Inthe

process,it determines that the expectedreturn for theproject is $4millionin three years.

Once we have a dollar figure like this, the next step is for the business representatives (not the

development team) to distribute or prorate this amount across the project features. Business

representatives oftenpushback at this, with comments like, “Ican’t put a dollar value on a sales

report; that wouldbe too subjective!” It can be helpful to remind them that someone came up with
a projected return for this project.If that figure cannot be divided across the product’s features, then
where didit come from?
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After thebusiness representatives have (perhaps somewhat arbitrarily) attributed a dollar value to each of

theproduct features, we canprioritize those features based onbusiness value, as shownbelow.

Figure 6.20: Features Prioritized by Business Value
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Next, we need some way to monetize the risk avoidance and riskmitigationactivities. To get this figure,
we cancalculate the expectedmonetaryvalue ofeach risk.For a sample calculation, let’s assume thatusing
anin-housereportingtoolhas no cost to theproject,but buying a high-performancereportingengine will

cost $10,000. There is a 50percent chance that wewill endup needing the high-performance tool.We can

use the following formula to calculate the expectedmonetaryvalue of this risk:

ExpectedMonetary Value (EMV) = Risk Impact (indollars) x Risk Probability (as a percentage)

So inour example,EMV= $10,000 X 50% = $5,000. This figure allows us to say to theproject sponsors

that webelieve the economic value to the organization ofmitigating this risk is $5,000. Therefore, the

priority of the response action for this risk shouldbe onpar with a functional feature valuedat $5,000.

ThisEMV calculation canbe done for most risks. Technical risks usually have an associatedpurchase
cost (e.g., $10,000 for a high-performance reporting engine) or a time penalty that canbe translated
into a dollar amount (e.g., it will take two developers an additional three weeks at x dollars). Human

resource andbusiness risks canlikewisebe estimatedinmonetary terms. We tend to think that we

cannot assign a monetary value to certain things,but remember that insurance companies are able to

determine a value for a lost finger or emotional distress for their clients. The same concept applies to

assigning value to project risks.

However,it is important to keep inmind that we are looking for relative amounts rather thanprecise

numbers.Inmany cases, the initialreturn that thebusiness established to justify the project is suspect

anyway, so we shouldnot get hungup onthelevelofaccuracy of the risk values or try to create aperfect
balance sheet ofrisk. Instead, we should focus on comingup with general, justifiablenumbers that have

consensus from theproject stakeholders to use as abasis for prioritization.
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Using this approach, we canrank theproject risks to produce aprioritizedlist of threats andissues,

orderedby expectedmonetaryvalue, as shownbelow.

Figure 6.21: Threats and Issues Prioritized by EMV
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($500 x 25% = $125)

Risk 7

($500 x20%= $100)

Ofcourse not allrisks willhave avoidance ormitigation steps that we can schedule into theproject. Some

risks may have to be accepted (e.g., “We are waiting for servicepack 2”) or transferred (e.g., “We have
taken out insurance”). But for the risks that canbeproactively tackled, the next step is toprioritize the

response actions alongwith the functional features to get the risk-adjustedbacklog, as illustratedbelow.
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Figure 6.22: Risk-Adjusted Backlog

(with Features and Risk Response Actions)
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Attributinga dollar figure to both functionalandnonfunctionalrequirements allows the teamtohave
a more meaningful discussionwiththe sponsor andcustomer.For example,inthis diagram, we can see

that Risk 2has anexpectedmonetaryvalue of$4,000; as a result,whenit is time to select the work for an

upcomingiteration, the response actionassociatedwithRisk 2now has a similar ranking toRequirement
2.Inother words, ariskresponse action that didnot seemtohave a compellingbusiness valuenowmakes

sense because we can show that it has equal value to the organization as a high-priority feature.

Again our focus here isnot really on the precisionof the numbers. A guess multipliedby a guess is unlikely
tobe highly accurate.Instead, thepurpose of this exercise is to facilitatebetter discussions withbusiness

representatives abouthow to sequence the work items.Ifpeople start rigging the numbers to serve their

personal agendas, thepurpose and truepower of the process willbe lost, and technical dependencies and

sponsor mandates will take precedence over deliveringvalue.

We should thinkof the risk-adjustedbacklog as a tool that uses calculations only to get at what is truly

important—thepriorityoftheworkitems that needtobe done.The truebenefit of this tool is that ithelps the

product owner and the development teambridge the communication gap andhave meaningful discussions

aboujschedule andscope tia3e-dffs.TSo althoughwe assignnumericalvalues to help level theplayingfield,

creatingarisk-adjustedbacklogisreallymore ofa qualitative practice than a quantitativepractice.
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© Exam tip

Youmight also see the term“riskregister” on the exam. Thisisn’t an agile term—it

is from the riskmanagementprocess describedinthePMBOK*Guide.7Depending

onthe context of the question,youcan thinkofthis as referringto either therisk-

adjustedbacklogor simply the teamsprioritizedlist of threats andissues.

Risk Severity

We’ve seen that on agile projects,riskmanagement shouldbe a driver for work scheduling, as the team

moveshigh-risk activities into earlier iterations of theproject andincorporates riskmitigationactions

into thebacklog.As theproject progresses, the team needs to continue to monitor risks and track the

effectiveness of their riskreduction efforts. So let’s look athow that is done,usingthe concept ofrisk

severity. To explainit,wehave to startbybacktrackingabit.

As we’ve seen, risks are generally assessed via two measures—riskprobability (a measure ofhowlikely
a risk is to occur) andrisk impact (a measure of the consequence to theproject should therisk actually
occur).When the probabilityisindicated as apercentage and theimpact is definedinmonetary terms,

we canmultiply these two figures to calculate the risk’s expectedmonetaryvalue (EMV).For example,
if arisk is estimated to have a 25 percent probability ofoccurringandits financial impact is estimated at

$8,000, itsEMV willbe 0.25 x $8,000 = $2,000.

But as we’ve seen, there is a drawback tousingEMV.It canbe temptingto focus toomuchon the exact

dollar amounts rather than the relative value of the risks. Tohelp us avoid thatproblem, there is another

metric we canuse to rank risks and determine risk response priorities—risk severity.

To calculate risk severity, instead ofusing a risk’sprobability percentage and dollar impact, we instead

rank its probability andimpact on a simple scale—such as low (l),medium (2), andhigh (3).Then, we

multiply thoseprobability andimpact rankings to calculate the risk’s severity:

Risk Severity= Risk Probability x Risk Impact

Now, this formulamight look just like the one we used forEMV—however, its output willbe different

because the inputs are rankings.For example, let’s say we decide to rank the probability andimpact of our

risks on a three-point scale, as low(l),medium (2), or high (3).Using this scale, a risk that has ahigh
probability and ahigh impact willhave a risk severity of 3 x 3 = 9. On the otherhand, a risk that has ahigh
probability and a lowimpact willhave arisk severity of 3 x 1= 3. You can see how this wouldhelp shift

our attentionaway fromspecific dollar amounts so that we can focus on thebigger picture.

Ofcourse, someprojects might require anin-depthrisk analysis based on expectedmonetary value.

However, for most agileprojects, we are interestedinrelative riskprofiles and trends.For that, all we really
needis the abstract value ofrisk severitybased ona three-point scale, whichwill generate severity scores

ranging from1through 9.

We startby doing an analysis of the risks so that we can assign aprobabilityandimpact score to each one.

Then we use those scores to calculate the severity ofeachrisk. The figurebelow shows the risks identified

for an example project with their probability,impact, and severity scores.
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Figure 6.23: Identified Risks with Impact, Probability, and Severity Scores

ID Short Risk Name Impact Prob. Sev.

JDBC driverperformance1 3 2 6

Calling Oracle storedprocs. via web service2 2 2 4
-

Remote app. distribution to PDAs3 3 2 6

Oracle warehousebuilder stability4 2 2 4

Legacy system stability5 2 1 2

6 Access to user community 2 1 2

Availabilityofarchitect7 2 2 1
Server upgrade necessary8 1 2 2

Oraclehandheld warehousebrowser launch9 3 31

PST changes forBritishColumbia10 0 0 0

33

As theprojectprogresses, the team can expandthis table to recordhow their attempts to manage theproject
risks are working. The next chart shows theprogress of the risks over the first four months of theproject.

Figure 6.24: Progress of Risks

February March AprilJanuary

Prob. Prob.JD Short Risk Name Prob. Sev. Sev. Sev.jmp. Imp. Imp. Prob. Sev. Imp.

JDBC driver

performance
61 3 2 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0

Calling Oracle stored

procs. via web service

2 2 2 4 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0

3 Remote app.
distribution to PDAs

6 03 2 3 1 3 3 0 0 3 0

Oracle warehouse
builder stability

2 2 4 2 3 6 2 2 0 04 2 4

Legacy system stability5 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 0 0 2 0 0

6 Access to user

community

2 1 2 2 2 4 2 1 2 2 1 2

Availability ofarchitect7 2 2 2 3 6 2 2 2 04 4 0

Server upgrade
necessary

8 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0

Oraclehandheld

warehouse browser
launch

9 3 1 3 3 1 3 3 3 9 3 1 3

PST changes for

British Columbia
210 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 4 2 1

33 25 23 7

Image originallypublished in "The Game ofRisk"byMike Griffiths ongantthead.com on September 20, 2011,

copyright © 2011gantthead.com.Reproducedbypermission ofgantthead.com.
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During these four months,many of theproject risks were mitigatedor avoided.For example, the first risk,

“JDBC driverperformance,” endedup notbeing aproblembecause database features andperformance

testingwere deliberatelyincludedin the first (one-month) iteration.As aresult, theprobability of this risk

occurringwas reduced from 2 (medium) to 0, andits risk severity went from6 to 0.

Mostprojects willhave a longer list of threats andissues than shownin the example we just saw.But

evenin these tables, all the numbers make it difficult to detect trends andunderstandwhat is really

happening. To make sense ofall this data, we have toput insome effort and take time to study the details.

This is where anotherkey agile toolcomes into thepicture,reflecting the agile emphasis on fast, visual

communication. To make the data in the above risk severity table easier to grasp at a glance, we can

convert the numbersinto a riskburndowngraph, like this:

Figure 6.25: Risk Burndown Graph
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Image originallypublishedin “The GameofRisk"byMike Griffiths ongantthead.com on September 20,2011,

copyright © 2011gantthead.com.Reproducedbypermission ojgantthead.com.

Riskburndown graphs are essentially stacked area graphs of cumulative project risk severity. The severity

scores for each risk areplotted one on top ofanother to show the project s cumulative severityprofile.
Whenrisks andtheir history of severity are displayedinthis format,it is mucheasier to interpret the

overall risk status and trends of theproject.

For instance, we can tell from the general downward trend of this graph that theproject risks arebeing
reduced. This is an excellent way to demonstrate the value of “Iteration0” activities—iterations that

maynot directly deliver much (or any) business value,but are used to reduce risks or prove whether a

particular approach willwork.

New andescalatingrisks are also easy to spot on a riskburndowngraph.Inour example,Risk 9, “Oracle

handheldwarehouse browser launch,” escalated from a severity 3risk to a severity 9 risk inMarch.Risk 10,

“PST changes forBritishColumbia,” is a newrisk that was assessed as a severity 4risk inMarch andwent

down to a severity2riskinApril.
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Riskbumdowngraphs quickly inform stakeholders whether the risks are movinginthe right direction
(downward), orif they are escalating. These graphs provide an easy-to-interpret way to check thehealth
ofaproject and canbe quicklyproducedintools likeMicrosoftExcel.Althoughprojectriskisnot a core

metric like features delivered,it is useful to track.Agile teamsneed to actively control their risks,since the
effectiveness oftheir riskreductioneffortsultimatelyimpacts whether they are successfullymaximizingvalue.

K&S Solving Problems

The final topic we’ll discuss in this chapter is problem solving. Although we should take steps to find
indications ofproblems early and then take action to avoid thembefore they occur,it is inevitable that our

projects willstill encounter problems. Therefore, we need to understandhow to resolve them.

Problem Solving as Continuous Improvement

Agilemethods don’t rely ona reactive approach of “fix theproblem after it arises.”Instead, they include
focused efforts to identifypotentialissues duringthe iteration reviews andretrospectives that are done at

the end ofeachiteration. This minimizes the need for adhocproblem solvingduring the iterations.

Another way of saying this is that agile methods consider the team’s lessons learned tobe too important
to be reserveduntil the end of the project. Therefore, they include iterative opportunities for the
team to capture those lessons,probe the strengths and weaknesses of their approach, and ensure that
their mistakes won’t be repeated. These team-based “problem solving” efforts are actuallypart of the
continuous improvement process. Reflecting that emphasis, in this chapter we have been discussing
agile problem solving conceptually,but we’U leave the details ofhowit is actually done for the next

chapter (“Continuous Improvement”), where we’ll examine theproblem-solving steps that are done in

the retrospectiveprocess.

Engage the Team

Another important difference from traditionalapproaches is that agileproblem-solvingmethods are team-

based andinclusive; they aren’t just relegated to the customer or managers.Agile methods engage the
team inidentifying, diagnosing, and solving threats and issues. Rather than leavingproblem solvingand
correction to the project manager or external "fixers,” this is very much a whole-team activity.

Why is it so important to engage the team in this effort? When attempting to resolve threats and issues,

organizations too often overlook the best source of solutions—theproject team. The team usually has
the best practical solutions, evenif theymay not be thebest theoretical solutions.Also, there are many
benefits to involving the teaminsolvingproblems. One of the most important is that you gain the team’s
buy-in from the start; you don’t have to sell your solution to the team.
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Backgroundinformation

Gaining Team Buy-In
A story from one ofmyprojects illustrates how the team’spractical solution maybe preferable to

the best theoretical solution. While managing a government project during anIT vendor change,
we needed to quicklybuildrapport with the business users of the system and the subject matter

experts (SMEs) inorder to maintain the previous teams development pace. The problem we faced
was how to get to know the business folks better and connect the team members and the SMEs.

Insteadof contriving someproject social event and tryingto get buy-in from thebusiness and the
team,Ipresented theproblem to the teamin aplanningmeeting.

After someback and forth, a teammember suggested that since quite a few of thebusiness people
wentbowling,perhaps we should arrange abowling social event. Other team members concurred,
andwebrainstormed ideas for mixingup the teams (so they weren’t “us versus them”).

We ran the event.It went really wellandled to other activities, allofwhichhelped tobuild strong

relationshipsbetween stakeholders and a successfulproject. As the project manager,Icouldhave

chosen to consult thePMO, thehumanresources department, or socialpsychology experts to design
the optimal team-buildingevent—but in that case,Iwouldhave had to sell the event to the team.

The Benefits of Team Engagement
Let’s lookmore closely at thebenefits ofengaging the teaminfindingsolutions toproblems:

By asking the team for a solution,weinherit consensus for the proposal. In the bowling story,

the fact that the solutioncame from the team andnot fromme meantIdidn’t have to sellit to them—
it already had their support.It is easier to guide a suboptimalsolution that has good support to a

successful outcome thanit is to build support for an optimalsolution andmake sure it is successfully
executed. Once challenges arise,people will start thinking, “Whosebright idea was this?”If they have

to answer, “Ohyeah,it was ours,” they willbe more motivated to continue workingto find a solution.

Engaging the team accesses a broader knowledge base. Asking the group for ideas taps the collective

knowledge of the team. Since team members are closer to the details of theproject, theybring
additional insights tobear onproblems and their potential solutions. (Inmy story,Ididn’t know that

the business folks liked tobowl. This informationwas collective knowledge; one team member, Chris,
knew that three users bowled, andJulia, another teammember, knew that two SMEs did, as well. So

together we found a new piece ofuseful information.)

Team solutions are practical. Anyone who has worked hard to craft a solution only to be told “That

won’t work here because...” willknow how frustrating these words are. Team-sourced solutions

have alreadybeenvetted forpracticality, andbecause they are created internally, they also include
solutions for implementation issues.

Whenconsulted,people workhard to generategood ideas.People don’t want tobe treated as work

drones.Whenasked for their input, they generally workhardto create innovative and effective solutions

that are supportedby those whoneed to implement them.The simple act ofaskingfor suggestions

engages teammembersbeyondnarrow roles such as “coder,” “tester,” or “engineer.” (Treatingworkers

as interchangeable resources is apoor model inherited from the command-and-controlmethods of the

industrialrevolution.Leadingcompanies such as Toyota and3Mrecognize that their best ideas come from

inside their companies, and that theyneed tomake use ofthis intellect.It ispartly due to these methods

that these companies innovatebetter,producehigher-qualityproducts, andhave better labor relations.)
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Asking for help shows confidence, not weakness. Asking for ideas and solutions to problems is

not a sign ofincompetence or an inability to manage.Just because a leader asks for input does not

meanhe or she doesn’tknow what to do. Instead, it demonstrates that theperson is thoughtful and
values the opinions ofothers.

» Seeking others’ ideas models desiredbehavior.In agile, the leader’s role includes modelingdesired
behavior—-we need to behave as we wish others to behave. So by asking for the team’s input, a leader
demonstrateshow allproblems shouldbe tackled.If instead the leader stays silent, makes decisions
without knowingall the facts, or doesn’t ask for help that the teamcouldprovide, what message does
that send? Whether we realize it or not, the message is obvious to teammembers that we expect them to

behave the same way andworkinisolation. Any time andmoneywe spendon team-buildingactivitiesis

wastedifwe take a management-in-a-vacuum approach.Incontrast, whenwemodel collectiveproblem¬
solvingbehavior, team members are encouraged to solve their problemsin this way, too. Teams that can

effectively solveproblems andbuildsupport for their solutions are therealpowerhouse of successful

projects. That’s why it’s important for agile leaders to support andmirror these best practices.

Insummary, the team is best suited for comingup withsolutions toprojectproblems.Not only do the
teammembersprovide thebest solutions; including themin theproblem-solvingprocess improves
their performance andmotivation as well.People relishhaving their input valued, and they appreciate
opportunities to help solveproblems.Agilemethods take advantage of these benefits by unleashing the
team’s creativepower onprojectproblems.

Considerations and Cautions for Engaging the Team
Despite thebenefits ofengaging the teaminproblem solving, this isnot a silver bullet or a cure-all approach.
There are some points that we need tokeep inmindabout using this approach, includingsome cautions:

» Involve the team where it canbe most helpful. The team engagement approach works especially
well on complex, embeddedprocess problems that would take days to explain to an expert.Incases

like this,it is a hugebenefit that the team already has first-handknowledge of theproblem and, more

importantly, what types ofactions arepractical to solve it.

» Solve realproblems.We shoulduse the team tohelp solve realproblems only,not to make decisions
like whichbrand ofprinter toner tobuy.Remember that agile leaders are always setting an example and

modelingbehavior for the team.Ifa leader goes too far and consults the teamfor everylittle decision
(such as what color dialogue box they should create),no work will get done.Engaging the team in

solving aproblemis a tool touse whenyou are stuck and theproblemis important.

Team cohesionis necessary.If the teamis fragmentedand there are opposing groups, then
resentment that the other group is “fixingtheir problems” is likely to undermine theprocess. We need
to get the team members alignedwith each other for teamproblem solvingtobe most effective.

Checkinafter team orproject changes.Ifa significant portionof the team changes, we need to

recanvas the team to make sure they are still onboard with the approach that was chosen. Having to

implement thebright ideas ofother people is nearly asbad as notbeingconsultedin the first place.
So if the team changes significantly,we need to checkin to findout whether people still agree that
the solutionis a good approach.Likewise,if theproject changes significantly, we need to perform a

checkpoint andhave the team review their approachinlight of the new circumstances.
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» Be sure to follow through. Once you ask the team for solutions, make sure you follow through on

executing them.It ispretty demoralizing tobe asked to work on a solution and then see that solution
wither.It is fine to go back to the teamwithimplementationproblems that needtobe solved,but we

shouldn’t wastepeoples timeby asking for their input ifwe are simply going to ignoreit.

Some Problems Can’t Be Solved

Sometimes, even whenwe engage the team and try ourbest, we endup deciding that certainproblems
cannotbe solved.If there is a way to work around thoseproblem, then thebest approachis accept them
andmove on to deliveringvalue where we can. This ispreferable to spendingmore andmore time trying
to solve aproblem.It all comes back to the saying, “Where is our next dollar best spent?”

Inother words, we have toknow when to let aproblem go, andnot throw goodmoney after bad.We try to

solve all the problems we encounter,but sometimes the smartest thingto do is just get out of the situation

andreset our expectations for theproject instead.
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Chapter Review

1. Anewriskhas been discoveredhalfway throughtheproject.What shouldyour team do first?

A. Addit to the top of thebacklog.
B. Ask a subjectmatter expert to assess itsprobability and impact.

C. Evaluate its root cause.

D. Schedule arisk-based spike to resolve or minimizeit

2. What wouldbemost helpful for improving a teamsproblem-solvingproficiency?

A. Focus onkeepingarguments and disagreements to a minimum.

B. Encourage them to share their mistakes andproblems with each other.

C. Askmore experienced teammembers to mentor their peers.

D. Score their suggestions andpost a leaderboardin the team space to encourage competition.

3. Whichtoolor metric wouldallow a team to findproblems most quickly?

A. Variance analysis
B. Technical debt
C. Riskbumup chart

D. Defect cycle time

4. As the coach ofan agile team, you expect the team members to:

A. Come to youwhenever they encounter aproblem
B. Report all their problemsinthe daily stand-up meeting

C. Solve most problems collectively as the workproceeds
D. Figure out thebest solution ontheir own

5. Ideally, who will catch and fix a codingerror?

A. The customer willspot it in the demo.

B. The developers will find it duringunit testing.
C. The reviewer will catchit duringpair programming.
D. The testers will findit in testing.

6. Two teammembers arehaving a difference ofopinionabout how tobuild the next user story.What
shouldbe done?

A. The team coach should assess the level ofconflict and intervene appropriately.
B. The ScrumMaster shoulddecide the issue, sinceit isbecominganimpediment toprogress.

C. Theproduct owner shouldbe consulted.
D. The team shouldgather to discuss the issue and come up witha collective solution.

7. Ideally, what does your team want to see on the top line ofyour riskburndowngraph?

A. A steady, consistent upward trend

B. A sharp upward trend as early aspossible in theproject

C. A steady, consistent downward trend

D. A sharp downward trendas early as possible in theproject
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8. As the lead tester on anXP team,you discover aproblem.What shouldyou do?

A. Discuss theissue with the developer.
B. Try to fix theproblem yourself.
C. Tell the customer.

D. Alert the other coders to theproblem.

9. An agile teamisrefactoring their code. Why are they doing this?

A. To check theunit tests for errors

B. To make sure the tests arereadybefore the code is written

C. To make the code easier toupdate andmaintain

D. To get a consistent level of technical debt that willmake it easier to forecast velocity

10. Weput riskmitigation stories in thebacklogto:

A. Avoidhaving to keep a separate list of threats and issues.

B. Keep the team focused onrisks.
C. Ensure that riskreduction efforts are done in the early iterations.

D. Make sure the team doesn’t forget to do somethingabout the risks.

11. Whichscenario is an example of treating a change as coming from common causes ofvariation,when
it actually comes froma special cause?

A. Gathering the team to investigate why their last retrospective ran IS minutes longer thanthe
2-hour timebox

B. Sending a mass e-mail to stakeholders to remind themnot to interrupt the teammembers during
aniteration

C. Asking theproduct owner to delay the release deadline nextmonthbecause the team won’t have
finished allthe release scopeby then

D. Assuring the sponsor that the teamwill finish the release ontime nextmonthbased on their
historical average velocity, even though the senior developer justbroke her leg andwillbe out for
six weeks

12. As the teamlead,youhave been asked to explain to thebusiness what theproject team has
accomplishedduringIteration0.Whichof the following tools wouldyouuse for thispresentation?

A. Technical debt burnup chart

B. Riskburndowngraph
C. Risk-adjustedbacklog
D. Average defectsper release

13. As the team’s agile coach,youmeasure small amounts ofvariance in task durations. What should
you do?

A. Undertake root cause analysis to eliminateit.

B. Engage the teamin diagnosing theproblem.
C. Diagnose the issue aspart ofyour leadership role.
D. Accept some variance as inevitable.
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14. What is the advantage ofusingrisk severityinstead ofexpectedmonetary value (EMV) to rank risks?

A. Risk severityhelps us focus on the relative value of the risks.

B. Risk severity is more accurate thanEMV.

C. EMVis less realistic thanrisk severity.

D. EMV can’tbe ranked ona simple scale (low,medium,high).

15. What is one cause of technical debt?

A. Trying to keep all the codeperfectlyneat andstandardized

B. Refactoring that hasn’tbeendone ona regular basis

C. Buildinga stripped-downminimalviableproduct
D. Pairprogramming stress andburnout

16. What is the agile approachtoproblem solving?

A. Fix theproblemafter it arises, at the last responsible moment.

B. Tokeep velocity consistent, only fixproblems that areposingimpediments toprogress.
C. When aproblem arises, either fixit onthe spot or addit to thebacklog.
D. Capture impediments,problems, and lessons learned daily in the stand-up meetings.

17. Asa teammember,ifyou encounter a trickyproblem during a development iteration, agile
recommends that you:

A. Stop what you’re doinguntilyou figure out a solution,usingyour individual expertise and

ingenuity.
B. Tell the ScrumMaster about theproblemandlet themdecide what to do about it, since it’s their

job to remove impediments toprogress.

C. Just keep movingahead so your velocity isn’t disrupted, sincemostproblems eventually take care

of themselves.
D. Quicklybringtheproblem to your team members and ask for their help insolvingit, since many

heads arebetter than one.

18. Stories and features are prioritizedin the risk-adjustedbacklogbased on their:

A. Risk impact or riskprobability
B. Risk mitigationimpact or user impact

C. Expectedmonetaryvalue or business value

D. Cost-benefit ratio or customer value

19. Whenaproblem arises, what steps are needed?

A. Remove thebadwork andredo it; thenlook for other problems thatmightbe related to that issue.

B. Revise the plansince we have fallenbehind.
C. Diagnose theproblem, decide what to do about it,and fix theproblem (remove thebadwork

andredo it).
D. Decide what to do and add the new work to thebacklog.

20. What is the least likelyreason why changes foundlater in theproject are more costly to fix?

A. Morereworkmight beneeded to fix theproblem.
B. More stakeholders mightbe affectedby theproblem.
C. More codemighthave tobe refactored.

D. More features might have tobe supported.
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Answers

1. Answer: B

Explanation:To assign anewrisk to therightplaceinthebacklog, weneed to assess itsprobability
and impact so we can calculate its expectedmonetaryvalue.Although the teammembersmightbe
able to assess somerisks themselves, that optionisn’t offeredhere. Other risksmightrequire the

specializedknowledge of a subject matter expert, such as the customer—so this is the correct answer

here. We wouldn’t add therisk directly to the top ofthebacklogwithout analyzingitsprobability and

impact. Also,inmost cases it wouldn’tbe worthwhile to stop theproject to evaluate its root cause.

Althoughwe could certainly schedule a risk-based spike,before doing that we wouldwant to know
thepriority of the riskincomparisonto the other work,based onits expectedmonetary value.

2. Answer: B

Explanation: Thebest answer here is to create an environment inwhichpeople are encouraged to

openly share their mistakes andproblems with each other. This willnot onlyallowproblems tobe
solvedmore quickly,it willalso lead tobetter solutionsby drawingupona wider range ofviewpoints.

Minimizingarguments and disagreements stifles the healthy debate that is necessary for finding the
best solution to aproblem.Askingsenior teammembers to mentor their peers wouldprobablybe
misinterpreted andlead to problems— also, on anagile team,mentoringis doneby the team coach
or ScrumMaster,not the team members (who have their own work to do).Posting scores ona

leaderboard to encourage competition wouldn’t be consistent with the agile principles ofrespect and

team empowerment.

3. Answer: A

Explanation: Thephrasing ofis question is abit misleading since only one of these options (variance
analysis) is amethod for detectingproblems. Because OptionA is the onlyviable answer, the speed
of findingproblems isn’t relevant for selecting the answer.Although our levelof technical debt and
defect cycle timemaybeusefulmetrics for diagnosingor analyzingproblems, they don’t help us

identify theproblemsin the first place.Riskburnup chart is amade-up term.

4. Answer: C

Explanation: Agile teammembers are expected to solvemost of their technicalproblems collectively
as the workproceeds. They don’t try to figure out solutions on their own or bring theirproblems to

their coach, since those approaches wouldn’t drawupon the team’s collective technical expertise and
diverse viewpoints. They also don’t report all their problems in the daily stand-up meeting; the issues

mentionedinthat meeting are those that the teammembers can’t resolve themselves and that pose
impediments to their further progress.

5. Answer: C

Explanation: Although this questionuses the word who,it is actually asking for theIDEAL way
to catch and fix an error. Because of the cost of change curve, the sooner an error canbe found, the
better. So we are looking for the fastest way to identify an error,not who will doit—and the quickest
way to find a codingerror is to catchit inpairprogramming.
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6. Answer:D

Explanation: On anempoweredagile team,it isup to the team members to resolve their technical
disputes collectively. The coach, ScrumMaster, or product owner is unlikely to have the knowledge
required to make such decisions.

7. Answer:D

Explanation: A riskburndown graph is a stacked area chart that shows theprojects cumulative risk

severity. When the top line of this graphmoves downward,it means that theproject’s cumulative risk
is beingreduced. So we ideallywant to see a sharp downward trend as early as possible in theproject,
to show that theproject risks arebeing quicklyresolved.Minimizingrisk early is one of the ways that

agile teams maximize value, as reflectedin the agile valueproposition.

8. Answer: A

Explanation: This questionisn’t really about XP teams—althoughit does require some

understandingof teamroles, it’s really checkingwhether youunderstand the agile approach to

problem solving. On an agile team (regardless of the methodology),problems are approached and

resolved collectively, rather thanindividually. Telling the customer and alerting the other coders
wouldn’thelp to solve theproblemandmight even stir upunnecessary trouble.

9. Answer: C

Explanation: This question tests whether youknow that refactoringis theprocess ofstreamlining
andstandardizing the code to makeit easier to update andmaintain. The unit tests don’t need tobe
checked for errors since they are themselves error-checking tools. Agile software teams do write the

testsbefore the code,but that isn’t why they refactor their code; refactoringis simply the last step in

that process. The remainingoption that refers to technical debt is made-up nonsense.

10. Answer: C

Explanation: Here we have a fewreasonable choices to consider,but only one optionis themain

reason.Puttingrisksinthebacklogdoesprevent us fromhaving tomaintain a separate list,but that is

not the reasonwe do it.It alsohelps keep the team focusedontherisk,but again, that is not themain

reason we doit Keepingthe team from forgettingabout the risk is alot like theprevious idea,andis also
not the realreason weput risks into thebacklog. Instead, themainreasonwe do that is to ensure that the
riskmitigationwork is done earlyintheproject, to rapidly address anyrisks that canreduce value.

11. Answer:D

Explanation: Although all the scenarios listed are mistakes inone way or another, only optionDis

an example of treating a change as ifit came from common causes ofvariation, whenit actually came

froma special cause.In this scenario, the absence of the team’s most experienced developer duringthe

finalproject pushwillmost certainly affect their velocity, evenif someone else isbrought onboardto

fillin. (The addition of a newperson to the team, even temporarily, wouldbe likely to send themback
to the Storming stage.)
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12. Answer: B

Explanation: SinceIteration0is concerned with establishing tools and environments andproving
approaches, a riskbumdowngraphwouldbe a goodway to showwhat the team has beenworking
on.While theymaynothavebuilt anybusiness functionality,hopefully theywillhave reduced some

technical risks andprovensome of thekey approaches that willbeused. The other tools are either
made-up terms (technical debtburnup chart) or not relevant to the task at hand (risk-adjusted
backlog, average defects per release).

13. Answer:D

Explanation: The question states that the variance amounts are small. Since some amount of
variance is inevitable, we should simply accept it.It wouldbe inappropriate to undertakeroot cause

analysis or take more time to try to diagnose thisvariationsinceit is due to common causes.

14. Answer: A

Explanation: The advantage ofusingrisk severity instead ofEMV to rank risks is that risk severity
helpsus focus on the relative value of theproject risks rather than their exact dollar amounts. The
other options are incorrect statements.

15. Answer: B

Explanation:Ifyouknow that technical debt is code that hasn’t beenrefactored or standardized,
then this answer shouldbe clear.Buildingaminimalviableproduct shouldn’t lead tomore technical
debt thanany otherkindofproduct design. Also,pair programming shouldn’t lead toburnout
because the pairs change roles regularly, (ifyou andyour teammate just don’t get along, thebest
approach wouldbe to raise and address thatproblembefore the quality ofyour work slips andstarts

to affect theproject, rather than afterward.)

16. Answer: C

Explanation: When aproblemis found, we first try to fixit immediately (as we can do inpair
programmingor unit testing).Ifwe can’t fix it right away, the remediation effort is added to the
backlog to be implemented as soon as possible.Inregard to optionA,agile teams prefer toprevent
rather thanfixproblems—andonce aproblem arises, they try to address it quickly (not “at the last
responsiblemoment”) tokeep technicaldebt to aminimum. The other two options are incorrect.

17. Answer:D

Explanation: Agile teams rely oncollectiveproblem solvingrather thanindividualingenuitybecause
problems are solvedmore quickly and effectively when diverse viewpoints arebrought tobear, rather
thanwhen teammembers try to push throughon their own.Andalthoughit is the ScrumMaster s

role to remove impediments to progress, that refers to external roadblocks.Whenit comes to

development issues,inmany cases only the teammembers have the expertise needed to resolve the

issue, so thosekinds ofproblems can’t be delegated to the ScrumMaster.Also, one thingwe definitely
don’t want to do is to ignore aproblem andhopeitwillgo away; that’s a surefire recipe for technical
debt,ifnotproject failure.
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18. Answer: C

Explanation: Weprioritizerisk storiesbased on their expectedmonetary value and feature stories

basedon their business value. OptionA,“risk impact or riskprobability” is partly correct,because

that’s how we calculate expectedmonetary value; however, that doesn’t account for feature stories,

and the questiondoesn’t specifyonlyrisk stories. The other two options are made-up.

19. Answer: C

Explanation: This questionis abit tricky, since there are certain correct aspects to all the answer

options. However, the question asks for the steps neededinresponse to a problem, andoption C

provides the most complete list ofactions to take. OptionA misses the important steps of diagnosing
the problem and deciding what to do about it. OptionB is least likely tobe correct, since agile plans
are re-evaluated anyway inplanningeachiteration.OptionDis correct as far as it goes,but often we

mightbe able to fix theproblemright awayrather than addingit to thebacklog.

20. Answer:D

Explanation: The first three options are all classic reasons why the cost of change goes up over time.

That leaves optionD, “more features might have to be supported.” Now, this statement couldbe

interpreted as still another reason why changes wouldbe more costly—but theneed to supportmore

features isn’t necessarily related to the cost of change. So this is the optionleast likely to affect the cost

of change, and therefore the correct answer.
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CHAPTER 7

Continuous Improvement

Domain VII Summary

This chapter discusses domainVIIin the exam content outline, which is 9percent of the exam, or

about 11exam questions. This domain focuses on continuous improvement in the areas ofproduct,
process, andpeople, includingprocess analysis and tailoring,product feedback methods, reviews,
andretrospectives.

Key Topics

» Agilehybridmodels
» Approvediterations

» Continuous improvement
» Feedback methods
» Fishbone Analysis
» FiveWhys
» Kaizen

» Learningcycle
» PMI's Code ofEthics and

Professional Conduct

» Process analysis
- Anti-patterns
- Success criteria

- Success patterns
» Process tailoring

- Risks

- Recommendations
» Product feedback loop
» Project pre-mortems
» Retrospectives

(intraspectives)
- Five-step process
- Threeproblem-solving

steps

» Reviews

» Self-assessment tools and

techniques
» Systems thinking
» Value stream mapping

- Nonvalue-added time

- Process cycle efficiency
- Total cycle time

- Value-added time

Tasks

1. Periodicallyreviewand tailor the process.
2. Improve teamprocesses throughretrospectives.
3. Seekproduct feedback via frequent demonstrations.
4. Create an environment for continuedlearning.
5. Use value stream analysis to improve processes.
6. Spreadimprovements to other groupsin the organization.
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This last chapter is about continuous improvement on agileprojects, which the exam content outline

defines as spanning the areas ofprocess,product, andpeople. In this chapter we’llbuildon our

discussion ofproblem solvingin chapter 6by describing theproblem-solvingprocess that takes place

duringretrospectives.We’ll also cover additionalpractices that agile teams use to identify andmake

improvements during the project.

Most traditionalprojects capture themajority of their lessons learned at the end of theproject. The intent is

to allow the organization to apply theselessons to futureprojects that are ina similar business or technical

domainor have similar team dynamics.

This approach, frankly,is too little, too late. We need to apply the benefits oflearning as we go—on our

current project,and as soon as possible. The immediate application oflessons learnedis especially critical

forprojects ina quickly changing environment or thosewith ahigh degree ofuncertainty andrisk, where

stayingthe course couldbe fatal to the projectif circumstances change.

This is why agile methodologies incorporate continuous improvement activities into their iterative

approach. The agile approach to lessons learned is deliberate and frequent, andit helps ensure that we

regularly consider adaptation and improvement to thepoint where they become ahabitualpart ofour

normalway ofworking. As shownin the diagram below, the “Learn” step ofinspecting, adapting, and

improvingisbuilt into every agile iteration.

Figure 7.1: Capturing Lessons Learned in Each Iteration,

While They Are Still Actionable
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The “Learn” step shownhere includes the team’s iterationreviews andretrospectives,but isn’t limited to

them. This is an ongoingprocess ofenhancingour process,product, andpeople that isnever completed—
it continues throughout the project,inmuch the same way as stakeholder communication. So continuous

improvement is more like a journey than a destination, sinceit is an ongoingpart of theiterative life cycle
that drives agile methods.
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Inthis chapter, we’lldiscuss the concepts, tools,andpractices involvedin this learning effort.We’ll organize
these topics into the three themes outlinedin the examcontent outline—continuous improvement ofour

process,product, andpeople—andthen we'll conclude with a final section onPMI’s Code ofEthics and
Professional Conduct.However, the divisionsbetween tools for improvingprocess,product, andpeople
are somewhat arbitrary since there isn’t always a sharp dividinglinebetween them. Some of these tools,
such as retrospectives, couldlead to improvements inany of these areas.

Kaizen

Kaizen is a process for continuous improvement that is named after theJapanese word kaizen, which
means “change for thebetter.” The kaizen approach is the basis for agile’s way ofdoing continuous

improvement. (The software experts who originally developed agile didn’t somuchinvent a new way of

runningprojects as repurposeJapanese design andmanufacturingideas from the 1950s.)

Kaizen focuses on encouraging the team—thepeople who are doing the work—to frequently initiate and
implement small, incremental improvements. This approach is based on a completely different mindset
than the top-down,management-ledre-engineeringinitiatives that are so commonin the West, which are

typically large, one-time efforts.

At Toyota,home of the leanproduction system, kaizenusually follows the Plan-Do-Check-Act
(PDCA) cycle developedbyW. Edwards Deming—which closelymirrors agile’s Plan-Develop-
Evaluate-Learn cycle:1

Figure 7.2: PDCA Cycle versus Agile Cycle

Plan-Do-Check-Act Plan-Develop-Evaluate-Learn

gs
3

Since agile is based onlean, we wouldexpect agile to have its ownkaizenprocess, andit does—the team’s
retrospectives.It’s true that agile retrospectives aren’t exactly the same as kaizen, whichlooks for continuous

daily improvements rather thanlearning after each iteration. However,retrospectives are the closest thing
that agile has tokaizen, and the techniques usedin these meetings includekaizen tools such as Five Whys
andFishbone Analysis (which willbe explainedlater in this chapter).Nevertheless,kaizen isn’t really a set

ofpractices; it’sbasically an attitude or mindset that canhelp us understandwhy agile methods approach
improvement as a continuous team-based, iterative process.
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Backgroundinformation

Agile Cycle versus PDCA Cycle
As explainedabove, agileprojects follow a continuous cycle ofPlan-Develop-Evaluate-Learn that is

similar to Deming’s Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle. We can see how this cycle fits into the agile life cycle in

this diagram.

Figure 7.3: Plan-Develop-Evaluate-Learn

within the Agile Life Cycle
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The "Plan” and “Develop” steps of the agile cycle are equivalent to Deming’s “Plan” and “Do” steps.

Inagile’s “Evaluate” step, we do testingand get customer feedback, which parallels the “Check” step

inDeming’s cycle.In the “Learn” step, we reflect onour process andimmediately apply the lessons
we’ve learned; this is much like the “Act" step inDeming’s cycle. ThePDCA cycle is also mirroredon

a smaller scale within agile demonstrations, reviews, and retrospectives.

The similaritiesbetween these two cycles are not coincidental. Lean is derived from the work

ofDeming, and agile is basically an instance of lean—so these parallels are simply revealing the
common core ofboth approaches.

Multiple Levels of Improvement

Agile continuous improvement efforts are layeredlike an onion—they occur onmultiple levels within

theproject.For example, onIT projects continuous improvement starts at the code level withpair

programming.While onepersonwrites the code, the otherpersonreviews it, critiques it,and suggests

improvements inreal time.On a daily basis, the team members share any impediments they’re facingin

their stand-up meetings so that the ScrumMaster can quickly remove them.Finally, each iteration ends

with a review, in which the team demonstrates their work to the customer, and a retrospective, inwhich

the teammembers examine their process and decide on improvements to make in the next iteration.
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Figure 7.4: Multiple Layers of Continuous Improvement on Agile Projects
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K&s Continuous Improvement—Process

Just as our planwill inevitably evolve as we learnmore about theproject, the environment, and the
stakeholders, our approach to doing the workmay also need to evolve. The main triggers for driving
process changes on agile projects are the iteration retrospectives, whichwillbe discussedlater in this
chapter. To evaluate our process andidentify areas to improve, we can employ analytical tools such as

systems thinking,process analysis, andvalue streammapping. We can also useprojectpre-mortems
to identify andmitigatepotential failurepoints inourprocess.However,before we startmakingany
changes to ourprocess, we need to have a solid understanding ofhowprocess tailoringworks and thebest
practices for implementingit

T&T Process Tailoring

tailoring” refers to adapting our implementation of agile to better fit our project environment.

However, like do-it-yourself electricalwork,it canbe dangerous to tailor agile processes ifwe don’t
fully understand why things are the way they are in the first place. As a general recommendation,
teams that are new to agile shoulduse their methodology “out-of-the-box" for a few projects before

attempting to change it. That’s because the problems a new team encounters with a standard technique
or practice may be due to their lack of skill or experience using that technique, rather than issues with
the technique itself.By discarding or changing apractice before its value is recognized, we risk losing
the benefit the practice was originally designed to bring to the project.

Another considerationis that all the techniques andpractices inan agilemethodology are designed to

work inbalance with each other. The balance and interrelationships of agile practices canbe complicated,
as illustratedby Kent Beck’s view ofXPpractices shownbelow.
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Figure 7.5: Relationships between XP Practices
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Removing or augmenting any of these elements withoutunderstanding the relationships amongthem

canlead toproblems.For example, ruthless testingallows for courageous refactoring, andhaving frequent
user conversations allows the project to have light requirements.Ifyouremove onepractice without

understandingits counterbalance,your project maybeheaded for trouble.

Havingsaid that, some agile methodologies are quite tailoring-friendly.For example, inhisbook on

Kanban,DavidAnderson notes:

Kanban isgivingpermission...to create a tailoredprocess optimized to a specific context

. . . You havepermission to try Kanban. You havepermission to modifyyourprocess. You

havepermission to be different. Your situation is unique andyou deserve to develop a unique

process definition tailored and optimized to your domain,your value stream, the risks that

you manage, the skills ofyour team, and the demands ofyour customers.1

In contrast, methods like Scrum are less keen on tailoring. Instead, the Scrum methodology makes

recommendations about howto transform the enterprise into anagile environment that willbetter

support a Scrum approach, since changing the methodology to suit the environment couldpotentially
damage or weakenScrumwithnonstandardpractices.

Clearly there are benefits and risks withboth extremes. When considering the question ofwhether

process tailoringis appropriate, we should first recognize that allprojects are different—they solve

different problems, face different challenges, include different people, andoperate in different

organizations with different cultures andnorms. Theunique nature ofprojects is whyluminaries likeJim
HighsmithandAlistair Cockburnrecommend a process-per-project approach—in other words, creating

processes that are situationally specific for the job at hand.
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Others take a different view.RonJefferies asserts that “Agile ain’t just any damn thing”—he aims tomaintain

an adherence to agile values andpractices.His concernis that agile methodologiesmaybe transformed
beyondrecognition—andthen, whenprojects start to fail, those failureswillbeblamed onagile.

Mitigating the Risks of Process Tailoring
So we have two different perspectives onprocess tailoring, whichbothhave validpoints to consider.
Where does this leave us? AsIsee it, the balance lies inmitigating the risks involvedin tailoring
a process. The risk of failure willbe high whenpeople who are inexperiencedinagile modify the
methods.A team that hasn’t run through severalprojects using aby-the-book agile approach willnot

have firsthand experience ofhow the practicesbalance each other.

PersonallyI’mveryhappy to tailor processes;Iview agilemethods as useful tools,not as some sacred
procedure thatmust notbe touched.Ilookbeyond the methodto effectiveproject delivery andhappy
sponsors, customers, and teams.Frankly, if callingit “spinach” insteadof “agile” andwearingsillyhats
wouldhelp with aproject’s implementation and execution, thenIwould do it.However, we needto make
sure we are changing things for good reasons, andnot just for the sake of change.

Sometimes it’s tempting to avoid apractice just because it is hardor isbeingmet withresistance.

This couldbe a sign that the practice is apoor fit for the organization,but it’s equally likely that the
practice is highlighting anunderlyingissue that needs to be resolved. For example, if anIT team is

pushingback on two-week iterations because it takes them three days tobuild and release to a test

environment, we shouldn’t automatically lengthen the iterations to three or four weeks; instead, we

should investigate why thebuildandrelease process is takingso long, and improve it.

# Exam tip

For the exam, you shouldunderstand that process tailoring canbe effective and

productive,but that teams shouldbe aware of therisks involvedin thispractice

andmitigate these risks with the followingbest practices:

Get used to normal, out-of-the-box agilebefore attempting to change

it.Agile methods were createdbased on the collectivewisdom ofmany

experiencedpractitioners, so don’t be toohasty to change them.

Carefully examine themotivation to drop, amend, or append a practice. Is

the change a cop-out to avoid amore fundamentalproblem, or willit truly

address a gap or addvaluein thisproject’sunique environment?

K&S Hybrid Modsls
One approach for customizingour process is to use elements from different models—to

splice together processes from differentmethodologies to make ahybridmodel.Ahybridis simply a

combination of two different types of things—for example, ahybrid car mightbe poweredby gasoline and

battery, dieselandbattery, or hydrogenandbattery.Likewise, ahybrid agile modelmightbe a combination
of two (or more) agile methods, or an agile methodology and (heaven forbid!) a traditionalapproach.
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Of course,I’m just jokingaboutbeingshockedbymixing agile and traditionalapproaches—insome

situations, that can make perfect sense.In fact, “The 2015 State ofScrumReport” noted that 63 percent of

the respondentspracticed Scrum alongside a traditional approach toproject management.3

Let’s look at examples ofboth an agile-agile andan agile-traditionalhybridmodel.

Agile-Agile Hybrid: Scrum-XP
One verypopularhybrid—in fact, so popular that somepeople wouldn’t even consider it ahybrid—is the

use ofboth Scrumand XP on the same project. The reason this combinationworks so well is that these

two approaches are quite complementary, since they each focus on different aspects of aproject:

» XP provides great technicalguidance but not muchin the way ofproject governance guidance.
» Scrumprovides aproject governance modelbut not muchin the way ofhow to do the work.

Because there is so little overlap between these two methodologies, thishybrid can offer well-formed,

cohesive coverage for bothmanaging theproject andbuildingthe solution.

Figure 7.6: Scrum and XP Are Complementary
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Agile-Traditional Hybrids
Sometimes certainportions ofaproject are best suited to an agile approach and otherparts to a traditional

approach.For example, we cansee that it wouldbehelpful to use agile to validate understanding, iterate to

find thebest solution, drive out risks, and engage the teaminamore respectful,rewardingway—but we see

few benefits fromusinganiterative, incremental approach tobuild the solution.Ina case like this,why useit?

Evenif the plan for the executionof theproject is linear rather than iterative,Ithink a team can always
benefit from usingcertain components ofagile—such as daily stand-ups, retrospectives, and local decision

making. Andonan agileproject,itmightbebest to use a traditional approach for certainportions, such

as a procurement effort that has to follow a strictpurchasing workflow—we simplyplan, specify, and

order the equipment ingood time,and then wait for it to arrive.Ina similar way, for a software installation

project we might start with ten trial installations, gatheringour lessons learnedincrementally, and then

plan a traditional rollout of the system to the sixtyremainingdata centers. There are many different ways to

combine agile and traditionalmethods, depending on the needs of theproject.
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Here’s a more in-depth example. Years ago,Iworked on a project for the British government to update
how they calculated export credit insurance for companies trading with foreign entities, (if you are

exportingan oil rigacross theNorth Sea to Norway or building a hydroelectric daminAfrica, you can

buy export credit insurance toprotect that deal against nonpayment, loss of the asset mid-ocean, or

swings in the currency rate.) The way countries calculate export credit insurance rates is regulatedby
the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation andDevelopment),whichhad just changed their
rules. So we had a bigspecification document ofnonnegotiable calculations from the OECD.

For thisproject,we used a hybrid approach. One teamusedagilemethods to buildall theunderwriting
screens andreports.Another,more traditional team converted the specification document into the
executable code that would calculate the new rates. That made sense because that team wouldn’t have
much to demo while they were workingonthe calculations—and since the OECD specifications were

fixed, evenifsomeone didn’t like the resultingnumbers, we couldn’t change them.

Once the calculation team was done, its results were added to the agile-developedunderwritingsystem

to complete theproject. These two teams were coordinatedunder a singlehybridplan that contained the
agile and traditionalsynchronizationpoints as shownbelow:

Figure 7.7: Agile-Traditional Hybrid Example
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As it turned out, the project went well. The UnitedKingdom was the first country to implement the

new OECD rules, and the large consulting companyIwas working for had the opportunity to repeat

the project for multipleEuropean governments.

Agile purists might argue that this could all have been done in an agile way—and yes, it probably could

have.But I’m apragmatist, not apurist;Ivalue finding the lowest-risk route to project success over

using the purest process. (You can alsoprobablyknit shoes as well as socks,but most people are happy
to wear conventional shoes.)

This often seems to be the way—we might value,promote, and earnestlypractice apure way ofworking,
but realprojects have a way of throwing challenges at us.We canrefuse to compromise our values, andnot

get the work—or we can develop a hybridmodel that will allow us to complete the work as well as we can

within awkward constraints. Thelatter method oftenworks out just fine, and turns out tobebetter than

many of the alternatives.

K&s Systems Thinking

When a team is considering changing their process, it canbe helpful to understand the systems-level

environment for the project. This type ofanalysis is called systems thinking. One part of the systems-

thinkingapproachinvolves classifyingprojects in terms of their complexity (i.e., level ofuncertainty) in
two areas: theproject requirements and the technological approach.

So far we have been saying that knowledge workprojects are characterizedbyhighlevels ofuncertainty—

andcompared to industrialworkprojects, this is true.But it turns out that, whenyoulook at the full

spectrum ofpossibilities,most knowledge workprojects actually occupy the middle groundbetween

total chaos and absolute certainty, in terms ofboth their requirements and their technology. This middle

groundis where agile ismost effective anduseful, as shownbelow.

Figure 7.8: Different Levels of Complexity on Projects
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Agile works best in the middle cell of this matrixbecause these “complex” projects have some

uncertainty aroundbothrequirements and technology,butnot so much that they are chaotic or

impossible to get our hands around. Of course, agile methods can also be used on simpler projects to

reap thebenefits of increased collaboration, communication, and visibility—but thosekinds ofprojects
can also be run just fine with a traditional approach. Complexprojects, on the other hand,become a

struggle if the team tries to use traditionalmethods.

So whenwe think about modifyingour methods or tailoringour process, it’shelpful to consider theproject
environment from this systems-levelperspective.Agile is no silverbullet or panacea,however.If there isno

clear agreement onwhat we are supposed tobebuildingor what approachandtools we shouldbe using,
thenourproject willbeina state ofchaos—andneither agile nor any other approach canbe successful.

K&s Process Analysis

Process analysis is closely related toprocess tailoring and systems thinking. Process analysis involves

reviewing and diagnosing issues with a team's agile methods (or,more often—their home-grown add¬
ons andreplacements for agile methods). This analysis canhelp us reach a decision about whether to

tailor the process.

Methodology Anti-Patterns
Alistair Cockbumprovides the followinglist ofanti-patterns (bador unhelpfulattributes) to watchout for
inour methodologies:4

One size for allprojects: It isn’t possible to create one optimalmethodology for all types ofprojects,
all technologies, and all team sizes. Therefore,be wary ofclaims ofa one-size-fits-all approach.

Intolerant: A methodology canbe like a straightjacket, in the sense that it is a set ofconventions and
policies that we agree to follow anduse. The size and shape of the straightjacket shouldbe chosenby
the team and shouldnot be made any tighter than necessary, to give people a little wiggle roomin

their choices.

Heavy: There is a commonbut incorrectbelief that theheavier amethodology is (themore artifacts,
procedures, andpracticesitprescribes), the safer it is.However, addingweight to amethodology is

not likely to improve our chance ofdelivering the project successfully. Instead, it simply diverts our

attention fromthe realgoal of theproject.

Embellished: Allmethods tend to get embellishedover time. Teams tend to add things that they think
they “should”be doing—but that way of thinkingusually just leads to potentially expensive, error-

prone add-ons to theprocess. To find the embellishments inaprocess, gather together thepeoplewho
are directly affectedby the methodology, and ask them to reviewit—then watch their nonverbal signals
andbody language closely for signals ofwhich things they don’t do,but are afraid to admit they don’t
do. These are the embellishments.

Untried: Many methodologies are untried. They are proposals created fromnothingandare full-blown
“shoulds” inaction.For example,how oftenhave youheard statements like, “Well, this really looks like
it should work”? Instead ofcreating a complicatednew theoreticalmethodology,it is better to reuse,
adjust, tune, and create just what is needed. See what actuallyworks on theproject anduse that,not

somethinguntried that someone believes “shouldwork.”
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Usedonce: A methodology that isused once is a littlebetter than one that is untried,but it is stillno

recipe for success. Thereality is that differentprojects need different approaches, and just because an

approach workedunder one set of circumstances doesn’t guaranteeit willwork under another.

Success Criteria
If the above characteristics are things to watchout for, are there any signs that tellus we are doingsomething

right? Yes—our approachisprobably workingwellifour project meets these three success criteria:

» Theproject got shipped. The product went out the door.

» The leadership remainedintact. They didn’t get fired for what they were doing (or not doing).
» The teamwouldwork the same way again. They found the approach tobe effective and enjoyable.

If the above success criteria seem too simple, consider how manyprojects fail to createhigh-quality
products that satisfy stakeholders, are delivered on time, andkeepboththe leadership and the teamhappy.

Methodology Success Patterns
Inaddition to his methodology anti-patterns, Cockburn also lists sevenpatterns of successful

methodologies:5

Interactive, face-to-face communication is the cheapest and fastest channel for exchanging
information. We shouldmake face-to-face communication the default communication approach, and

structure the team space and theproject meetings to leverage this approach.

Excess methodology weight is costly. Written documentationisslow toproduce and takes time away

from completing theproject, so we want to minimize such documentation to abarely sufficient level.

» Larger teams needheavier methodologies. As team sizes grow, osmotic communicationand

tacit knowledgebecomeharder to maintain, so more knowledge needs tobe committed to written

documentation.

» Projects withgreater criticality require greater ceremony. As the penalty for errors inour product
escalates, so too should the ceremony andcare we take indevelopingit.For example, failure in

developinga video game simply wastes the users’ leisure time andmayresult inpoor game sales. But

failureindevelopinglife-savingmedical equipment may result inloss oflife.As the criticality of a

product increases, the rigor associated with developingit should also increase.

» Feedback andcommunication reduce the need for intermediate deliverables. We could write a

longdocument to demonstrate that we understand the customer s requirements,but that wouldbe an

intermediate deliverable that takes a lot of time away from actuallybuildingtheproduct. So instead, we

build a prototype that shows we understand the requirements; since this is actuallypart ofbuilding the

product,itmoves the development work along.

» Discipline, skills, andunderstanding counter process, formality, and documentation.

JimHighsmith cautionsus, “Don’t confuse documentation for knowledge,” since knowledge can be

tacit (unwritten).We should also recognize that “Process is not discipline.”Discipline is choosing to do

something a certainway, whileprocess is just followingsome instructions. Andfinally, “Don’t confuse

formalitywith skill.” In terms offormality and skill, one does not relate to the other.We shouldbe

looking for smart people who canperformexploratory work and apply their skills andunderstanding,
rather thanpeople who simply follow a formalprocess or create documentation.
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Efficiency is expendable innonbottleneck activities.According to the Theory of Constraints, the
improvements we make won’t improve theproject’s total output unless they address a constraint in the

system.For example, improving our requirements-gathering or analysis activities willnotbenefit the
project if thebottleneck inour process is incodingor testing.Unless the codingor testingprocesses are

improved, we willnot see any increases in efficiency. So we need to look carefully for the constraints on

our projects, andmake our improvements there.

o Exam tip

As explained in chapter 1, you don't need to memorize the above lists for the

exam. Once youhave absorbed the agilemindset, simply read through these

lists a few times (preferably spaced out in time), and think about how each

itemmakes sense and fits naturally into the agile way of doing things. That

way,if you are asked about any of these ideas on the exam, youwillbe able to

figure out the answer logically.

EXERCISE: PROCESS ANALYSIS KEY POINTS

Seehowmany of the anti-patterns (items to watch out for), success criteria, and success patterns

you canrememberbylistingtheminthe following table.

Anti-Patterns Success Criteria Success Patterns
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Success PatternsSuccess Criteria_Anti-Patterns

ANSWER

Success Criteria Success PatternsAnti-Patterns
The project got shipped. Face-to-face communicationsOne size for allprojects

Excessmethodology weight is

costly
The leadership remained
intact.

Intolerant

Larger teams needheavier

methodologies
The team would workin the
same way again.

Heavy

More ceremony for more

criticalprojects

Embellished

Increasing feedback and

communications reduces
the need for intermediate
deliverables

Untried

Discipline, skills, and

understandingover process,

formality, and documentation

Used once

Efficiency is expendable in

nonbottleneck activities

T&T Value Stream Mapping

Value streammappingis a leanmanufacturing technique that hasbeen adoptedbyagile methods.

The goal of this technique is to optimize the flow ofinformation or materials required to complete a

process, thereby reducing the time it takes to create value and eliminatingwasteful or unnecessary work.

Invalue stream mapping, we create a visualmap of a process flow, so that we can identify where delays,

waste, andconstraints are occurring. Once weidentify the areas that couldbe improvedin theprocess, we

can thenlook for ways to remove thoseproblems andmake theprocessmore efficient.

The value streammappingprocess involves the followingsteps:

1. Identify the product or service to be analyzed.
2. Create a value stream map of the current process,identifyingsteps, queues, delays, andinformation flows.

3. Review the map to find delays, waste, and constraints.
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4. Create anew value stream map of the desired future state of the process, optimized to remove or

reduce delays, waste, and constraints.

5. Develop a roadmap for creating the optimized state.

6. Plan to revisit the process in the future to continually refine and optimizeit.

Value stream mappinginvolves the concept ofcycle time—as youmay recall from chapter 6, this is a

measure ofhowlongit takes to get somethingdone.For example, the cycle time for developing auser

storybegins when the team starts working on the story, and ends when that feature is acceptedby the
customer and available to deliver business value.However, to understandvalue streammapping, we need
to break down the concept ofcycle time into more detail—there are four more terms you’llneed to know:

» Total cycle time: Invalue streammapping, cycle time is referred to as “total cycle time”because we

are breakingcycle timeinto twoparts—value-added time andnonvalue-added time. So, the total cycle
time for aprocess is the sum ofits value-added time andits nonvalue-added time.

Value-added time: This is the time during the cycle where value isbeing added to the process.

» Nonvalue-added time: This is all the rest of the time in the cycle, where we will find the delays, waste,

and constraints that we want to remove or reduce.

»

» Process cycle efficiency: This is the value-addedtime dividedby the total cycle time. Once we have
made improvements to the system, we canuse this ratio to compare the efficiency of the newprocess
compared to its previous state.

Value Stream Mapping Example
Next,we’ll create a value stream map to showhow this technique works. The first step in theprocess is

identifyingthe activity we want tomap—we’ll use this scenario:

You're buyinga cake so thatyou and afriend can have a littleparty to celebrateyourpassing the
PMI-ACP exam.

For ourpurposes, we’ll say that this process involves choosing a cake, waitingat thebakery counter to get
the cake,paying for the cake at the checkout register, and walkinghome with the cake. We thenunpack
andslice the cake before enjoying thebenefit of theprocess—eating the cake!

Instep 2, webeginmapping the value stream.First, weidentify the startingpoint oftheprocess (who initiates
it) and the endpoint (who gets the endresult).

Figure 7.9: Value Stream Map—Process Starting and End Points

(Starting Point) (End Point)

You & friend
eat cake

You

Next, we identify thehigh-level steps, inventories, and queuesintheprocess, focusingon theprimary flow.

Figure 7.10: Value Stream Map—Primary Flow
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We then add any supportinggroups (such as bakers and sales clerks) and alternative flows (such as

selectinganother cake if thebakery counter doesn’t have the one youwant).

Figure 7.11: Value Stream Map—Supporting Groups and Alternative Flows

Checkout Unpack & You & friend
eat cake

Bakery
counter

You selection sliceline

Bakers Sales

Withour value stream map now complete, we addup all the value-added andnonvalue-added activities

and calculate the efficiency of theprocess.

Figure 7.12: Value Stream Map—Calculations and Analysis

Checkout Unpack & You & friend
eat cake

Bakery

counter
Cake

selectionYou
slicellllr

SalesBakers

Value-added time 1 minute 10 minutes2 minutes 2 minutes 2 minutes

u u
5 minutes6 minutes 15 minutesNonvalue-added time 4 minutes

Value-added time = 17 minutes
Nonvalue-added time = 30 minutes
Total cycle time = 47 minutes

17 minutesProcess cycle efficiency = = 36%
47 minutes

Instep 3 of theprocess, we review the value streammap to identify waste,bottlenecks, andprocess

inefficiencies.In this example, we can see that there are waiting delays at thebakery counter and the

checkout counter. We can also see that there aremotion inefficiencies,withlots of time spentbetween

paying for the cake andbeingable to eat it, as we travel from the storebackhome.

The next steps are to remove the waste and create a newvalue streammap of the future optimized state,

alongwith aroadmap ofhow to get to that state.

To design amore efficient process, we couldconsider phoning a specialty cake cateringservice and

havingthe cake express-delivered to our house.In this new,more efficient process, let’s say that our time

waiting to place the order is reduced from 4minutes to 2minutes. Our 6-minute wait topay for the cake is

reduced to 1minute, and the 15-minute walk home is replacedby a 10-minute deliveryperiod.
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Figure 7.13: Value Stream Map—Improved Process

Bakery
counter

Checkout Unpack & You & friend
line slice M eat cake

Cake
selectionYou

Bakers Sales

Value-added time 1 minute 2 minutes 2 minutes 2 minutes 10 minutes

uu
Nonvalue-added time 2 minutes 10 minutes 5 minutes1 minute

Value-added time = 17 minutes
Nonvalue-added time = 18 minutes
Total cycle time = 35 minutes

17 minutesProcess cycle efficiency = = 49%
35 minutes

With these changes, the value-added time remains at 17 minutes,but the nonvalue-added time is

reduced from 30 minutes to 18 minutes, and total cycle timeis reduced from 47 minutes to 35 minutes.

This means that the process efficiency goes up from 36 percent to 49 percent. Of course, process
efficiency is not the whole story—if the express delivery of the cake triples the cost, we might think
twice about usingit.However, this design does maximize the efficiency of the transaction.

In the final step, we complete the process byplanningin thepoints where we willrevisit the new process
inorder to keep refiningit.

o Exam tip

The exam is unlikely to askyou to create or analyze a detailedvalue stream map

like this—we’re using this example simply to explain the concept.However,

youshouldunderstandwhat value streammapping is andhow an agile team

might use it.Although youmost likely won’t be asked to do any calculations,

the concepts of total cycle time, nonvalue-added time,value-added time, or

process cycle efficiencymight appear inone or two questions.
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EXERCISE: PROCESS CYCLE EFFICIENCY—CAR WASH

Calculate theprocess cycle efficiency ofwaitinginline for 10 minutes to use a car wash for 5 minutes.

ANSWER

To do this calculation, we first needtoknowwhat the total cycle time is: 10minutes inline+
5 minutes washing the car = 15minutes of total cycle time.

Now, let’s calculate theprocess cycle efficiency, using the following formula:

Process cycle efficiency= Value-added time / Totalcycle time

So process cycle efficiency = S / 15 = 33%.

Our perception ofwhich aspects of a process add value affects our ability to evaluate a value stream. Test

yourselfwith this next exercise to seehowwellyouunderstand the concept ofprocess cycle efficiency.

EXERCISE: PROCESS CYCLE EFFICIENCY—CUPCAKES

On Saturday morning, Tom andhis youngson Timmake cupcakes together. Although Tom does

not like cupcakes,he values the 30 minutes withhis son that it takes to make them.Tim thinks

that making the cupcakes is a chore,but he really values the 5 minutes that he spends eating
them. What are the process cycle efficiencies for Tom and Tim?
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ANSWER

This question involves two separate calculations ofprocess cycle efficiency—one for Tom, who

considers the bakingprocess to be thevalue-added time, andone for Tim,who considers the eating
process tobe the value-added time. To work out theprocess cycle efficiency, we need toknowboth
the total cycle time and the value-added time. The total cycle time is the same for both Tom and
Tim: 30 + 5 =35 minutes. The formula for calculating the process cycle efficiency is:

Process cycle efficiency = Value-added time / Total cycle time

For Tom, who values thebaking time withhis son, the process cycle efficiency is 30/35,or 86%.

For Tim,who values actually eating the cupcakes, the process cycle efficiencyis 5/35, or 14%.

T&T Project Pre-Mortems

Aproject pre-mortemis a facilitated team exercise that aims to identify thepossible failurepoints on a

project before theyhappen, so that we can avoid or minimize those risks. (This technique originally came

from Gary Klein, and was popularizedbyDanielKahneman’sbook Thinking,Fast and Slow.) Pre-mortems
are especially valuable onlong-runningprojects that are likely to experience more change than short

projects, simplybecause they are exposed to alonger horizon ofrisk.

We can thinkofpre-mortems as a pessimistic version of the “Remember theFuture” collaboration game
describedinchapter 3.As in that game, we ask the team to imagine they are in the future—but this time,
instead of telling them that theproject is a success, we tell them that it has failed—and their task is to tell
us why that happened.After generating a list ofpotential failurepoints, the teamlooks for ways to adapt
theproject planto avoid or mitigate these issues.

The participants in this failure analysis exercise include the development team and the product owner.

The product owner s participation iskey,because the team willbe proposingrisk avoidance or mitigation
actions that theproduct owner will need to agree to add to theproductbacklog.

A pre-mortem exercise typically includes four working steps: imagine the failure, generate the reasons for
the failure, consolidate the list, andrevisit the plan.Let’s examine each of these steps inmore detail.

1. Imagine the Failure

The facilitator asks theparticipants to imagine that they are in the future after theproject has
failed completely, and they havebeen tasked to report the reasons for this failure.

Imaginingwhatproblemsmightbefall theproject might feel strange at first, since we are trained
fromchildhood to have a “positive can-do attitude” and “look on thebright side.” However,

envisioning that the worst has already happened actually enhances our creativity.Painting a vivid

picture of a future calamity frees themind and gives uspermission to explore negative thoughts
rather thansuppressing them.
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2. Generate the Reasons for Failure

In this step, theparticipants work independently for 3 to 5minutes, comingup withalist ofreasons

why theprojecthas “Med.”It’s important that these ideasbe generated independently to avoid
the effects ofcognitive andpsychologicalbias (as discussedunder widebandDelphiin chapter 5).
Eachpersonwillhave a unique perspective, concerns, anddifficult memories ofpreviousproject

challenges—we want to cast abroadnet to capture allof this input without any self-filtering.

If theparticipants seem tobe having trouble comingup with ideas, the facilitator can suggest

scenarios tohelp them generate fresh insights, such as:

» The team members areno longer talking to each other.
» All funding for this and similarprojects has beenwithdrawn.
» Stakeholders are questioning theproject governance and decisionmaking.

3. Consolidate the List

Once the lists are complete, the facilitator asks eachperson,in turn, to readout one item from their

list and writesit on a whiteboard. This round-robinprocess continuesuntil everyone has gone

through their list. This approachworksbetter thangoing through everyone’s fist inonepassbecause

itkeeps thegroup more engaged andhelps prevent longmonologues that couldstallprogress.

When the list of failurepoints is complete, the teamprioritizes the list,usuallyby dot voting.

4. Revisit the Plan

In this step, the teamreviews theirplanto see what theymight do to avoidor mitigate the issues

they’ve identified.Recall that onagileprojects, theplans consist ofthe release roadmaps andthe

backlog. So as theparticipants comeup withriskmitigationideas, theypropose new candidate user

stories to theproduct owner for approval. Once approved, the stories are addedto thebacklog.

If the team has generated a largenumber ofissues, another meetingmaybe necessary to discuss

them all.But ifpossible,Iprefer to get through at least all the highpriority issuesbefore closing
the session, to reduce the likelihood that after multiple meetings the group willdevelop ahabit of

negativity andstart dwellingonpotentialproblems.

Althoughpre-mortems are typically done near the start of aproject,on a longproject it’s a goodidea to

repeat them over the course of theproject—this might involve gatheringthe teamtoreview the list every

fewmonths, to seeif anythinghas changed.As the workproceeds, theymightbe able to identifynewroot

causes ofproblems or proposebetter avoidance andmitigation strategies as candidate stories for thebacklog.
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K&s Continuous Improvement—Product

Just as we continuously refine our processes, so do we continuously improve the evolvingproduct.
We’ve said that agile methods rely oniterative and incremental development—and these are both
forms of continuous improvement,inwhich customer feedback steers us toward the ultimate solution.

Whenwebuildinsmall increments and get feedback, the product evolves toward the true business

requirements—and sometimes the truebusiness requirements maybe quite different from the
originally statedrequirements, as the creativeprocess illuminates better options.By this cycle of

developinginsmall increments, reviewing, discussinghow to improve, and then doingsome more

development and maybe enhancing a few things, the product or solution is incrementally built through
a process of continuous improvement.

Figure 7.14: Iterative and Incremental Product Improvement
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The image above visualizes theprogressionof aproduct from the first sketch to the finaloutcome over five

iterations,using the analogy ofa superhero.Inthe first sketch,both of the superhero’s arms are extended
backward,but in their review the stakeholders decided to change the position of the right arm to show
more movement. Subsequent iterations incrementally added texture, color, and detail to reach the final
version. This is the same process usedby agile teams to test approaches andadapt and iterate through
increments to the final fit-for-business-purpose solution.

T&T Reviews

Althoughreviews are akey component ofall agile methods andhave beenmentioned frequentlyin

thisbook, wehaven’t really stopped to explain what they are, or why they are so important.So far we’ve

mostly discussediteration (or sprint) reviews, where the team demonstrates the product increment to

the customer. But that is only one type ofreview; ifwe think ofagile reviews ina larger context, some of
the other topics in this chapter—such as product feedback and retrospectives—are also types ofreviews.

So tobegin this section onproduct improvement, we’ll take amoment to examine why agile teams do so

manyreviews, andhow they fit into the overall agile process.
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Exam tip

This high-levelexplanation of the role ofreviews is intended to deepen your

understandingofagile; it is unlikely tobe tested on the exam.For the exam,

simply make sure youunderstand the description ofsprint reviews in the

Scrum section ofchapter 1, since the iterationreviews that are done ingeneric

agile are essentially the same as sprint reviews, other than thename.

The Scientific Method
Agile methods and their lean cousins are based on an approach called the scientificmethod.Let’s review

this concept andthen examinehowit applies to agile.

The scientific methodis aprocess for investigating things andlearningnewknowledge or correcting

previous knowledge. This process involves makingobservations, thinkingof a hypothesis to explain our

observations, conducting experiments to test ourhypothesis,and then confirming, adapting, or rejecting
our hypothesisbased on the data we have gathered. The results of this method are defendable theories that

arebackedupby repeatable experiments.Amore detailed explanation of this process is shownbelow.

Figure 7.15: The Scientific Method

Make Observations
What do I see in nature?

can be from one's .
own experiences,

thoughts, or reading.

Develop General Theories
General theories must be
consistent with most or all

available data and with other
current theories.

Think of Interesting Questions
Why does that pattern occur?

4
Refine, Alter,

Expand, or Reject

- Hypotheses

Formulate Hypotheses

What are the general causes
of the phenomenon

I am wondering about?

Gather Data to
Test Predictions

Relevant data can come from the
literature, new observations or

formal experiments. Thorough testing
requires replication to verify results.

Develop Testable Predictions
if my hypothesis is correct,

" then I expect a, b, c, ...
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Lean and agile teams follow the scientific methodby systematically and continuouslymaking small

experiments to improve their processes. Once weunderstand the scientific model, we can recognize
that many agilepractices are either an experiment (i.e., sprints and testing) or a review (i.e.,product
demos andretrospectives).

Deming’s PDCA cycle—which we’ve said is the basis ofboth lean and agile processes—canbe viewed
as an experimentation framework that reflects the scientific method.Inthis cycle, we plan some work,
do the work, check if theproduct is progressing correctly or if the process canbe improved, and then
act on these observations.

Figure 7.16: PDCA Cycle (Plan-Do-Check-Act)

o

'81

Eachiterationaround this cycle canbe viewed as a set ofexperiments: Can we make theproduct
enhancements?How are our newprocess suggestions working? Where can we improvenext? And since

we are continuouslyrunning experiments, we also needtobe continuouslyreviewing the results—that is
what reviews are for.

Agile reviews follow some basic groundrules or guidelines:

» Let the data speak for itself.We don’t try toprejudge the results of our experiments or filter out

unlikely suggestions. Instead, we run the experiments that we agree are the mostpromising, and then
examine the results.

Respect individuals.Wevalue everyone’s view equally; we don’t judge suggestions based on the
person’s role or seniority.

Diverge then converge.We encourage diverse suggestions to increase the likelihoodofgenerating
valuable insights and ideas. To generate these ideas, we diverge—we generate our ideas individually so

that theyaren’t influenced or inhibitedby theviews ofour colleagues. Then we converge-—we gather
together to review the ideas, agree on the most likelyroot causes ofissues, or identify thebest suggestions
for further experiments. This convergingisusually doneby collectively categorizing, ranking,and
prioritizingthe ideas that have emerged.
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T&T Product Feedback Loops and Learning Cycles

Youmay recall the figure below from our discussion of frequent verification and validationin chapter 2.

We canbuild on that earlier explanationnowby adding that these cycles are also reviews that arebased

on feedback loops.

Figure 7.17: Frequent Verification and Validation
on Agile Projects (aka Feedback Loops)
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Each of these feedback loops—whether short and informal, or longer andmore formal—reveals new

informationabout the product or service we arebuilding and the effectiveness ofour knowledge and

process.Agile teams need to continually try to confirm their understandingand the correctness of their

worklike this, since theseprojects are oftenunprecedented, and designs are largelyinvisible until the end

product is completed. Product feedbackloopshelp ensure that we arebuildingthe right thinginarobust

and sustainable way.We continually ask ourselves, at increasinglymore granular andsignificant levels,

questions such as:

» “Doesitmeet the customer's needs and expectations?”
» “Doesit workinall'conditions?”
» “Did we break anythingwhilebuilding this?”

The answers to these questionswilleither solidify our understandingor prompt further analysis and

change.Eachreview orproduct feedback loop is also a learning cycle where we ask questions such as:

» “How can we improve efficiency?”
» “How can we improve quality?”
» “How can we share the lessons learnedwith other groups?”
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Agileproduct feedback loops andlearningcycles go handinhand.Defects or issues that are found
duringa reviewlead to efforts to finda solution andbuild the right product—here a reviewissue leads
to a learningcycle.However,positive feedback should alsoprompt learning.For example,if thebusiness
representative really, reallylikes the site fly-by video that we developed,maybe we shouldshowit to other
teams or thePMO, so that it canbecome a standard for otherprojects.

T&T Feedback Methods

Product feedbackmethods suchasprototypes, simulations, anddemonstrations of functionality are

criticalfor success onagile projects.We've seen that knowledge workproducts are intangible anddifficult
to reference and that companies rarelybuild the same systemtwice. This means that the teamis usually
developing aproduct that, for the most part,is new to the users. Therefore, the customer needs tobe able
to look at something and tryit out before they can confirm whether its functionality meets their needs.
The termIKIWISI(“I’llKnowIt WhenISeeIt!”) is the agile catchphrase for this process, remindingus

that the customer s true requirements will only emerge once we demonstrate theproduct ina tangible way.

Inaddition to helpingus clarify requirements,product feedback methods canuncover the need for new

features. Often, it isn’t until the customer actually sees the functionality that theywill realize additional
elements are required.For example, “The order entry screen looks great,but after tryingit,we realize we

also need a duplicate order function.”

So when we demonstrate functionality to the product owner,it serves two purposes.First, we learn about
any differencesbetween what was asked for and what we interpreted andbuilt (the gulfofevaluation).
And second, we learn about any new or adjusted functionality that is required (IKIWISI).

Inother words, requirements evolve withprototypes, simulations, and demonstrations.Whenusers

have a chance to evaluate and use the emergingproduct, it helps uncover the true business requirements.
In theprocess, the solutionwehavebuilt converges toward the emergingrequirements, and the gulfof
evaluation grows smaller, as illustratedbelow.

Figure 7.18: Requirements Evolve with Feedback over Iterations
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Here, X|( X2, and X3 are the emergingrequirements, and0(, 02, and0} represent theproduct iterations

that we havebuilt and demonstrated to the customer. Over these three iterations, the ultimate solution
takes form as the true requirements and what we arebuildingmove closer together.
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T&T Approved Iterations

The term “approvediterations” in the exam content outline is related to iteration (or sprint) reviews.

At the end ofeachiteration, the teamholds a reviewmeetingwith the stakeholders to demonstrate the new

incrementbuilt in the iteration.If the product owner is satisfied that the increment has met the iteration

goal—the items selected from thebacklog for that iteration—then they will “approve” that iteration.

When workingin an outsourced environment, approvediterations canbe used to control the release

of incremental fundingpayments to a vendor. For example, “Since the work for this iterationhas been

approved,here’s yourpayment for thisportionof theproject.”

K&s Continuous Improvement—People

In this section, we’ll get into the nitty-gritty ofhow agile teams evaluate themselves andidentify areas for

improvement by examining the retrospective process and team self-assessments. Of these two topics, agile
retrospectives are muchmore important for the exam, since these are the primary events for learning,
reflection, andreadjustment onan agileproject.Retrospectives are common to allagilemethods, and
serve as the main trigger for drivingchanges inall three areas—process,product, andpeople.

Infeet, we couldhave coveredretrospectivesineither ofthe earlier sectionsofthis chapter, since they canlead to

improvementsinprocess orproduct, as wellaspeople.However, retrospectives are fundamentallyaboutpeople,
since theyaremeetingsheldfor andby the teammembers. (Althoughthese meetings are usually definedas

beingonly for the development team, onsomeprojects otherkeystakeholders are alsoinvitedtoparticipate.)

T&T Retrospectives

Aretrospective, or intraspective, is a specializedmeeting thatmaybeheld after a release, or even the

entireproject.However, this termmost oftenrefers to the meeting that is held at the end ofeach iteration,

after the iteration review.Regardless ofwhichpart of theproject isbeingreviewed, this meetingis an

opportunity for the members of the development team to inspect and improve their methods and

teamwork. (Retrospectives can also be scheduled on a regular basis or when required on lean andKanban

projects that maynotuse iterations.) During the retrospective, we grapple with the followingquestions:

» What is goingwell?

» What areas coulduse improvement?
» What shouldwebe doing differently?

As problems areidentified, webrainstorm solutions, and thenwe commit to trying the selected solutions
for one or two iterationsbefore meetingagain to discuss (inanother retrospective) whether the situation

has improved.If the changeshelped—great! We adopt them as part ofour processes on the project.If they
didnothelp, we consider the effort a learningopportunity anddecide whether to trysomething else or

revert to our earlier process.
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The Benefits of Retrospectives
Since retrospectives happen duringtheproject, the lessons andimprovements that result from them are

highly applicable andpertinent toupcomingwork; after all, that workwillhave the samebusiness domain,
technical domain, and team dynamics as the iterationwe are assessing.Inother words, the retrospective
offers immediate value to the currentproject,rather than just documentinggood advicein thehopes that
aproject witha similar business domain or team dynamics will come along.

Istarted out my career as aproject manager using traditionalproject management methods.When
Iwouldreadotherproject managers’ lessons learnedreports,Iwouldbe dismissive ofthe risks and

problems they encountered.Iwould tellmyself thatIwould never be so foolish as to fall into those traps

or make suchbasic mistakes, so thoseproblems couldn’t happen onmyprojects. As aresult,Inever really
took the lessons learned as seriously asIcouldhave.

Now,however, whenmy agile teamidentifies issues, those issues are very real andapplicable. This is our

project, and this is my teamreporting theseproblems rightnow—soI’dbetter help them create some

solutions or get ready to experience the ongoingimpact of thoseproblems.Reviewinglessons learned
throughout theproject makes the issues andlessons very real andpressing.Like gettingbad news sooner,
this is actually a good thing, evenif the advantages canbe hard to see at the time.

Retrospectives offer a number ofbenefits for teams, includingthe followingtypes of improvements:

» Improvedproductivity:By applyinglessons learnedandreducingrework, the team can get more

productive work done.

» Improvedcapability: Retrospectives provide a venue for spreading scarce knowledge, and as the
number ofpeople who have the scarce knowledge increases, so does the number ofpeople who can

perform tasks associated withthe knowledge.

» Improvedquality: We can improve quality on our projectsby finding the circumstances that have led
to defects andremoving the causes.

» Improvedcapacity: Retrospectives focus on findingprocess efficiency improvements, which can

improve the team’s capacity to do work.

The Retrospective Process
So what do we have to do to get these benefits? Accordingto Esther Derby andDianaLarsen, the

retrospective process includes five steps—aninitial openingstep, a final closing step, and three middle

steps that outline aprocess for team-basedproblem solving, as shownin the next figure.
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Figure 7.19: Retrospective Process
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Derby andLarsen say that ina typical two-hour retrospective, the five stepsmight be timeboxed

somethinglike this:6

Figure 7.20: Retrospective Process with Typical Timings
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The steps in the retrospective process arepart ofanongoingcycle inwhichretrospectives alternate with
iterations:

Figure 7.21: Retrospectives and Other Iteration Activities Feed into Each Other

Iteration Activities Retrospective Steps
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i
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stories for evaluation 1
| 5. Close the retrospective |

The cyclebegins with the iterationactivities (on the left)—then we complete the retrospective steps for

that iteration (on the right). The outputs from that meeting feedbackinto planning the activities for the
next iteration, as we execute the improvements and experiments agreeduponinthe retrospective.In that

iteration,we buildand deliver aproduct increment, which generates another opportunity for review and
adaptation—and so the cycle continues.

In the remainder of this section, we’ll take a closer look at the five steps in the retrospective process.

Step 1: Set the Stage
At the start of the retrospective, we need to set the stage to helppeople focus on the task athand ofreflecting
onhow things went during theperiod that is beingreviewed. We also want toprepare theparticipants for
the next steps in the retrospective, gathering data and generating insights.Insetting the stage, we aim to

create anatmosphere wherepeople feel comfortable speaking about things that maynot have gone so well.

One technique we can use to encourageparticipation is to make sure we get people talkingearly in the

retrospective process. The theorybehind this approach is that ifwe allowpeople to remain silent at the
start of the retrospective, we are establishing anunderstanding that it’s okay to not participate. The idea
that silence is acceptable is counterproductive, since the whole point of a retrospective is to get people
talkingabout how things went andwhat they want to do in the future. One way to get people talking early
is to ask them to introduce themselves in the first retrospective session. We can also ask participants to

outline what theyhope to get from the retrospective, or to say one or two words that describe how they
felt about the iteration and the team’s progress. The goal is to get them used to speaking in the group
setting early in the process, and then encourage them to continue contributing throughout the meeting.
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The next part of setting the stage is outlining the retrospectives approach and the topics for discussion.

Providing such an outline establishes a clear purpose and agenda and prevents people from regarding
this as “another aimlessmeeting.” We also need to establish some team values and working agreements

about how to run the retrospective—also known as “rule setting.” With these rules or agreements, the

team lays out what behavior is acceptable (e.g., talking about problem areas) and what is not acceptable
(e.g., personal criticism or unsubstantiated complaints) during the retrospective.

The final element ofsetting the stage is to get people into the right mood for contributinginformation

andideas. Participantsmaybe feelinguneasy aboutbringingup problematic issues, for fear ofconflict.

Theymight feel that criticisms about the process mayreflect poorlyon them, their peers, or management.

However, the real goalof the retrospective is simply to find ways to improve. The fact that we’ve made

mistakes before is oflittle consequenceifwe canmove on andnot make those mistakes again. Getting
people to understandandbelieve this concept is easier said than done,however, so weneed to gauge
theparticipants’ willingness to share and speak openly duringtheretrospective, and try to increase their

comfort level.

The activities we can use to help set the stage include:

» Check-In: Participants answer a series of check-in questions with one or two words or a short phrase.

» Focus On/Focus Off: The team members discuss productive andunproductive ways ofparticipating

and agree to stay in the “Focus On” column.

» ESVP: Participants anonymously identify their attitude toward the retrospective asExplorer, Shopper,
Vacationer, or Prisoner.

WorkingAgreements: The teambrainstorms and then defines the workingagreements they wouldlike

toput inplace for the retrospective.

To seehow this step is done, let’s take a closer look at each of these four activities.

Check-In
We canuse this exercise to helppeopleput aside their concerns and focus onthe retrospective.Inaround-

robin format, we askpeople to summarize inone or two words what theyhope to get from the retrospective,

the main thingon their mind, or how they are feelingabout the retrospective.

Focus On/Focus Off
We canuse this activity to establish a mindset for productive communication in the retrospective.
For this exercise, we use the diagram shownbelow, which summarizes the most productive emphasis
for a retrospective meeting.7
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Figure 7.22: Focus On/Focus Off

Focus On/Focus Off

Inquiry rather than Advocacy

Dialogue rather than Debate

Conversation rather than Argument

Understanding rather than Defending

During the exercise, we ask participants to discuss what each of these pairs ofwords means to them,
invitingthem toprovide examples. Then we askpeople if they are willingto stay intheleft “Focus On”
column.If there is disagreement, we can ask them to discuss the impact of thebehavior in the right-hand
column, and then try for consensus again.

ESVP
Inthis exercise,participants anonymously identify their attitude towardthe retrospective as one of the
followingroles, recording their choice on a slip ofpaper:

» Explorers:Explorers are eager to discover new ideas and insights, and they want to learn
everything they can.

» Shoppers: Shoppers willlook over all available information and willhappily go home with one

usefulnew idea.

» Vacationers: Vacationers aren’t interestedin the work of the retrospective,but they arehappy tobe
away from their regular job.

» Prisoners: People who classify themselves as prisoners feellike they are being forced to attend the
retrospective andwouldratherbe doingsomething else.

The anonymous results are collected and tallied for the group to see, as shownbelow, to gauge the
participants’ level ofenergy and commitment.8
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Figure 7.23: ESVP Exercise
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After the resultshavebeen tallied, the facilitator shouldconspicuously tearup and discard the slips ofpaper so

no one willworryabout their answerbeingtracedback to themviahandwritinganalysis. Then the facilitator

willask theparticipantshowthey feel about those scores andwhat the scores meanfor theretrospective.

Working Agreements
For this activity, theparticipants are formed into small groups and asked to develop candidate working

agreements. The entire group reviews the suggestions and selects three to seven topics to develop
further. Then each small group is given a topic to work on.Finally, theparticipants gather together
again as one group and spend some time clarifying and refining the ideas they have generated,building
a single master list to work from.

EXERCISE: SET THE STAGE

Test your understanding.What do you think the goals of the “set the stage” step in theretrospective

process are?

ANSWER

Insetting the stage, we aim to:

» Explain why we are doing the retrospective.
» Getpeople talkingso they are comfortable contributing throughout the retrospective.
» Outline the approachand topics of the retrospective.
» Establish groundrules.
» Determineifpeople feel comfortable enoughto contribute to theretrospective.
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Step 2: Gather Data
In the data-gathering stage, we are trying to create a sharedpicture ofwhat happened during the iteration.

Without a commonvisionofwhat occurred, we wouldbe simply speculatingonwhat changes or

improvements shouldbe made—and wemight actually endup addressing different issues or concerns,
without realizingit. So in this step, we begin the problem-solvingprocessby collecting and integrating the

pieces of thepuzzle we are tryingto solve.Whenwe are finished withthis step, we shouldhave a shared
understanding of a comprehensive collection ofobservations, facts, and findings.

There are several team-based facilitation techniques that we can use to gather data, including:

» Timeline: The teammembers create a timeline to track theprogression of the iteration.

» TripleNickels: The team is dividedinto five groups that spend fiveminutes gatheringor buildingon

five ideas, five times.

Color CodeDots: The team members identify where their energy was high and low during the course

of the iteration.

Mad, Sad, Glad: The participants identify their emotionalreactions throughout the iteration.

Locate Strengths: The teamidentifies what went well during the project.

SatisfactionHistogram: The team members create a graph that shows how satisfied they feel about a

particular area or issue.

» Team Radar: The team assesses how they have performed against their previous process

improvement goals.

» Like toLike: The team compares their reactions to events that occurred over the course of the iteration.

Next,we’ll examine the first two techniques (Timeline and Triple Nickels) more closely.

Timeline
The team can use the Timeline technique to either diagnose the origin andprogression of a singleproblem
or a number ofproblems. To start, the facilitator draws a timeline for the review period—whichmight
be the iteration, or the timeline of the problem. The facilitator then asks team members to recall good,
problematic, and significant events that occurred during the timeline.

Workingindividually at first, teammembers write events oncoloredsticky notes. The color ofthenotes

indicates how they categorize the event—as good,problematic, or significant Wheneveryone has a

collection ofnotes, they are invited to place themonthe timeline andreview what other people have posted.

Byrecalling the timeline like this, the teammembers get better insight into the events andwhat
contributed to the issues.As a result, theymay get clues abouthow to avoidsimilar problems in the future.
The graphicalrepresentation of cause and effect and the opportunity to see other people’s interpretations
of the same events canhelp the participants recall additional details andbuildon each other’s insights.

After the notes areposted, the team discusses the timeline from left to right, addingnewnotes as required.
Below the timeline, they also record their emotional response to the events and draw a trendline to reflect
those feelings.Expressing their emotions canhelp surface additional informationthat mightbe useful in

generating insights (the next step of the retrospectiveprocess).
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Figure 7.24: Timeline Exercise
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Triple Nickels
TripleNickelsis a data-gathering exercise inwhichparticipants spend five minutes gathering data on at

least five ideas related to a specified topic. (This technique gets its name from a shootingcompetition that

engages five targets fromfive yards in five seconds.) The teamis dividedinto groups of five (or if the entire

group is smaller than sevenpeople, the exercise is done as one group), and the groups conduct five rounds of

expansion.

This exercise asks people to work individually at first and think ofat least five issues that occurred during
aniteration. The participants thenrecordthe issues on sticky notes or index cards. After the first five

minutes are up, everyone passes their cards to the person on their right. Then eachperson spends five

minutes buildingon the ideas on the cards they have received. This process repeats five times so that

everyone gets to contribute their own ideas and has an opportunity to think about and add to the ideas of

the other group members.

The goal of this technique is to create an environment whereparticipantshave time to dobothpersonal
reflection and to expand on other people’s ideas.

Figure 7.25: Triple Nickels
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Step 3: Generate Insights
Thispart of the retrospective process allowsus to evaluate the data we gatheredin theprevious step
and derive meaningful insights fromit. The goal ofgenerating insights is to help us understand the
implications ofour findings and discussions. So this step involves collaborative exercises that are aimed at

analyzing the data from theprevious step andmaking sense out ofit. These activities help us interpret and
understand the implications of theproblems we are faced with,before we move on to solving them.

There are several team-based activities that we canuse to generate insights, including:

Brainstorming: The team focuses ongenerating ahigh volume of ideas that willbe filtered afterward.
Common approaches includeFree-for-All,Round-Robin,andQuiet Writing.

Five Whys; Theparticipants analyze the underlying cause of a problemby asking“Why?” five times to

movebeyond their automatic answers andidentify the actualroot cause of the issue.

» Fishbone Analysis: The teamuses this diagramming tool—often alongwith theFive Whys exercise—

to display their root cause analysis of aproblem.

PrioritizewithDots: To determine their priorities, the team members use the dot voting technique
describedinchapter 2.

» Identify Themes: Theparticipants identifyrecurringpatterns in the strengths theyidentifiedinStep 1.

Let’s look at the first three techniques (Brainstorming,FiveWhys, andFishbone Analysis) inmore detail.

Brainstorming
As explainedin chapter 3,brainstorming exercises aim to generate a large number ofideas that are then
filteredinto a select list ofideas that willmove forwardin the process. The high volume ofideas generated
duringsuch exercises helps counter the commonphenomenon that a team’s best ideas rarely emerge first.
There are many different approaches tobrainstorming, includingthe threemethods describedin chapter
3—Quiet Writing,Round-Robin, andFree-for-All.

Once the ideas have been generated, they are filteredbased on criteria that have been generatedby
the team.For example,ifwe arebrainstormingideas aboutproblems with the availability ofbusiness
representatives, we might decide to filter for items we are “able to influence” anditems we are “unable to

influence.” We thenreview each ideainreference to these filters and decide whether to include or exclude
the idea for the next step in the retrospective process, “Decide what to do.”

T&T Whys
The aim of the Five Whys exercise is to discover the cause-and-effect relationships involvedin a

particularproblemand get to theroot causes of theproblem. This technique originatedwithToyota andis

routinelyusedin the lean approach.

Whenusing this exercise ina team setting,people workinpairs or small groups.Within these pairs or

groups, they ask “Why?” five times to movebeyond their automatic,habitual answers and to try to get to

the root cause of theproblem.Here is anexample:

Question1: Why did we get that system crashin the iteration demo?
Answer1: We tried to access sales data for a store withno sales.
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Question 2: Why does accessinga store withno sales cause a problem?
Answer 2: The fetchroutine returns anull value that is not handledby the system.

Question 3: Why don’t we catchnullvalues and display amoremeaningfulerror message?
Answer 3: We do catch them where weknow about them,but this was the first time we

had seenit for sales.

Question 4: Why aren’t allqueryreturns codedto handle nulls?

Answer 4: Idon’t know;it has never beenapriority.

Question 5: Why isit not apriority, as it seems like it’s really a weaklinkin the system?

Answer 5: Agreed. We should add it to the module walk-through checklist.

Here’s another example—though this one shouldnot apply to you!

Questioni: Why didyoufail thePMI-ACP exam?

Answer 1: Idon’t know.IguessIdidn’t answer enough questions on the exam correctly.

Question 2: Why didyounot answer enough questions correctly?
Answer 2: Every questionhas four answers to choose from, and you actuallyhave to know

what they are askingabout.

Question3: Why didyounot know what they were asking about?
Answer 3: Well,Ihave beenkindofdoingagile for a while andthought that wouldbe

enoughwithout really studying.

Question 4: What exam areas didyounot study for orhave experience in?

Answer 4: WellIknow Scrum,but the XP,lean, andKanban stuffwas allGreek to me.

Question 5: Why didyounot readup on these topics inthisbook?
Answer 5: BecauseIunderestimated thebreadthof the exam, and thoughtIcouldbluffmy

way through.

Fishbone Anelysis
A fishbone diagram is a visual tool that often accompanies the Five Whys exercise, since it

provides a way to display the root cause analysis ofproblems.Using this technique, the team identifies

factors that are causing or affecting theproblemsituation andlooks for their likely causes.

The process starts withdrawingan empty fishbone diagram andwritingtheproblem at thehead of the

“fish.” The next step is to identify the categories ofcontributing factors, which are also written on the

diagram. The team canuse categories that are related to the questions in the FiveWhys exercise, or they
can use a set of commonly used categories, such as:

People,procedure,policies,place
Systems, suppliers, skills, surroundings

Another optionis to come up with a set ofcustom categories that make sense for theproblem. Then

the facilitator of the exercise asks the team members, “What are the [fillincategory name] factors

contributingto the problem?” The answers are then filledinas the “bones” on the fish.
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Figure 7.26: Fishbone Diagram
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The above fishbone diagram investigates the factors that could contribute to theproblem of failing the
PMI-ACP exam. (This is,of course, a fictitious example,because it isnot going to happen to you, right?)

Step 4: Decide What to Do
The last of the three problem-solving steps involves deciding what to do about the problems we have
identified. The activities involvedin this step move us from thinking about the iterationwe have just
completedinto thinkingabout the next iteration—what we will change, andhow we willbehave
differently. These team-based exercises focus onvalidating our approach and creatingmeasurable
goals to trackprogress andproblem resolution. Theyhelpbuild a clear set ofactions for solving the
problem—we identify the highest-priority actionitems, create detailedplans for experiments, and set

measurable goals to achieve the desired results.

There are several activities we can use to help decide onan actionplan, including:

» Short Subjects: The team uses an action wheelwith categories such as “Keep,Drop,Add” or “Start
Doing, StopDoing,DoMore Of,Do Less Of” to identifyproblem-resolution actions.

» SMART Goals: The participants transform their list ofactionitems into goals that are SMART:

Specific,Measurable, Attainable,Relevant, and Timely.

» Circle ofQuestions: Eachparticipant asks a question about how to improve one of the issues that has
been identified, tobe addressedby the nextpersoninthe circle.

Retrospective PlanningGame: In this exercise, the team plans the tasks required to reach the process
improvement goals theyhave identified for the next iteration.

»

Let’s look at the first two of these techniques (Short Subjects and SMART goals) inmore detail.
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Short Subjects
This activityhelps the team agree onwhichproblem-resolutionactions topursue. The group creates a

circle ona flip chart or whiteboard anddividesit into categories.For example, theymight use:

» WhatWent Well,DoDifferentlyNext Time

» Keep,Drop, Add
» StartDoing, StopDoing,DoMore Of,DoLess Of

The figurebelow shows an example of a Short Subjects session that was held for a software project.

This sessionused the categories Start Doing, Stop Doing,Do More Of, andDo Less Of.

Figure 7.27: Short Subjects
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SMART Goals
This activityhelps the team create goals that are Specific,Measurable, Attainable,Relevant, and Timely

(SMART). The reason for doing this is that goals with these characteristics are morelikely tobe achieved.

Tobegin the SMART goals exercise, the facilitator fists the SMART characteristics ona flip chart or

whiteboard. Then the team is shown the difference between anon-SMART goal, such as "We need to

do more testing,” and a SMART version of that goal, such as “Each module must have andpass a unit test,

functional test, and system test before iteration end."
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Figure 7.28: SMART Goals
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Once everyone in the roomunderstands the characteristics ofSMART goals, theybreak out into smaller
groups to transform the problem-solving actions theyhave alreadyidentifiedinto SMART goals.Inthe
large group, the participants thenreview each goal—they discuss whether the goal is indeed SMART and
make refinements where necessary. The process ofensuring that the goals have SMART characteristics
also confirms everyone’sunderstandingofwhat willhappenandhelps theparticipants formmental
models ofwhat willbe done to complete the goals and resolve theproblems.

Step 5: Close the Retrospective
The final step is closing the retrospective.Here, we have the opportunity to reflect on what happened
during the retrospective and express our appreciation to each other. The exercises in this step might
summarize what we have decided to keep or change, what we are thankful for,andwhere we canmake the
best use ofour time going forward. These activitieshelp roundout the retrospective andreinforce its value
to theproject.

There are several team-basedactivities that canbe used to close the retrospective, including:

» Plus/Delta: The team records what they want to do more of (“plus”) and what they want to change
(“delta”) intwo columns.

» Helped,Hindered,Hypothesis: The team members provide feedback about the retrospective itself—
what helped, whathindered, and any ideas they cameup with (“hypotheses”) for improvingfuture
retrospectives.

» Returnon Time Invested(ROTI): Participants discuss the benefits ofretrospectives, and thengrade
the meetingon a five-point scale to show whether their time was well spent.

» Appreciations: Team members have an opportunity to express their appreciation to each other for
specific efforts during the iteration.

To illustrate the types ofactivities that canbeundertaken to help close a retrospective, we will examine

the first twoinmore detail—Plus/Delta andHelped,Hindered,Hypothesis.
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Plus/Delta
Inthis exercise, we capture andvalidate our ideas for what we should do more of (things that are going
well) andwhat we should change (things that are not goingwell) on a T-diagram ona whiteboard or flip

chart, as shownin this example:9

Figure 7.29: Plus/Delta
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Helped, Hindered, Hypothesis
This exercise helps generate feedback on the retrospective process itself andproduces ideas for

improvement. Torun this session,we first prepare three flip charts, andgive themthe titles “Helped,”
“Hindered,” and “Hypothesis.” We explain to the team that we are lookingto improve the retrospective

process and wouldlike feedback onwhat they thinkhelped,what was ahindrance, and any ideas they have

(hypotheses) for improving theretrospectives going forward. The teammembers thenwrite their ideas on

stickynotes andpost the notes on the appropriate flip chart.

This concludes our discussionof the five steps of the retrospective process.Insummary, retrospectives

are important agile workshops. They enable the team to take the impediments andproblems they faced

during the iteration,alongwithitems identified after reflectionand observation, and do something to

improve the situation while those lessons and actions are still relevant to theproject.

K&s Team Self-Assessments

As we've seen, it is standardpractice for agile teams to reflect onhowwell they are doingandlook for things
they can improve—and another tool that they canuse for thispurpose is a team self-assessment.

o Exam tip

Although the agile term for these activities is “self-assessment,” it’s important

to understand that they focus onevaluating the effectiveness of the team as

a whole,not that of the individual team members. To make that clear, we are

using the term “team self-assessment” in this discussion.However, if you see

this termon the exam,itwillsimplybe called “self-assessment.”
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Shore’s Team Self-Assessment Scoring Model
James Shore offers a self-assessment quiz andscoring graph focused on XPpractices that teams canuse to

gauge their performance.10Ihismodelmeasureshow teamsperformwithinthe followingcategories:

» Thinking
» Collaborating
» Releasing
» Planning
» Developing

The quiz is completedby answering questions within each category and scoring the answers on a scale of1
to 100. The following table shows a few of the questions from the Planning category:11

Planning Questions Yes No XP Practice
Do nearly all teammembers understand what they are building,
why they’rebuildingit, and what stakeholders consider success?

25 0 Vision

Does the teamhave aplan for achieving success? Release

Planning
4 0

Does the team regularly seek out newinformation anduse it to

improve its plan for success?

3 Release

Planning
0

Does the team’s plan incorporate the expertise ofbusinesspeople
as well as programmers, anddo nearly all involved agree the plan
is achievable?

The Planning
Game

4 0

Once the answers to all the questions have been scored, weplot the results on a radar (spider) diagram,
as shownhere:12

Figure 7.30: Team Self-Assessment Scoring Model
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We thengather the team to analyze this chart to identifywhich areas coulduse improvement,and decide

what actions to take.For example, the types ofimprovement actions that may be takeninclude trainingor

addingmore workingsessions with thebusiness representatives.

Tabaka’s Team Self-Assessment Model
Jean Tabaka also offers a model for assessing the attributes ofhigh-performing teams. This model

investigates the following areas:13

» Self-organization: Is the team self-organizing,rather than functioningina command-and-control, top-

downorganization?

» Empowered to make decisions: Is the team empowered to discuss, evaluate, andmake decisions,

rather thanbeing dictated to by an outside authority?

» Beliefinvisionandsuccess: Do team members understand the project vision and goals, and do they
trulybelieve that, as a team, they can solve anyproblem to achieve those goals?

Committed team: Are teammembers committed to succeed as a team,rather thanbeingcommitted to

individual success at any cost?

» Trust each other:Does the teamhave the confidence to continually work on improving their ability to

act without fear, anger, or bullying?

» Participatory decisionmaking: Is the team engaged inparticipatory decisionmaking, rather than

submitting to authoritarian decisionmaking or the decisions ofothers?

» Consensus-driven:Are the team decisions consensus-driven, rather thanleader-driven? Do team

members share their opinions freely andparticipate in the final decision?

Constructive disagreement: Is the team able to negotiate through a variety ofalternatives andimpacts

surrounding a decision, andcraft the one thatprovides thebest outcome?
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Figure 7.31:Tabaka’s Self-Assessment Model

Team member assessmentTeamHigh-Performance Teams’ Collaboration Criteria Median
Score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Self-organization
Is the team self-organizing, rather than functioningina command-and-control, top-down organization?

1 5.0 5.0 5 5 5 5

Empowered to make decisions
Is the team empowered to discuss, evaluate, andmake decisions, rather thanbeing dictated to by an outside authority?

2 4.5 4.5 5 45 4

Belief in vision and success
Do team members understand theproject vision andgoals, anddo they trulybelieve that, as a team, they can solve any
problem to achieve those goals?

3 4.3 4.0 4 5 4 4

Committed team
Are team members committed to succeedasa team, rather than being committed to individualsuccess at any cost?

4 4.8 5.0 5 5 4 5

—
Trust each other
Does the team have the confidence to continually work on impmving their ability to act without fear, anger, orbullying?

5 3 33.5 3.5 4 4

Participatory decision making
Is the team engagedinparticipatory decisionmaking, rather than submitting to authoritarian decision making or the
decisions of others?

6 4.5 4.5 4 45 5

Consensus-driven
Are team decisions consensus driven, rather than leader driven? Do team members share their opinions freely and
participate in the final decision?

7 2.3 2.0 23 2 2

Constructive disagreement
Is the team able to negotiate through a variety of alternatives andimpacts surrounding a decision, and craft
the one thatpmvides the best outcome?

8 4.8 5.0 5 5 4 5

Total Score 4.2 4.2 4.5 4.3 4.0 4.0

Legend: 1= Strongly disagree, 3= Neutral, 5 = Strongly agree
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© Exam tip

For the exam, you don’t need to know the details of these self-assessment models.

Youmight not even see this topic on the exam, since it isn’t a key component of

agile. However, if the exam does ask about self-assessments, it’s likely to focus on

how they are used and what their purpose is. You should also understand that

these tools are part of the inspect and adapt cycle—theynot onlyhelp the team

improve their product and process, they also help team membersbuild their skills

and improve their effectiveness.
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K&s PMI’s Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct

The final topic in the exam content outline that we’ll cover is PMI’s Code ofEthics andProfessional

Conduct.While this isn’t an agile topic,it is verymuchalignedwithagile’s core value ofrespect for other

people. Also,PMIexpects every applicant for thePMI-ACP credential to follow this code—youwon’t be

able to complete the exam applicationprocess without agreeing tobeboundbyit. So let’s take alook and

see what you are gettingyourselfinto.

PMI’s Code ofEthics andProfessional Conduct is a document that outlines four areas ofprofessional
behavior to conduct ourselvesby—Responsibility,Respect,Fairness, andHonesty.Each area of the code

has a set ofaspirational standards and a set ofmandatory standards. The aspirational standards describe

the idealsPMIis askingpractitioners to strive for, or aspire to. Themandatory standards are behaviors

PMIexpects allpractitioners to follow. The structure of the Code is shownbelow,inapartially expanded
mindmap of the aspirational components of the Responsibility section.14

Figure 7.32: Structure of PMI’s Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct
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The other aspect of the Code that you shouldbe aware of is the disciplinary andethics compliance
process.If someone believes that you are inviolationof the mandatory standards, they are supposed to

report you, andifyou encounter another PMImember who youbelieve is in violation of the standards,

you are supposed to report them.ls ThePMIEthics Committee will theninvestigate any such reports.
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O Exam tip

PMIprovides the foilversion of the Code ofEthics and ProfessionalConduct

onits website (www.pmi.org). You shouldread this document andbe familiar

withit.Although the exam questions won’t test the Code directly, youmight

see situationalquestions that test it indirectly. The main reason the Code is

includedin the exam content outline is to make sure youunderstand what you

are agreeing to whenyousignup for the exam.We encourage you to read the

fullversion of this code onPMI’s website.
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Chapter Review

1. Process tailoringwouldbe a good option for:

A. Anew team that hasbeen formedby the merger of two other agile teams

B. A team that is struggling to get their agile methods towork smoothly
C. A team that is using agile successfullybut wouldlike to improve their methods
D. A team that wants to start usingagile methods

2. A series ofproject pre-mortems wouldbe most useful on:

A. Along-term,riskyproject
B. A shortproject with ahard deadline
C. Aproposedproject withwell-defined technology andrequirements
D. Aproject that willrequire process tailoring

3. Youhear that another teamisusinganagile-traditionalhybridapproach. What is this most likely to

involve?

A. They areusing agile methods to plan theproject and traditionalmethods to track andmeasure

performance.
B. They are usingagilemethods forproject accountingand traditionalmethods for the other

elements of the project
C. They areusingtraditionalmethods to estimate the work and agile methods toplan the work.
D. They are usingagile methods to build the product and traditionalmethods for theprocurement

workflow.

4. Ina retrospective, what technique couldyour teamuse to ensure that you reallyunderstand a

problem you've identified?

A. Five Whys
B. Dot voting
C. Kano analysis
D. MoSCoW

5. Ifyour totalcycle time has remained the same butyour value-added time has goneup, what does this
mean?

A. Your nonvalue-added time has increased.
B. Your value-added time now equals your nonvalue-added time.

C. The efficiency ofyour process has decreased.
D. The efficiency ofyour processhas improved.

6. The best way to improve the efficiency of aprocess is to:

A. Domore detailedplanning.
B. Remove waste andbottlenecks.
C. Minimize common cause variation.

D. Addmore stringent process controls.
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7. Your team spends 10minutes waiting for people to turnup for the daily stand-up meeting, which

thenlasts 15 minutes. The stand-up meetingis then followedby another 5 minutes of the team

discussing thehockey game last night, and yet another 5 minutesbrainstormingissues to solve.

Calculate the totalcycle time of thisprocess, assuming that the hockey discussion is not categorized
as a value-added activity.

A. 15 minutes

B. 20 minutes

C. 30minutes

D. 35 minutes

8. When generating insights in a retrospective,we ask “why” five times to:

A. Movebeyond our automatic,habitual answers andget to theroot cause ofanissue.

B. Get past the denialandresistance that tend to occur in the first three or four answers.

C. Gather five levels of data around the issue.

D. Avoidasking“why” six times, since that wouldbe overkill.

9. Whichofthe followingis a form ofagile review?

A. Sprints
B. Customer demos
C. Unit testing
D. Projectpre-mortems

10. Inagile, the kaizen approach involves:

A. Continuous, incremental improvements recommendedbyprocess experts

B. Bold, top-downre-engineeringinitiatives

C. Small, incremental improvementsby the people who are doingthe work

D. Stopping the process as needed to implement essential improvements

11. Youhavebeen asked to review an agile team’s recently enhancedmethodology to assess its

effectiveness. The desirable characteristics that youshouldbe looking for include:

A. Apreference for rapid communications, significant process weight, recommendations for larger
teams touse fighter methods

B. A preference for digital communications,not too muchprocess weight, recommendations for

larger teams to use simplermethods
C. A preference for relevant communications, significant process weight, recommendations for

larger teams to use heavier methods
D. Apreference for face-to-face communications,not too muchprocess weight, recommendations

for larger teams to use heavier methods

12. Continuous improvement is a corebenefit ofwhich agile practices?

A. Pair programming, daily stand-up meetings, WIP limits

B. User stories, daily stand-up meetings, retrospectives
C. Pairprogramming, daily stand-upmeetings, retrospectives
D. Storypoints,pair programming,WIPlimits
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13. Whichof the followingisnot one of the questions that we are continually askinginaproduct
feedback loop?

A. Does itmeet the customer needs and expectations?
B. Does itworkinallconditions?
C. Didwebreak anythingwhilebuildingthis?

D. Did the project get shipped?

14. The primary reason for doing a projectpre-mortemis to:

A. Gather lessons learned fromaniteration.

B. Summarize the lessons learned at the end ofaproject.
C. Identifypotentialrisks so that we canmitigate them.
D. Accurately forecast the results of theproject.

1S. On the chart usedin the Timeline exercise for gathering data inaretrospective, ahorizontal line can

be addedbelow thex-axis to represent:

A. Teamvelocity over time

B. Team emotionalresponses over time

C. Teamriskrankings average
D. Teamhours ofworkper week

16. Process tailoringisbest undertaken on agile projects when:

A. There are difficulties inimplementingagile practices.
B. Experiencedpractitioners want to address an issue.

C. The team needs newprocesses to keep them engaged.
D. Aboost in teamvelocity is needed to meet the schedule.

17. Whichof the followingbenefits wouldyour agile teammost likely gain fromperforming a

self-assessment?

A. Improve the team’s practices.
B. Gaininsights for individualperformance reviews.

C. Identifypersonal traits for humanresources counseling.
D. Determine compatibilities for pairprogrammingassignments.

18. When shouldagile teams collect lessons learned?

A. At the end of theproject
B. Throughout theproject
C. Whenprojects go well

D. Whenprojects gopoorly

19. Your sponsor is asking about tailoring the company’s newly adopted agile methodology.Your advice
shouldbe:

A. Tailoringit willbe a good way to learnmore about the methodology.
B. Tailoringit willbe a good way to ease into the initialadoptionprocess.
C. We should tailorit first, then consider adoptingit.

D. We should tryit first, then consider tailoringit.
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20. Teams gain the mostbenefits fromusingan agile approach in:

A. Projects that are as uncertain aspossible
B. Projects withhigh levels of technologicaluncertainty andlow levels ofcomplexity in

requirements
C. Projects withmediumlevels ofcomplexity inboth technology andrequirements

D. Projects withlowlevels ofuncertainty inrequirements and technology
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Answers

1. Answer: C

Explanation: Process tailoringshould onlybe attempted after a team has masteredagile, andthe
best reason for doingit is to improveuponmethods that arebasically already workingwell.Process

tailoringwouldnotbe a goodideainany of the other scenarios describedhere.

2. Answer: A

Explanation: Some of the questions onthe PMI-ACP examwillbe relatively straightforward and
canbe figured out logically.Here is an example. To answer this question, ask yourselfwhen a series

ofdedicatedworkshops for identifyingpotential risks wouldbe most worthwhile. On a short,
time-sensitiveproject we probably wouldn’t have the time for such an effort. Onaproject withwell-
defined technology andrequirements, the risksmight notbe significant enough to justify gathering
the stakeholders for multiple pre-mortems.And “aproject that willrequireprocess tailoring” is a

distractor, since the decision whether to tailor the teams process is generallyup to the teammembers,
not a requirement for theproject.Also, that descriptiondoesn’t really tellus anythingabout the
project concerned, whichmeans that it can’t be the BEST answer to the question. This process of

elimination leaves a long-term, riskyproject as the correct answer.

3. Answer: D

Explanation: The options for this questionprovide four possible scenarios for usingan agile-
traditionalhybrid approach. Three of the options wouldbe unlikelyin the realworld since they
describe an awkwardmixture that wouldbe hardto use effectively. Onlyone of these scenarios would
be a common type ofreal-worldhybrid—usingan agile approach for incremental development along
with a traditional approach for procurement.With a good grasp ofagile, this answer shouldstandout

as the most likely approach.However, this questionmay stillbe trickybecause youhave to stop and
think through the implications ofeach option.

4. Answer: A

Explanation: The PMI-ACP exam isunlikely to pose detailed questions about the retrospective
process; however, youshouldhave abasic understandingof the four techniques listedinthis
question.Dot votingis a method for participatory decisionmaking.Kano analysis is a tool that can

behelpful forprioritizingproduct features from the user’s perspective.MoSCoWis a commonly used
prioritizationmethod. That leavesFive Whys,whichis a team exercise used to get to the root cause of
a givenproblem—and therefore the correct answer to this question.

5. Answer:D

Explanation: Invalue streammapping, total cycle time is the sum ofvalue-added time andnonvalue-
added time,and the efficiency ofa process is its value-added time dividedbyits total cycle time.

Based onthese formulas,if the value-added time ofa process has increasedwhile its totalcycle time

has remained the same, that means its efficiencyhas improved.
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6. Answer: B

Explanation: Although this questionis framedin the terminology ofvalue streammapping, to

identify the correct answer youreally just need to understand the importance ofremoving waste and

bottlenecks, which is akeyprinciple of agile/lean approaches. While more detailedplanning, reduced

common cause variation, andmore stringentprocess controls might also improve the efficiency ofa

process, they typically aren’t the best or most cost-effective ways to do that on an agile project.

7. Answer:D

Explanation: Since the total cycle timeis the value-added time+ the nonvalue-added time, we do

not actuallyneed to determine what falls under the value-added category. Instead, we just need to add

up all the timesinvolved: 10 + 15 +5+ 5 = 35 minutes.

8. Answer: A

Explanation: The goal of theFive Whys exercise is to movebeyond our automatic,habitual answers

and get to the root cause ofan issue. The other options are made-up.

9. Answer:B

Explanation: Agile methods adhere to the scientific method, inwhichexperiments are followedby
reviews.From thisperspective, sprints, unit testing, andprojectpre-mortems wouldallbe considered

experiments inwhich the teamis doingthe work or gathering data. On the otherhand, customer

demos are a form ofreview, inwhich the team gets feedback on the work they completedin the sprint
from the customer.

10. Answer: C

Explanation: The kaizen approach focuses on encouraging the team (the people who are doing the

work) to frequently initiate andimplement small, incremental improvements. This approach isbased

on a completely different mindset than top-down,management-led re-engineeringinitiatives,which

are typically large, one-time efforts.Althoughit wasn't mentioned earlier, inmanufacturingsystems

that have aproductionline,kaizen does stop theprocess as needed to address issues.However, that

isn't akey component of thekaizen approach as applied to knowledge work.

11. Answer:D

Explanation: Desirablemethodology characteristics include apreference for face-to-face

communications,not too muchprocess weight, and a recommendation that larger teams use heavier

methods.The optionofsignificant process weight is generally the opposite of thebarely sufficient

goal we shouldbe striving for.However, as teams get larger, we will inevitablyneedtouse heavier

methodologies to compensate for the reduced face-to-face communications and the increased

difficulty ofmaintaining tacit knowledge.

12. Answer: C

Explanation: Continuous improvement is a core functionof the practices ofpair programming, daily
stand-up meetings, andretrospectives.It has little to do withWIP limits, storypoints, or user stories.

13. Answer:D

Explanation: The first three options are the questions that are askedinaproduct feedback loop,at

increasinglymore granular levels as theproject proceeds. Thelast question is associatedwith the

methodology success criteria for process analysis,not feedback loops.
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14. Answer: C

Explanation: Theprimaryreason for doingaproject pre-mortemis to identifypotentialrisks to the
project so that we canmitigate them.Althoughit does involve forecasting the results ina way, that is
simply the frameworkused for identifyingrisks. The other options are incorrect.

15. Answer: B

Explanation: Below the timeline chart, the team can draw a line that tracks their feelings about the

iterationorproject as it progressed. Trackinghow they felt at eachpoint in theprocess canhelp them
recollect additionaldata.

16. Answer: B

Explanation: Process tailoringisnot tobe undertaken just for implementation issues, to entertain

the team, or as a scheme to increase velocity (although velocitymight improve as a result ofaprocess

change, that isn’t the “best” reason to doit).The correct answer is that it isbest for experienced
practitioners to undertakeprocess tailoringwhen there is anissue to address.

17. Answer: A

Explanation: Themost likelybenefit ofperforming a self-assessment is animprovement of the teams

practices.While some of the other options might ensue as tangentialbenefits, they aren’t the focus of
a self-assessment exercise, which focuses on the team as a whole.

18. Answer:B

Explanation: Lessons learnedshouldbe captured throughout theproject when the informationis

still fresh andpeople remember the most details.Ihis allows the lessons tobeusedin the remainder
of theproject.

19. Answer:D

Explanation: Agile methods shouldbe tried as-is first before consideringmodifications for process
tailoring.We needs to first understandhow thepractices workbefore we attempt to change them.
Ifwe change the method first andthen encounterproblems,how willweknowif theproblems are

genuineproject issues or the result of the changes we made?

20. Answer: C

Explanation:From theperspective of systems thinking, theprojects that can gain the most from
usingan agile approach are those thathave mediumlevels ofcomplexity (i.e.,uncertainty) inboth
technology and requirements.
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Conclusion

Congratulations—youhave finishedthisbookand survived! Rest assured that younow havehadgreat

exposure to all the agile domains, tools and techniques, andknowledge and skills that willbe tested on

the exam.We have covered some topicsmore deeply than the examwillask for andhave discussed some

ideas that aren’t includedinthe exam content outline.Ihis approachis designed to help you connect

the ideas together so you canrely onunderstanding, rather thanmemorization, to pass the exam. Such

understanding also reinforces the concepts so you canapply what youhave learned to your real-world

projects.Whenyouknow the material in thisbook, you willbe more thanready to ace the exam.

The trouble is,if this is your first time reading through thismaterial, chances are that you do not really
know all the information coveredin thisbookyet.Iknowit is a terrible thing to contemplate rightnow,

since youhave only just finished,but youneed to goback through the book again.Don’t worry—it willbe
much faster the second time.As youreadthroughthebook again, focus on the areas you struggledwith.
Take aniterative andincremental approach, andsoonthose four or five topics that youhave beendreading
willbecome one or two—and then you’llnail those, too.

A great attribute of agile is that it fits howpeople think andbehave.It is tolerant ofmistakes and

incorporates feedback and refinement into theprocess. So practice what youhave beenlearning.
Do a retrospective ofyour studies, make sure yourecognize the areas inwhichyou didwell and

deserve praise, and also create a list of topics to revisit.You can also use the PMFASTraclf exam

simulation software to help you identifywhere youstill need improvement.Revisit topics, refine your

understanding, andretest your knowledge.

And finally, goodluck with the exam.Ifyouhave genuinely workedthrough these study materials and
have therequisite trainingandproject experience,Iam confident youwillpass the exam.Also,please
share your thoughts andfeedback—Irefine, revisit, andretest, too.Iwouldlove tohear fromyouand can

be reached atmikegriffiths(5)rmcls.com.

Best regards,

Mike

Reminder! Purchasing this book gives youaccess to valuable supplemental
study tools for thePMI-ACP exam at shop.rmcls.com/agileprep.Be sure to take
advantage of those resources, whichinclude a practice quiz that canhelp you
determine ifyou are ready to take the exam.Also,be sure to checkback from time

to time, since we will continue to addmore resources to that site. You will needyour
copy of this book thefirst timeyou access that website.
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INDEX agile sizingand estimation. See estimatingand
sizing

agile tooling, 6, 110-13

agile triangle, 26-27, 97, 123, 259,
agile valueproposition, 84-85,149-50, 244
agile values. See Agile Manifesto, values
agile vs. traditionalprojects

chartering, 154
estimating, 309

planning,246-48
analysis, value-based. See value-based analysis
Anderson,David, 9, 370

anti-patterns. Seeprocess analysis, methodology
anti-patterns

Appreciations (exercise), 403

approved iterations, 7, 390
architectural spikes. See spikes, architectural
aspirational standards. SeePMIs Code ofEthics

andProfessional Conduct
assessing and incorporatingcommunity and

stakeholder values, 6,151
assessingvalue, 86-100

ATDD. See acceptance test-driven development
Austin,Robert, 167

100-point method, 102

A

AC. See actual cost

acceptance test-driven development (ATDD),
135-37

active listening,6, 180-81

actual cost (AC),96
adaptation (Scrumpillar), 41, 43

adaptive leadership, 7, 213, 215-17

adaptiveplanning. See planning, adaptive
Adjourning. See team formationand development

stages, Adjourning
Adkins,Lyssa, 9, 172, 206, 210, 221,
affinity estimating, 7, 280-81, 282, 283, 287, 296
agile charters, 6, 154-55

agile contracts, 6, 30, 123-27

change for free, 125
customized, 127
DSDM, 124

fixed-price, 125
fixed-price workpackages, 126-27

graduated fixed-price, 126

money for nothing,125-26
time andmaterials, 125, 126

agile discovery, 7, 253

agile frameworks and terminology, 1, 2, 6, 20, 22,
40-65, 198, 200, 303

agilehybridmodels. Seehybridmodels
agile KPIs,97-8

Agile Manifesto, 22, 27-37, 41, 48, 63, 84, 100,
110, 124, 151, 171, 198, 245, 271, 274, 322

principles, 6,31-37

values, 6, 28-30
agile methodologies, 8, 40-65, 371-74

agile methods and approaches, 6, 8, 40-65,
371-74

agile mindset, 22-27, 71,98, 120, 133, 245, 253,
377

agile modeling,6, 158-59

agileplanningconcepts. See planning, concepts of
agile principles. See Agile Manifesto,principles
agile process overview,64-65
agileproject accountingprinciples, 6, 97
agile project chartering. See agile charters
agile scaling, 8, 65

6

backlog. Seeproduct backlog
backlog, risk-adjusted. See risk-adjustedbacklog
backlog, sprint. See sprint backlog
backlogrefinement. Seeproduct backlog,

grooming/refining
Bandwagoneffect, 287

Bang-for-the-Buck. See collaboration games
Bennis, Warren, 66

big visible chart. See informationradiators
Blanchard,Ken, 215-16
blankpage syndrome, 329
bottlenecks, 59, 115-18, 120-22, 165, 203-5, 333,

339,377

brainstorming, 6, 173-74, 176, 399
buffers, 124, 276, 301, 304

buildingagile teams, 7, 202-21

build tools, 132, 229

bum charts, 229-32

burndown charts, 7,229-31

bumup charts, 7,231-32
business case, 156

Buy a Feature. See collaboration games
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communication (XP core value), 6, 21, 34, 48, 55,

65, 66, 111, 150, 151, 162-71, 184, 186,

198, 200, 221-28, 246, 270, 274, 285, 286,

329, 348, 351, 366, 375, 376, 394

face-to-face (F2F), 32, 33, 34, 162-63, 376
osmotic, 65, 221, 223-24,228, 376

socialmedia, 170-71

two-way, 164
communications management. See

communication

comparative estimates, 276-77

compliance, 6, 68, 84, 86, 100, 156, 345

conflict levels, 182-84

conflict resolution, 6,182-84

constraints, 26-27, 116-17, 123-24, 259, 377,

378-79

constructive disagreement, 206, 210-11, 406

contingency, 71, 126, 156
continuous improvement, 4, 23, 25, 54, 59, 352,

365-407

people, 390-407

process, 369-84

product, 385-90

continuous integration, 6,33, 52, 55, 131-33, 134,

166, 325, 330, 370
contracts. See agile contracts

controllimits, 7, 343,

convergence, 6, 186, 187, 206, 210, 288, 291
cost of change, 108, 128, 130, 133, 169, 324-25

cost of change curve. See cost of change
cost performance index (CPI),93, 96

cost variance (CV),93,96

courage (XP core value), 32,41, 48,151, 327

CPI. See cost performance index

Crystal, 40, 54, 63,65
cumulative flow diagrams (CFDs), 6, 62, 118-22,

232
customer (XProle), 49, 50, 51, 200

customer tests (XP corepractice),51, 157, 166

customer-valuedprioritization,6,101

customized contracts. See agile contracts,

customized
CV. See cost variance

cycle time, 7, 60, 118-20, 332-34, 336
totalcycle time (value streammapping),

379-81

c
caves and common, 223, 329

CFD. See cumulative flow diagrams
change for free. See agile contracts, change for free

change requests, 33, 101, 107, 109, 124, 150, 244,

249, 258, 274, 342

chartering. See agile charters
Check-In (exercise), 394
Circle of Questions (exercise), 401

close the retrospective. See retrospective process
coach (XP role), 49, 50, 200, 310, 311, 332

coaching, 43, 69, 172, 180, 181, 184, 219-21,327

individual, 220

whole team, 220

Coaching (leadership style), 215-16
coarse-grainedrequirements, 258
Cockburn, Alistair, 9, 27, 163, 169, 211, 217, 223,

328-29,370,375-77

COCOMO* (IandII),34, 198, 199,

code standards (XP core practice), 50, 51

Cohn,Mike,9, 279
collaboration,6, 20, 30, 34,74,111, 124, 127, 129,

167, 171-78, 186-87, 208, 221, 222, 223,

225, 228, 375
collaboration games, 6, 152, 174-78, 383

Bang-for-the-Buck, 175

Buy aFeature, 175
Prune the Product Tree, 174, 176-77
Remember the Future, 174, 175-76, 383

Speedboat (Sailboat), 175,177-78

collaborative team spaces. See team space
collective code ownership (XP corepractice), 50,

51, 62, 165, 166

co-located teams. See co-location

co-location, 74, 166, 186, 221, 222-23, 228

physical, 222

virtual, 222, 228

Color CodeDots (exercise), 397

command-and-controlapproach, 21, 66, 148, 164,

186, 206, 207, 328, 353, 406

common cause variation, 338, 339

communicatingwith stakeholders. See

communication
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D DOI. See DeclarationofInterdependence
done, definition of. See definitionof done
dot voting. See voting, dot (multi-voting)
Dreyfus, Stuart, 212

Dreyfusmodel. See developmentalmastery

models,Dreyfus
DSDM. SeeDynamic Systems Development

Method
DSDMcontracts. See agile contracts,DSDM

Dynamic Systems DevelopmentMethod
(DSDM), 26, 40, 54, 63, 97, 101, 102, 123,

daily scrums, 42, 43, 44-45, 120, 309

daily stand-ups, 7, 44, 48, 64, 68, 129, 166, 171,

200, 244, 259, 291, 309-11, 332, 340, 369,

372

Dalkir,Kimiz, 167

data accuracyperception, 111

data models, 64, 158-59, 229
decide what to do. See retrospective process
decisionspectrum, 187, 188

Declaration ofInterdependence (DOI),22-23

decomposingrequirements. See requirements

decomposition
defect cycle time, 170,336
defect rate, 7, 73, 151, 336-37
defects, 51, 56, 85, 135, 150, 169, 325,336-37,

389, 391

defects, escaped. See escaped defects
definedprocesses, 22

definition ofdone, 6, 29, 30, 41, 42, 46, 136,
157-58, 271

Delegating (leadership style), 215-16
delivery, incremental. See incremental delivery
delivery, value-driven. See value-driven delivery
Deming,W.Edwards, 338, 367, 368, 387

demonstrations, 33, 35, 42, 46, 62, 65, 129,

135-36, 153, 154, 165, 200, 246, 250, 325,
327, 368-69, 385,387, 388, 389, 390

demos. See demonstrations
Derby,Esther, 9, 391-2

developmentalmasterymodels,7, 211-16

Dreyfus, 212-13
Shu-Ha-Ri, 211-12

Tuckman, 213-16

development team (Scrumrole), 32, 34, 35, 40,

42, 43, 44, 46, 47, 64,99, 148, 149, 152, 164,
173,175, 200, 203, 252, 271, 273, 275, 296,

303, 348, 383, 390,

digital tools (for distributed teams), 222, 223,

228-29

Directing (leadership style), 215-16
distributed teams, 7, 56, 221, 222, 224-29

vs. outsourcing, 226

divergence, 69, 206, 210,

diversity. See global, cultural, and teamdiversity
documentation, 28, 29-30, 32, 34, 56, 68, 74, 100,

102, 156, 159, 224, 225, 229, 376
written, 34, 223,376

124

E

early delivery ofvalue, 85

earned value (EV),93,96
earnedvalue management (EVM),92-96
elevator statements, 155, 156
emotional intelligence, ISO, 179-80, 198

empirical processes, 22

empowered teams, 34, 171, 198, 206-8,
EMV. See expectedmonetary value
enable others to act,72

engage the team, 251, 252,352, 372

epics, 266, 267, 279

escaped defects, 336-37
estimating, 51, 151, 165, 171, 172, 187, 199, 200,

229, 234, 253, 261-263, 276-79, 280-84,
287-91, 300-301, 304, 307-8

inranges, 261-62

keypoints, 263
vs.planningandsizing, 265

estimating, affinity. See affinity estimating
ESVP (exercise), 394, 395-96
Ethics. See PMIs Code ofEthics and Professional

Conduct
EV. See earned value
EVMfor agileprojects. See earned value

management

expectedmonetary value (EMV),346, 347, 349

expert inearshot, 329
Extreme Programming (XP), 8, 22,33, 35, 40, 41,

48-53, 54, 72, 129-30, 151, 165, 198, 212,

225, 369-70,372,405
core practices, 50-53

core values, 48

life cycle, 49

team roles, 49-50
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graph,riskburndown. See riskburndowngraph
Green Zone,RedZone model, 172

groomingthebacklog. Seeproductbacklog,
grooming/refining

groupthink, 174, 287

gulfof evaluation, 128, 152, 246, 389

F

face-to-face (F2F) communication. See

communication, face-to-face

facilitation methods,6, 181-82, 198, 227,

failure modes, 328

fast failure, 294-95

FDD. See Feature-DrivenDevelopment
Feature-DrivenDevelopment (FDD), 40, 62, 101

features, 33, 35, 36, 42, 46, 49, 55, 56,62, 85,94,

96-104, 106-7,108-9, 118-21, 124-25,

128, 153, 158, 161, 169, 174-77, 182, 200,

229, 232, 252, 256-58, 266-67, 281-86,

296-97, 327, 337, 344-48, 352, 389

feature workshops. Seeworkshops, feature

feedback (XP core value),48

Fibonacci sequence, 278, 290
financial assessment metrics. See metrics, financial

assessment

Fishbone diagram analysis, 7, 367, 399, 400-401

fist-of-five voting. See voting, fist-of-five
Five Whys (exercise), 7, 367, 399-400

fixed-price contracts. See agile contracts,

fixed-price
fixed-price workpackages. See agile contracts,

fixed-price work packages
focused listening, 180-81

Focus On/Focus Off (exercise), 394-95

Forming. See team formationand development
stages,Forming

Forster,Jens, 208

Free-for-All (exercise), 174, 399

frequent verification and validation,6, 128-30,

133, 152, 325, 388
Friedman,Ronald, 208

H

Helped,Hindered,Hypothesis (exercise), 403,

404

Hersey,Paul, 215-6

high-performing teams, 205-11, 406-7

guidelines for managers, 205-6

Highsmith,Jim, 9, 27,188, 225, 226, 370, 376
Highsmith’s decision spectrum. See decision

spectrum
HIPPO decisionmaking, 287

hybridmodels, 7, 41, 371-74

agile-agilehybrids, 372

agile-traditionalhybrids, 372-74

Scrum-XPhybrid, 372

I

ideal time, 7,263, 305, 307-8,

identifyingproblems, 332-43

Identify Themes (exercise), 399
IDEs. See integrated development environments

IKIWISI, 389,

impact. See riskprobability and impact

impedimentbacklogs, 68

incremental delivery,6, 108-22,324

individual coaching. See coaching, individual
industrial work, 21, 22, 26, 84, 164, 374

informationradiators, 6, 112, 165, 169-70, 200,

222, 223, 228, 229, 285, 337

inspection (Scrumpillar), 41,43

integrated development environments (IDEs),

G

Gantt charts, 20, 34,72, 92-93, 111, 285

gather data. See retrospective process

generalizing specialists, 50, 200, 203-5

generate insights. See retrospective process

global, cultural, and team diversity, 7,224-25

globalization, 224

global listening, 180-81

Goldratt,Eli, 120, 122

Goleman,Daniel, 180

graduated fixed-price contracts. See agile contracts,

graduated fixed-price

132
internal listening, 180-81

internal rate ofreturn (IRR), 86, 89-90

interpersonal skills, 150,178-88

intraspectives. See retrospectives
inverted triangle of constraints. See agile triangle
INVEST, 271-72

IRR. See internalrate ofreturn

iterationplanning. Seeplanning, iteration
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iterations, 22, 24, 25, 49, 51, 59,60,62,64,65,73,

74,99, 149, 177, 207, 220, 225, 226, 232,

233-34, 250, 252, 254, 259-60, 261, 266,

274, 279, 285,291-92
same as sprints, 22

types of, 291-92, 297, 299-302, 303-309, 349,

351,352,385, 389,390-91

leadingmetrics. Seemetrics, leading
lead time,7,60, 332-33

leanproduct development, 29, 40, 41, S4-57,
59, 65, 68, 85, 120, 333-34, 367, 368, 378,
386-87, 390, 399

core concepts of, 55
seven wastes of, 56

learningcycles, 7, 388-89

Leas, SpeedB., 182-4

Lehrer,Jonah, 174
Lencioni,Patrick,211

lessons learned, 36, 37, 46, 99, 352, 366, 372, 391
Like toLike (exercise), 397

listening. See active listening
Littlejohn, 120

LittlesLaw,61, 119, 120

Locate Strengths (exercise),397
low-fidelityprototyping, 160

low-tech,high-touch tools, 110, 111-13, 166, 228,

229, 284

J

Jefferies, Ron, 371

Jensen, B., 126

K

kaizen, 7, 367
Kanban, 2, 40, 41, 54, 57, 59-62, 65, 307, 370, 390

principles, 59

pull system, 59-60
WIP limits in, 60-61, 119

Kanbanboards, 6, 59, 60, 112, 113-14, 115-18,
165, 332, 343

Kano analysis, 103-4
Katzenbach,Jon, 202

kickoffmeetings, 226

knowledge sharing, 6, 165-68
knowledge work, 20-22, 27, 28, 30,32, 34, 48, 54,

55,56, 59, 84, 124, 127, 128, 130, 132, 151,

153, 162, 164, 165, 168, 174, 179, 186, 203,

208, 223, 224, 233, 245, 246-49, 252, 261,
276,329-30,374,389

Korzybski, Alfred, 246
Kouzes,James, 69, 71

M

Mad, Sad, Glad (exercise), 397

management vs. leadership. See leadership, vs.

management

managing threats and issues. See risk management

managingwith agile KPIs. See agile KPIs

mandatory standards. See PMI’s Code ofEthics
andProfessional Conduct

Manifesto for Agile Software Development. See

Agile Manifesto

maps, story. See storymaps

maps, value stream. See value streammapping
measuringup, 167-68

meetings, rules for. See facilitationmethods
mentoring, 7,49, 200, 211,219-20
metaphor (XP core practice), 49, 52,72, 166, 227,

257, 370

methodology anti-patterns. Seeprocess analysis,
methodology anti-patterns

methodology success criteria. See process analysis,
methodology success criteria

metrics, 24, 60, 86-90,93-96,97,110, 169, 222

financial assessment, 86-90
lagging, 342

leading, 342

minimalmarketable feature (MMF),6, 108

L

LaFasto,Frank, 205

laggingmetrics. See metrics, lagging
Larsen,Diana,9, 391-2

Larson, Carl, 205

leadership, 6,7, 20, 66-74, 206, 207-8, 213,
215-16,327,376

agile leadership practices, 71-73

principles for leadingagileprojects,70-71
tasks, 73-74

vs. management, 66

leadership, adaptive. See adaptive leadership
leadership, servant. See servant leadership
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minimalviable product (MVP),6,97, 106, 108-9,

174,285

modeling, agile. See agile modeling
modeling desiredbehavior, 70, 71-72, 354

models of team development, 211-15

money for nothing. See agile contracts,money for

nothing
Monopoly money, 102, 107

MoSCoW,6, 102, 107, 174

motivation, 7, 66, 101, 217-19, 354, 371

individual, 66, 217-19, 330
team, 7, 217-19, 354

Mourning. See teamformationanddevelopment
stages,Mourning

multi-voting. See voting, dot (multi-voting)

PEST analysis, 156
Pinto,Jeffrey,70

Plan-Develop-Evaluate-Learn cycle, 367, 368
Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle, 367, 368, 387

planned value (PV),93, 96

planning, 30, 33, 34, 42, 55, 59, 97, 99, 101, 111,

113, 136, 151, 154, 165, 166, 172, 186, 200,

227, 234, 244-311, 366, 405

adaptive, 244, 245-246

concepts of, 245-63
high-level, 296-97
iteration, 49, 64, 68, 188, 200, 220, 234, 245,

291, 303-9, 344, 393

release, 49,51, 64, 108, 175, 188, 200, 234, 245,

291,297-302,405

sprint, 42, 43, 44, 46,150

planning games (XP corepractice), 51, 166, 370

planningpoker, 64, 112, 171, 187, 289-91

Plus/Delta (exercise), 403, 404

PMI-ACPExam, 1-17

about the, 2-8

assumptions, 8

content, 3-8

how to study for,
other studyresources for, 14

qualifications for,2
PMI’s Code ofEthics andProfessional Conduct,

408-9

point, story. See storypoints
Pomodoro timers, 260

Poppendieck,Mary, 56-57,85, 167, 339

Poppendieck, Tom, 56-57, 85,339

Posner, Barry, 69, 71

pre-mortems. Seeproject pre-mortems

present value. See netpresent value

principles, agile. See AgileManifesto,principles
principles ofsystems thinking. See systems

thinking
prioritization, 6, 101-7, 151, 174, 177, 250, 273,

275-76, 346

prioritization, customer-valued. See customer¬

valuedprioritization
prioritization,relative. See relativeprioritization/

ranking
prioritization schemes,102-4

Prioritize withDots (exercise), 399

prioritizingvalue, 101-7

probability. See riskprobability andimpact

problemidentification. Seeproblems

N

negotiation, 6, 28, 30, 124, 171, 182, 304

net present value (NPV), 6, 64, 86, 87, 89, 90, 156

non-agileprojects. See agile vs. traditionalprojects
nonvalue-added time, 379-81

Norming. See teamformation and development
stages,Norming

NPV. See net present value

0

osmotic communication. See communication,

osmotic

outsourcing. See distributed teams, vs. outsourcing

P

padding, 276, 304

pair programming (XP core practice), 41, 48, 49,

52, 129, 151,166, 225,325, 330, 368-69,

370, 388,

parametric estimates, 261

parkinglot diagrams, 62
Parkinsons Law, 261

participatory decisionmodels. See also voting, 6,
187-88, 291

paybackperiod, 88, 89, 90, 97

PDCA cycle. See Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle
people vs. processes, 28, 29, 198, 199

Performing. See team formation and development
stages, Performing

personas, 6, 64, 160-61, 165, 174
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problemresolution. Seeproblem solving
problems, 29, 32, 35, 37, 52, 71, 73,74, 98, 99,

111, 115, 123, 128, 131, 133, 150, 158, 171,
173, 203, 208, 224, 225, 258, 293, 304, 310,
322-55, 369, 370, 378, 383-84, 390, 404

understanding the impact of, 322-24

problem solving, 7, 29, 44, 171, 182, 204, 208,

220, 322, 327, 352-55
as continuous improvement,352

problems that can’t be solved, 355
team engagement in,352-55

problem-solving steps, 391-92, 397-403
process analysis, 7, 375-77

methodology anti-patterns,375-76
methodology success criteria, 376
methodology success patterns, 376-77

process cycle efficiency, 379-81
process tailoring, 7, 40,211, 369-71, 375

processes vs. people. Seepeople vs. processes
procurement. See agile contracts

productbacklog, 42, 43, 44, 46, 47, 101, 200, 245,

273-76, 383,

grooming/refining,7, 44,47, 253, 274-76
product feedback loops, 7, 388-89

product feedback methods, 389

productivity, 7, 34, 51, 59, 61, 66, 68, 165, 167,
186, 217, 219, 277, 334, 337,391

product owner (Scrumrole), 33, 41, 42, 43,44,
46, 47, 49, 50, 64, 200, 296, 297, 303, 306,
310,334,383, 384,389,390

product roadmaps. See also story maps,7, 284,

286-87, 296, 297

programmer (XProle), 49, 50, 51, 52, 130, 405

progressive elaboration, 7, 177, 245, 253-55, 258,

284, 304

project charters. See agile charters
projectpre-mortems, 7, 383-84

project Tweets, 72, 155

project vision, 42, 43, 64, 70, 156, 161, 257, 296,

Q

quiet workperiod, 223, 329

Quiet Writing (exercise), 174, 399

R

ranking. See relativeprioritization/ranking
rapid application development (RAD), 35

recognition,35,69, 216

Red, Green, Refactor (Red, Green, Clean),
134-35, 326

refactoring (XP corepractice), 35, 41, 52, 55, 130,

134, 137, 157, 166, 233, 279, 306, 326-27,
370

regulatory compliance. See compliance
Reinertsen,Donald, 111

relativeprioritization/ranking,6,106-7
relative sizing, 7,276-79
release planning. Seeplanning, release
releases, 49, 51, 60, 64, 108, 126, 157, 166, 200,

234, 245, 250, 252, 274, 279, 285, 286, 291,

292, 297, 298, 370
Remember the Future. See collaboration games
requirements, 29, 31, 32, 33, 36, 46, 49,69, 70,97,

98, 100, 101, 102, 104, 107, 123, 129, 135,
136, 151, 152, 1S4, 160, 166, 174, 177, 182,
204, 246, 250, 252, 253, 256-58, 261, 265,
266-71, 274, 276, 297, 303, 325,332, 345,

348, 370, 374-75, 376, 377, 385,389
requirements decomposition, 266-67

requirementshierarchy, 266, 267,
requirementsprioritizationmodel,
requirements reviews, 7, 276

respect (XP core value), 41, 48, 151, 387, 408

RetrospectivePlanning Game (exercise), 401

retrospective process, 352, 390, 391-404

step 1 (set the stage), 393-96
step 2 (gather data), 397-98

step 3 (generate insights), 399-401
step 4 (decide what to do), 401-403

step 5 (close the retrospective), 403-4

retrospectives, 64,73, 151, 169, 174, 225, 332,

345, 368-69, 390-404
iteration, 207, 220, 256, 390

sprint, 42, 46

406

communicating, 43, 69, 71,72, 200, 207
prototypes, 151, 246, 376,389,
Prune theProduct Tree. See collaboration games
pull system. See Kanban,pull system
PV. See plannedvalue
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return on investment (ROI), 22, 55, 86, 87-88,

97, 108, 109, 156, 249, 345

Return onTime Invested (ROTI; exercise), 403

reviews, 7, 22, 43, 56,62,65, 128, 129, 198, 200,

220, 245, 276, 325, 330, 352, 366, 368,

385-87, 388, 390
rewards, 69, 153, 167, 208, 328,330

risk, 36, 52, 84-85, 86, 97,98-100, 104,115, 126,
151, 177, 178, 199, 244, 246-49, 274, 279,
293-94, 296, 344-52, 366, 383, 384

risk-adjustedbacklog, 7, 100, 257, 344-49

risk-based spikes. See spikes, risk-based
riskbumdowngraphs,7, 100, 351-52
risk management, 98-100, 322, 344—52
riskprobability and impact, 346, 349

risk register, 349
risk severity, 349-51

roadmap,product. See product roadmaps
ROI.See returnoninvestment

rollingwaveplanning, 255
Round-Robin (exercise), 174, 399
rules for meetings. See facilitationmethods

self-assessments, 404—7

self-directing teams, 207

self-organizing teams, 32, 36, 43, 198, 206-7,

406-7
servant leadership, 6, 43, 68-70,71, 72, 148, 171,

200, 207

primary duties, 68-69
set the stage. See retrospectiveprocess
seven wastes of lean. See waste

Shore,James, 157, 405

Short Subjects (exercise), 401, 402

Shu-Ha-Rimodel. See developmentalmastery

models, Shu-Ha-Ri

simple design (XP core practice), 41, 49, 52, 166,

370

simpleprioritization scheme, 102,174

simple voting. See voting, simple
simplicity (XP core value), 32, 36, 48

simulations. See demonstrations
situational leadership. See adaptive leadership
situationally specific, 23, 63, 370

sizing, 7, 263, 26S, 276-78, 281-84, 287, 296, 297

small releases (XP corepractice), 49, 51, 166, 370

SMART goals, 401,402-3

Smith,Douglas, 202

socialmedia Tee communication, socialmedia
solvin'* ““Ims. See problem solving
sourte code controlsystem, 132

special cause variation, 338

Speedboat. See collaborationgames
SPI. See schedule performance index

spikes, 49, 293-94

architectural, 7, 49, 293, 295

risk-based, 7,293-94

sprint backlog, 42, 44, 47, 274

sprint goal, 42, 44, 164

sprint planning. See planning, sprint

sprint retrospective, 42, 43, 46

sprint review, 41, 42, 43, 46, 150, 385, 386, 390

sprints, 8, 22, 41, 42, 43, 46, 51, 158, 204, 259,

292, 303, 308, 327, 334, 387

stages of team formation and development. See

team formation and development stages

stakeholder engagement, 6, 148-88, 244

stakeholder management. See also stakeholder

stewardship, 6, 148,

s
safe and openenvironment, 73-74,208, 210-11,

327
Sailboat. See collaboration games
SatisfactionHistogram (exercise), 397

scalingpractices. See agile scaling
scheduleperformance index (SPI),93, 96
schedule variance (SV), 93,96
screen designs, 64, 158, 159

Scrum, 8, 22, 40, 41-47, 48, 51, 54, 59, 101, 150,

151, 198, 212, 225, 274, 275,303, 334, 370,

372, 386
activities (events, ceremonies), 43-46
artifacts, 46-47
pillars, 41

process, 42
team roles in, 43, 49, 50, 200

values, 41, 151
ScrumMaster (Scrumrole), 8, 43, 49, 50, 68, 69,

72, 150, 165, 184, 198, 200, 220, 290, 297,

304,306,310,332, 368
scrum ofscrums, 44-45, 205
S-curves, 92-94, 96
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